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The more that we can think about the creation of a non-exploitative, non-distressed society, 
and discharge on the distresses that confuse our thoughts, the nearer that inevitable 
accomplishment will be.

Tim Jackins
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This morning I want to talk 
about relationships. 

We have a powerful  and 
useful theory in Re-evaluation 
Counseling. It works even if we’re 
by ourselves. Many of us use it 
when no one else is around, or 
when no one is around whom we 
trust, and it’s a great help. But it 
works far better with other people, 
and it works best with people we 
trust and love. Using RC well 
and building RC Communities 
depend on relationships.

When we’re born, we’re eager to 
have relationships with everybody. 
We come out looking for another 
human. We don’t care who it is. 
We’re looking to build a relationship 
with anyone we see. You know how 
closely babies will look at you. And 
if you look back, they keep looking 
at you for a long time.

We hunt for relationships at the 
beginning. But there’s almost no 
one ready to have a relationship 
with us. They’re ready to take 
care of us, we hope. But they don’t 
really know that there is someone 
there to relate to. As babies, we 
have a full mind, and no one 
to connect with, so hurts about 
relationships start to happen 
and we end up having all sorts 
of frozen longings for people. 
We long for all of the things that 
should have happened but didn’t 
when we were babies. We long for 
someone to be happy with us and 
to hold us in their arms forever. 
Wouldn’t you like that? 

Relationships
From a talk by Tim Jackins,1 at the Latin America  

Pre-World Conference, February 28 to March 3, 2013

JANET WAMBUI

We  h a v e  a l l  s o r t s  o f 
disappointments. All of the things 
that we wanted to have happen, 
and that didn’t, become part of 
distress recordings. We didn’t 
get to discharge the distresses, so 
we still long for the same things 
and we still get disappointed in 
the same ways. These distresses 
continue to affect our relationships, 
until we can discharge them.

You know how you always 
get upset in the same ways? 
Part of our relationship with 
any particular person is that we 
always get upset with him or her 
in the same ways. We generally 
blame the person—“They know 
it upsets me, and they still do it, 
day after day after day.” 

We can’t handle it, because “It’s 
their fault.” Well, he or she may be 
doing something stupid. But the 
fact that we’re upset by it, the fact 
that we can’t think about it, means 
that we have a distress in our 
mind that got restimulated. There 
is no reason to be upset with 
people, no matter how lost they 
are in their distresses. Besides 

that, we know it doesn’t help to 
get upset with them. Our getting 
upset restimulates them, and then 
they act even worse. Then we get 
more restimulated, and we either 
hit each other or we walk out and 
slam the door. This happens over 
and over and over, and it’s very 
clear that neither person learns 
anything new about it. Which 
means that it must be a distress. 
Otherwise we would figure out 
a solution. 

Every time we get upset with 
someone, it’s not exactly his or 
her doing because part of it is our 
distress. Our distress isn’t our 
fault, somebody did it to us, but 
it is now ours. No one else can 
change it. Even though somebody 
did it to us, it’s now ours.

We are often waiting for people 
to take care of their distresses 
first. (And we want to tell them 
that they need to do that—though 
it doesn’t usually help.) However, 
we don’t have to wait. There are 
better solutions than that. The 
distresses we have the most 
control over are our own. We 
can always discharge our own 
distresses. We can always change 
our own mind. We can always 
decide that we don’t want to be 
upset any longer and then work 
on the distresses, and they will 
actually change. Then instead of 
being upset with people when 
they do this particular thing, 
we’ll just look at it and think that 
it’s odd. Why would they do that? 
Then we can play a role, or not, 

continued . . .
1 Tim Jackins is the International Reference 
Person for the Re-evaluation Counseling 
Communities.
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in helping them. We can decide 
what to do, because now we can 
think about it.

H o w  m a n y  d i f f e r e n t 
relationships do you have upsets 
in? Well, the simpler question 
is, how many relationships do 
you not have upsets in? Hold up 
that many fingers. We 
can’t have relationships 
without running into 
distress, because we 
al l  have too many 
distresses. 

We love the people 
who don’t restimulate 
us quickly. We want to 
be with them. Life is 
good, because we don’t 
get restimulated. The 
people who restimulate 
us are wonderful, smart 
people,  and being 
around them might 
make our life a lot better, 
but we don’t like it. So 
unless we are thinking 
very clearly, we stay 
away from them, even 
though they are just as 
intelligent as the people 
we feel comfortable with. So our 
distresses are really deciding 
whom we have relationships with. 
We don’t think and choose—we 
are pushed by our feelings from 
distress.

WE NEED TO WORK  
ON OUR UPSETS

We need to talk about these 
upsets. In RC, we all care about 
each other deeply, but sometimes 
we might get a little upset with 
each other. Usually we keep 
quiet about it and go away. And, 
of course, when we get upset 
with someone, part of it is our 

distress. All of it might be our 
distress. We get upset at very 
reasonable things sometimes, just 
because we can get restimulated. 
We can have a hard time telling2 
the difference between a real 
problem and restimulation. All of 
us who lead in RC should expect 
people to get restimulated by us. 

even though I feel that I’m right I 
still need to have a session on it. 
It’s still my upset, no matter how 
stupid you were. Of course, if I 
am upset, I can’t really tell how 
stupid you were. I can’t really tell 
what happened at all; I just know 
I am upset. There may be a real 
problem, but I can’t help solve it 

if I am upset. Or maybe 
there is no problem at 
all. Sometimes when we 
work on being upset with 
people, it turns out to 
be3 all our own distress. 
That’s embarrassing, but 
life becomes much clearer 
as we work through the 
distress.

So we get upset with 
people, everywhere in 
our lives, and we need to 
work on it. We especially 
need to work on it when 
we’re upset with people 
in our RC Community. 
We have thousands of 
people in our lives. We 
have fewer people in our 
RC Community, and we 
are trying to work closely 

with them. 

We all have work to do on our 
distresses to be able to work 
together. We’ve all been hurt in the 
area of relationships, and it will 
get in our way. It isn’t that we’ve 
made a mistake in being upset—if 
we have these distresses, it has to 
happen—but we have to be ready 
to handle it. Nothing is really 
wrong; it’s just another distress. 
We just have to remember to try 
and discharge it.

When we counsel on these 
upsets, we need to counsel on the 

2 “Telling” means perceiving. 3 “It turns out to be” means we realize it is.

. . . continued

It always happens. We should also 
expect people to get fascinated 
with us. (Laughter) That always 
happens, too. In a way, both are 
compliments, because a person—
often unconsciously—is hopeful 
that he or she can work on that 
distress with us. It is not likely to 
appear unless he or she has some 
hope of discharging it.

A l l  o f  u s  h ave  t o  t a k e 
responsibi l ity for our own 
restimulations. When I get upset 
with you and feel sure you did a 
stupid thing to me on purpose, 

ARIZONA, USA • LISA VOSS
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distresses that got restimulated 
much more than we need to 
counsel on our present feelings. 
Often it is best to not even mention 
the name of the person we are 
upset with. We can just say, “That 
stupid idiot.” We don’t need a 
name; it’s not important. How we 
feel is what is important. 

Even though we have an 
agreement of confidentiality, 
we can still restimulate our 
counselors,  a nd when our 
counselors get restimulated, they 
are lousy counselors. They stop 
thinking and may start agreeing 
with us: “Yeah, X— is stupid.” Or 
start defending the other person: 
“You’re wrong. You shouldn’t 
counsel on that. It’s all your fault.” 
And we don’t get a good session 
out of either one of those. So it’s 
important to focus not on the 

restimulation but on where it 
comes from.

We need to work on these 
upsets. We care deeply about each 
other; we have no real conflicts. 
But often we feel like if we care 
deeply, we shouldn’t have these 
upset feelings, so we keep quiet. 
Then, with more restimulations, 
they get worse and worse and 
worse in our heads, until we 
finally can’t bear them anymore 
and we blow up.4

We simply have this work to 
do, starting now. We are going 
to have a mini-session: You get 
to talk about someone in your 
Community who upsets you. If 
you’re counseling with someone 
who does not know the person, 
you can use the person’s name, 

but if your counselor might know 
the person, let’s not use the name 
this time. (Three-minutes-each-way 
mini-session)

It’s important that we do this 
work as we go along. Many 
experienced Co-Counselors have 
not done this work, and it gets 
easier and easier for them to be 
restimulated. Sometimes they walk 
away from their Communities 
because they haven’t been able 
to keep discharging on their 
distresses about relationships. I 
don’t want to lose any of you. I 
think your life would be worse 
if you left, but I also want you to 
be here so we can do the work of 
the RC Communities together. We 
can and will continue on together, 
but we have to do work like this. 
Every so often we have to clean 
up our relationships. So try to 
remember, please.4  “Blow up” means suddenly express anger.

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, USA • TRAVIS QUEZON
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As I think about the process of moving chronic material,1 my mind often goes to my childhood 
experience with my family of moving big rocks. These were rocks that were too big and too deeply 
embedded to just lift up and haul away. We often had to dig around a rock for quite a while to reveal its 
full extent. Then we had to find a place where we could get some purchase2 with a long metal crowbar, 
where part of the lever was actually under the rock. We also needed to put enough solid rock behind 
the crowbar so that when we applied force, it wouldn’t just slip back into soft dirt. Only then, with the 
tip of the crowbar under the now-exposed rock, and something solid behind it, would we gather all 
our forces and push down on the crowbar, as far out on the other end as possible. If the rock moved, 
even the tiniest bit, we’d have small rocks ready to wedge into the crack that had opened. Then we’d 
readjust the crowbar and maybe build up the rock behind it, hopefully getting a little more leverage, 
and push down on the crowbar again. We knew what to do to make that big rock move, and it was an 
empowering experience for this little girl. 

The parallel to moving chronic material is striking. To really make a difference, we first have to 
uncover the pattern enough to recognize its shape, to know what it looks like and see where it ends. 
Discharge, often of deep grief, is usually required to get this picture. But once we know the shape of 
it, discharge alone will not move it. What is needed is leverage, and something solid to push against. 
Leverage comes with a good direction, and the contradiction3 provided by connection with a counselor. 
The something solid to push against is truth and the reality of our current abilities. 

We push with power (more discharge of fear than grief, 
and strong action taken in the present outside of session). 
If it doesn’t move, we may need to discharge more to 
uncover its shape more fully and get a clearer picture 
of its depth, or gather together more contradiction or 
access to reality. When a crack in the chronic opens up, 
we wedge in more decision and action in present time 
to keep the pattern from settling back into place. With 
that crack, we have even greater leverage to move it 
the next step. 

With this metaphor in mind, I approach my sessions 
with greater intention and power. It is hard work, of 
course, but a great adventure, and as rewarding as 
moving big rocks used to be for me as a child. 

Pamela Haines 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

Reprinted from the e-mail discussion  
list for RC Community members

Making That Big “Rock” Move

1 “Material” means distress.
2 “Some purchase” means a mechanical hold.
3 Contradiction to distress

From Terror  
to Elation

In turning the corner in the emergence 
from a chronic pattern, there is often a 
feeling of imminent death. It is actually 
the chronic pattern that is dying, not 
the person. The person is regaining 
health. But since one has “adjusted to” 
the chronic, the feeling is often that one 
is giving up an existence one knows. 
The terror (which does not always 
occur, but often does) is succeeded 
by a feeling of great elation when the 
person realizes that they didn’t lose 
their life but instead lost their prison. 

Harvey Jackins* 
From a letter written in 1975

LK

* Harvey Jackins was the founder and first  
International Reference Person of the Re-evaluation 
Counseling Communities.
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Re-evaluation Counselling has come to 
many important conclusions about human 
beings and the world—for example, that 
all human beings are “good,” and that 
when they don’t act good, it’s only because 
their minds are confused by the residue of 
unresolved painful experiences.

These conclusions guide us RCers in our 
daily lives, in our interactions with other 
people, and in our Co-Counselling sessions 
as client and as counselor. They also guide 
us as we try to shape the future. They often 
prove very useful—much more useful 
than the conclusions offered by sources 
embedded within the irrational society.

It has been good for us to use these RC conclusions 
as a guide. However, no matter how helpful they have 
been, or how much better they are than the conclusions 
drawn from irrational sources, they are not enough 
for our ongoing work, for dealing accurately with the 
new, unique situations we find ourselves in as reality 
evolves over time.

QUESTIONING EVERYTHING
Whenever I need to plan a workshop or a class, 

I almost always start by asking myself some basic 
questions like “Why are we doing RC?” and “What is 
the current situation (or context) we are trying to do 
RC within?” Then having considered my latest answers 
to those questions, I try to plan the class or workshop 
so that it takes account of reality as it is here and now. 
This has worked well. 

As one way of increasing our ability to think 
freshly, I’ve been suggesting to Co-Counsellors in 
my Region1 that we learn to thoughtfully question 
everything we think and do, including what we 
think and do in RC. This is not to undermine RC, 
but to promote wider understanding of how we 
have come to know what we know in RC—so 
that we understand RC, rather than just rely on its 
conclusions. (In the process, we may occasionally 

Really Thinking about RC

find things in RC theory or practise that don’t make 
sense, and it will be useful to correct these.) The 
phrase “thoughtfully question” sets this up in the 
way it needs to be, given how questions can also be 
used to criticise or disrupt.

READING THE LITERATURE
To be able to thoughtfully question everything in RC 

theory, we need first to know what that the theory is, 
what it says. To know this well enough, I think we need 
to read (and reread) a lot of RC literature—especially, 
I would say, the “collected works” of Harvey Jackins, 
since they are where the basic theory has been most 
consistently laid out.

Studying the basic RC literature isn’t about 
substituting our own thoughts with those of Harvey 
Jackins. It’s about putting our minds in contact with 
the mind of the person who contributed most to the 
development of basic RC theory, and seeing what we 
gain by that interaction. It’s important not to simply 
accept the ideas but to question them, to wrestle with 
them in our minds.

For example, for a recent Community class, we read 
through the Postulates of Re-evaluation Counseling2 
the week before the class and then discussed them in 

1 A Region is a subdivision of the International RC Community, usually con-
sisting of several Areas (local RC Communities). 2 The Postulates of Re-evaluation Counseling are on pages one through six 

of The Human Situation, by Harvey Jackins.

TOLOSA, BASQUE COUNTRY • BILL HORNE

continued . . .
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class. I encouraged people to question everything in 
them, to ask themselves, “What do these words actually 
mean?” and “Does this fit with my experience?”

We managed to discuss only the first three postulates 
(out of twenty-eight), because everyone had so much 
to talk about, and people disagreed about some details, 
and each other’s view of those details.

I think this kind of questioning is important in 
moving RC and our Community forward. Again, the 
purpose is not to undermine RC but to make sure that 
we really understand, connect with, and eventually 
agree on what it is we are doing in RC.

EXPERIMENTING, AND  
THOUGHTFULLY TRUSTING

A theory is a model that we build with our minds, a 
model of a part of reality that we want to understand 
better. It’s not useful to think of a theory as “true”; it’s 
just our best attempt so far at guessing what reality 
might be like. A useful theory is one that we are 
confident describes reality accurately enough that we 
can rely on it—that is, base our actions on it. We gain 
confidence in a theory if it repeatedly describes reality 
accurately, under many different conditions. 

If we want to increase our confidence in the accuracy of 
a theory, we have to conduct our own experiments. (An 
important part of every Co-Counselling session, class, or 
workshop is the opportunity it provides to test RC theory 
experimentally.) But given that we can’t do experiments 
on every bit of knowledge we will ever use, we also have 
to become good at figuring out whose conclusions we can 
trust without checking them by direct observation; we 
have to figure out the most useful attitude we can take 
toward indirect knowledge. I think this means:

1. Becoming and staying aware of where we are using 
our own thinking or direct observation and where we 
are relying on someone else’s

2. Understanding the structural importance of every 
bit of knowledge we are relying on and asking ourselves, 
“Which bits of our knowledge are fundamental, in that 
if they turn out to be3 incorrect, a lot of what we thought 
we understood becomes unreliable?”

3. Checking the trustworthiness of all the sources we 
use—by checking on their past record of accuracy and 
integrity, the areas in which they have been reliable, any 
areas in which they have not been reliable (since most 
people are reliable in some areas but not in others), and 
their attitude toward correcting their mistakes.

THINKING FRESHLY
One of the consequences of having our confidence 

in our thinking damaged, and not being allowed to 
practise thinking all the time, is that when we’re asked 
or required to think freshly about something, we can 
instead fall into the appearance of thinking. One way 
of doing this is to quickly offer a new idea that is new 
only by being different from what has gone before. 
This isn’t fresh thinking.

When we’re trying to think freshly about something 
we do in RC, it can be useful to ask questions like

• What situation was it originally intended to 
address? 

• Has the situation changed? 

• Is the old solution addressing the new situation? 

• If not, then why not, and what might work better?

Converging on similar thoughts is not a failure. We have 
not failed to think freshly if after thinking thoroughly, we 
arrive at a conclusion we find already documented in the 
early RC literature. This is just an indication of the quality 
of the work done by the pioneers of RC.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS
For a recent Regional workshop, I created a list of 

questions that I thought might help us start coming 
to our own individual understanding or conclusions. 
Some of these questions address where it can seem 
like RC has failed in some way. We need to look at 
these “failures,” rather than cover them over or blame 
someone else for them. We’re at the point where we 
are in RC for good reasons: our current position is 
based on what we’ve been able to do at each point of 
our development. Also, in RC every Co-Counsellor 
is encouraged to take complete responsibility for the 
whole RC Community. Complete responsibility means 
that any “failure” in RC is one’s own responsibility, 
not someone else’s fault.

3 “Turn out to be” means result in being.

. . . continued

LK
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Questions about RC theory
• What is RC? 

• What does RC say about you as a human? And what 
do the words in your answer actually mean (words 
like “good,” “intelligent,” “caring,” “powerful”)?

• What bits of RC theory have you confirmed for 
yourself by observation, and what bits remain 
unconfirmed? 

• How confident can you be about the unconfirmed bits?

• How do you move forward when you don’t know 
everything?

• What is discharge? 

• What is a distress recording, a pattern, a contradiction? 

• What does re-emerge mean?

Questions about RC practise
• Why do we Co-Counsel? Why don’t we just counsel 

ourselves, since we know the theory? 

• Why do we have RC Communities (or workshops, 
classes, and so on)? 

• Is leadership necessary? What is leadership?

• Why hasn’t RC changed the world? 

• What were you hoping RC would change in the wider 
world? Where has it done that, and where not? Why 
has it not? 

• Were you hoping the RC Communities would 
grow more rapidly? Why haven’t your hopes been 
realized? 

• Is it possible to completely re-emerge from distress? 
Has anyone done so? If not, why not?

• Have you gotten rid of a chronic pattern, or greatly 
reduced its effect on you? Can we get rid of them 
all?

• Why don’t we have “democracy” in RC? 

• How do we thoughtfully disagree with someone? 

• How many Co-Counselling sessions, of what 
duration, per week are “enough” for us to move 
forward (re-emerge)? 

• Can we re-emerge just by Co-Counselling? Is 
discharge enough?

Questions for the individual
• Why do you do RC? 

• What do you want to use RC for? 

• Where has RC worked well for you, and where has it 
“failed to deliver”? What do you think happened?

• What distress is most in your way? 

• For leaders: What distress is most in the way of 
the group? (We can all learn a lot by assuming the 
viewpoint of a leader.) 

•  How do you decide what to prioritise in your sessions 
and your life?

Questions about the wider world
• What do you think is possible for the human race? 

• What is the relationship between your individual 
re-emergence and the re-emergence of the human 
race? 

• What is the current situation for humanity? 

• What are all the factors in the current situation, how 
do they interact with each other, and how should you 
deal with them? 

• What in the current situation have you not seen clearly 
enough yet? 

• What is the most fundamental thing holding us 
humans back? 

•  Do you l ive  in  a  democracy? (What  i s 
“democracy”?) 

• What do you understand about the current financial 
crises? 

• What do you understand about the current 
environmental crises?

What other questions will help us all to think?

Karl Lam
Regional Reference Person for Cambridge, 

Herts, Beds, Bucks, and Norfolk, in England
Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, England

LK
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Please take a look at the lists in the back 

of  this Present Time and let us know if  

you find any inaccuracies. You can send 

corrections to <publications@rc.org> 

or to Rational Island Publishers, 719 

2nd Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 

98109, USA.

Thanks very much!

Rational Island Publishers

I just got off the phone with my father. I had 
called him to discuss his medication regimen. In 
the past I would have called with my agenda—of 
getting him off medications because they are 
“wrong.” I do think they are doing damage to 
him and keeping his feelings at bay,1 but I am 
suspicious of my inclination to decide what’s 
right or wrong for another person, in this case 
my father. 

Today I had just done some “special time”2 with 
a young person, which allowed me to be more 
relaxed with regard to my mission of “getting my 
father off medication.” I still felt inclined to impose 
my opinion, but I was able to give my father space 
instead of acting my feeling out at him. I let him 
finish his train of thought3 before I spoke and only 
interjected small nuggets of perspective, often in 
question form, then allowed him to formulate his 
own thinking about what I had offered. 

This brought me a new level of hope and made 
me feel less urgent about “fixing” anything about 
my father. It is really about just loving him. I do 
think he will eventually need to come off the 
medication, but in no rush—and on his schedule, 
not mine.

I am pleased with this victory. It had to do 
with discharging a lot of my urgency (terror) and 
remembering that I am in charge of my mind, 
perspective, and decision-making.

Benjamin 
Brooklyn, New York, USA

On His Schedule,  
Not Mine

1 “At bay” means at a distance.
2 “Special time” is an activity, developed in RC family work, during which 
an adult puts a young person in full charge of their mutual relationship, as 
far as the young person can think. For a specific period of time, the adult 
lets the young person know that he or she is willing to do anything the 
young person wants to do. The adult focuses his or her entire attention on 
the young person and follows his or her lead, whether the young person 
tells, or simply shows, the adult what she or he wants to do.
3 “Train of thought” means sequence of related thoughts.

MAURA FALLON

LK
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This past January I led a goal-
setting gather-in. I want to 

share some of what I said: 

Goal setting has been a powerful 
tool for me. As a raised-poor, 
working-class woman targeted by 
racism, I wasn’t raised to expect 
much. Racism and class oppression 
filled me with false ideas about 
myself and what was possible for 
my life. For a lot of my childhood, 
I focused on surviving. Living near 
the bottom end of the economic 
scale, I had to learn to do without 
many things. There was a lot of “not 
getting the things I wanted,” and 
much disappointment. I internalized 
something about “not deserving.” 
Somehow I got the message that I, 
and my mind, were inferior. 

It wasn’t easy at first to set goals 
or to see that I could have more for 
my life. I used to feel ill and upset, 
like there was this thing I couldn’t 
do looming in the background. I 
felt hopeless, scared, and immobile. 
Thinking about what I wanted 
made me feel like a failure, because I 
didn’t know how I could get it, and 
also because I needed support and 
discharge to achieve what I wanted. 

I now feel excited about setting 
goals. I feel like I’m in charge of my 
life. Goal setting (and deciding) is 
powerful. I don’t have to discharge 
everything before things can change; 
I don’t have to wait to get the life 
I want. 

My recording1 of “I can’t” no 
longer operates. Now I tell myself 

Dreaming Big for Your Life

“I can” or “maybe I can.” Today 
it’s much easier to see the reality of 
who I am. I am powerful, strong, 
beautiful, smart, brave, exciting, 
fun, and living a great life. 

The following are some goals I’ve 
accomplished:

• Going to school to become a 
pharmacy technician

• Getting a job in a hospital
• Joining a weight-loss program and 

losing thirty pounds
• Learning to drive
• Ending a twelve-year relationship 

and living on my own

The goal I’m proudest of is deciding 
to fall in love and be with a man who 
is in love with me. 

DECIDE, ACT, DISCHARGE

Here are some useful steps for 
achieving goals:

1) Decide what you want. Have 
Co-Counselling sessions on it. 
Think big for your life and the 
world.

2) Write down what you want 
and decide to go after2 it.

3) Write down the steps you need 
to take. Break your goals down into 
manageable chunks. Strategize with 
your Co-Counsellors, friends, and 
family, and on your own. Make it 
a fun project.

4) Take action.

5) Discharge as things come up. 
Set up sessions; call Co-Counsellors 
for phone time.

1 Distress recording

JOSHUA TREE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA, USA • NIKHIL TRIVEDI

continued . . .

2 “Go after” means pursue.
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6) Review your goals on a weekly 
or monthly basis (it’s up to you3 
how often) and adjust them as you 
discharge. 

USE GOALS TO  
CONTRADICT CHRONICS

Setting goals is a good way to 
get at4 chronic patterns. Goals that 
go against chronic patterns will 
most likely be difficult and require 
more strategizing. You may have 
to trick the patterns. A hard part 
is the feelings of hopelessness and 
discouragement that can come up. 
The reality is there is always hope. 
Most likely the feelings are old 
and not about today. Goals that 
contradict chronic patterns may 
require deciding over and over 
again, having someone remind you 
of the goals, and rethinking how to 
contradict the distress. It may be 
that you take a break from a goal for 
a week and come back to it. 

MAKE IT FUN

Try to make your strategies fun. 
For example, I treated my goal to 
fall in love as a project. I thought 
I’d be like a woman on the TV show 
The Bachelorette and date all these 
different guys and have fun. I didn’t 
end up dating many guys, but it 
helped to think of it like that. I also 
bought a journal and recorded what 
happened on the dates. 

The following are comments from 
others about the goal-setting day.

Rachel Berryman
New Westminster,  

British Columbia, Canada

Before RC, I once asked a therapist 
to teach me how to “re-parent” 

myself. She didn’t fully understand 
what I meant and couldn’t respond to 
me in a way that I found meaningful, 
which I found frustrating. I was 
looking for actual things to say to 
help a child (me) to dream. I wanted 
to learn how to validate my own 
dreams and then guide the child 
within me to go a�er those dreams. 
I didn’t know that it was possible for 
me to take a step and then look for 
support and resources along the way. 
I felt lost, depressed, and resen�ul 
(“Do I even exist, and what does 
that mean?”). I wanted desperately 
to feel empowered and con�dent 
and hopeful.

I was a child of working-class 
Japanese immigrants who were trying 
their best to run a farm and raise a 
family in Canada. �ey trusted me 
to �nd my own way in the world and 

didn’t pressure me into performing 
to expectations. I had the freedom 
to pursue my own interests and 
passions; they just assumed I’d be 
�ne. �ey struggled and persevered 
through war,  emigrat ion,  and 
hardship and accomplished a lot in 
their lives. �ey didn’t understand 
how lost I felt growing up. I didn’t 
see any representations of myself on 
television, and my parents didn’t have 
the social and professional networks 
(that other people might have had 
over generations) to help their 
children envision a broader future 
and accomplish their goals. I couldn’t 
imagine a future for myself or see 
how I could “�t” in this society.

Hearing Rachel speak about how 
racism and classism had affected her 
ability to dream big for herself had 
a huge impact on me. I felt seen and 
heard and understood. She talked 
about how she had used RC to 
forge a vision for her life, and then 
she broke down for us the steps she 
had taken to go for it. �at was the 
tangible help I had been looking for 
from that therapist! 

It’s a tremendous contradiction5 
to take myself seriously and listen to 
the muted voices—my own yearnings 
in my own heart—and then support 
them to take shape in a world that 
seems like it doesn’t want to make 
room for me. I ’m so grateful for 
Rachel’s support and example.

Mika Maniwa
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Rachel reminded us that sexism, 
classism, and racism make it 

important (and not easy) for us to 
set and attain goals. Lots of things 
get in the way of getting the lives 
we want. 

. . . continued

3 “Up to you” means your decision.
4 “Get at” means contradict and discharge.

BILL HORNE
5 Contradiction to distress
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As a middle-class woman of 
Asian heritage, I find it difficult 
to know what it is I want. I’m 
also not convinced I can get what 
I want, and it’s easy to become 
discouraged. Finally, I sometimes 
wonder if my goals are more 
about easing the pain of sexism 
and racism than about having a 
bigger life. 

Watching Rachel go after 
a bigger, richer life is a huge 
inspiration and motivator for me 
as a woman targeted by racism. I 
feel relief: a woman targeted by 
racism is leading the way with 
grace, determination, and ease. 
People are supporting her. How 
is she doing it? There must be a 
way for me, too. 

Breaking down goal setting into 
small steps, and doing lots of 
discharge, was helpful. Discharge 
and attention allowed my thinking 
to go beyond small and immediate 
to expansive, hopeful, and long-
term.

N. Hashimoto
Vancouver,  

British Columbia, Canada

Rachel reminded me that we 
can make decisions about 

the way we want our lives to be 
and then act on those decisions. I 
can dream up both big and small 
goals for my life and then go after 
them. 

She gave us a straightforward 
road map for going after big lives. 
At first I could only think of my 
more immediate goals (do “special 
time”6 with my daughter, exercise 
more, eat differently, write more). 
However, as the day went on, my 
mind started opening up to the 
bigger possibilities (changing my 
job, writing a poetry book, getting 
published, raising a family). Holy 
smokes!7 Could I really do those 
things? After the workshop I didn’t 
feel like they were any closer, but 
I did have a plan for getting them 
closer, and that in itself was a huge 
step forward.

Laurel  
British Columbia, Canada

I appreciated how Rachel led the 
morning with so many mini-

sessions. It was an example of 
exactly what she had told us: be 
gentle, but also do the work. 

Now I check in on my goals at 
the beginning of sessions. I notice 
I’m persistent, and I feel proud.

Anonymous

I enjoyed Rachel’s perspective 
on the usefulness of goals to 

further our re-emergence. Her 
encouragement to view our goals 
as “games” and make the pursuit 
of them more engaging and fun 
was refreshing to me. I felt more 
aligned with my priorities and have 
since formed a habit of reviewing 
my daily, weekly, and yearly goals 
each morning.

Phil Johnston 
Vancouver,  

British Columbia, Canada

What a good turnout for Rachel’s 
goal-setting gather-in! People 

do want to have big lives.

Using examples from her own life, 
Rachel showed us how we can achieve 
the goals we set—no matter how big 
or scary they are, and what feelings 
we might have when starting out. She 
also reminded us that we don’t have 
to be fully liberated from our distress 
to achieve big goals.

Anonymous
Canada

JULIE FORGIONE

6 “Special time” is an activity, developed in 
RC family work, during which an adult puts 
a young person in full charge of their mutual 
relationship, as far as the young person can 
think. For a specific period of time, the adult 
lets the young person know that he or she is 
willing to do anything the young person wants 
to do. The adult focuses his or her entire at-
tention on the young person and follows his 
or her lead, whether the young person tells, 
or simply shows, the adult what she or he 
wants to do.
7 “Holy smokes” is an exclamation of surprise 
or amazement.

RHODE ISLAND, USA • STEVE BANBURY
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Rational Island Publishers has been producing 
a series of CDs of talks given by Tim Jackins at 
recent RC workshops. They are intended primarily 
for RC teachers but can be ordered by anyone. A 
new CD is produced each quarter. The series is 
called RC Teacher Updates. 

For a complete list of all the CDs produced up 
until now, see page 105 of this Present Time.

Anyone can order any of the CDs for $10 (U.S.) 
each, plus postage and handling. 

The entire 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 
2011, and 2012 four-CD sets are also available to 
anyone, for $25 per set, while supplies last. 

If you are a certified RC teacher, the upcoming 
four CDs per year are available on a subscription 
basis, and mailed out quarterly, for $25 a year. You 
can order up to three years at a time.

Web special: The 12-CD set for 2006, 2007, and 
2008, and the 12-CD set for 2009, 2010, and 2011,  
are each available for $40 per set—if you order them 
on the RC web site <http://www.rc.org>. 

Short Talks by  
Tim Jackins, on CD

Hey young adults,  

I’m a twenty-nine-year-old middle-class Protestant 
white guy who was raised in Co-Counseling in 
Maine, USA. For the past six years I’ve lived and 
counseled in San Francisco, California, USA. I never 
met Harvey,* and in the last couple of years I’ve 
realized how little of his writing I know very well, 
despite assumptions some older adults have that 
people who started Co-Counseling young or were 
raised in RC picked up RC theory and mastered 
it just from being around the adults who were 
developing it. 

In the last year or two, I’ve started reading some of 
Harvey’s writing and watching some of his talks on 
DVD, and it’s made a big difference to me. Many of 
the adults I grew up around had “liberal” patterns 
that prevented them from holding a strong line 
against distress, and Harvey’s refusal to ever agree 
with any part of a pattern (even if people felt like he 
was being hard on them) has been really helpful to 
me. I’ve loved his tone of high expectations for all of 
us, and how much he wanted distress off of us. 

Recently I’ve been thinking that it could be fun to 
study Harvey’s ideas with other young adults, as 
a way for us to contradict our patterns of staying 
small or playing only supporting roles in our 
Communities and to get to know Harvey’s thinking 
better and build on RC theory. 

So my question is, do any of you have experience 
studying RC theory together with a group of young 
adults? If so, how did you set it up, and how did it 
go? If not, what do you think would make it go well 
for you as young adults (and as people from your 
different constituencies)?  

Nat Lippert 
San Francisco, California, USA

Reprinted from the RC e-mail discussion  
list for leaders of young adults

Studying RC Theory,  
with Young Adults

* Harvey Jackins

MOUNT RAINIER NATIONAL PARK, WASHINGTON, USA • TRAVIS QUEZON

KK
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Hanging, just out of reach,

A ripe summer moon.

Plump for the picking.

Sojourner Truth 
Seattle, Washington, USA

Summer Moon

Some of the RC literature is especially good as an aid to discharge. The poems in Zest Is Best,1 
and the scrolls,2 have been useful that way for me.

Recently I have been reading aloud in my Co-Counseling sessions articles from the RC journal 
Well Being,3 as I am preparing for surgery. Sometimes I discharge a lot; other times very little. In 
today’s session I discharged very little while reading an article, but afterward my whole outlook 
was better—just as it is after I discharge vigorously. 

Over the years I have tried many times to read the RC literature aloud in my sessions. Often my 
counselors have trouble with this. They become frustrated if I am not discharging. They think I 
am using the literature as a crutch, or avoiding discharge, and try to get me to discharge and stop 
reading. But for me, just reading the literature is a contradiction.4 It broadens my whole outlook and 
adds greatly to my understanding of RC and the world. And I am not likely to read it by myself.

Pam Geyer writes, “The counselor needs to discharge (usually with someone else) what gets in 
the way of being relaxed and delighted with [a] client” (Well Being No. 6, page five).

For those of you who enjoy reading the RC literature, and read a new RC publication cover-to-
cover as soon as you receive it, try reading some of the literature aloud in your sessions. It can 
help you discharge about what you are reading. 

I am excited about reading more and more of the literature in my sessions: reading from the 
many specialized journals, from Present Time, from the books, and so on. 

Steve Brown 
Denver, Colorado, USA

Using RC Literature in Co-Counseling Sessions

1 A book of poems by Harvey Jackins
2 Rational Island Publishers sells a number of scrolls with inspiring quotes (both RC and non-RC) on them.
3 The RC journal for exchange of information and ideas about health
4 Contradiction to distress

PARIS, FRANCE • MATT WEATHERFORD
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It took two and a half years before we got a clear picture that the distress turns off the thinker and 
the information freezes and becomes a compulsive recording.1 It took about four and a half or five years 
before we understood the difference between an intermittent and a chronic pattern. 

Permissive counseling and warm attention are sufficient for an intermittent pattern. Clients will always 
hold up2 such a pattern and start discharging on it. They don’t have much trouble getting outside it. 

With “heavy” patterns, we were having great success with some and, right alongside of that, discouraging 
failure with others. We didn’t yet know they were chronic; we saw them as “heavy” patterns. We didn’t 
have any awareness that just the counseling situation was enough to contradict one chronic pattern 
while another took grabbing the client by the throat3 and saying, “No, you’re not going to do that; you’re 
going to do this,” in order to interrupt it and get discharge.

Gradually Understanding Chronic Patterns 
Harvey Jackins, at a workshop at Buck Creek Camp,  

in Washington, USA, August 1971

1 Distress recording
2 “Hold up” means voluntarily expose to counseling.
3 “Grabbing the client by the throat” means firmly and insistently getting the client’s attention.

The following are some thoughts about health 
that I sometimes use in workshops I lead:

• Our bodies are wonders of nature.

• Chronic pain is the second most common 
reason people go see a doctor.

• Pain can make us lose perspective. It feels 
soooo real!

• Our bodies are receptacles for undischarged 
feelings.

• Hopelessness can set in with the undischarged 
distress from surgery, anesthesia, and 
chronic physical conditions.

• Whether or not we are able to function with 
pain or injury is affected by how much we 
keep our attention off distress (outside of 
Co-Counseling sessions).

Thoughts about Health

• Because something worked for somebody 
doesn’t mean it will work for everybody.

• We often either naively trust or rigidly don’t 
trust.

• Underneath symptoms is wellness.

• Hope feeds action. Action feeds hope. 
Discharging discouragement leads to 
hope.

• Along with hope, we must be strategic and 
keep up the fight against distress.

• Our bodies are wonders of nature.

Pam Geyer 
International Liberation  

Reference Person for Elders 
Bellaire, Texas, USA

KK
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Okay, lean over and put your cheek against the 
person next to you. We can’t easily remember that we 
are no longer alone, and we’ve learned how to function 
independently enough that we pretend it doesn’t 
matter. We’ve had to pretend it doesn’t matter, and it 
matters a lot. 

When we get here, we like that we’re together, and 
when I tell you to put your cheek against someone else, 
you will. But can you remember to do it on your own? 
Would it have the same effect if you did it without my 
telling you, and your not having to be responsible for 
it? We will feel alone when we go home, more than 
here, unless we do something, unless we actively 
think about not letting that material1 get its grip on 
us again.

We like coming here and being with each other. It 
contradicts the aloneness, but not fully, not quite. We’re 
not daring enough to use it to contradict that material 
and discharge on it. Instead we use it to not feel so bad 
about that aloneness material, to not feel so blatantly 
alone. We use it to salve and smooth out the distress 
rather than as a contradiction to discharge it. 

So we come, we love this, and we can remember it 
a little while, but we haven’t done the work on the 
distress. It’s still there, and we run into it again rather 
quickly. You put your cheek against that person’s, and 
it startles you a little. But then you tighten up. You 
don’t let it penetrate too far. You don’t want to feel too 
much of that person. You don’t want to count on his 
or her actually being there. You learned not to do that. 
You learned how dangerous it was to think there was 
another mind that would keep you in mind, because 
there never was. But now there might be.

All of us want to be able to connect with anybody 
we’ve had contact with here. We know there’s a chance 
to do it, and yet we can’t move to do it. It’s really 
interesting. We can’t quite dare to face how badly hurt 
we got from being alone. It’s hard to go back and look 
at the hurts that came down so solidly. 

They left chronic material that we haven’t been able 
to challenge well. We use each other as far as we can 
figure out, and still you know you go home feeling 

Connection: Next Steps

alone. You know how separate your mind operates 
and how you don’t count on anyone.

I notice that I don’t feel like I can count on anybody 
ever coming back. I have a tendency to run my life on 
that basis. I know better. I fight for contact, I reach for 
people, I do all these things, but down in there where 
things fell in on me, I don’t count on anybody ever 
coming back—period, at all. That’s the way the distress 
sits in my mind. I’ve figured out how to expand my life 
from that narrow basis as far as I can, as far as I can, as 
far as I can, but it’s still there. There’s still this struggle 
to take on,2 because I haven’t been able to discharge 
that separation material. 

And you don’t look much better than me. Different 
maybe, but not better, because we were all forced off 
alone. We do all of these wonderful things in spite of 
it, we fight for things in spite of it, and yet it’s been 
very hard to challenge that material. 

When someone says, “Oh, it’s really nice to see you,” 
we smile and nod. When the people we care about most 
say, “I love you,” we say, “I love you, too.” Nothing goes 
in very far. My wife and a granddaughter play with this: 
“I love you.” “I love you more.” “I love you twice as 
much.” “I love you three times as much.” “I love you 
infinity times as much.” It just goes on and on. “Twice 
infinity.” They’re playing with this issue. They don’t 
discharge the distress, but they stay there and engage 
each other on it. We don’t even play with the issue. 

We’re afraid to look. We’re afraid to stay there and 
look and watch someone’s eyes to see if they are really 
alive or if they’ve made their effort and then froze, if 
they’ve gone as far as they can and can’t go any farther 
and there’s nobody there to try to take the next step 
with. We have to challenge that. 

A long time ago I put a picture of a newborn baby on 
the cover of Present Time. The baby was just looking to 
see if anyone was there. We don’t do that anymore. We 
have the same questions and the same doubts; we just 
gave up. Now it’s time to change our mind. We have to 
change our mind and challenge that distress.

We have a long way to go together, and we’re just 
beginning to figure out what together means. We’ve 

A talk by Tim Jackins at the West Coast North America  
Pre-World Conference, January 2013

1 “Material” means distress.

2 “Take on” means confront.

continued . . .
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run along parallel paths, not quite 
within reach of each other. We’re 
reassured to look sideways and see 
people going along, too, but it isn’t 
all that humans are capable of. It’s 
very important that we challenge 
our earliest hurts, so we don’t 
accept separation from each other.

How do we pursue this issue? 
How much discomfort are you 
willing to face with how many 
people? How much can you look 
and force your mind open to actually 
entertain the possibility that there’s 
somebody over there, stuck in the 
same way you’re stuck, but trying 
hard to find the way back, just like 
you are? Do you dare think that’s true? You know it’s 
true, but do you dare think it’s true at the moment you 
are challenging that material?

This is that place where you have to make up your 
mind, because you know what’s true and yet distress 
makes it seem impossible. It’s a place where you may 
have to go outside of proof and decide it’s true: The 
world is this way because it’s the way I want it to be. I 
decide it. I want someone behind those eyes reaching 
back toward me. To see if it’s true, I have to test it. 

There’s no other test possible. Nothing else works 
except each of us trying it to see if the other can try 
to reach back, too. It’s really uncomfortable. It can 
restimulate all the hurts from things we missed and 
long for. But if we are to pick up some speed and 
momentum in what we’re doing and reach people, 
we cannot be this separate. We are admired for how 
close we are, and we have made a lot of progress, but 
we know there is more.

So, let’s have a mini-session. I want you to try to 
find that other person, to stay there and look at him 
or her and open your mind as far as you can, be as 
hopeful in looking for that person as you possibly can 
be. (Mini-session)

What will improve the odds that we can challenge 
this material and not just go back to functioning well 
and alone? How do we keep from slipping away from 
it in practice? How do we keep trying to use at least 
a part of our sessions to look a little farther, to find a 
little more of each other? What will make a difference 
there?

It will take deciding to do this. That will take us a 
certain distance, and it will be hard and feel odd. I think 

we have to decide that there’s enough correctness in 
this picture I paint, for it to be useful to follow and see 
where it takes us. We have to make up our minds about 
that, because we won’t feel like doing it. 

It feels like sticking our neck out too far, as if we were 
still vulnerable. We feel just as vulnerable as when we 
didn’t have all this understanding and resource. But 
now we’re not that vulnerable. We can feel all the same 
things, but it’s very different. It’s fine that we feel all the 
feelings from back then, because now we can go ahead 
and think about them, discharge on them, and use them 
to drive us toward each other. We can make up our mind 
that we intend to get other people in our lives, and we 
can make each other very uncomfortable. 

We have to feel vulnerable, not wooden, in the effort. 
It isn’t seeing how we can stare down the other person. 
We can be pulled in that direction, so we don’t have 
to feel things. 

Sometimes I try to show my wish to get out of this 
material. Whether or not my Co-Counselor can respond 
isn’t crucial. I care deeply about their responding, but 
for that moment I don’t care. What I care about is how 
far out of that numbness I can get myself.

This can feel like seeing how vulnerable you can 
allow yourself to be, but it’s not. There’s nothing 
vulnerable about caring openly with your whole 
heart. That does not make you vulnerable. It makes 
you liable to face a lot of distresses you haven’t had 
the resource to face before, and that feels dangerous, 
but it’s not anymore. It is not dangerous now; it’s just 
disorienting.

. . . continued
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I carry recordings of humiliation, 
and so do you. 

For about a month I’ve been using 
nearly all my sessions, short and 
long, to discharge on and think about 
humiliation: my humiliation and yours. 
This is a report on what I’ve learned: 
about how to be a client who is 
determined to discharge humiliation, 
and how the world looks now that I 
have discharged some of it.

My working definition of humiliation 
is for us to accept––or conclude––that 
anything about our inherent self is 
not good or right. Being humiliated 
means being subjected to conditions 
in which our being, our thinking, our 
loving, our feeling, or our actions are 
criticized as not measuring up to a 
standard that is, in fact, irrational (and 
built into all oppressions). Recordings 
of humiliation deeply confuse our love 
for ourselves, our knowing that we 
deserve complete respect at all times, 
and our knowing that we are completely 
lovable. After we accumulate sufficient 
undischarged recordings of humiliation, 
we internalize them and begin to tell 
ourselves that we ought to be ashamed 
of who we are and hide that as best we 
can. We assiduously guard ourselves 
by developing patterns of behavior 
designed to avoid any situation in which 
fresh recordings may be installed or old 
recordings may be restimulated. To a 
large degree we go numb. Inside of this 
numbness we live in fear of ever having 
to feel those feelings again, so painful is 
their memory. The numbness can persist 
even in the face of encouragement to 
show those feelings and to feel them, 
since the recordings say that that is 
exactly what is never supposed to be 
done. This is the way it was for me.

While the very early recordings of 
humiliation were being set in (and 
persistently reinforced thereafter), we 
were also being hurt in ways that left 
recordings of fear, grief, rage, and other 
profound distresses. These, too, need 
to be acknowledged, felt deeply, and 
discharged on directly.

Thinking about Humiliation

1 Contradiction to the distress
continued . . .

Like the beginnings of all work 
on chronic distresses, which are 
by definition operating all the time 
and without our awareness, the first 
contradiction1 is to acknowledge that 
it exists and to feel the feelings that are 
there, undischarged. 

It is a contradiction for me to say 
I was humiliated, and to feel the 
humiliation. The phrase I’m using is 
“They stomped on me.” My feelings, 
my goodness, my wanting, my loving, 
and my humanness were all stomped 
on, from the minute I was born and 
through all my days as a young person 
and as a young adult.

What I wanted and what I thought 
were not welcomed. They were ignored 
and criticized and made fun of. It hurt 
me deeply to have that happen, day 
after day. And then it hurt more to come 
to understand that no one, not one 
person, wanted to hear about the hurts, 
wanted to know that I was humiliated. 
The humiliations were great in number, 
and they were multiplied in effect by 
not being allowed to show them. All 
of this left undischarged recordings of 
humiliation. 

The oppression of men does not 
permit men to show their humiliation. 
This is one way that most men––
Gay, straight, Bisexual, or whatever 
label they were forced to choose—
are victims of Gay oppression. The 
message is “You are no kind of man 
if you ever show any of this. If you 
show this, you will be treated severely, 
perhaps killed.” 

I’ve concluded that all of us, male 
and female, are humiliated from the 
beginning. Adults unintentionally insult 
us many times every day, beginning in 
the minutes after we are born. In RC 
we understand that humans are born 
expecting humanness. We are born 
expecting warm, loving, sustained, and 
reliable contact with other humans. In 
a recent session I realized that when 
I was born, I was exhilarated to see 

humans for the first time. After being 
inside a human, and hearing humans, 
there they were! I was humiliated 
for this exhilaration—by it not being 
acknowledged, or reciprocated. I was 
soon surrounded by humans who had 
more pressing things to do than to look 
at me lovingly and hold me, for hours 
on end. 

I now see many of the strategic efforts 
toward re-emergence in RC in recent 
years as attempts, intended or not, to 
assist in the discharge of humiliation. 
It is curious to me that they have 
not been labeled as such. We have 
been exhorted “that there is never 
any reason for you to feel bad about 
yourself again.” We are now working 
on recovering from our early defeats. 
It is now so perfectly plain to me that 
we feel bad about ourselves in large 
part because we were humiliated. It is 
now so perfectly plain that our early 
defeats often included recordings 
of humiliation. It is humiliating to 
carry recordings of humiliation. It is 
humiliating to carry recordings of any 
distress. The recordings of humiliation 
just piled on. 

In the RC movement to liberate Jews, 
many of the strategies have, to my 
mind, been intended to assist in the 
discharge of humiliation. But again, 
they have not been labeled as such. At 
the center of anti-Jewish oppression is 
the profoundly hurtful and humiliating 
idea that Jews do not deserve to live. 
At the center of every oppression is the 
profoundly humiliating idea that that 
particular group is less than. 

The recent clarity about male 
domination is also directly connected 
to humiliation. To be dominated in any 
fashion is to suffer humiliation.

In my RC experience, showing 
humiliation has not been fully welcomed. 
In my observation, the recordings of 
humiliation have been a Community-
wide chronic distress. I am not saying we 
have been unaware of humiliation, or of 

LK
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how to work on it, but that we have not 
discharged enough of it to understand 
how deeply it has been warping all 
of us, all of the time. The chronic has 
been befuddling. I could not understand 
how we could still feel so bad about 
ourselves—even after so many years, so 
many sessions, and so much good work 
in the wide world. I think a key reason 
is that we have not worked directly 
enough on the recordings of humiliation. 
Long ago we decided to never feel that 
bad again, and we have succeeded, 
managing to avoid feeling that bad even 
in our sessions.

Soon after I learned how to Co-
Counsel, I encountered young people 
who were being raised by parents in 
RC. I noticed that they were different, 
but I couldn’t have said why. As the 
years went by, I continued to notice 
this difference with other young people 
“raised in RC” and also noticed that I felt 
some humiliation around them. I now 
theorize that I felt humiliation because 
they did not carry humiliation in the 
way that I did. It felt humiliating to carry 
humiliation around someone who did 
not have those recordings. I theorize that 
if you grow up with parents and other 
adults who are intentionally trying to 
treat you with full respect (even if they 
sometimes fail), and who (probably) 
manage to avoid aiming the more 
insidious forms of humiliation at you, 
then you do not suffer the same forms (or 
intensity) of humiliation that I do. 

I’ve also noticed over the years 
that I consistently felt humiliation 
around certain men. It took the form of 
immediately losing interest in anything 
they had to say, wanting to cut the 
conversation short, figuring out how to 
avoid them in the future, and so on. I 
now think that those men showed their 
humiliation in a way that restimulated 
mine. Now that I’ve discharged directly 
on my humiliation, I’ve seen a softening 
in my restimulation. I have more 
patience with these men.

HOW I’VE DISCHARGED  
ON HUMILIATION

Here’s how I’ve been discharging 
directly on my humiliation. This work 

began by my telling someone that I was 
feeling humiliated. The person was a 
Co-Counselor, but at the time I was not 
a client. I was answering a question the 
person asked outside of session. They 
inquired about my well-being, because 
they noticed I was not functioning so 
well. Fortunately, they did nothing to 
discourage me from telling them, in 
some detail, why my functioning was 
diminished. Since then, my sessions on 
humiliation start out in different ways, 
but they have in common that I tell the 
counselor that I am going to work on 
humiliation, that I’m going to put my 
mind right on it. Usually I say that after 
I’ve talked around the humiliation for 
some time, but occasionally I begin 
the session directly on it. 

In order to put my mind directly on 
the humiliation, I need the counselor 
to be quiet and patient. Anything 
they say restimulates the recording 
that “no one wants to hear about it.” 
I get my mind on the humiliation by 
deciding to do that, and then I go to a 
place where I know I was humiliated. 
Sometimes it’s an incident, sometimes 
it’s just a feeling from my childhood, 
and sometimes I imagine an incident 
that would have been humiliating. 
When I get to that place in my mind, I 
begin to cry, and the crying is different 
than the other crying I’ve done. (I’ve 
cried deeply about such things as my 
parents dying suddenly, the Holocaust, 
and other losses.) It’s tighter––and even 
deeper. Sometimes it’s so deep that I am 
afraid to sustain it and I back off. I have 
gradually gained attention for that and 
have been able to stay there longer, and 
I am now comfortable with crying really 
hard. The discharge of humiliation 
deepens if I describe, in detail and with 
complete honesty, the depth of my hurt. 
Sometimes all I have to say to keep the 
crying going is, “I was humiliated” or 
“They stomped on me!” I emphasize 
that it was done to me (the person 
talking), not some theoretical young 
person or even that handy persona we 
call “the young person downstairs.”2 It 
is a contradiction to point out that I am 
the person who was humiliated. Me!

The ear ly  work  d i rec t ly  on 
humiliation must be mostly just 
feeling it, since that is what we are not 
supposed to do, and what we decided 
never to do. Feeling humiliation is not 
pleasant, but it’s not damaging. Now 
that I’ve discharged it some, the layer 
of humiliation about having been 
humiliated has lifted, and it’s easier to 
get to the root recordings. I don’t mind 
feeling those.

No oppression could survive long-
term if its targets did not already carry 
humiliation or were able to discharge 
any fresh attempts to install it. The 
oppression would immediately begin 
to wither as more and more people 
realized that they were no longer 
feeling bad about themselves. For the 
survival of the oppressive system, it 
has been imperative that these distress 
recordings remain in place. Perhaps 
this explains why it has taken a while 
for us to see the chronic pattern 
operating everywhere, including in 
our Community. 

Now that I have discharged a good 
amount of humiliation, I have more 
attention for the feelings of those 
I am with. I am less interested in 
getting them to feel “better” and more 
interested in encouraging them to feel 
whatever they are feeling, as deeply as 
they can manage. I tell them I want to 
know how “bad” they are feeling and 
patiently persist in encouraging them 
to show it, even in the face of their 
resistance. 

The discharging I have done to date 
has left me in an unfamiliar but very 
welcome place: I rarely, and then only 
barely, feel bad about myself. I still feel 
bad about some things, but I do not 
aim those feelings at myself. 

I propose that each of us, as oppressor 
and oppressed, immediately begin to 
look directly at our humiliation and 
to feel it. Doing this will initiate the 
erasing of this scourge, and our work to 
enable the re-emergence of all humans 
will speed up significantly.

Jay Raymond
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania, USA

2 “The young person downstairs” means our 
young self.
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The following is from a discussion at a workshop led by Tim 
Jackins, in Warwick, New York, USA, in December 2012.

A—: I have twice been in situations with Co-Counselors 
who were fighting for their lives and at times were unable 
to advocate on their own behalf. The first person had what 
was considered terminal cancer, and the second had a 
stroke. I have a whole swirl of  questions. 

What role should Co-Counselors play in advocating for 
another Co-Counselor who is facing questions about life 
support and extreme medical interventions? Sometimes 
the family is involved and working with Co-Counselors 
(at least to a point). Other times the family and Co-
Counselors have a different picture of  whether or not 
life support should be continued and what kind of  life 
the person would have if  it were continued. 

As Co-Counselors we often think about the value of  
life in a different way than many other people do. After 
the first situation (terminal cancer), the RCers involved 
asked themselves, “What decisions would we make for 
ourselves in a similar situation? What directive would 
we give to someone else? When would we want efforts 
made to continue our life despite dire predictions by the 
medical folks? Under what conditions, if  any, would we 
agree to discontinue our life support, and whom would 
we ask to make that decision if  we were unable to? Would 
it ever make sense to ask a Co-Counselor to exercise that 
judgment for us instead of  our family or friends? Can 
we trust people who haven’t worked on these issues to 
stand up against the pressures and fatalism of  the medical 
establishment? Is it a violation of  the no-socializing 
policy1 for a Co-Counselor to intervene in this kind of  
situation?” These were difficult questions, and we found 
that we hadn’t discharged enough to answer them all for 
ourselves. There is a lot of  work to do here. 

Many people at this workshop have experienced these 
kinds of  situations. It would be interesting to talk about 
it.

B—: Another situation involves medications. As RCers 
our viewpoints on certain medications can differ from 
those of  family members.

Tim: Any other versions?

C—: I have a question about death. What role can 
Co-Counselors play in counseling a family? How do the 
Community and individuals in the Community decide 
what their roles are?

Tim: Let’s start with a mini-session. What do we have 
to look at here? It is related to what I’ve been trying to 
get us to work on. We couldn’t count on anybody in the 
beginning; we couldn’t count on anybody to think about 
us. We’re talking about a situation in which we need 
somebody else to care, and think, and move for us in our 
interest in the way nobody could before. That’s why this 
is a tough question. What would you like to have happen 
if  you ever hit that point in your life? What do you hope 
is set up for you? How much of  it do you need? 

I’ve been trying to get us out of  the position we were 
in—of  being helpless and needing somebody else to think 
and move and put our interest first. We once needed 
somebody in that way. We weren’t able to communicate 
what we wanted; we were helpless. In the situations we 
are talking about, we need something very similar to the 
thing we never got. (Group laughter) What do we discharge 
to be able to think about that? How do we handle that 
possibility? How do we set up our lives so that it’s covered 
in some way? (Mini-session)

There are about a hundred and forty-seven questions 
here. Let me choose something as a starting point, and we 
can wander over the landscape. Let’s assume somebody 
you care about gets into this situation before you do. What 
is the best role you could play for that person? What kind 
of  relationship do you need to have in place? What do 
you have to face to be entirely responsible in that position? 
Okay—that’s too big a collection of  questions. Do you 
want to be in that position? Let’s start there. And who 
would you want to be in that position for?

D—: My dad is ninety-four. He got pneumonia 
and went to the hospital. His living will said, “Do not 
resuscitate.” It was close, but they managed to pull 
him through. Later I asked him, “You have a ‘do not 
resuscitate’ order—if  you get in this state again, do you 
want to go to the hospital again?” And he said, “Yes.” I 
said, “When we talked about this before, you said you 
didn’t want those measures,” and he replied, “That was 

Helping When Someone Is Helpless 

1 The no-socializing policy of the RC Communities states that Co-Coun-
selors should not set up any relationships, other than Co-Counseling, with 
other Co-Counselors or with people whom they first meet in a Co-Counsel-
ing context. continued . . .
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then, and this is now.” (Group laughter) What he thought he 
wanted when he was further away from dying changed. 

One time he was unresponsive in the middle of  the 
night and they called me. Fortunately, he woke up when 
we were talking. The question was, do we take him to the 
hospital or do we keep him comfortable? He and I talked 
a bit, and we decided he was okay. It was a mini-stroke. 
It’s a hard choice. Do I take him to the hospital or not? 
My mom went2 quicker, so I wasn’t teetering back and 
forth like that.

Tim: Do you want to be in this position?

D—: Yes. I don’t want anyone else to be.

E—: I went through this with my mom last year. I 
stayed close and advocated for her while she lived her 
last months. It was important to keep getting an RC 
perspective. Co-Counselors reminded me of  what I was 
trying to do. I needed that, because this is a big fight 
in oppressive societies. We need to discharge to see the 
situation clearly and to fight full-out for people who 
become vulnerable to unthinking systems. They can’t do 
battle while everything in the oppressive society is bearing 
down on them. We have to stand between them and their 
being treated as expendable. This is especially true now 
for elders. You really get to see the oppressive society 
at work. You also get to see the people who staff  care 
facilities be utterly generous despite being exploited. My 
mother’s nurses and aides were courageous and human 
in the face of  mistreatment and threats as workers. They 
are “our people,” too, and we need to take them into full 
account as partners.

When you are advocating for someone who needs 
intimate and constant care, RC leadership skills come in 
handy. It’s a little like leading an RC workshop or class, 
because you are making sure that everyone is well thought 
about: your family, the staff, and the one who is in care. 
You often have to think through classism and racism. You 
have to fight through feelings about authority. Doctors 
sometimes act like they know everything and you know 
nothing, but you can’t be reactive. You have to work in 
concert. Sometimes you have to honor their authority, and 
sometimes you have to stand up to it and say no. 

Sometimes you need to get information from other 
sources. The whole issue of  pain and comfort needs to 
be thought about by someone outside of  the model that 
tends toward numbing any pain. People often can’t bear 

to see people in pain. Do you drug somebody so others 
don’t have to feel upset? What did the elder or other 
person want? What do they want now? What is your own 
independent perspective?

There is the issue of  quality of  life. Family or others 
may want to give up on the person because his or her 
life appears to be not worth living “like that.” There 
are really dumb assumptions about what a “good life” 
means. I’m always on the side of  life. My mom was, too. 
Others might worry about your motives: Are you “too” 
attached to her? Not willing to “let go?” With my mom, 
I made it clear that I understood that she could die, but I 
said that she got to have a “level playing field”—a chance 
to have a fair fight for her life. All the other oppressions 
come in, too. My mom being working-class and female 
meant that I had to have sessions on knowing her worth, 
and my worth. I think it is one of  the best jobs I’ve ever 
had—being her advocate.

We should start discharging in our Communities on 
issues like who has “power of  attorney” (the final medical 
say for yourself  or your beloveds). It has to be someone 
who can follow the guidance of  the person in care and 
also think flexibly. It is not always the person society thinks 
it should be. 

Tim: What did your mom want?

E—: My mom wanted to live. She had severe dementia. 
She was twisted up and could not move freely. There were 
many hard moments but also amazing moments of  being 
fully alive in those last weeks. She was astonishing and 
loving and very aware of  life. Her mind was in a different 
“world,” but it was a fully human mind. It was such a gift 
to be with her.

F—: Seventeen years ago I was thrown into the 
position of  being the decision maker, and I didn’t want 
to be. It turned out to be3 powerful for me. I had a lot 
of  fears of  doctors and hospitals. I had to push through 
so much. I had four hours of  counseling every day to be 
able to be counselor to my father and make the decisions. 
When we found out his heart was not functional, there 
was that moment when we had to decide whether to 
resuscitate or not. You don’t ever want to have to make 
that decision for another human being, because it is such 
a difficult thing to really know. But we had to go ahead 
and make it, because he was unable to speak. I backed4 

2 “Went” means died.

3 “It turned out to be” means as it happened, it was.
4 “Backed” means supported.

. . . continued
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my mom, and she decided to not resuscitate. So we lived 
with that decision. 

We learned afterward that they give drugs, like Versed, 
that make people forget everything. In the hours before 
my father died, he looked up and came out of  the entire 
drug stupor. He looked at me, his whole face changed, 
and he beamed. He couldn’t speak, but he saw me. That 
was right at the end of  his life. 

So I got to help shepherd someone through the process 
unexpectedly. It was incredible and life changing and 
cathartic. I had the RC Community to help me do it on 
his behalf. Being counselor and having the strength to stay 
in there with a person, whatever the decision, is incredible 
and really important. 

G—: I recently went through this kind of  situation 
with Z—, a close Co-Counselor. We had known each 
other for thirty years and had worked together on many 
RC projects. She had three rounds of  cancer before she 
died. She fought hard to beat the cancer and to continue 
living, with a lot of  support from the RC Community. 

Situations like this are a good reason to help our family 
and friends become members of  the RC Community. 
Z— had gotten her husband into RC fifteen years before, 
and I was his RC teacher and reference person. He 
had the legal power to make decisions for her when she 
couldn’t, but she had asked him ahead of  time to check 
every big decision with me. He also trusted me. He and 
I were usually in agreement about our decisions for her, 
and if  we couldn’t agree quickly, he would usually follow 
my thinking.

Z— found life worth living, even when she eventually 
couldn’t talk, couldn’t discharge, couldn’t move, and had 
a lot of  pain. She enjoyed being with people, including 
during the goodbye visits with many Co-Counselors, 
friends, and family members. Even though she hated 
that she was going to die, there were ways she found it 
interesting to learn about the process of  dying.

When she lost the ability to talk, she communicated by 
typing messages on her phone. When she couldn’t type 
anymore, she communicated with gestures and facial 
expressions. It was only after she had said all the goodbyes 
that were most important to her, and she couldn’t move at 
all and was in increasing, constant pain, that she decided 
she wanted to die. She then died two days later.

During her second round of  cancer, she got to the 
point where she didn’t have the attention or strength 
to advocate for herself  in the medical system. And her 
husband was too busy caring for her to do it. No one else 
in her family, or among her friends, was able to do it with 
the perspective that Z— and her husband wanted, so I 
temporarily took over parts of  that job. I went to all of  
her medical appointments that involved decision-making. 
I researched the medical issues. I listened to Z— and her 
husband about what they wanted to ask the medical people 
and what their goals were. Then at the appointments I 
helped them remember what they wanted to say. If  they 
couldn’t communicate about important things, I asked 
the questions and shared the perspectives. When Z— was 
again able to advocate for herself, I stopped playing that 
additional role.

A—: I want to be able to do this kind of  thing, even 
though our relationship is exclusively Co-Counseling. In 
the best scenario, I would have already talked about the 
issues with my Co-Counselor and we would have agreed 
on my playing that role. But I would not let the absence 
of  that discussion and agreement stop me if  I thought the 
system was going to let her die. If  we had an agreement, I 
would want her to have told her family that she had chosen 
a Co-Counselor to play that role and to have handled any 
of  their upset in advance—so I would not have to fight that 
battle while I was fighting with the medical establishment 
about the care I thought she needed. It feels at the heart 
of  our commitment to each other to go all-out5 and fight 
for one another’s life. 

A Co-Counselor, Y—, died when I was on the way. 
To play a role, I would have had to stand against the 
wishes of  her family. They were not following Y—’s 
wishes. She was able to communicate (without words) in 
the last hours and was clear that she wanted to fight. She 
was committed to living every minute of  what she could 
have. But the family felt like she was suffering and that 
if  she lived, her life would be of  poor quality. They felt 

5 “Go all-out” means not hold back in any way. 

continued . . .
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that if  they took action now to prolong her life, it would 
be hard to undo later.

Y— had given a family member the power of  attorney. 
I would have had to say that even though they had the 
legal papers, Y— was alert enough to communicate her 
wishes and they should be respected.

Tim: How do you figure out whom you would, and 
wouldn’t, take on6 this fight for?

A—: I definitely would for any of  my regular Co-
Counselors. I haven’t talked to all of  them about it, but 
I will.

H—: I think my sister would be upset if  I asked 
somebody else to play this role for me. If  I chose a Co-
Counselor, I would not want my sister to be iced out and 
feel that she was not relevant.

I—: Recently a Co-Counselor, X—, who had been 
Co-Counseling for thirty years and was beloved by many, 
had a devastating stroke. He wasn’t my personal Co-
Counselor, but I’d known him for many years. He hadn’t 
done a health proxy, so the decision about his life was in 
the hands of  a brother and sister who really couldn’t think 
about him. They decided to withdraw all sustenance from 
him and let him die. 

His Co-Counselors had been involved in thinking about 
him from when he first had the stroke. We had set up a 
schedule for Co-Counselor visits and had many conversations 
with his friends and family. That laid the foundation for his 
friends being receptive to a Co-Counseling perspective after 
the family had decided to let him die. 

Once his family had made the decision, which all of  us 
counselors tried hard to oppose, we had to grapple with 
what our roles were as Co-Counselors and whether we 
should take any further action. Knowing that once fluids 
were withdrawn, death could come quickly, a few of  us, 
in consultation with RC leadership, decided to see if  we 
could do something to reverse the decision.

I had a relationship with X— and loved him. He had 
lived his adult life as a Co-Counselor, and I knew he 
deserved to have the benefit of  an RC perspective during 
his health crisis. So there we were. A decision had been 
made to let him die, even though he was breathing on his 
own. The family took off7 after making the decision and 
were totally unreachable. 

X— had a huge circle of  friends. At any given time, up 
to fifteen of  them were outside of  his door waiting to visit 
him. It was very clear to us, and to his friends, that he was 
“still there,” even though he’d had the stroke. When a visitor 
came in, he would take the person’s hand and put it to his 
heart. It was heartbreaking to watch, because the doctors 
were pushing the idea that he wasn’t there, that it was just a 
reflex: “He’s not there, and we should let him die. If  he lived, 
he would have a miserable life.” Meanwhile he was playing 
ball with people who came to visit and even making jokes, 
with gestures, if  they sang badly (he couldn’t speak).

Our Regional8 Reference Person had a close relationship 
with X—. His face would light up when she came in the 
room. She talked frankly and directly with him about 
what was happening and about the decision to let him 
die. She asked him if  he wanted to live. When she asked 
him to hold up fingers for indicating “yes” or “no,” he 
consistently held up the number for “yes.”

But we couldn’t get past the doctors. We talked to 
his friends and got a group together to keep trying to 
fight for his life. We came close to figuring out how to 
get an injunction. However, it was the weekend, and 
the courts were closed. We tried everything. We called 
the newspapers. We called lawyers. We pulled out all 
the stops.9 We didn’t make it. I think what we actually 
witnessed was a capitalist murder—a sanctioned murder 
of  this man. 

The lesson is that we need to work through all of  these 
issues beforehand: What do you want? Who do you want 
thinking about you when you are in a life-and-death crisis? 
Do you want your Co-Counselors involved? 

J—: The family had already made a decision. We Co-
Counselors weren’t the ones who would have been taking 
care of  X— if  he had survived and been in a rehabilitation 
center, perhaps indefinitely. So what should our role have 
been? We weren’t counseling him. We were trying to be 
involved in this decision—not as Co-Counselors, but 
human beings to human being.

I—: X— had a large group of  friends who were there 
all the time. We were able to bring some perspective and 
mobilize them. There was this non-verbalized question: “Do 
we have the right to fight for this man’s life when the hospital 
and the family are saying no?” You could see just how hard 

6 “Take on” means undertake.
7 “Took off” means left.

. . . continued

8 A Region is a subdivision of the International RC Community, usually con-
sisting of several Areas (local RC Communities).
9 “Pulled out all the stops” means did everything possible.
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it was for people to fight against authority. We brought 
a perspective to them—that it was okay and right to do 
this—and it mobilized them. It didn’t take much leadership 
and perspective to get them moving. Six of  us—four friends 
and two RCers—went to the courthouse on Monday to try 
to get a legal injunction against the withholding of  fluids and 
sustenance. Even though it was too late, it was worth the fight. 
It was a good thing to see and participate in.

The main reason we went so far in our efforts was 
because X—’s support network was so large, so involved, 
and so receptive to our perspective. When we met with 
the doctors, his friends did almost all of  the talking and 
questioning. It was they who were going to sign for and 
pay for the injunction. They had set up long-term care 
for him in a rehabilitation center. So our role was one of  
giving perspective, not taking over his care. 

When I think about who I want speaking for me in a 
situation like this, I want the person who is the clearest 
thinker, who remembers my humanness and intelligence, 
and who is not intimidated by authority.

H—: How much resource do you put into somebody 
for an extended period of  time? I think G— rightly 
decided that this was what he wanted to do, and he did 
an honorable job. I’m not questioning that. But we may 
be in this situation with more than one person. Where do 
we put our resources?

K—: Almost twenty years ago, one of  my Co-Counselors 
had a stroke. Then she had another on the other side of  her 
body and could not speak or swallow or move. She was fifteen 
years in a nursing home. Our Community had to make a 
decision. We could not put resource there the way we wanted 
to, because it was too large a job. She was fortunate that her 
husband was a wonderful man who visited with her every day. 
He was a Co-Counselor and thought well about her. When 
he died of  a heart attack, she died two months later. We just 
did the best we could. We couldn’t do everything.

E—: This question comes up all the time in RC 
Communities. Where do we put our resource? How much 
resource do we put into the people we are close to? I think 
RCers have to take a stand on the valuing of  people—that 
no one is expendable. We have to decide that humans get to 
fight fully on their own behalf. Period. At the same time, we 
are not going to be able to do that close-in with everyone. 
We are not yet in an historical moment when we can do 
that. But it’s important that we raise the question.

There is a stand to be taken on behalf  of  everyone’s 
worth and against the confusions of  oppression. That has 

to be firm. I think that’s what we are trying to do. We won’t 
do it everywhere. We can’t. It’s important to say that. 

Capitalism destroys people and then throws them away. 
Some people are deemed expendable because resources 
are so misallocated that there aren’t enough to care for 
them. As RCers we have to reject that completely. 

We have limited resources in the RC Community 
and as individuals. We need to push ourselves to think 
here: Where am I giving up in a pattern, and where am 
I thinking? We have to try to be honest and make honest 
offers. Or honestly say that we can’t make an offer and 
grieve the people we lose.

Tim: Can you fight for your Co-Counselors’ lives in 
this kind of  situation? Does that make sense to you? Can 
you actually commit yourself  to particular people in that 
way? Is the Community committed to everyone in the 
Community who gets in this kind of  situation? Or is it 
about personal commitment to particular people? 

We get to think about it. Can you commit yourself  to do 
this job with some of  your Co-Counselors? I mean really 
do the job, not just wish you could? Or is it enough to 
simply counsel them about their situation? Some situations 
are going to restimulate every distress you have so that 
you’re not the person who should be there. 

I don’t think we can take people on10 with only great 
goodwill. We can’t do it without having done a lot of  work. 
If  they are going to put their trust in us, then we need to 
back it up. And I think that will take work. 

How many people are you willing to do that for at this 
moment? With how many people are things clear enough 
between you that you really could do that—not just when 
things are going well and when it happens at the right 
time? What if  it happens at a time when no flexibility is 
possible around it? They’ve chosen you, and you’ve said 
yes. How many of  these people can you take on, hoping it 
happens at different times? Lets do a mini-session in which 
we name the people we are willing to do that for.

10 “Take people on” means take responsibility for people.

JANET WAMBUI
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I want to share a victory:

I discharged a lot in the past month about getting 

an IUD (intrauterine device, a type of birth control), 

which can be extremely painful to have inserted. 

I reached out to many Co-Counseling leaders in 

my Area* for help in thinking about pain, pain 

medication, and medical procedures.

Wow, I had so many Co-Counseling sessions about 

pain and fear of pain! It was a chance to discharge a 

lot of fear—especially about my body and sexism—

that would have been hard to access normally. I 

decided not to use any pain medication whatsoever 

for the procedure. I had my appointment last week, 

and it went so well!

I was able to tell my partner what I needed from 

him at the appointment, especially in terms of 

discharge, even though he’s not a Co-Counselor. I 

explained that the way I see it, pain isn’t bad; it’s the 

body’s natural way to give us information. I said that 

the hardest part for me was just feeling all the fear. I 

asked him to remember that everything was fine and 

that when I cried or said “ow,” it was helping me.

I talked with my doctor and explained that I knew 

it would go better for me if I could cry and say “ow,” 

that I knew she would do a great job, and that she 

didn’t need to worry about me. She said, “Yes, you 

say and do whatever you need to, and I will only 

stop if you say ‘stop.’” 

It was good for me to be in counselor mode 

and think about my doctor. It helped me keep my 

attention out. I was really present—feeling the pain 

and keeping my attention on my doctor at the same 

time. I didn’t worry about my partner’s feelings; I just 

let him support me and felt his presence and care.

Successfully Discharging on Pain

The procedure did really hurt, and I was able to 

stay present and feel each sensation. I was able to 

discharge a lot before and after in the exam room, 

and a little during the procedure itself.

I feel proud of how I made it go exactly as I wanted 

it to. I have learned that pain just hurts; it doesn’t 

kill you. This is just what Tim Jackins said at a 

workshop I went to. 

The next time something like this comes up, I know 

that I will feel more confident about asking for allies, 

discharging on fear of pain, and deciding to really 

notice my body (including pain and discomfort!). 

Woooohoooo! 

Seattle, Washington, USA

* An Area is a local RC Community.

In Favor of Life
It’s a hard choice in a difficult 

situation, but with our present 
resources we are quite able, if we 
use them correctly, to take care of 
and improve conditions of life for 
anything even remotely resembling 
a human. 

So I still think that if a person is able 
to make their own judgment, then they 
must be the one to decide whether 
they live or give up life, and if they 
are not able to, then the vote goes in 
favor of life. 

Harvey Jackins
From a letter written in 1981

 Anonymous
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Physical play is one of the 
most powerful tools you have in 
countering a child’s fears. You 
can change the life of a child, 
either as a parent or as an ally 
from outside the family, by 
setting up “special time”1 with 
a child and watching for what 
allows the child to laugh. Every 
laugh is discharge. Every laugh 
undoes embarrassment or light 
fears, and paves the way for 
the release of heavier fears at 
a later time. (But don’t force 
laughter with tickling. Tickling 
erodes the trust the child has 
in the adult and puts the adult 
agenda to “get laughter” in the 
driver’s seat. It’s not an avenue 
to true discharge, which comes 
spontaneously when conditions 
are right.)

Physical play can arise out of 
special time, if you pay close 
attention and immediately take 
the less powerful role when 
a child laughs. If you drop 
something, and the child laughs 
because you bumbled, bumble 
again. If you say a word wrong, 
and the child laughs, say another 
word wrong and be comically 
surprised and flustered. If a 
child laughs when you try to 
use a toy the child knows well, 

Countering a Child’s Fears with Physical Play

and you can’t get it right, keep 
trying. Try very silly things, one 
after the other. Be flustered. 
Be amazed that it doesn’t work 
right. Be very sure that you’ll 
get it right the next time, and 
then get it wrong. That sets the 
stage, and builds the safety, for 
more physical play. It helps the 
child trust you more fully and 
feel that you’d be a great person 
to romp with.

There’s more to say about how 
physical play releases fear. I’ll 
frame it with this context: 

I was recently working with 
a mom whose son was four 
years old. He had been potty2 
trained for a couple of years. 
His dad traveled frequently for 
work, and when he left on his 
most recent trip, the boy began 

almost immediately wetting and 
pooping3 in his pants. It was 
a sudden change, and totally 
unexpected. This is a common 
sign that a child’s fears have 
been restimulated enough that 
keeping them in check is costing 
the child his control over bodily 
functions. If he discharges the 
fear, he’ll be able to control his 
bodily functions again. His mind 
will be free to work well.

The mom had laid in a practice 
of doing special time with her 
son, and he loved physical play. 
She had built the safety between 
them for almost a year. So I 
recommended that she up the 
frequency of special time and 
physical play to promote laughter 
on a daily basis. In particular, 

LISA KAUFFMAN

1 “Special time” is an activity, developed 
in RC family work, during which an adult 
puts a young person in full charge of 
their mutual relationship, as far as the 
young person can think. For a specific 
period of time, the adult lets the young 
person know that he or she is willing to 
do anything the young person wants to 
do. The adult focuses his or her entire 
attention on the young person and fol-
lows his or her lead, whether the young 
person tells, or simply shows, the adult 
what she or he wants to do.

2 “Potty” means toilet.

continued . . .

3 “Pooping” means defecating.
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I suggested bucking bronco 
rides and galloping horsey rides 
through the house, if they made 
him laugh. Anything to get things 
jouncing, jiggling, and jumping 
enough to produce laughter, 
but not so much as to elicit 
screeching. Over many years, 
I’ve seen evening sessions like 
this relieve bedwetting and 
bowel accidents in children, 
from toddlers to young people in 
their early teens. It’s a powerful 
healer of fear.

She wondered whether putting 
him in diapers for the time being4 
would be a good idea or a bad 
one, a sign that he had regressed. 
I told her that, in my view, if a 
child isn’t being hurt further, either 
by scary events or by reactive 
adults around him, there is no 
worry of a setback. His earlier 
fears might be restimulated, or 
his father’s absence might be a 
fresh hurt, but we can’t easily 
distinguish between fresh hurt 
and restimulation of older fears. 
And, in any case, it doesn’t matter 
much. In either case, discharging 
on fear will help. 

Putting him in diapers isn’t 
giving up. It’s simply taking 
a brief detour on the road to 
recovery. The reason to go ahead 
and use diapers again might be 
to save the mom from additional 
stress and aggravation, and thus 
keep the child protected from 
additional upsets. It might also 
save the child from worrying 
about himself or being scared 
about losing control of his bodily 
functions. So I told the mom 

that if she wanted to, she could 
take this step back. It would be 
like a parent allowing a child 
who was having trouble sleeping 
by herself to sleep with the 
parent while the child was sick, 
just to get through the rough 
time. Then, when the illness 
was over, the parent could go 
back to setting gentle limits and 
allow the child to have a good 
crying session about her fears 
of sleeping in her own bed. I 
told the mom she could explain 
to her child, “I think diapers 
are going to make it easier for 
us this week. Let’s use them 
again for now,” or, “until Daddy 
gets home.” Consistency isn’t 
required. What will be helpful is 
for the parent to think about the 
situation, come up with5 her best 
ideas, and communicate them to 
her child. A parent who thinks is 
deeply reassuring to a child.

That night the mom did a good, 
long physical play session with 
her son—lots of bucking bronco 
rides and horseback rides around 
the house. Lots of laughter. 
And her son stayed dry through 
the night. She was thrilled but 
wondered, “What happens in 
play that is such a powerful 
contradiction to fear?” 

Here’s my picture of how this 
kind of play contradicts a child’s 
fear:

When a child is first frightened, 
and every time he’s frightened, his 
system records an experience of 
“I don’t know whether I’ll survive 
this!” That lack of confidence in 
his own survival blots out the 
presence of anyone else, blots 
out all sense of anyone helping, 
even if the child is actually being 
actively helped and protected 
through the whole experience. 
The child’s mind shuts down. 

. . . continued

4 “For the time being” means for the 
present, until some other arrangement 
is made. MAURA FALLON

5 “Come up” with means think of.
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Lots of sights and sounds and 
sensory data are being received 
and recorded, but they can’t 
be sorted because the “sorter” 
mechanism is interrupted in 
moments of danger. 

So after the terrifying incident 
is over, the parent or other 
adult establishes a sense of 
safety through special time and 
kind, thoughtful treatment. 
Then, gradually or quickly, the 
adult begins to challenge the 
child physically with any kind 
of play that has the intent of 
physical contact and that brings 
laughter. Laughter comes when 
the balance is struck between 
feeling safe and sure, and safe 
and challenged. An adult might 
gradually initiate airplane rides, 
or bucking bronco rides, or 
horsey rides around the house, 
or might try to catch a child’s 
feet while the child is jumping on 
the sofa. In any case, the adult 
creates some kind of physical 
contest in which the play is 
slightly unpredictable, while 
maintaining the child’s sense 
of safety. 

How you might do this is 
d i f f e rent  fo r  each  ch i l d . 
Every time the child feels an 
unpredictable jostle from you, 
or a lunge for his feet, or a 
chase that leaves you in the dust 
while he emerges clever and 
victorious, he laughs. Laughter 
is the sign that you got the 
balance between a sense of 
safety and a sense of challenge 
just right. You weren’t too tame, 
but it still felt safe enough, and 
he won. He came through alive. 
He wasn’t hurt. He knows he 
made it.6 

The laughter is a little “I 
made it!” release of tension. 
It’s a survival cheer—a release 
of fear of the lighter kind, but 
fear nevertheless. Play like 
this allows a child to relive a 
challenge to his survival, over 
and over, in a safe environment. 
He gets to release, over and 
over, the tension of not being 
fully confident. And as he laughs, 
he gains confidence—confidence 
in you, and confidence in his 
coordination, his awareness, his 
adeptness, his motor control, his 
balance. He gains confidence in 
all those physical skills that count 
when real challenges occur. He 
becomes more able in the world, 
and more resilient, more daring, 
and more coordinated, as the 
play continues. 

When you’re playing, you watch 
where the laughter bubbles up. It 
will come somewhere on several 
continuums:

There ’s  a  cont inuum of 
closeness. Some children can 
laugh only when you challenge 
them, and fail, from across the 
room. These children are pretty7 

scared and need months of play 
like this before they can be sure 
of themselves at distances of 
a few feet, and then body to 
body. I worked with one child 
who screamed at the top of his 
lungs when I simply walked 
into the same room with him. 
It took about three years of 
weekly playful but brief contact, 
which only he initiated, before 
he could wrestle, but what gains 
he made in his confidence along 
the way! 

There’s the continuum of 
predictability. If a child is very 
scared, or is very young and has 
little physical control or power, 
you have to play the same 
laughter game in pretty much the 
same way over and over again. 
A gentle game of peek-a-boo 
with a baby needs to be played 
again and again and again—with 
no scary noises, no scary faces, 
no running around with the 
diaper covering your head. That 
would be way too unpredictable. 
You play it the same way a 
thousand times, and you get 
nice rolling laughs every time. 

6 “Made it” means survived.
7 “Pretty” means quite.

continued . . .

KATIE KAUFFMAN
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But a coordinated, reasonably 
confident nine-year-old would 
be bored to tears with a game 
like that. He needs a challenge 
tailored to his strengths. You will 
probably have to keep coming 
up with fresh ways to almost 
overpower him, fresh strategies 
to challenge him, fresh ideas 
for how to be comically sure of 
yourself and your victory over 
him, before you fail. He can 
handle unpredictability because 
he’s got more experience under 
his belt,8 and because he’s stored 
up confidence and mastery of his 
body and how the world works. 
His fears are contradicted by 
safe but sizeable challenges 
with your affectionate tone in 
the mix.

And there’s the continuum 
of power. With a toddler, you 
let the child tap your shoulder, 
and you fall over to peals of 
laughter. You let him throw a 
pillow at you, and it lands a 
foot away, but you fall over 
anyhow. You throw a pillow as 
though you want it to land on 
his tummy, but it falls three 
feet away and you moan that 
you didn’t “get” him. But with 
a confident nine-year-old, you 
let him thump you hard on your 
backside with a big pillow, and 
then you thump on him, hard, 
in return, to elicit laughter. The 
harder you thump, the deeper 
the laughter. You use about 
ninety percent of the force that 
the child uses in his play with 
you. Sometimes, for a brief few 
seconds, you might come back 
with a 110 percent power play, 

but then you let up9 and let the 
child take initiative again. You 
don’t trap the child, but you do 
create significant, affectionate 
challenges. And you show your 
delight.

When you don’t get the balance 
quite right, a child will stop 
wanting to play or will shriek 
or scream or laugh wildly at a 
high, forced pitch. When you get 
these signals, you know that you 
need to move back on one or all 
of these continuums. You need 
to move farther away, and/or 
be more predictable, and/or use 
less power, to bring the rolling, 
loose laughter back.

As the child’s counselor, you 
are creating a survival tableau—

with the child at the center, 
laughing long and hard at every 
little challenge, and with you 
providing the image that he’s 
a winner, he’s a survivor, and 
you’re a struggler, a schemer, 
but a loser in the end. You barely 
survive his challenges, but you 
like him, so you are back at it10 
again and again. You want him! 
You want this play! And that 
contradicts the isolation that 
always accompanies fear. That 
makes for a child who can tell11 
that you love him, and who feels 
ever sturdier in the world.

Patty Wipfler
Former International Liberation  

Reference Person for Parents
Palo Alto, California, USA

. . . continued

9 “Let up” means lessen the intensity.

10 “At it” means doing it.
11 “Tell” means see, notice, perceive.

  GLOUCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, USA •TIM JACKINS

8 “Got more experience under his belt” 
means had more experience.
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continued . . .

We have the Guidelines1 to help us figure out how to build 
an RC Community. They are a big help, and building an 
RC Community is still difficult. We form RC Communities 
because they are, so far, our best idea of how to develop more 
deeply and spread more widely the theory and practice of 
Re-evaluation Counseling. This is not simple to do. 

What do we want the RC Community to be? Well, we want 
it to be different from everything else—which means that we 
have to be different. We have to do things in this Community 
that we wouldn’t do in other kinds of communities. The 
most important thing is we have to be connected with each 
other.

Building a community is something we have to learn 
how to do. Few of us have ever done it before. We were 
supposed to join and adapt to existing communities. We were 
supposed to just accept what was already there. So building 
a community is something we have to learn to do. But we 
don’t have to start over—we can use the experience we’ve 
had so far. The Guidelines won’t answer all of our questions, 
but they will help us figure out the answers.

The idea of an RC Community had to be created. Our 
first effort at guidelines was at the first World Conference, 
in 1972, near Santa Barbara, California, USA. We tried to 
collect what we knew about forming communities. People 
in different places had different ideas—sometimes wildly 
different. The level of understanding of RC was not yet deep 
in most places.

The Guidelines are a lovely document. Still, it is 
sometimes difficult to get anyone new to RC interested in 
them, because they can remind people of the many ways they 
were told how they were supposed to be. The Guidelines are 
the best thinking of thousands of individuals, all looking 
at our situation, trying to 
f igure out how we can 
make this project work. 
They aren’t strict rules, 
but we also don’t want to 
ignore the best thinking 
of other people. Even if 
they were mistaken, they 

Understanding the Guidelines 
A talk by Tim Jackins at the Australia and New Zealand  

Pre-World Conference, April 2013

thought these things for a reason and we can learn from 
their thoughts.

The Guidelines are not fixed forever. We will make some 
small changes to them at this year’s World Conference, 
because the world is changing and we are developing. We 
will always need to take that into account and figure things 
out afresh and think about them again. So we want you to 
think about the Guidelines. 

If I sit down and start to read any section of them, I can 
tell that intelligent minds have been involved. This is an 
intelligent document, and I get interested. A great many 
minds from all over the world have been involved in them, 
in a consistent fashion. When my father had trouble sleeping 
and was awake at two in the morning, he would reach for a 
piece of RC literature, like the Guidelines, read it, and see 
the thinking shown there. It would pull him out of whatever 
unhappiness had awoken him. He could then relax and go 
back to sleep.

The Guidelines are an important document, written by 
hundreds of us over many years. They are our best collective 
effort to guide ourselves. We get to think about them 
specifically during this World Conference year. It is useful 
to do this, whether or not we have changes in mind, in order 
to understand them more clearly. 

THE NO-SOCIALIZING POLICY

The Guidelines address detailed issues, like finances, 
and important theoretical issues, like our no-socializing 
policy.2 How many people here have struggled with the no-
socializing policy? Look around. It’s maybe half of us. This 
is a place where we have big frozen longings, and the issues 
get twisted by distress. A section of the Guidelines addresses 
the issues involved in the no-socializing policy. It talks about 

our frozen longings, the 
relationship we have with 
each other in RC, and how 
particular and special that 
relationship is. 

1 The Guidelines for the Re-evalua-
tion Counseling Communities—the 
policies for the RC Communities

2 The no-socializing policy of the 
RC Communities states that Co-
Counselors should not set up any 
relationships, other than Co-Coun-
seling, with other  Co-Counselors or 
with people whom they first meet in 
a Co-Counseling context.

FREEDOM TRAIL, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, USA • JENNIFER KREGER
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Some people, if they have been scared and haven’t been 
able to talk much about the issues, have tried to beat people 
into submission with the Guidelines. Maybe that’s been 
useful sometimes, but it’s a little short of our intention.

In the no-socializing policy, we ask you to make a choice. 
We ask you to choose the benefit of the Community over 
your individual longings. We ask you to decide that this 
Community, the resource, and the relationships you have 
here are more important to you than pursuing in the RC 
Community something that you long for in your life. You 
get to make a choice about it. You get to think about what’s 
important. How important is our Community to you, and 
how careful do you want to be with it? 

It’s also choosing a collective perspective over an 
individual perspective. This goes against the grain of our 
society. We can choose us. I choose all of my relationships 
here over trying to form a particular relationship that I have 
always longed for.

COMMUNITY STRUCTURE AND REFERENCING

Two other things I would like to talk about are structure 
and referencing. Like we do with RC theory, most of us learn 
about the structure of the RC Community not by reading the 
Guidelines but from those around us in the Community. We 
tend to blame the structure for not working, or be pleased 
because it does, without knowing that structure well. 

The structure of RC has been thought about carefully. We 
think everyone is capable of leadership and taking initiative, 
and we don’t want the structure to interfere with that. At the 
same time, we all have distresses that confuse us about taking 
leadership and initiative. Sometimes they make us want to 
play a leadership role when we are in no way prepared. Other 
times they make us unwilling to even try leading, no matter 
how well prepared we are.

This is why the Guidelines are guidelines and not rules. 
A good solution involves a mind that also understands the 
situation along with using the experience collected in the 
Guidelines. For example, read the section on the duties and 
responsibilities of an Area3 Reference Person. Not many 
duties are listed. The important thing is to do what needs to be 
done to let RC flourish, and that requires fresh thinking.

We all come into RC with distresses about leadership, and 
we tend to feel that the Area Reference Person is the leader. 
That’s not what his or her position is. The Area Reference 
Person agrees to take on4 certain responsibilities, but they 
are quite limited. He or she can also be a leader in other 
ways, but so can many other people, without ever being 
in a reference person position. The structure is there to 

provide enough reference, enough places to turn to check our 
judgment, without interfering with someone taking initiative 
and learning how to be a leader.

The idea of referencing is an important one. One of the 
problems with our childhoods was that we had no reference 
point. We had no place to turn where someone would think 
with us. Imagine how different it would have been if when 
you were one day old, you had turned and looked and 
someone was over there looking back, who just awarely 
nodded at you. You would be using that memory in sessions. 
We had no reference points. In our Community, we have 
many reference persons who reference different groups of 
people.

A number of Communities have come to understand that 
referencing people means thinking about them not just in 
sessions, not just in terms of what they have been working 
on in this session or the last, but trying to keep in mind a 
picture of who they are and what their struggles are. It’s 
useful to have someone who is aware of and thinking about 
us, who can talk with us about our lives as well as counsel 
us on our distresses.

This doesn’t mean giving advice. It does mean knowing 
what questions to ask. It means seeing where someone is 
struggling, where he or she can’t think about things, and 
asking good questions. We are not ready to do that when 
we first start RC. Our questions would come out of our 
distresses and curiosities. But as we clear distresses out 
of our way and build ongoing relationships, referencing 
becomes a possibility. It would be good if each of us had at 
least one Co-Counselor who agreed to be a reference point 
for us in our lives.

. . . continued 

3 An Area is a local RC Community.
4 “Take on” means assume.

I f  you move . . . 
and don’t tell us in advance of your address 
change, the post office returns your copy of 
Present Time to us with postage due. (It does 
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copy. This need not happen if you will kindly let 
us know of your address change well in advance.
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Ev e r y  f o u r  y e a r s ,  w e 
incorporate into the ten Pre-
World Conferences a process 

for making suggestions for changes 
to the Guidelines.1 (We also take 
into consideration any suggestions 
that come to us from people who 
don’t attend the conferences.) All 
the suggestions are reviewed by Tim 
and me and a committee of reference 
people. This group of leaders then 
proposes to the whole body of the 
World Conference some changes 
to the Guidelines. The conference 
participants discuss the proposed 
changes, one by one, and reach 
agreement on which to incorporate 
into the Guidelines.

Ever since I became the Alternate 
International Reference Person in 
1999, I have organized this process 
of revising the Guidelines. I have read 
a lot of suggestions for Guidelines 
changes! And I have learned a lot 
about what people do and don’t 
understand about the Guidelines. 

We always get quite a few 
suggestions for changes that have 
already been made. (Please throw 
away old copies of the Guidelines 
and just use the most recent version!) 
And about half the RCers who 
comment want the Guidelines to 
be more prescriptive (more detailed 
and covering more situations), and 
the other half want them to be less 
prescriptive (giving more leeway 
for RCers to act based on their own 
thinking rather than a Guideline). The 
Guidelines that we think need to be 
changed are those that don’t reflect 
where our practice has become 
more intelligent. We also need to 
address areas of RC Community 
development that haven’t previously 
been included in the Guidelines.

People’s most common suggestion 
for changes to the Guidelines is that 
we make them easier to read. This 
is true again this year, in spite of 
the fact that a large international 
multi-lingual group of us, of various 
classes, races, and ages, spent many 
hours doing exactly that in 2009. We 
made the language of the Guidelines 
as accessible as possible, to as many 
people as possible, without diluting 
their meaning. Now the Guidelines 
are much better organized (by topic), 
and the language is much clearer 
and easier to read.  

Of course, we need to change the 
Guidelines when we can make them 
more readable while preserving the 
content, or when the language is 
contaminated by oppression and 
thus inaccessible to people. If you 
have specific suggestions, please 
send them to us. But the Guidelines 
can be difficult to read for reasons 
other than oppression and lack of 
readability. 

One reason they can be hard to 
read is that they contain complex 
ideas. Many of the ideas in the 
Guidelines have been worked out 
only through years of experience and 
years of discharge. We are not going 
to grasp the depth of the meaning 
of the Guidelines by doing a quick 
read-through. Many of them have 
to be read multiple times, applied 
in specific situations, and taken to 
sessions before we can understand 
what they mean. 

If something we read is difficult 
to understand, many of us feel like 
something is wrong with us, or with 
the written material. Most of us have 
been made to feel stupid in school 
and struggle to feel intelligent. And 
many documents are purposely 
written to obscure knowledge and 
confuse people. Nothing is wrong 
with our minds, and nothing is 
inherently wrong with or bad about 
the Guidelines, even when we 
find the Guidelines difficult to 
understand. 

There are complex ideas in the 
world, and we want to be able to 
use our minds to pull them apart 
and understand them. Any person 
can understand whatever he or she 
desires, if willing to work at it. Some 
of the Guidelines take effort and 
discharge to understand, and it is 
worth doing that work—just as it is 
worth working to understand many 
ideas outside of RC. 

A n o t h e r  r e a s o n  s o m e  o f 
the Guidelines are difficult to 
understand is that they restimulate 
certain distresses. Some of us get 
restimulated when we read; we 
need many sessions about reading. 
Some of us get restimulated when 
we read about certain topics, like 

More on the Guidelines

1 The Guidelines for the Re-evaluation 
Counseling Communities—the policies for the 
RC Communities

continued . . .

MATT WEATHERFORD
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money, the no-socializing policy,2 or 
what is required to be an RC teacher. 
For some of us the Guidelines 
restimulate material3 we have about 
rules and legal documents. Changing 
the Guidelines won’t change these 
feelings. Only discharge can do that. 
It is worth discharging our way to 
being able to read every section of 
the Guidelines. 

The Guidel ines  contain an 
accumulated wealth of understanding 
about what works well in building 
RC Communities. They allow us to 
begin building Communities with the 
benefit of the work done by previous 
generations of RCers. Because we 
have the Guidelines, we know, for 

example, that it has worked well 
to require RC teachers to meet 
certain criteria, to not organize an 
Area4 until there is a certain level of 
commitment to RC in a geographic 
area, to spend outreach funds only 
for certain purposes. The Guidelines 
are the result of years of building 
RC Communities around the world 
and seeing what’s worked and 
what hasn’t. From our experiences 
we’ve collected our best practices; 
then we’ve put them in print, so 
they can be shared widely. And we 
update them every four years, so 
we continue benefitting from our 
experiences. 

The Guidelines don’t exist so we 
can avoid thinking our way through 
difficult situations. The strength of 
our Communities lies in our using 
our flexible intelligence to resolve 

each unique situation—aided by 
what we have already figured out 
but not restricted by it. We want 
to be using fresh thinking and 
independent judgment; that’s how 
we get smarter and more competent 
in our Community building. 

The Guidelines are not rules written 
and handed down by people from 
above. They are our agreements. 
Each one has been carefully crafted 
by many minds, and examined 
many, many times. The more minds 
we can involve in understanding 
and applying them, and revising 
them over time to more accurately fit 
the present situation, the stronger a 
Community we will be. We welcome 
every mind that will engage fully in 
the work of this project. 

Diane Shisk 
Alternate International  

Reference Person 
Seattle, Washington, USA

. . . continued 

4 An Area is a local RC Community.

2 The no-socializing policy of the RC Communities 
states that Co-Counselors should not set up any 
relationships, other than Co-Counseling, with 
other Co-Counselors or with people whom they 
first meet in a Co-Counseling context.
3 “Material” means distress.
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Washington State; and $124 (U.S.) outside the United States. 
(A couple of dollars have been added to partially cover the 
anticipated increase in costs over the next five years.) To order 
a Present Time subscription, see page 111 of this issue.
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A De�nition of Power
“Power” may have to be one of those unde�ned terms, but I’ll at least try to 

describe it. It’s “the taking of responsibility and assuming con�dence in guiding the 
progress of events.” 

Harvey Jackins
From a le�er wri�en in 1984

AZADEH KHALILI
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The 2013 Africa Pre-World Conference took place in 
Nairobi, Kenya, May 2 to 5, under the able leadership of 
Tim Jackins, Diane Shisk, and a team of other leaders 
from Africa and the United States.

Tim reminded us why we gather every four years in 
preparation for the World Conference: We get to see 
a wide collection of Co-Counselors, people who have 
made decisions like ours, and be able to learn from and 
build relationships with them. We get a better picture of 
present-day reality. We also get to look at RC theory and 
the RC Community—including the Guidelines, which, if 
we read and understand them, can help us build stronger 
Communities.

Tim talked about what a great theory we have in 
RC—how it helps us get our minds back, and “keep on 
keeping on.” And he reminded us that RC ideas are more 
powerful when we apply them with a Co-Counselor and 
a Community.

He taught us that for RC to be effective, we need to 
discharge on any defeats. The oppressive society keeps 
people defeated. This breeds discouragement. We need 
to remember that discouragement is about the past, not 
the present, and discharge it. 

The Africa Pre-World Conference

We focused on the current four goals of the RC 
Community. Tim emphasized the goal on caring for the 
environment, which stirred my passion to work on it with 
others in Nigeria, armed with the fact that we co-exist 
with plants, animals, and humans. We talked about how 
pollution of all kinds is born of human distresses, including 
helplessness, which we can overcome with discharge.

He reminded us to follow our own thinking.

In doing some work on relationships, he emphasized 
that “once distress gets in the way, relationships will be 
difficult.” We must not act on distress recordings but rather 
discharge them. 

He taught us that any drug that numbs our pain makes 
us less intelligent and should be avoided—that we should 
discharge instead.

Thank you to all who made the conference possible.

Chioma Okonkwo 
Lagos, Nigeria

As a newcomer to a Pre-World 
Conference, I had been asking 
myself what kind of people I was 
going to meet and how they would 
relate to me. To my surprise, when I 
arrived at the conference everybody 
was hugging me as if they knew me 
and were expecting me. 

Among many topics, Tim1 talked 
about people not taking an interest 
in reading. He asked if we had 
been reading the Guidelines,2 and 

Some Highlights of the Africa Pre-World Conference 

using them in our teaching of RC. 
He also talked about actions and 
inactions that have contributed to 
environmental degradation. One of 
the conference participants shared 
how he and his colleagues had 
come together to clean up their 
environment, which had eventually 
won them an award.

Another highlight was when 
people sang a South African song. 
It made me discharge, even though 
I didn’t understand any part of it. 
Later on someone explained to me 
that it was about encouragement 
and urging people to push on 
harder.

I felt honoured to be chosen 
to lead a “goals and Guidelines” 
group made up of3 experienced 
RCers. 

My sincere appreciation goes to 
Tim and Diane4 and their committed 
team of RC leaders. I salute and 
bow to all of you. Me tu mi tse ma 
mu, which in Akan language means 
“I take off my cap for you.”

Erick Holmes-Agbloe
Accra, Ghana

3 “Made up of” means consisting of.
4 Diane Shisk, the Alternate International 
Reference Person for the RC Communities and 
the assistant leader of the conference

1 Tim Jackins
2 The Guidelines for the Re-evaluation 
Counseling Communities—the policies for 
the RC Communities

 LAUREN ACZON
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Permit me to take my turn to share some thoughts 
about the just-ended Africa Pre-World Conference, held 
in Kenya this May. The teachings of Tim1 were simply 
fantastic and mind-rocking. The interactions with my 
support group, led by Marion Ouphouet, changed my 
life for the better. A big question on my mind is what will 
the conference mean for me and my RC activities in the 
Northern region of Ghana, since much of that region 
is bedeviled by violent conflicts, youth unemployment, 
forced marriages, child betrothals, domestic violence, 
and violence against children, among other things. 

Many people are left to suffer from the resulting 
physical and emotional hurts. As a consequence, many 
of them run away from their homes, only to end up in 
urban centres where they work in undesirable menial 
jobs. These jobs eventually leave them victims of child 
prostitution and other criminal activities. Lack of money 
in the relevant departments of the central government 
means a lack of support for these victims of injustice. 
This is more pronounced in the rural areas, where the 
bulk of the people live.

Introducing RC can curb human suffering. My 
highlight from the conference was this teaching of 
Tim’s: “RC is an increasingly deliberate attempt to 
uncover the reality of the universe, the real nature of 
humans, the nature of human difficulties, and workable 
ways for correcting them.”

I am more empowered after the Kenya conference 
to exploit2 RC to the advantage of the suffering masses. 
I wish to express my profound gratitude to Tim and 
Diane3 for their love and concern for Africa as well as 
the world of RC. Long live RC. Long live Africa. 

Gmabi Philip 
Tamale, Ghana

RC Can Curb  
Human Suffering

1 Tim Jackins
2 In this context, “exploit” means make productive use of.
3 Diane Shisk

The Pre-World Conference for Africa took place in 
Limuru, Kenya, a sixty-minute drive from Nairobi. It 
was a beautiful place. A walk around the environment, 
adorned with colourful flowers, green grasses, and 
monkeys and birds, provided opportunities for 
discharging about the environment and nature.

We learned that RC started accidentally sixty-three 
years ago. Tim1 took his first fundamentals class fifty-
five years ago. The first RC workshop was in 1970. 
And the first World Conference was held in 1972, when 
work on the Guidelines2 commenced. Today the RC 
Community extends to ninety countries and is made 
up of3 thousands of Co-Counsellors. 

At the conference we had support groups and 
groups for discussing the Guidelines. We also had 
topic groups on the following subjects: discharging 
about the Rwanda genocide; RC and Christianity; 
women and RC; men; care of the environment; RC 
and African culture; and dating and relationships, for 
young adults.

The culture-sharing night was a memorable one.

In all, we are more empowered to do more in RC. 

Chris Akubuiro
Port Harcourt, Nigeria

Empowered to Do  
More in RC

1 Tim Jackins
2 The Guidelines for the Re-evaluation Counseling Communities—the 
policies for the RC Communities
3 “Is made up of” means consists of.

If the success or failure of this planet and of human 

beings depended on how I am and what I do . . . 

How would I be? What would I do?

Buckminster Fuller

WATERCOLOR • KATIE KAUFFMAN
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When we start out, when we are 
born, we are curious about everything 
and we want to try everything. We are 
interested in every single person we 
see, especially the ones who look back. 
And we stay interested for a long time. 
We also know when things are wrong 
and we want to change them. But every 
child is told, “No, you can’t change that. 
It has always been that way. �at’s the 
proper way for it to be.”

We don’t understand when we are 
told that. We think the adults are “crazy.” 
We don’t understand that they were 
like us when they were our age. �ey 
also wanted to change everything. But 
the same thing happened to them that 
is happening to us. 

We were all told “no,” over and over 
again, until we gave up hope. But it 
took a long time. We didn’t give up 
hope quickly.

Yesterday during the break some 
of us were playing with some young 
people who were not part of our group. 
We were throwing things around, and 
a couple of the young people were 
watching us. I threw one of the items 
toward them. They watched it and 
watched it, there on the ground, and 
didn’t move. �ey had been told “no” 
many times.

I had to throw it several times. �ey 
would look. �en they began to think, 
“�is is different. What’s going on1?” 
Finally they tried throwing it. As soon as 
one tried, the others wanted to try. �ey 
could do something different as long 
as an adult was there who approved; 
they could try in ways that they didn’t 
dare try by themselves. By the end, 
we had eight or nine young people 
playing. �en the bell rang and they 
had to go in. �ey came by, handed 
over the toys, and said, “See ya.”2 Since 
then they have been waving at different 

3 “Came a�er us” means pursued us, reached out 
to us.
4 Contradiction to distress

Why We Have Goals
From a talk by Tim Jackins at the East Asia Pre-World Conference, March 2013

ones of us. A li�le bit of their defeat and 
discouragement has been pushed back. 
�ey will try again.

Usually no one created that kind of 
opening for us. Maybe we were lucky 
and someone did, once or twice. If it 
happened, we remember it. If someone 
came a�er us3 and showed us that we 
were wanted in his or her life, we use 
it as a contradiction4 in our sessions. 
When that happens, we can try again. 
But without it, we give up; we simply 
go along with our societies. �en it’s 
hard for us to challenge the mistakes in 
our societies, and to think about all the 
distresses that have become a part of 
our societies.

�en we get into RC. We get into 
it because something feels bad and 
somebody says that can change. We 
start discharging and we feel something 
shi� in our minds. We still don’t feel 
good, but it’s not as bad as it was. Life 
seems a li�le easier; we do be�er. But 
our minds are still focused mainly on 
what hurt us. We stay fascinated with 
the distresses. It’s still hard for us to think 
about bigger issues.

As we gradually clear away the 
distresses, we see a bigger picture. We 
see a bigger picture of our own life, a 
bigger picture of our society, a bigger 
picture of our entire world. We start to 
think more broadly about everything. 

We start to regain what we had at the 
beginning. We want to try more things. 
We want big things to be correct, even 
if they’ve always been wrong. We start 
to think that maybe we can change the 
world, maybe we can �gure out how to 
make things right—just like we wanted 
to as children. We had to give up then, 
because of distress. Now that we are 
removing the distress, maybe we get to 
try everything we wanted to try. 

Still there are days when all we can 
think about is our distress. It hasn’t gone 
away. �ings are ge�ing be�er, but we 
can still get pulled into it. �at will be 
a struggle until we discharge it all. In 
the meantime, we’ve learned to �ght 
against the pull. We’ve learned that 
we can think in spite of our feelings. 
We know that we can set directions for 
ourselves against our distresses. We can 
feel like we are the worst thing that has 
ever lived and we can remember that 
our counselor said, “You’re not so bad.” 
We can set all sorts of directions to pull 
our minds out of distress.

Long ago we decided that we could 
do a version of this for our Communities. 
We could think about things we were all 
struggling with and set out something 
to remind us of the direction we were 
heading in. We could �nd ways to pull 
our attention out of the struggle of 
distress and put it on where we wanted 
to go. So we decided to have goals for 
the Community. We set them at each 
World Conference, every four years. 
�e goals are big. And they don’t go 
away a�er four years. We are thinking 
of where we want to be far into the 
future.

�e goals are our best thinking, and 
they are there to guide us forward, not 
be the �nal answer. You are not required 
to agree with them, but they really are 
something you shouldn’t ignore. 

We need to think about them not 
only for ourselves and our Community, 
but also to have something to hold up 
for others outside the RC Community 
to see. Our policies, the ways we have 
thought about things, our goals, all have 
played a much wider role than simply 
within the Community. �ey appear to 
have set a tone in many different places 
that are not closely connected with 
our Community. Any time you take a 
position that leads minds forward, it has 
in�uence in many places.

1 “Going on” means happening.
2 “See ya” means I’ll see you later, or simply 
goodbye.
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In the first part of this article, printed 
in the January 2013 Present Time, I 
described ways to get a foothold, in an 
academic institution, for teaching RC. 
I shared how I’ve gained administrative 
and faculty support, recruited students, 
and so on. In this part I’ll discuss 
what I’ve figured out over the past 
five years of teaching a “Seminar in 
Advanced Listening Skills”—what I’ve 
learned about tailoring the essential 
information of an RC fundamentals 
class to an academic setting and the 
students’ needs.

STRUCTURE AND 
LEADERSHIP

Although I’m paid to teach only 
one course, I’ve divided it into 
two sections with a maximum 
of twelve students in each. The 
sections meet once a week, for a 
class period of an hour and fifteen 
minutes, throughout a fifteen-week 
semester. The students receive one 
unit of credit and no grade. In the 
last two years, the course has met 
in the Psychology Clinic’s group 
therapy room, a cozy space lined 
with couches, but before that, a 
regular classroom with chairs that 
we moved into a circle worked 
just fine. 

Teaching RC on a College Campus  
(Part Two)

After the first year, I brought 
in another RC teacher as a co-
instructor. Then we were able 
to split the group for part of the 
class period so that students who 
had taken the course before could 
receive more advanced training. 
Also, during the last two years, a 
student who has taken the course 
twice has served as an assistant.

CONTENT AND ACTIVITIES
Students who are taking the 

course for the first time usually 
expect a typical academic class. If 
they’re in one of the peer-helper 
programs on campus, or headed 
toward a helping profession, they 
expect to enhance their listening 
and helping skills. As instructors, 
we regularly remind the students 
of how the skills they are learning 
can help others, even as we 
encourage them to focus on their 
own re-emergence. Generally, 
they are delighted to discover the 
informality, openness, safety, and 
supportiveness of an RC class. A 
few plead scheduling problems and 
drop out after the first or second 
meeting—I suspect because they 
feel the course is more personal 
than they bargained for. 

In the first nine weeks, we present 
the fundamentals of RC theory 
and practice. Each class includes a 
short lecture and a go-around for 
sharing personal examples. A mini-
session with voluntary sharing 
afterward provides an opportunity 
for brief demonstrations. (Before a 
demonstration, we always ask the 
client for permission, and he or 
she is free to refuse.) Occasionally 
one of us instructors does a short 
demonstration with the other, to 
model that it’s safe to discharge and 
easy to return to present time. As the 

semester progresses, we often ask 
the class during the demonstrations 
to suggest contradictions.1 

For a half hour of the class, my 
co-teacher takes the returning 
students (there are usually three or 
four) to another room to split time,2 
be counseled by an experienced 
RC teacher, and be coached in 
counseling one another. They can 
choose whether or not to do this, 
and depending on the topic we are 
covering with the new students that 
day, some of them opt to stay in the 
main class. For the liberation topics, 
everyone stays. 

We have found it best if students 
pair up with a partner at the end 
of the second class and stay paired 
with that person throughout the 
semester. This assures that all the 
students have a session every week 
and that they don’t have to worry 
about not being picked. It also tends 
to increase safety, as each person 
quickly comes to feel that he or she 
has a special ally in the class. Some 

1 Contradictions to the distress
2 “Split time” means take equal turns being 
listened to by the group.

SUSAN HUTCHISON KENYA • TIM JACKINS
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of the students are able to choose 
one another. The more hesitant ones 
write their schedules on the board 
and use matching schedules as a 
rationale for pairing up. 

Each week the students hand in 
a log sheet on which they report 
the date that they met for their last 
session, when it started and ended, 
some of the things they focused on 
in their turn, what worked well or 
any difficulties they had, and a brief 
reflection on how an aspect of RC 
relates to something in their life. 
This enables us to make sure they 
are having sessions, to keep track 
of their learning, and to provide 
additional guidance if needed.

For the last six weeks of the 
course, we focus on oppression 
and liberation. We start with young 
people’s oppression, not only 
as a foundation for all the other 
oppressions but because it’s recent 
enough that young adults are 
able to relate to it easily. Also, 
because it’s a new concept for 
them, it doesn’t raise the fears 
and resistance that sexism and 
racism are likely to stir up. Next 
we focus on men’s oppression. 
The reassuring information that 
no boy or man would ever oppress 
or collude with the oppression of 
another person if he hadn’t been 
forced into it by societal demands 
makes the students much more 
receptive when we focus on sexism 
in the following class. We do men’s 
and women’s panels in those two 
classes, which generally have a big 
impact. 

For the next two classes, we 
focus on cultural background. 
The students meet in groups with 
others of a similar heritage, share 
experiences, and then report back 
to the class. They are excited to 
discover commonalities in values 
and behavior that have been part 
of growing up in, say, a Latino/a  

or Asian culture. The safety 
provided by these groups enables 
them to speak openly to the class 
about some of the challenges they 
face, such as racism, assimilation 
pressures, and biracial identity. 
The issues that come up give us 
the opportunity to talk about and 
do demonstrations on internalized 
oppression. In the last class of the 
semester, we focus on classism and 
ask the students to fill out a course 
feedback sheet. 

WORKING ON RACISM
Helping the white students learn 

about racism has been tricky. The 
first time I taught the course, half 
of the students were white, and 
when I introduced the topic some of 
them said that they viewed racism 
as a thing of the past. They made 
familiar defensive comments, such 
as, “I don’t see color—it doesn’t 
matter to me if someone is black 
or white or green or purple,” and 
“How come3 they get to have an 
African American fraternity but 
we don’t get to have a white one? 
It’s reverse discrimination.” These 
attitudes made it unsafe for the 
students targeted by racism to 
speak about their own experiences. 
I got scared and backed off, so the 
only learning that occurred was my 
realizing I needed to find a different 
approach. 

Each year it has gotten easier. 
It helps to have co-teachers (one 
a person targeted by racism) who 
support me in addressing the topic. 
Also, the class makeup has changed 
over time such that generally only 
a few white students take the class. 

The heritage-group format helps, 
too, in that the students targeted 
by racism are emboldened to reveal 
experiences of racism, which the 
white students get to listen to. 
It’s often the first time the white 
students have heard anything like 
that. I make sure to join the white-
heritage group, so that when racist 
recordings4 play (as they inevitably 
do), I can do some counseling, 
provide information, and help 
shape the group report that will be 
shared with the rest of the class.

HOW THESE CLASSES 
ARE DIFFERENT

Although we teach RC, some of 
the goals and expectations in the 
course are different from those 
in regular RC classes. We make it 
clear from the outset5 that our aim 
is to teach listening and helping 
skills, and we present RC theory 
and techniques in that context. We 
encourage discharge as a means 
of healing from past hurts, but we 
respect that some students may not 
wish to delve very far into their 
own feelings. 

All of the students end up with 
an understanding of the nature 
of human beings, the counseling 
process, and societal oppression. 
They feel a connection to other 
class members and have a more 
positive view of themselves, and 
most of them do choose to work 
more deeply on old hurts. But a few 
of them don’t. Our acceptance of 
this makes it possible for everyone 

3 “How come” means why do.

4 Distress recordings
5 “Outset” means beginning.

continued . . .

“Some people surprise us by showing up the next year 
to take the course again, having gotten a glimpse of 
something more they could gain.”
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to feel successful. Some people 
surprise us by showing up the next 
year to take the course again, having 
gotten a glimpse of something 
more they could gain. Usually, the 
second (or third) time around, the 
discharge comes. 

Because the course has been billed 
as providing listening (rather than 
counseling) skills, we generally use 
the terms “listener” and “speaker” 
rather than “counselor” and “client” 
(though we tend to use the latter 
more as the semester progresses). 

As the students are often hesitant 
to reach out to others, we become 
pretty6 directive. For example, for 
mini-sessions, instead of having 
people choose partners, we ask 
every second person around the 
circle to go sit next to someone that 
he or she hasn’t connected with 
before. That way no one ends up 
being left out or feeling unwanted, 
and by the end of the semester 
everyone has had a mini-session 
with every other classmate. 

We continually remind the 
students to offer to hold hands 
when they are the listener, but it 
takes most of the semester before 
the first-time people are comfortable 
enough to accept. We also coach the 
students throughout the semester to 
go beyond “Thank you for listening 
to me” when they’re appreciating 
their mini-session partner during 
the closing circle. Because it’s a 
school environment, and because 

constraints on physical contact may 
be part of the students’ cultural 
backgrounds, we save hugging 
until the end of the last class. When 
they’re all feeling pleased with the 
course, with one another, and with 
us, we tell them that they may be 
ready for the one important RC 
technique we’ve left out. Then we 
stand up and offer a hug to anyone 
who wants one, and encourage 
them to hug each other. Needless to 
say, it takes a long time for people 
to leave.

Because the class time is so short, 
about four weeks into the course 
my co-teacher or I meet with each 
student for an individual twenty-
minute conference. And at about 
week eight, we do a half-hour 
coaching session with each pair. We 
use these meetings to check on how 
things are going for the students—
in the class, in their sessions, and in 
their life. They usually turn into a 
brief session in which the students 
(often to their surprise) discharge. 
This helps us get to know the 
students better and gives them an 
inkling of what might be possible 
in their sessions. If they’re having 
difficulties in their Co-Counseling 
relationship, we may have an 
additional conference with both 
students to iron things out.7

In the coaching session, each 
student counsels his or her partner 
for fifteen minutes. We provide 
information where needed and 

nudge the counselors through 
any reticence they may have to 
make eye contact, hold hands (if 
the client accepts it), look pleased, 
and offer contradictions. Then we 
leave the two of them to finish the 
session on their own. The coaching 
session is often a turning point. I 
am always amazed that despite all 
our instructions and modeling in 
class, many students need direct 
coaching to break through their 
timidity. One young woman, whose 
partner hadn’t discharged, had 
been sitting stone-faced and silent 
under the misapprehension that she 
was supposed to look “neutral.” We 
have found that a little tweaking 
goes a long way. After the coaching 
session, the students’ skills and 
connection with one another clearly 
increase.

Unlike many RC Communities, 
we have access to a wonderfully 
d i v e r s e  b o d y  o f  p o t e n t i a l 
participants, many of whom are 
children of immigrants or are 
immigrants themselves. Some have 
been migrant farmworkers, or lived 
in a war zone, or been homeless. 
Others have been raised in privilege. 
Why so few white students take 
the course (the university is about 
fifty percent white) is a mystery 
to us. It may be that the focus on 
oppression in the latter weeks is 
more challenging for them than for 
the students targeted by racism.

STUDENT FEEDBACK
On the feedback sheet we give 

out in the last class, we ask the 

. . . continued 

7 “Iron things out” means resolve things.
6 “Pretty” means quite.

STEVE BANBURY
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students what they gained from 
the course and their sessions, and 
if their feelings about themselves or 
others have changed as a result of 
the course. Here are some typical 
responses from the past two years: 

“I see myself so positively now, 
and I understand that we are all 
wonderful people. I’m not scared to 
express my feelings and discharge 
them.”

“I realized that so many of my 
‘faults’ are just patterns, that people 
are not ‘against’ me, that life is 
actually wonderful.”

“I have gained self-confidence, 
and knowledge about how people 
are hurt and can heal completely, 
about the oppression people face, 
and about how to help people 
become the person they truly are.”

“I learned that I have internalized 
a lot of gender oppression, and 
also the fear that my mother felt 
when communism took over my 
country.”

“I have definitely changed the 
way I talk and react to my baby. 
I have a better idea of what to do 
when he cries.”

“I see how others have been hurt 
by oppression—sexism, racism, and 
so on. I had never fully realized 
what it must be like to be on the 
other end of that.”

“I realize that the many feelings 
of shame or guilt I had are not 
my fault; they are internalized 
oppression.”

“You have given me a gift that I 
will utilize for the rest of my life.”

It is clear from the feedback 
that the students have learned 
the fundamentals of RC. They are 
grateful to have enhanced their 
listening and helping skills, and 
most of them also understand 

the benefits to themselves of 
discharging and re-emerging 
from old hurts. They have, to 
varying degrees, developed an 
understanding of the oppressive 
forces in society and the ways that 
they and others have been affected. 
A number of them have expressed a 
desire to incorporate RC into their 
lives, and some of them are moving 
toward becoming RC teachers in 
the Community. I feel fortunate to 
have been able to provide valuable 
RC information to young people 
who are making the transition to 
their adult lives. 

OPPORTUNITIES OUT THERE 
The main point I hope to make 

in this article is that teaching RC 
in an academic setting is often 
not hard to do and can be very 
rewarding. Although academic 
departments in research-oriented 
institutions may not be accessible, 

helping specialties, such as nursing 
and occupational therapy, are 
likely to be receptive. Also, student 
organizations and peer helping 
programs often welcome a course 
in listening skills. The opportunities 
are out there—for example, I’ve 
been invited to teach RC at another 
local university and to offer a 
course for psychology interns at a 
“mental health” agency. 

Until now we’ve been paid, but 
recent university-wide cutbacks 
mean that this coming year we’ll be 
teaching on a volunteer basis. For 
RC teachers who want to start a class 
in a college setting, volunteering 
may be a useful approach. In this 
time of austerity and cutbacks, an 
offer of free services may be hard 
to refuse.

Phyllis Bronstein 
Phyllis died, of cancer,  

in December 2012.

Don’t Client at People
You are quite competent. Just follow your good 

judgment, and don’t client at people* who aren’t 
ready to listen to anything negative.

Harvey Jackins
From a letter written in 1993

* “Client at people” means talk about, or act out, your distress 
with people.

NORTH CASCADES, WASHINGTON, USA • WATERCOLOR BY KATIE KAUFFMAN
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I became certified to teach RC in 
2000. When asked to be a teacher, I 
initially hesitated. It wasn’t a question 
of being able to teach (that comes 
easily for me) but of figuring out 
why I should teach and how it would 
be useful to me in terms of my re-
emergence. 

When I was asked a few years 
ago to consider the Area1 Reference 
Person (ARP) position, I had the 
same question: “How is this going 
to be beneficial for me?” At the 
time I was discouraged about the 
Community and felt I would not get 
the support that I needed or wanted. 
I did not take the position.

Since then, a lot has happened. 
Most significant was an Intensive2 
three years ago and my follow-up 
work, mostly on early hurts. One piece 
of Chicano internalized oppression 
is discouragement. I had a difficult 
time wrapping my head around3 
that. (Who, me? Discouraged?) Only 
recently have I been able to think 
about it in terms of getting some 
discharge. 

As a result of the work that I did, I knew that the 
ARP position would make me come to terms with the 
discouragement. I saw it as an opportunity to confront it, 
however clumsily, and to be forced to deal with struggles 
that were outside of my comfort zone.

I recently agreed to be the Alternate ARP. I am good 
at supporting people and helping them figure things 
out, and I did well with my ARP. I also figured out that 
this Community is the one I am in and that I have to 

Deciding to Be an Area Reference Person 

1 An Area is a local RC Community.
2 An Intensive is twenty hours of one-way Re-evaluation Counseling, for 
a fee, at Re-evaluation Counseling Community Resources, in Seattle, 
Washington, USA.
3 “Wrapping my head around” means finding a way to understand or 
accept.

work with what I have. I know I am 
not leaving RC, so I found a way 
to work with this (predominately 
white, Protestant, middle-class, 
heterosexual) Community. I also 
figured out that, a lot of times, “it 
is not my job” is the best response I 
can give. 

When asked again about the ARP 
position, I did not hesitate. I decided 
it would be beneficial for me. I had 
built better relationships with Co-
Counselors locally, as well as across 
the country, and could feel that I had 
a lot of support. 

As an ARP, I  am hoping to 
strengthen the relationships I’ve 
developed and to build new ones. I 
want to develop my leadership skills 
and gain the confidence that comes 
with that. I want to be a better Co-
Counselor. 

I also want to give back to the 
Community that has given so much to 
me. I am genuinely interested in and 
care about people’s re-emergence. I 
have experienced how the discharge 

process works and feel passionate about that and would 
like to convey it to others.

I want to think about different ways to teach RC 
fundamentals to new people—in particular, people targeted 
by racism—perhaps with a series of introductions like 
“Chicanos and _______,” “Men and ______,” “Immigration,” 
and “Why Doesn’t Anything Ever Change?”

I am excited about taking this position and look forward 
to accomplishing some of my goals. I want to put a face 
people may not know to the Gay Chicano man.

“Edmond W.”
USA 

Reprinted from the RC e-mail  
discussion list for leaders of Chicanos/as

PALMER SQUARE PARK, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, USA •  NIKHIL TRIVEDI

KK
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In the depth of winter, I finally learned that within me there lay an invincible summer. 

Albert Camus

The one-week RC workshop in Gulu, Uganda, has strengthened and 
broadened my mind more than I thought it would. I have realized that I can 
handle distressing issues within me and in the people around me. I have learnt 
how the human mind can be freed from distress. It is only possible through 
discharge. We feel ease after we’ve discharged. It rejuvenates our positive 
thinking to tell what hurts us to a counselor.

I’ve experienced RC as “repairing someone’s life.” Sometimes clients 
have undergone painful distress, which remains as a scar in their mind. As a 
counselor, we should allow clients to discharge, because that’s the only way 
they can remove the pain of the distress recording. 

I am not like before; I am somewhere new. I am changed and can’t easily be 
thrown down by the war in the mind that comes from distress. The workshop 
made me self-confident and strong-hearted. Thanks to the RC team that came 
to Gulu: Chuck Esser, Pamela Haines, and Jacek Strzemieczny.* 

Odong Douglas
Gulu, Uganda

Changed by the Gulu Workshop

* Chuck Esser is the Regional Reference Person for New Jersey, USA, and is the International 
Commonality Reference Person for Family Work. Pamela Haines is the Area Reference Person for a 
part of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA, and is the editor of The Caring Parent, the RC journal for 
people interested in parenting. Jacek Strzemieczny is the Regional Reference Person for Poland.

Saying that if a person is hurting, 
he or she can’t think, of course states 
it in too absolute terms. There is a 
tendency to shut down and not think, 
but there is at least a margin where 
a person has a choice of resisting 
restimulation and staying rational. 

The motivation of an emergency 
does pull the attention out and often 
enables a person to keep thinking 
in a restimulative situation. I have 
operated like this for years. I may 
not think well, certainly not as 
well as if I were relaxed, but in a 
dangerous situation I go to some kind 
of a hard, deliberate checking over 
of possibilities instead of allowing 
myself to shut down.

Harvey Jackins
From a letter written in 1973

The Choice to 
Keep Thinking

HIROSHIMA PEACE MEMORIAL PARK, HIROSHIMA, JAPAN • EDWARD ELBERS
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Since September 2004, Re-evaluation Counseling Community Re-
sources (RCCR) has been renting out hearing assistive devices for 

use at RC workshops and other RC events. They work only in the United 
States and Canada. (Other countries use different radio frequencies.)

We’ve received good reports from people who have used the de-
vices. No matter where they are sitting in the audience, people are 
able to clearly hear the speakers in the front of the room.

The leader/speaker wears a microphone and transmitter, and the 
people with impaired hearing wear headsets attached to pocket-sized 
receivers.

Organizers of events may rent a set for $60 (U.S.). A standard set 
includes one microphone/transmitter and two receivers with headsets. 
Depending on availability, additional receivers/headsets may be added 
to accommodate up to eight people.

Due to increased demand, we encourage organizers who wish to rent 
this equipment to notify us at Re-evaluation Counseling Community 
Resources at least three weeks before the event (earlier requests are 
given priority) to be sure of availability and to allow for shipping time. 
The equipment must be returned to us within two days of the event, 
so that it will be available to others.

For more information and to check availability, e-mail us at 
<rcoffice@rc.org> (put Hearing Helper in the subject line). Please 
include the title of the event, the event dates, the organizer’s name 
and e-mail address, and how many people with low hearing you need 
to accommodate.

Re-evaluation Counseling Community Resources

Hearing Assistive Devices  

Can Also Be Used for Interpreting

For workshops with participants who speak a language other 
than the workshop leader, a Hearing Helper set can be used for 
interpreting. The interpreter wears a microphone and transmit-
ter. The listener wears a headset and receiver. The interpreter 
may sit anywhere in the room, often to the side or in the back. 
This allows him or her to speak with full voice and the listeners 
to hear the interpretation clearly.

ELLIE PUTNAM ANNE BARTON
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Thumbs-up1 to our Nigerian Re-
evaluation Counseling Community, 
as it takes refreshing strides to 
expand the frontiers of RC. 

Two of our Co-Counselors, who 
had taken three years of RC classes, 
were ready to lead Communities. 
It was about time,2 especially for 
the Co-Counselors who had been 
traveling long distances to classes. 

In February, Rita Nwokoye held 
her first class, with five people in 
attendance, marking the beginning 
of the Isashi Community in Lagos 
State. 

• Expanding the Frontiers of RC in Nigeria •
Meanwhile, the RC Community 

in Ogun State, in the southwest of 
Nigeria, is about to come on stream.3 
It will be led by Yemisi Ojo. When 
she came to Lagos to discuss her 
readiness and willingness to help 
plant RC in Abeokuta, the first place 
to have RC in Ogun State, she was 
excited. I gave her some books with 
which to begin her classes.

With seven in attendance, a 
lawyers’ group began in Lagos 
State with an inaugural class this 
March. The participants were eager 
to learn how RC could make them 
better lawyers and enhance their 
relationships with their clients and 
others they encountered in their 

practice. I reminded them that 
RC is primarily a personal thing, 
a process that helps us rediscover 
our essence, free of rigid distress 
patterns, and that it is when we 
regain our occluded intelligence 
that we are better placed to look 
out for our own interests and those 
of others. 

We’d like to hear from those of 
you who are lawyers in other climes.4 
We hope to be guided by your 
experience, as we build the lawyers’ 
group in Nigeria.

Onii Nwangwu
Area Reference Person for  

North Central Lagos, Nigeria
Lagos, Nigeria

1 “Thumbs-up” means approval, encourage-
ment.
2 “It was about time” means it should have 
happened sooner. 3 “Come on stream” means start operating. 4 “Climes” means climates.

A Nigeria RC teachers’ and leaders’ 
workshop took place in Lagos, Nigeria, 
this May—four days after the Africa 
Pre-World Conference in Kenya.

The International Reference Person, 
Tim Jackins, and his Alternate, Diane 
Shisk, set foot on the soil of Nigeria, 
the largest country in Africa, for the 
first time. That was historic—and 
most encouraging to Nigerian RCers, 
especially those who had not met the 
two of them before. 

Tim made it clear to us that 
‘’knowing about RC is interesting, 
but having sessions is what makes RC 
useful.” He took us through a number 
of RC principles, and we had as many 
sessions as time would allow, to put 
the principles into practice. 

Tim and Diane held meetings 
with the Area* Reference Persons to 

• RC in Nigeria Surges Ahead • 
learn about the progress of RC in the 
various Nigerian Communities. They 
were impressed by the remarkable 
strides our leaders had taken to plant 
and grow RC in Nigeria. Re-evaluation 
Counseling has spread and is now 
effectively working in Lagos State, 
Anambra State, Rivers State, Kaduna 
State, the Federal Capital Territory, 
Enugu State, and Abia State.

We will not stop until we are fully 
liberated from the distresses that 
put us down and until our people are 
freed from the inhibitions of unhealthy 
social and physical environments. I 
have a dream that before long Nigeria 
will host an RC World Conference.

Chris Akubuiro
Port Harcourt, Rivers State, Nigeria

* An Area is a local RC Community.
AFRICA • MAURA FALLON
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I travelled from Awka, Anambra State 
(Nigeria), driving seven hours, to attend 
the workshop in Lagos State (Nigeria). It 
was my first national RC workshop. 

As we introduced ourselves during 
the welcome session, I was struck by 
the enthusiasm in the room. There was 
a pretty1 even split between males and 
females—another pleasant surprise, since 
in my experience it’s usually women who 
embrace counselling as a means of self-
improvement. 

The next morning, Diane Shisk talked 
about the rudiments of the Co-Counselling 
session—basically the art of listening. 
It continues to amaze me how much of 
our disconnection is directly related to 
an inability or lack of opportunity to 
discharge after a traumatic experience. 
She validated clients’ emotions, freeing 
the clients to discharge them without 
shame or embarrassment. As we learnt 
from Tim that evening, telling elaborate 
stories to explain or justify our distress 
is nearly irrelevant. As clients, we need 
to approach the Co-Counselling session 
with our minds made up2 to discharge 
the emotions as quickly as possible. As 
counsellors, we need to help our clients 
do just that.

The biggest lesson I learnt was about 
doing regular Co-Counselling sessions, 
so that our cognitive arteries remain free 
from emotional clots. Emotional discharge 
makes us feel good, but that is not the goal 
of RC. The goal is to use discharge to make 
rational decisions—decisions unimpeded 
by emotion—and thereby become better 
people, for ourselves and for others.

Chineze Obi-Okoye
Awka, Anambra State, Nigeria

• What I Learned •  
at the  

Lagos Workshop

1 “Pretty” means quite.
2 “Minds made up” means a decision already made.

• An Adult Male Workshop in Nigeria •
It was interesting to be among 

these wonderful adults in the 
meeting. I learned how to deal 
with distresses facing my home 
and community.

Babatunde K. Olaogun
Lagos, Nigeria

W e were asked what the 
most beautiful thing and 

the worst thing were about being a 
man. It was the �rst time I had been 
asked such a question. I begin now to 
remember what I enjoy most about 
being a man.

We talked about being a counsellor, 
and confidentiality. We are not to 
tell anybody what we hear during a 
session unless the client authorises 
us to do so. Mrs. Chioma Okonkwo 
emphasised the power of listening and 
how listening is the key to a successful 
Co-Counselling arrangement. She said 
no to drunkenness and drugs and 
explained that the essence of RC is 
to re-emerge into our real selves and 
take charge.

I was glad to be part of this great 
workshop of men and am happy 
because it was a sign of RC developing 
in Nigeria.

Sean Presto
(Iloakasia Leonard)

 Lagos, Nigeria

Yours for the Taking

You don’t deserve a low ebb, and I’m sure it won’t 

last long. The world is yours for the taking.

Harvey Jackins
From a letter written in 1976

The first-ever RC adult male 
(thirty-one years and over) 

workshop in Nigeria took place 
on the sixth day of April, 2013, 
in Ikeja, Lagos. It was led by Mrs. 
Chioma Okonkwo.

The high point of the workshop 
was the discussion about the 
challenges confronting adult 
males today. Participants appeared 
to agree that the major challenges 
are marriage and finances. 

They agreed that the rate of 
divorce is high because of wrong 
relationships, egocentrism, and 
parental and peer pressure—all 
due to distress patterns that can 
be overcome by applying RC 
principles. 

Male adults are largely unable 
to meet their financial obligations 
to self, spouse, children, other rel-
atives, and friends. Men who lack 
the finances to meet their obliga-
tions are usually taunted, abused, 
or neglected by friends, family 
members, and the society at large, 
which is unfortunately becoming 
increasingly materialistic. 

In spite of these challenges, the 
participants agreed that they were 
happy being men.

Henry Ndubuisi Njoku
Lagos, Nigeria
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The fifth edition of A New Kind of Communicator (a collection of key articles on teaching, for RC teachers) was 
printed eighteen years ago. Since then Re-evaluation Counseling has continued to grow and develop. RC ideas 
have spread, and we are better at communicating them. RC Communities continue to multiply and develop 
worldwide.

The sixth edition of A New Kind of Communicator includes four of Harvey’s* articles from previous editions as 
well as fourteen new articles describing what we have learned since those earlier editions were published.

I am confident that you will find this new edition both enjoyable and helpful.

Tim Jackins 

$5.00 (U.S.), plus postage and handling
Ordering information on page 110

A new edition of  

* Harvey Jackins’

A New Kind of Communicator

A new 3-CD set: 

Talks from the 2011  
O�awa Workshop

(CD #1004)

by Tim Jackins, with  
interpretation into French

At a 2011 O�awa, Canada, RC workshop,  
Tim Jackins talks about:

the importance of RC 
our importance, and �ghting for ourselves 

counseling on early hurts  
oppressive societies 

discouragement and oppression 
the growth of RC Communities 

RC literature 
and more!

$25.00 (U.S.), plus postage and handling

Ordering information on page 110

Une nouvelle collection de 3-CD: 

Communications  
à l’atelier O�awa 2011

(CD #1004)

par Tim Jackins, avec  
interprétation en français

Lors d’un atelier de Co-écoute à O�awa (Canada) 
en 2011, Tim Jackins communique sur:

l'importance de la Co-écoute 
notre importance, et comment lu�er pour nous-mêmes 

travailler sur les blessures précoces 
les sociétés oppressives  

découragement et oppression  
le développement des Communautés  

la li�érature de Co-écoute 
et plus encore!

$25.00 (U.S.), plus frais d'envoi

Bulletin de commande en page 110

AM

Important RC Resources!
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Important RC Resources!

Seán Ruth, the International Liberation Reference Person for Middle-Class People, presents clear, candid 
information about middle-class oppression and liberation. He emphasizes that the middle class has been 
systematically separated from the working class, not through fault of its own but because of a damaging oppression. 
With kindness and humor, he maps out a perspective on middle-class people that offers hope for directly challenging 
the effects of the oppression and moving toward the necessary transformation of society. 

This is a useful talk for anyone, of any class background, interested in understanding the ways that classism 
divides us from each other.

$10.00 (U.S.), plus postage and handling

(CD #1002)

A CD of a talk by Seán Ruth, the International  
Liberation Reference Person for Middle-Class People

The Liberation of the Middle Class

New DVD: 

Moving Toward Liberation

Twenty-nine (!) International Liberation 

Reference Persons and Commonality 

Reference Persons report on their work.

$15.00 (U.S.), plus postage and handling

This CD offers a look into the work of 
Black liberation at the Black Liberation and 
Community Development Workshop. In 
this talk from 2010, Barbara speaks candidly 
about the content and effects of the racism 
directed at African-heritage people. She 
stresses rejecting the oppressive messages, 
discharging their effects, and completely 
claiming the goodness, brilliance, and beauty 
of Black people. 

$10.00 (U.S.), plus postage and handling

Challenging the Limits  
of Internalized Racism

A talk by Barbara Love,  
the International Liberation Reference  

Person for African-Heritage People

(CD #1003)

LYNDALL KATZ
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I’m sitting near a fireplace on a beautiful farm in 
Wisconsin (USA), watching the snow melt slowly, after 
I’ve been to a wonderful Pre-World Conference.

I’m thinking about all the good work we’ve done so 
far on care of the environment. We can be pleased with 
how we’ve helped awareness grow and gotten our own 
minds clearer about moving the work forward. 

This past weekend Tim Jackins talked in a wonderful 
way about the environment and next steps. I got to 
work together with Diane Shisk and learn from both 
her and Tim. That helped me discharge internalized 
Frisian fear, which I need to be free of to lead as 
boldly as I want to, and contradicted feelings of 
discouragement and hopelessness. 

A big highlight of the conference was a topic group 
in which the people targeted by racism and genocide 
shared how they and their peoples and lands had 
been affected by environmental degradation. All the 
white people attended—none of them chose a different 
group, as this was clearly the most important. To me 
it was a key step forward; care-of-the-environment 
work was moving ahead in RC as I’d always hoped 
it would. 

The next day Diane Shisk and I led a well-attended 
early-morning class for white people. I talked about 
racism in general, and Diane added thoughts about 
environmental racism. After mini-sessions, Diane shared 

Racism, Genocide, and Care of the Environment

1 “Wiping out” means destroying.
2 “When it comes to” means regarding.
3 “With much love” in Frisian

a statement written by Aboriginal people (see page five 
of the April 2013 Present Time). She also talked about 
the difference between racism and genocide: racism is 
about exploiting people for the cheapest possible labour; 
genocide is about taking land and wiping out1 the people 
who live on it. That was important information, and 
many people came to me afterward to say so. Also, for 
many people, something about care of the environment 
was the highlight of the conference. 

I will write more later, but now I have a question: 
What do you think is key for RC when it comes 
to2 ending environmental racism and genocide? 
And how could that be in the interest of your own 
liberation? Please have sessions on this and respond. 
Our discussion list needs to be active during this 
period leading up to the World Conference. All of our 
thinking is needed on a more specific goal for care of 
the environment.  

Mei in protte leafde3 (with much love),

Wytske Visser 
International Commonality Reference  

Person for the Care of the Environment 
Fryslan, the Netherlands 

Reprinted from the RC e-mail discussion list  
for leaders in the care of the environment

The statement “Strategically we should despise the enemy but tactically take him seriously” in my 
opinion means that long-range we should hold to our confidence—the flow of history is with us—but 
never become careless, knowing that short-range the old reactionary forces still have strength, still have 
resources, and that we cannot afford to be careless at all. I think that’s what it means. 

Harvey Jackins
From a letter written in 1980

The Flow of History Is with Us

HELEN PARKIN
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I think our models for changing 
people’s consciousness have tended to 
be too narrow and bound by tradition, 
and that we seriously underestimate 
the impact of the arts in providing 
contradictions to distress.

I think we need to be as creative as 
possible in using all of what we are, 
and have to offer, to meet the current 
environmental challenge. Any way that 
we can offer contradiction to the core 
distresses driving ecological destruction 
is useful. I am learning that my work 
has been far more effective than I knew. 
I think this is true for most of us. 

I recently became bedridden with a 
bad back injury, and I spend a lot of 
my time in bed. I can’t go to meetings 
or work in organizations or even attend 

Many Ways to Change People’s Consciousness

most RC workshops, and I can’t teach 
RC in the way we traditionally do—in 
weekly in-person classes modeled on 
school. So I tell stories over the Internet 
and in print. I tell stories that celebrate 
human solidarity, or show the workings 
of oppression, or hold out hope, or 
celebrate the courage and integrity of 
people who have come before us. I tell 
the stories that get people discharging, 
which I know because they write and 
tell me about it.

I keep discharging whatever gets in 
my way of speaking in my own most 
authentic, truthful voice as a Puerto 
Rican Jewish woman of Indigenous, 
African, and European heritages. I 
resist the pull of assimilation, which 
would weaken my voice. 

There is always a way to keep holding 
out reality, and reality held up against 
distress brings discharge and changes 
consciousness. One way I hold out 
reality is to keep telling people in 
the United States and Europe to pay 
attention to Latin America, because 
right now it is a deep, rich source of 
contradiction*—one that racism and 
imperialism are preventing many 
people from finding. Governments 
committed to social justice are making 
decisions that protect the earth. 

Ecuador has a project to leave a large 
pool of oil in the ground, under a rain 
forest, and is asking the rich countries 
of the world to pay it to do that. It is 
asking for half the profit it could make 
by selling the oil and has collected 
more than half of what it has asked for. 
Ecuador has put the rights of the earth 
into its constitution. Any citizen can go 
to court on behalf of the earth. 

Bolivia requires all development 
projects to respect a powerful list of 
rights of the earth. Bolivian president 
Evo Morales has been a strong global 
leader on environmental issues in more 
ways than I have time to tell about here, 
all of them inspiring. They can provide 
a big contradiction for anyone who 
feels hopeless or overpowered. 

These countries have declared their 
independence from the corporations 
that are organized around the distresses 
of greed and domination; they are 
making very different kinds of policies. 
This can show people that something 
else is possible. That’s a huge deal. 

I’d love to hear what others have 
figured out about creative ways to offer 
contradictions. 

Aurora Levins Morales  
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA  

Reprinted from the e-mail discussion  
list for RC Community members

* Contradiction to distress

All Rational Island Publishers publications are copyrighted. 
If you wish to copy all or part of a publication, you need 
permission from the International Reference Person, Tim 
Jackins. If permission is granted, you must pay to Rational 
Island Publishers a fee of ten cents (U.S.) for each copy 
you make of an article. (See Guideline K.1. on page 43 
of the 2009 Guidelines for the Re-evaluation Counseling 
Communities.)

 IMPORTANT NOTE 

KEN MORIN
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Capitalism has many internal contradictions. The 
basic one is that the profit system does not allow 
enough purchasing power to come to the market to 
purchase the value that is brought to the market in 
the form of goods and 
services. As a result, there 
is a continual glut of so-
called over-production. 
This is actually only over-
production in terms of the 
capitalist system and the 
capitalist market and of 
course is never as much as 
people could use in terms 
of use value.

I don’t know how much of 
the overall total corporate 
worth goes into profits 
and is not reinvested. The 
ideal, of course, always is that it is reinvested. However, 
in practice, this runs up against the basic contradiction, 
so the banks get stuffed fuller and fuller with money, 
and finally only the government is able to borrow and 
put it back into the market enough to keep the market 
going, with promises to pay in the future. When this runs 
out, that is when lack of confidence in the government’s 
ability to pay puts a stricture on the ever-increasing 
national debt. Then things are in bad shape* indeed.

We don’t know whether non-oppressive economic 
systems could be instituted without going through 
slavery, feudalism, and capitalism. They never have 
been. Certainly on a new planet we would not expect 
to have to go through the same systems.

A rational economic system would, I think, include 
public ownership of all the enterprises that involve 
more than one person, or one family working together. 
Individual enterprises, family enterprises, could certainly 
persist—that is, there would be room for artisans, 
artists, craftspeople, and so on—but eventually I think 
even those would be done as group work, simply for 
the greater satisfaction. Dwelling places and personal 
effects would certainly be individually owned. Law, 
constitution, bureaucracy, international relations—all 
would have to change to be directed not toward 
profits but toward the welfare of everyone in the world. 

Capitalism, and a Rational Economic System
Ingenuity would not have the limitations now placed on 
it by the profit system and would flourish. Medical care 
would greatly improve and would lose its bureaucratic 
character. Education would become rational. Religion 

would perhaps find its 
real role instead of being 
caught up in the struggle 
between the oppressed 
and the oppressors. 

A rational economic 
system would not include 
wages, since by definition 
wages are only a portion 
of the value produced. 
People would work. Some 
people would earn more 
than others, cer tainly 
in a transition period. 
Eventually, and perhaps 

quite quickly, there would be enough for everyone to 
have everything they rationally wanted.

In the transition period, pay would certainly be 
based on skills. After that, I think that everyone should 
have what they need and would produce what they 
enjoy. Certainly there would be people who do not do 
physical work because of handicaps; otherwise, I think 
everyone would work with their hands as well as with 
their heads.

The capitalist system is well into a state of collapse 
right now. It is not going to be one decisive point but a 
long series of things.

Our job is to ameliorate and lower the level of violence 
and destruction as much as possible, not set ourselves 
the impossible task of absolutely preventing it. That is 
too unrealistic.

I don’t think we can say ahead of time what role 
programs by thinking RCers might play. We’ll just have 
to put them together, circulate them, and find out how 
effective they can be.

If we do everything right, we can accomplish 
everything in twenty years. We should not blame 
ourselves if it takes a couple of hundred.

Harvey Jackins 
From a letter written in 1980

* “Shape” means condition.

GRAND TETON NATIONAL PARK, WYOMING, USA • HOLLY JORGENSON
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The fourteenth annual White Privilege Conference, titled “The Color 
of Money: Reclaiming Our Humanity,” took place near Seattle, 

Washington (USA), in April 2013. Eleven of us, from Washington and 
Oregon, attended as a United to End Racism (UER) team. We were led by 
Rachel Noble, the Regional* Reference Person for Oregon. 

Our team had an exhibit table where we displayed RC literature, and UER 
reading material, posters, pins, and T-shirts. We met there daily to check 
in and took turns working there in shifts. Many conference participants 
came to the table wanting to be connected to the RC Communities and to 
learn more about RC and UER. 

We got a picture of the solid role that UER has played over the years at 
the White Privilege Conference. Both RCers and non-RCers came to the 
table looking for sessions, and it was clear that conference participants 
were looking forward to our workshops.

We presented three workshops during the conference, all of them well 
attended: “The Role of Listening and Emotional Healing in Ending Racism 
and Economic Oppression,” “Ending Internalized Racism and Economic 
Oppression: Listening and Emotional Healing as a Tool,” and “Youth in 
Ending Racism and Economic Oppression.” The last workshop included 
a panel of four young people targeted by racism, and one white young 
adult. 

We also attended other people’s workshops, caucuses, and keynote 
speeches and were able to add good thinking and support. We worked 
well as a team. 

Once again, our presence was appreciated and made a difference.

Judi Soloway
Portland, Oregon, USA

UER at the Fourteenth  
White Privilege Conference

* A Region is a subdivision of the International RC Community, usually consisting of several 
Areas (local RC Communities).

The word “radical” is one that I think you should 
give up. Start calling yourself a “sensible” economist 
instead of a “radical” economist. 

Harvey Jackins
From a letter written in 1987

To a Wide-World Changer

SANDRA CARTER

AM
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continued . . .

At the last European Young 
People’s Workshop, led by Emily 
Bloch1 in August 2012, I led a topic 
group on education and schools. 
I began by sharing my thinking 
about learning and schools. Here 
are some of my thoughts:

All people are born wired to 
learn.2 We love to learn and try 
new things. You can see this with 
young children—how they want 
to experiment and try everything. 
They are not concerned with getting 
it right or succeeding; they just want 
to try. If they don’t get it right or 
they make a “mistake,” they will 
discharge, learn from it, and try 
again with more understanding. 
This is how we would naturally be if 
the oppressive system didn’t hurt us. 
Learning would be one of the most 
fun things we could do. We would 
love to learn and use our minds, 
especially with other people. 

School is the main institution of 
young people’s oppression. Schools 
are not set up well for young people 
to learn. Instead they perpetuate 
young people’s oppression. They 
separate young people from each 
other. They train young people to be 
part of capitalism and the oppressive 
society. They reinforce racism, 
classism, and sexism and have been 
a major tool of colonization.

Many of the adults who work 
in schools care a lot about young 
people and would like them to have 
good lives. However, because of 
the oppressive system, teachers get 
little support and become agents 
of young people’s oppression. The 

natural way young people learn is 
not the way schools are set up—for 
example, having to sit all day at 
desks listening to a teacher. When 
young people don’t “behave” or 
conform to this oppressive system, 
they get punished. They are often 
labeled by the “mental health” 
system and put on psychiatric 
drugs. Neither the students nor 
the teachers are the problem with 
schools. The oppressive system is 
the problem.

In schools young people get 
separated from each other by age 
and by competition for marks. 
Racism, classism, sexism, and 
other oppressions play a big role 
in this separation. School defines 
intelligence in a narrow way, which 
makes most young people feel not 
smart. The few who are told they are 
“smart” are held up as models in a 
weird way and isolated from other 
young people. 

A s  you ng  p e ople  we  a r e 
supposed to do what we’re told 
and not question what the adults 
in the education system tell us. This 

gives us the message that we’re 
powerless. 

We start to believe the messages 
that we, and other young people, 
are not smart and not powerful. 

Different young people make 
different decisions about how they 
will deal with how oppressive 
school is. Some young people end 
up working hard on schoolwork, 
w h ic h  g ive s  t h e m  c e r t a i n 
opportunities but also prevents 
them from having some time and 
freedom to follow other interests. 
Others end up not spending as 
much time and attention on school 
work and have more time for other 
interests but may miss out on some 
of the opportunities that working 
hard at school provides. Both of 
these decisions are made partly 
out of distress and partly out of 
good thinking. Both are rigid and 
also smart in certain ways. Neither 
is better or worse, and no young 
person is smarter or less smart 
because of what he or she has done 
in school and with schoolwork.

School, Education, and Young People’s Oppression

1 Emily Bloch is the International Liberation 
Reference Person for Young Adults.
2 “Wired to learn” means natural learners.

BRIAN LAVENDEL
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School is a place where many 
young people are together and get 
to see each other every day. Because 
of this, they can be places where 
friendships form between young 
people. There can also be adults who 
think well about young people and 
develop relationships with them that 
are important in the young people’s 
lives. Schools can be a place where 
young people discover things that 
they like to learn. Because young 
people are so great, lots of interesting 
and good things can happen in 
schools. 

WHAT SCHOOLS  
SHOULD BE LIKE

After I talked, we had a go-around 
about what people liked about school 
and what was hard about it. Then 
I talked about how young people 
have lots of good ideas for how 
school and education should look. 
I said that the education system 
should be designed by and for the 
people it affects the most, which is 
young people, with lots of support 
and input from teachers and other 
adults. 

After that we had a go-around 
on what the young people thought 
should be different about schools 
and what they thought schools 
should look like. Here is what they 
said:

• Schools should teach more 
practical knowledge.

• As young people, we should 
have more choice about when we 
learn.

• Student councils should have 
more power and maybe even 
money.

• Teachers should listen to young 
people more. (Now when we talk 

to our head teachers, nothing 
happens.)

• I hate the way we’re put in 
a room at our own desk and 
made to write important exams. 
It could be so much better if 
someone held our hand.

• Young people should be able 
to choose the subjects they want 
to learn, and for how long. 

• Young people should be 
inspired to learn instead of 
forced to.

• My school is surrounded 
by nature, and we have classes 
outside if it’s good weather. 
More schools should have 
classes outside.

• Schools should have a 
maximum of four hundred or 
five hundred young people. 
Classes should be smaller—not 
more than fifteen people. That 
way we would have a better 
bond with our teacher, which 
would result in better learning 
and less pushing.

Here are some of my own 
thoughts about what I’d like to 
see in schools:

• Respectful, trust-based, 
non-hierarchical relationships 
between adults and young 
people 

• No letter or number grades 
or marks

• A focus on the learning 
process rather than on end 
results

• No separation by age; being 
able to learn with whichever 
young people we want, no 
matter what age they are 

• An understanding that learning 
is a lifelong endeavor that can happen 
in and out of school; school not being 
mandatory 

• A ratio of at least one adult to five 
young people 

• More support and respect from 
the world for teachers and the 
important role they play 

• An understanding that everyone, 
whatever his or her age, is both a 
learner and a teacher and leader 

• More funding for education

• All education being public 
education

• Resources being distributed 
in a better way (more resources 
for  com mu n it ies  ta rgeted by 
oppression)

• Much wider talk about oppression 
and the history of different groups 
targeted by oppression 

• Communities, and people of all 
ages and skills, being involved in 
education

• Many opportunities for young 
people to be listened to

• Young people having real power 
in the way their school runs

• No mandatory curriculum; 
young people deciding when and 
what they want to learn, being able 
to fully follow their passions.

Mari Piggott
International Liberation Reference  

Person for Young People
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

LK

. . . continued
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Después de ir a un taller para personas indígenas 
crecidas en otras identidades, entiendo más sobre las 
grabaciones de angustia que yo y más escuchas en 
México hemos estado tratando de desahogar.

Gracias a la información que pude re-evaluar en el 
taller, entiendo mejor mi relación de pareja. Había 
estado desahogando miedo de perder, lastimar o ser 
lastimada físicamente por mi compañero, que iba a 
matarme o de que yo prefiero morir antes de pelear 
con él, sentimientos de desconfianza y de que no 
nos pertenecemos una a otro. Ahora veo que esos 
sentimientos son grabaciones de angustia de mi 
familia como sobrevivientes de genocidio y de vivir 
en un país colonizado con herencia indígena. El 
sentimiento de desconfianza y sensación de peligro 
permanente ya no ocupan mi mente tanto tiempo 
como antes.

Es una gran diferencia para mi saber que, como yo, 
muchas otras buenas personas sienten todos los días 
que están listos para morir; que todo es una cuestión 
de vida o muerte, de matar o morir; que no confían; 
que no sienten que pertenecen a ningún lugar ni 
a nadie y nadie les pertenece; que sienten que su 
existencia está en peligro permanente, perjudica al 
mundo o no es significativa; que tienen un humor 
rudo y han sido tratados con rudeza por las personas 
que les los aman. 

La vergüenza por tener todos esos sentimientos ha 
disminuido dejándome ver que no están basados en la 
realidad. Si mi compañero y yo tenemos dificultades 
para saber que nos pertenecemos, no es por algo 
que va mal en nuestra relación; si confiar en él me 
hace sentir en peligro, no quiere decir que él esta 
conspirando contra mi; si trato con rudeza a alguien 
es porque actuó mis grabaciones pero no significa 
que soy mala persona o no quiero a esa persona. 
Por primera vez un en mi vida puede ver que tengo 
una familia. Tal vez estoy encontrando mi camino a 
casa.

Como Persona de Referencia de Área,1 he tratado de 
pensar en los sentimientos de los escuchas en México 
DF sobre pertenecer a RC. Para algunas personas es 
muy difícil sentir que es su lugar, que pertenecen a 

Mexicanos desahogando genocidio y  
reclamando nuestra identidad indígena

la comunidad y se sienten como visitas o de paso, 
otras personas ven a la comunidad de RC como su 
único recurso y lugar de pertenencia. Ahora con 
la información sobre genocidio pienso en mejores 
maneras de  desahogar estos sentimientos.

En México experimentamos cada día sensaciones 
de terror y peligro. En los últimos seis años 
que el gobierno mexicano ha hecho la guerra 
contra el narcotráfico, totalmente en perjuicio del 
pueblo mexicano. Sesenta mil personas han sido 
asesinadas, incluyendo civiles, soldados, migrantes 
centroamericanos y supuestos narcos.2 El cuarenta 
y seis porciento de la población en México vive en 
situación de pobreza. El genocidio a los pueblos 
indígenas para quitarles sus recursos y territorio 
es permanente. Estos son hechos reales y para mi 
es muy difícil brindar a mis escuchas perspectiva 
sobre ellos. Ahora pienso que si empezamos a 
trabajar temprano en las memorias tempranas sobre 
el genocidio podemos encontrar otra ruta para 
desahogar en lo que pasa y tal vez podamos ganar 
algo de perspectiva de los problemas actuales.

No se me había ocurrido reclamar nuestras 
identidades indígenas porque no parecía importante. 
La historia de la pertenencia étnica de nuestras 
familias ha sido borrada, modificada y ocultada 
deliberadamente, incluso en los documentos oficiales. 
Negar la identidad indígena fue clave para sobrevivir 
el genocidio.

LONG BEACH, WASHINGTON, USA • TIM JACKINS

continued . . .

1 Una Área es una comunidad local de RC. 2 “Narcos” son traficantes de drogas.
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Mientras no reclamemos nuestra identidad indígena 
seguiremos sintiéndonos mal con nosotros mismos en 
un rincón muy escondido, pues sabemos que llevamos 
sangre indígena en las venas. Para sobrevivir, nuestras 
familias lo ocultaron y negaron por generaciones y lo 
hemos vivido como si fuera algo de lo que tenemos 
que estar avergonzados.

Va a ser complicado empezar este trabajo porque 
algunas personas van a estar muy asustadas y es 
posible que se pongan muy defensivas; sin embargo 
debe hacerse. Nuestra capacidad de pelear, reclamar 
y saber que merecemos buenas vidas ha sido golpeada 
por el genocidio y mientras estas grabaciones no 
sean desahogadas no podremos tener una mejor 
perspectiva de nuestro poder y capacidad de acción 
en el mundo.

Una escucha que visitaba México me dijo que notaba 
en el cuerpo de las personas cierta marca de derrota, 
como de cargar algo muy pesado en la espalda. Me 
parece que es cierto y mientras no desahoguemos 
sobre el genocidio no podremos dejar de vivir dentro 
de este sentimiento de derrota permanente y ver que 

nuestra gente ganó porque nosotros estamos vivos. 
Si ponemos atención en desahogar el genocidio 
podemos encontrar una manera eficiente de encarar y 
desahogar los sentimientos de miedo, enojo profundo, 
parálisis, poca importancia de nosotros mismos, de 
que somos prescindibles.

Las y los escuchas de México y Latinoamérica 
jugamos un rol fundamental para las comunidades de 
RC pues aportamos perspectivas importantes acerca 
de la colonización y el imperialismo. Conforme 
nuestras comunidades en Latinoamérica se fortalecen, 
reclamamos y ocupamos nuestro lugar compartiendo 
nuestras perspectivas, enriqueciendo así la teoría y 
práctica de RC. 

Con cariño y esperanza,

Iliria Hernández Unzueta
Persona de referencia de área  

de la comunidad RC de  
México D.F., México 

México, Distrito Federal, México

. . . continued

After attending an RC workshop for Indigenous people raised in other identities, I now understand 
more about genocide and the distress recordings that I and other Mexican RCers have been trying to 
discharge.  

Thanks to what I was able to re-evaluate at the workshop, I understand better my relationship with my 
partner. I had been discharging fears of losing him, harming or being harmed physically by him, being killed 
or preferring to die rather than fight with him; feelings of distrust and our not belonging to one other. I 
now see these feelings as distress recordings from my family, who were survivors of genocide, and from 
living in a colonized nation with Indigenous heritage. My feelings of suspicion and permanent danger aren’t 
occupying my mind as often as before.

It’s made a big difference to learn that many other good people have feelings or experiences every day of 
being ready to die; of everything being a matter of life or death, killing or being killed; of not trusting; of not 
belonging to any place or to anyone, and no one belonging to them; of their existence being permanently 
imperiled; of being bad for the world or insignificant; of having harsh humor or being treated badly by 
people who love them.

The shame I’ve felt about having these feelings and experiences has diminished, letting me see that they 
are not based on reality. If my partner and I find it hard to feel that we belong to each other, it’s not because 
something is wrong with our relationship. If I feel endangered when I choose to trust him, it doesn’t mean 

Mexicans Discharging on Genocide,  
Reclaiming Indigenous Identity

English translation of the preceding article:

NANCY LEMON
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he is plotting against me. If I am harsh toward someone, it’s because I am acting out my recordings; it 
doesn’t mean I am bad or don’t love the person. For the first time in my life, I can see that I have a family. 
Perhaps I am finding my way back home.

As an Area1 Reference Person, I have been trying to think about the feelings that many Co-Counselors 
in Mexico City have about belonging to the RC Community. Some of them find it difficult to feel that RC is 
their home, that they belong in this Community; they feel that they are merely visitors or passing through. 
Others feel that RC is their only resource and the only place where they belong. Now, with the information 
on genocide, I can think better about how to help them discharge these feelings.

Every day in Mexico, we experience a sense of terror and danger. During the last six years, the Mexican state 
has conducted a war against drug trafficking, to the total detriment of the Mexican people. Sixty thousand 
people have been assassinated, including Mexican civilians and soldiers, Central American immigrants, and 
alleged narcos.2 Forty-six percent of the population of Mexico lives in poverty. The genocide of the Indigenous 
peoples, for the purpose of taking their land and other resources, is ongoing. These are facts, and it has 
been very difficult for me to offer my fellow Co-Counselors perspective on all this. I now think that if we 
work on early memories of genocide, we can find another route to discharge on what is happening and 
maybe gain perspective on the real problems.

It hadn’t occurred to me that we needed to reclaim our Indigenous identities, because it hadn’t seemed 
important. The ethnic history of our families was deliberately erased, altered, or hidden, including in official 
documents. Denying the Indigenous identity was key to our families’ surviving the genocide.

As long as we don’t claim our Indigenous identity, we will continue to feel bad and hidden in a corner. 
We know that we have Indigenous blood in our veins. But to survive, our families hid and negated it, for 
generations, and we have lived as if it is something we have to be ashamed of.

Beginning this work will be complicated. Some people will be very frightened, and they may become  
defensive. Nevertheless, we need to do it. Our ability to fight for ourselves, claim what is ours, and know 
we deserve good lives has been beaten down by genocide. As long as the distress recordings have not 
been discharged, we won’t be able to have an accurate perspective on our power and ability to act in the 
world.

A visitor to Mexico said she noticed that the people here held their bodies in a posture of defeat, as if 
they were carrying some heavy weight on their backs. I think this is true about us, and that as long as we 
don’t discharge on genocide, we won’t stop living inside a feeling of permanent defeat. We won’t be able 
to see that our people actually won, because we are alive. If we put attention on discharging on genocide, 
I think we’ll discover an efficient way to face and discharge our feelings of fear, paralysis, anger, and low 
self-regard. 

Co-Counselors from Mexico and the rest of Latin America have a fundamental role to play in the RC 
Communities. We bring important insights into the liberation from colonization and imperialism. As we 
become stronger, reclaim and occupy our space, and share our perspectives, we will enrich RC theory and 
practice.

With love and hope,

Iliria Hernández Unzueta
Area Reference Person for the Mexico,  

D.F., Mexico, RC Community 
Mexico, D.F., Mexico 

Translated from Spanish by Iliria Hernández Unzueta,  
Andrés Mares Muro, and Yara Alma-Bonilla

1 An Area is a local RC Community.
2 “Narcos” are drug traffickers.

KK
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I am seeing more clearly the 
racism directed at Asians in the 
United States, and how Asians 
internalize it.

HOW RACISM  
COMES AT ASIANS

White USers may be aware of the 
Japanese internment,1 the Chinese 
Exclusion Act,2 the portrayal of 
Asians as the “yellow peril,”3 and 
the oppression of the Chinese 
railroad workers,4 but they seem to 
know little about most of the history 
of Asian people. The day-to-day 
dynamics of how racism plays out5 
at Asians also seem to be invisible 
to them. They appear to have 
few memories of interacting with 
Asians, to know little about Asian 
people’s experiences and realities, 
and to be unaware that for Asians, 
racism is an everyday reality. 

Because they don’t see our 
oppression as Asians, white people 
don’t seem to feel that they have to 
be careful around us. Even when 
they are trying not to be racist, 
they often run6 their racism at us 

Ending Racism Toward Asians

full throttle.7 Here are a few of the 
forms it takes:

• Treating us as invisible or as an 
afterthought

• Not seeing that we are different

• Seeing us as so different that 
we become perpetual foreigners or 
some exotic “other” 

• Assuming that we are all born 
outside the United States

• Assuming that Asians are all 
alike; not seeing our diversity

• Not remembering us

• Not remembering our names, 
especially our Asian names 

•  Not being able to tell us apart8 
from each other

•  Not believing our reality or valuing 
our perspectives; not knowing we 
can think; not seeking our input. 
White people often communicate 
that they can think better and know 
more than we do, even about our 
own history and lived realities. In 
Co-Counseling, when we disagree 
with white people, they often tell 
us we are acting on the basis of 
distress, not following leadership, 
and need to discharge. 

HOW ASIANS INTERNALIZE 
THE RACISM

The sad part is that this racism 
is such an everyday part of our 
reality as Asians that we get used 
to it and cannot easily see it. We 
have completely internalized it as 
a part of what life is like so that 

LILIAN ONO

1 The Japanese internment was the internment in 
“War Relocation Camps” during World War II 
of nearly 120,000 U.S. citizens of Japanese and 
Okinawan heritage. 
2 The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 blocked, for 
ten years, the entry of Chinese laborers into the 
United States.
3 “Yellow peril” was a term used by oppressive 
forces in the United States, beginning in the late 
1800s, to scare the U.S. white population into 
believing that Asian immigrants were threatening 
white wages and standards of living and that East 
Asian countries would invade Western societies 
and destroy “Western civilization.”
4 The Chinese workers, heavily exploited and 
discriminated against, who in the 1800s built 
most of the U.S. transcontinental railroad 
5 “Plays out” means is acted out.
6 “Run” means act out.

7 “Full throttle” means at full speed.
8 “Tell us apart” means differentiate us.
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when we face racism, we second-
guess our own thinking. We may 
notice for a second that something 
is wrong, but then we back off 
and assume that white people 
must know better, must be right. 
When people ask us how racism 
has affected our lives as Asians, 
we can barely name it. This is as 
much the result of assimilation as it 
is internalized racism. (Assimilation 
is the process by which people are 
forced to contort themselves to fit 
a certain mold and give up many 
aspects of who they are in order 
to fit in. For people of the global 
majority, this is racism.) For Asians, 
especially those who grew up in the 
United States, assimilation (trying 
to fit in and be accepted by white 
society) is both the oppression and a 
survival strategy. It totally confuses 
us, so that we have a hard time 
recognizing racism. This is the 
nature of oppression: it makes those 
who are targeted so confused that 
they accept it as “reality.”

When we do see the racism, 
our Asian survival patterns of 
abhorring confrontation and not 
making waves collude with it. We 
“suck it up” and move on. (Some of 
the traditional Chinese virtues are 
“eating bitterness” and “bearing 
suffering.”) 

WHAT WHITE  
CO-COUNSELORS CAN DO

In RC, we seem to assume that if 
white Co-Counselors work on the 
racism they run at black people, they 
will somehow be less racist toward 
Asians, Latinos/as, and other people 
of the global majority. In reality, we 
cannot eliminate racism with a one-
size-fits-all mentality or strategy.

Since many Asians and Latinos/as 
are recent immigrants, people also 
need to work on the conf luence 
of racism and anti-immigrant 
oppression. This is important not 
only for recent immigrants but for 
everyone, since many people are 
descendants of immigrants, and 
the assimilation forced on each 
immigrant group continues to 
perpetuate the oppression.  

Goal I of the RC Community 
states that “the elimination of 
racism, in particular the racism 
a imed at  people of  A fr ican 
heritage, [is to] be actively made 
an ongoing, centra l piece of 
the work of the Re-evaluation 
Counseling Community.” This 
does not mandate ignoring the 
racism aimed at other people of the 
global majority. Cleaning up the 
racism directed at African-heritage 
people does need to be front and 
center. (It keeps in place the racist 
mistreatment of all other people of 
the global majority, pits them against 
each other, and dehumanizes 
everyone.) However, working only 

on that will not automatically clean 
up the racism directed at other 
global-majority groups. If our goal 
is to have more, and a diversity of, 
people of the global majority in and 
leading in our Communities, white 
people need to intentionally and 
systematically discharge the racism 
aimed at each group of people of the 
global majority.

They also need to discharge the 
specific kinds of racism that affect 
the various groups of people of 
Asian descent. As Asians we are 
not a monolithic bloc. We come 
from different countries—with 
dif ferent histories, languages, 
and realities. (We constitute the 
largest population in the world.) 
Counseling on these specific kinds 
of racism will not be easy for 
most white people, because, as I 
mentioned earlier, they generally 
have few or no memories of being 
with Asians. The invisibility of 
Asians in the lives and eyes of white 
people is at the very core of the 
racism directed at us.

continued . . .

ALAN SPRUNG
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WHAT ASIAN  
CO-COUNSELORS CAN DO

As Asians, to ful ly reclaim 
ourselves and each other, we need 
to discharge on the ways that we 
(and our parents and grandparents) 
were forced to assimilate. We need 
to discharge on 

• how, in seeking to survive 
or prevent ourselves from being 
targeted or ostracized, we began to 
hide our differences and take on9 the 
dominant white culture’s language, 
culture, food, appearance, and way 
of operating in the world—as well 
as its racism toward other people of 
the global majority

• how we gave up parts of ourselves 
so successfully that we don’t even 
notice the loss of them anymore 

• how assimilation has separated 
us from our culture, language, and 
people; where we have become 
uncomfortable among our own 

people; where we dislike, criticize, or 
compete with others in our group 

• any ways we’re afraid to get 
close to or stand with other people 
of the global majority, especially 
our African-heritage brothers and 
sisters, for fear of being targeted like 
they are

• where we have a hard time 
standing up period,10 for fear of the 
oppressors attacking us

• how racism has confused us 
into seeing other people of the 
global majority (especially people 
of African heritage) as less smart, 
less capable, and to be feared. 

We also need to address racism with 
our white allies. Our white allies in 
the RC Communities are important 
to us. We have close relationships 
with them, and many of them have 
made a significant difference in our 
lives. We love and treasure them, but 

On the RC web site is an index covering 

every issue of Present Time. You can search 

the index by author, title, or topic (from a list 

of predetermined topics). To find the index, 

go to the web site at <http:/www.rc.org/> and 

click on “Present Time” under Publications on 

the home page. Then click on “Search,” under 

“Present Time” in the left column. Then select 

“Present Time” from the drop-down menu 

next to “Journal/Book.”

Complete Index  
to Present Time  

Available On-Line

If you ever break your patterns of doom 
completely, save me a piece. I want a keepsake 
of a small piece of a pattern of doom that used 
to belong to (name).

Harvey Jackins
From a letter written in 1993

. . . continued

Humor from Harvey

racism gets in the way of our having 
them fully and their having us. 

Confronting their racism is not 
easy. We are often afraid that 
we will lose them, that they will 
withdraw and go away. 

FULLY RECLAIMING 
OURSELVES AND EACH 
OTHER

As Asians we are smart, powerful, 
beautiful, and good. We get to 
reclaim our cultures, histories, and 
realities as central. We get to reclaim 
our minds and our significance. 
Our full participation is crucial to 
a liberated society. We don’t have 
to settle for patterns of assimilation; 
we are bigger and stronger than that. 
We can discharge the effects of 
racism and assimilation and reach 
for and have each other. Let’s 
continue to create the space we 
need in RC to move toward having 
each other fully. 

Cheng Imm Tan
Boston, Massachusetts, USA

9 “Take on” means adopt.

KK

10 “Period” means in any way.
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continued . . .

In April 2013 I led, with Tim Jackins, a Women’s and 
Men’s Workshop, in Warwick, New York, USA. It was 

by invitation, and about fifty women leaders and thirty 
men leaders from North America attended, along with a 
small group from Europe. From Thursday night to Friday 
dinner, women and men met separately in two different 
workshops. From Friday night to Sunday noon we mostly 
met together.

I believe it was a breakthrough in reshaping our 
relationships as RC women and men. Several men said 
that the workshop was a turning point in their work on 
the oppressor end of sexism and male domination.

Below are some of the things that happened or that 
were emphasized:

• Women’s liberation and the ending of sexism and male 
domination were made central to the workshop. They need 
to be central to the liberation of all humans. 

• Sexism is a primary and important oppression and 
division between humans. It is trivialized and made 
secondary to other oppressions (women are called the 
“second sex”). Putting women at the center, in the presence 
of both women and men, allowed the men to see the scope 
and depth of sexist oppression. 

• The following groups met every morning: women 
targeted by racism, led by Barbara Love1; men targeted by 
racism, led by Lorenzo Garcia2; and white people, led by 
Dvora Slavin.3 They focused on discharging on racism and 
sexism. The question for the first morning was “How has 
white Gentile male domination shaped your relationship 
to racism?”

• Eliminating sexism and male domination is a project 
that women and men need to do together, even though 
they sometimes need to meet separately. We need to take a 
principled stand (regardless of what our distresses are) on 
these oppressions. I urged the women to take a principled 
stand against internalized oppression (oppressing each 
other).

• There needs to be a partnership between those in the 
victim role (women) and those in the oppressor role (men), 
with both groups intending to build the partnership. 

* * * * * * * * *  A Women’s and Men’s Workshop  * * * * * * * * *
• We worked with women on showing their struggles 

full-out4 to men and speaking to them directly about the 
oppression in their lives. We could see how hard it was 
for most of the women (including the most experienced 
leaders) to do this.

• We played basketball and “girls’ games” and did 
physical counseling.5 

• We had topic groups on the institutions of sexism: 
marriage, child-raising, the workplace in a sexist society, 
reproduction, the beautification industry, and sexual 
exploitation. Some groups included both women and 
men, and some were all women or all men. This was the 
first time many of the men had been in groups on sexist 
institutions.

• In one of the women’s classes, we discharged on the 
different ways that oppressed groups (black females, 
working-class females, Jewish females, and so on) and 
oppressor groups experience the institutions of sexism 
and how each group of women has been oppressed by the 
sexist institution of marriage. 

• There were groups and discussions on prostitution, 
reproductive technology, and sexual harassment in the 
workplace. Several women talked about their wide-world 
women’s liberation work.

• Tim led a moving class on men’s oppression and men’s 
relationship to male domination and sexism. He did a 
profound demonstration with a man standing against the 
oppressor role. 

• We talked about thinking freshly about our relationships 
as RC women and men. We need to challenge going for6 
comfort with each other (for example, trying to meet our 
frozen needs7) and instead try to actually think about each 
other, fight for each other, and love each other. We don’t 
have to wait until sexism ends to claim each other. We are 
in this together. 

4 “Full-out” means fully.
5 Physical counseling is counseling in which a counselor, who has been 
trained to do it, provides aware and thoughtful physical resistance for a 
client to push and fight against.
6 “Going for” means pursuing.
7 “Frozen need” is a term used in RC for a hurt that results when a rational 
need is not met in childhood. The hurt compels a person to keep trying 
to fill the need in the present, but the frozen need cannot be filled; it can 
only be discharged.

1 Barbara Love is the International Liberation Reference Person for Afri-
can-Heritage People.
2 Lorenzo Garcia is the International Liberation Reference Person for 
Chicanos/as.
3 Dvora Slavin is the Regional Reference Person for South King County, 
Washington, and Hawaii, USA, and leads many eliminating-white-racism 
workshops.
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• We women need to be challenged to lead in our 
relationships with men. I talked about what it means for 
women to raise the issue of sexism in all our relationships 
with men, staying close to men as we do that. Both men 
and women need to keep this struggle primary in their 
minds.

• In addition to facing what happened to each of us 
as girls and boys, we need to face what happens to girl 
children worldwide. For example, underlying sexism and 
male domination is the fact that girl children are devalued 
and boy children are preferred in all class societies.

• The atmosphere at the workshop was alive and fun, 
even with all the hard and uncomfortable work we did. 
Deep connections were made and strengthened.

I much appreciate the work we have all done to get us to 
the point of this workshop. I loved being with my sisters 
and brothers (and thinking of all of you who were there 
“in spirit”). I loved and appreciated leading, counseling, 
and working with Tim.

Diane Balser
International Liberation Reference Person for Women

Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, USA 
Reprinted from the RC e-mail  

discussion list for leaders of women

I cannot stop thinking or talking about this workshop! 

In the opening circle, everyone got to mention someone of the opposite sex with whom he or she had had 
a significant relationship as a girl or a boy. This was a wonderful way to ground the workshop in our relationships 
with each other and to assume the reality of our inherent connection as women and men. The workshop kept in 
the forefront the idea of women’s liberation with men.

Working on institutionalized sexism, playing “girls’ games,” doing physical power work,1 meeting separately from 
and together with the men—all among such a dedicated cadre of leaders of women and men—was tremendously 
hopeful and alive. It was a model of taking on2 liberation in the fullest way, of working both personally and broadly 
on oppression and how hurts got recorded in our minds and bodies, and in relation to each other.

My “aha moment”3 was when I realized toward the end of the workshop that we women were at a mixed-gender 
workshop and were not preoccupied with men. I think our preoccupation with men is, literally, internalized male 
domination. What are all the things we get to think about without all that muck in our minds?

The work on the institutions of sexism was huge. Women led mixed-gender topic groups on reproduction, the 
sex industries, child-rearing, marriage, the beautification industries, and sexism and work. Beth Edmonds4 and I 
led a group on reproduction. The range of angles one can take on that institution is breathtaking. We worked on 
abortions, the church, birth control, and reproductive technologies. 

Diane did several demonstrations on marriage with women of different ages, races, and class backgrounds. I felt 
like I was witnessing “another world” and could see more clearly how my relationship to marriage as an African-
heritage woman is connected to racism, government policies, and even my age. 

Diane talked about how we get trapped in oppressive institutions. For me, it is important to de-personalize these 
institutions that we experience so personally. Without working on them, we are vulnerable to losing perspective 
on our experiences of them, which can leave us discharging from a more victimized and isolated position. 

 Tokumbo Bodunde
Brooklyn, New York, USA

* * * * * * * * *  Women’s Liberation, with Men  * * * * * * * * *

1 Physical power work is counseling on reclaiming physical power by pushing and fighting against a counselor who has been trained to awarely and 
safely offer physical resistance. 
2 “Taking on” means undertaking.
3 “Aha moment” means moment of insight.
4 Beth Edmonds is the Regional Reference Person for Maine, USA.

SK

. . . continued 
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It has been an important contradiction1 for me to 
grasp that to be successful, women and men need to 

work together to end sexism and male domination. Both 
women’s and men’s lives will improve enormously as 
sexism and male domination are ended. We are partners 
in this liberation effort.

I am sensitive to where a man can and cannot see his 
sexism. And I notice where he can hear a woman as she 
talks about her experiences of sexism and where he cannot. 
I tend to back off on2 fighting for my liberation when I 
sense disinterest or resistance on the part of a male family 
member, friend, or co-worker. I do so to “keep the peace” 
and to avoid messy battles I probably won’t win.

During the workshop I worked on where I don’t speak 
out against sexism or talk openly about my experiences 
of sexism and male domination. I have old feelings of 
humiliation, especially from when I was a Latina Catholic 
girl, that seem unbearable to go back to and clean up. But 
making the effort to talk, and to ask a man to listen and 
try to understand, is the way out.

I came home from the workshop wanting to put into 
practice the idea that women and men are partners in this 
liberation effort, that both of our futures will necessarily 
improve as we figure out how to work on this together.

* * * * * * *  Speaking Out, and Asking Men to Listen  * * * * * * *
In the last couple of weeks, I’ve asked two male friends 

and two male co-workers if they wanted to listen to my 
perspectives and experiences, when an issue has come up 
that would be good for me to talk about. Inviting them to 
listen and asking if they want to hear has allowed them 
to decide if they want to be partners in this liberation 
effort. 

The men each said yes, and I could see their minds 
become more engaged as they made an active choice to 
listen. That is a contradiction for me, and will allow me to 
take a bigger risk in talking and showing myself. Three of 
the men made a big effort to listen, and I made a big effort 
to be vulnerable and talk. I felt closer to them afterward 
and more hopeful. One of the men disagreed with my 
perspective, which left me “wanting” to feel discouraged. 
But I realized that that was restimulation and that I could 
choose to notice our solid, long-term friendship and that 
both of us were commited to live our lives pointed toward 
healing and liberation. I realized that his disagreement was 
mostly due to his needing to discharge discouragement 
about his relationships with women.

As I continue to work through my own discouragement 
and early defeats and claim my voice as a Latina Catholic 
woman, I suspect that the future will become even more 
interesting and full of new possibilities. I’m so happy to 
be doing this work together with all of you.

“Maria Puentes”
USA

It was special to be with a group of women and men so committed to working together to explore, discharge on, 
think about, and act on ending sexism and male domination. We were reshaping the relationships between women 

and men in RC. 

Diane continuously held out that we must not compromise with sexism. I could challenge in a different way how 
sexism had affected my life. I could really go for1 “I want” and “I have my own agenda.” 

Tim talked about how we can rebuild connection, and how our RC Communities make it possible to push in certain 
directions. He also said that we need a clear picture of reality and the struggle in order not to do this on top of our 
defeats. Connection was emphasized throughout the workshop. For us to not be alone with our struggles, to stand 
side by side and dare to reshape our relationships, connection is key. Diane said that to make this real, we have to 
take a stand. We—both women and men—have to take a stand to end sexism and male domination. 

*  Reshaping the Relationships between Women and Men  *

1 Contradiction to distress
2 “Back off on” means retreat from.

1 “Go for” means pursue.

continued . . .
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Here are some of my highlights 
from the Women’s and Men’s 

Workshop:

Diane’s  direct ion to take an 
uncompromised stand against sexism 
was useful for me. In my sessions I 
worked on giving up my attachment to 
looking good, and my preoccupation 
with my appearance, as a way to take 
this uncompromised stand. As an Asian 
female, I have been socialized to think 
that my appearance is what matters 
most about me. Growing up, I got more 
attention for my appearance than for my 
intelligence. I also come from a culture 
that places great importance on looking 
good, especially if one wants to find a 
husband.

The beautification industry bombards 
females with messages about what it 
means to be beautiful. It tells us that 
if we work at it (by buying products), 
we can become more beautiful and 
get the attention we want. Sexism also 
confuses men into a rigid definition of 
beauty. They are conditioned to value 
a woman’s appearance more than her 
mind. Women try hard to look good, 
and men are trained to compliment 
women for their appearance as a way 
of getting attention from them. 

I have decided to permanently give up 
my preoccupation with my appearance. 
Instead, I will focus on valuing my 

* * * * *  Giving Up Preoccupation with Appearance  * * * * *
mind completely. It’s hard to take this 
direction, because I feel insecure about 
my intelligence and I’m worried that I 
might not get any attention from men 
if I don’t look “pretty.” I know how 
to dress and act in certain ways to get 
attention from men. I’m not hopeful 
that I can find close relationships with 
men who truly value my mind. I have 
a confusion that says that a man only 
likes me because of the way I look and 
how I can take care of him.

I encourage every female to have 
Co-Counseling sessions on how much 
of her brain space is taken up by beauty 
and appearance. I also encourage 
men to work on where they collude 
with sexism and are preoccupied with 
women’s looks. Hopefully, if we work 
on this, women and men will have more 
attention to get close in deeper ways. 

It is hopeful that the RC Community 
is committed to ending sexism and 
male domination.

At the workshop I was reminded 
of how complicated and confusing 

relationships can be between men 
(oppressors) and women (oppressed), 
because of sexism and male domination. 
The workshop provided an opportunity 
for people to show the reality of where 
women and men struggle because of 
this oppression. I came away with more 
information and perspective on how my 
internalized sexism feeds into men’s 
oppression and vice versa. 

It was useful for me to counsel with 
men and show them my deep struggles 
related to sexism. It’s rare that I have 
the opportunity to be totally honest 
with men about sexism and trust that 
they will understand and actually care 
about what I’m going through.

I was touched by a demonstration 
Tim did with a man who worked on why 
ending sexism was important to him. I 
had never seen a man work on this topic 
in such a profound and moving way. It 
left me feeling hopeful and optimistic 
that it’s possible to have male allies as 
committed partners in the fight to end 
sexism and male domination. 

Thanks, Diane, for leading the RC 
Community in ending sexism and male 
domination. Thanks, Tim, for being 
an ally to women’s liberation. You two 
make a great team!

Chau Ly
Newton, Massachusetts, USA

. . . continued 

After the workshop, Sören Holm (my Regional2 Reference Person who also attended) and I led a gather-in with 
inspiration from the workshop. Twenty-five women and fifteen men showed up.3 This is good attendance for an evening 
event in our Region. It says something about people’s willingness to look at how sexism has divided us. We started by 
sharing insights and perspectives from the workshop. Then Sören went off with the men and I stayed with the women. 
We closed the evening together. It was an evening of inspiration, heavy discharge, and deepened perspectives for 
many of us.  Thank you, Diane and Tim, for doing this work! 

Eva Amundsdotter 
Stockholm, Sweden

2 A Region is a subdivision of the International RC Community, usually consisting of several Areas (local RC Communities).
3 “Showed up” means attended.

HELEN PARKIN
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On Saturday night the women had a big discussion about how the workshop was going for us and what we wanted 
from the men. Something that became clearer to me was the difference between expectation and criticism.

Often when I hold out expectations to men, no matter how loving and kind I am when I say things—about their 
not acting on their sexism, and things being different in our relationship—they quickly dismiss what I’m saying or get 
defensive and want to talk about what I’m doing wrong.

I’m pretty1 good at expecting the men around me to stay close, trust my mind, and, as much as we can figure out, not 
have sexism drive how the relationship works. But before the workshop, even though I acted with high expectations, I 
often felt confused and bad about having them. I felt like women would lose men if they wanted too much. I remember my 
father actually saying to me that I was never going to find a husband if I didn’t stop being so demanding. The confusion 
is not all discharged, but I do have a pack of women and men behind me in my mind in a different way now.

Since the workshop, I’ve come up with2 a policy for myself and the men in my life:

• First, there is a difference between expectation and criticism, and I will hold that out to be true. 

• Next, I will ask that we stay on topic in the conversation. If they have something else they would like to bring up3 
with me, they can do that in another conversation.

• I will also ask them to not be defensive and to stay in the conversation with me and not go victim (which has 
happened almost every time I’ve expected anything of a man that was outside of where he felt comfortable).

I now have a different and solid picture in my mind—of this gang of men and women fighting hard to get this one right.

Jenny Sazama
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, USA

* * * * * * * * * *  High Expectations of Men  * * * * * * * * * *

continued  . . .

The following are my insights, as a Gay man of 
the global majority, as I try to embrace work on 

discharging oppressor material1:

This Women’s and Men’s Workshop was not easy for 
me, but I’m glad I was there. I got to notice what it’s like 
being on the other side of the equation—the oppressor 
side. I got to try to identify what I have been trained not 
to notice. I’ve watched white Co-Counselors grapple 
with the oppressor role as they try to embrace the work 
on ending racism. It was incredibly useful to get to do 
this myself, full-out2 and undefended. 

As a person of the global majority, I have been very 
involved with RC work on ending racism. I have not 
focused much on oppressor material. I can see now that this 
has been a mistake. Attending the workshop changed my 
understanding of liberation work in some way that I can’t 
fully explain yet, except to say that it’s a more complete 
picture of facing where we don’t much like ourselves.

* * * * * * * * * *  From a Gay Asian Man  * * * * * * * * * * 
CHOOSING TO WORK ON OPPRESSOR DISTRESSES 

We all carry oppressor material. Nobody seems to easily 
choose to work on it. I’ve been having sessions since the 
workshop on choosing to work on it. I’m having some 
re-evaluations. I notice how the literal recordings3 of 
being oppressed also play out4 in my oppressor role—all 
of the things that were done to me (for example, being 
dominated) are recorded and sometimes play out at 
others. It feels mentally unpalatable (not fun!) to work on 
this material. When I work on being oppressed, I can at 
least feel grief and outrage and a sense of not having lost 
my integrity. But for me, working on oppressor recordings 
feels “dead.” It feels like the most uninteresting thing I 
could ever think about. These recordings do not want to 
be directly challenged. My mind can’t stand to look there. 
This reaction must conceal a huge hurt to my intelligence. 
That hurt must take up a huge part of my ability to think, 
and it is invisible to me. I can’t stand to notice it. 

1 “Pre�y” means quite.
2 “Come up with” means thought of.
3 “Bring up” means discuss.

1 “Material” means distress.
2 “Full-out” means without restraint.

3 Distress recordings
4 “Play out” means are acted out.
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. . . continued 

The oppressor pattern requires such ongoing 
dishonesty! The workshop helped me understand this 
for myself. 

UNCENSORED INFORMATION FROM WOMEN
I got a fuller picture of how women have been hurt 

by sexism and trained to accommodate and always be 
second to men. When you’re at a workshop where the 
women as a group have decided to challenge this, it 
suddenly becomes very obvious. You walk into a room, 
and the women don’t focus on you. I also saw more 
clearly how this runs5 for Asian women. I finally began 
to understand its horrible impact. 

Barbara Love6 worked with the people of the global 
majority in a morning group on sexism. First the women 
had a minute each to say how sexism had affected their 
lives. Then the men had a minute each to say how they 
had witnessed sexism in their families and elsewhere 
in their lives. We got real, uncensored information. I 
saw the women in a way they hadn’t been able to show 
before, or that I couldn’t see. I had to look at the tacit 
agreements between us. Barbara asked each of the 
women to require something of the five men in regard 
to ending sexism. Each of the guys was asked to agree 
to and promise to move something forward. This led to 
some real conversations about our unspoken relationship 
agreements. 

I started thinking about all my relationships with 
women, in particular women in my family. I felt 
embarrassed and ashamed for having gone along with 
the oppression for so long. But I also knew that it must 
be bigger than me. It wasn’t just a personal failing. I 
wondered how I could keep from just falling into feeling 
bad, going into that feeling of “deadness.” 

How can we let someone serve us, knowing that it hurts 
and disrespects that person? How can we allow ourselves 
to go along with it? Barbara used the phrase “servitude of 

women.” I heard that, finally, too. It suddenly occurred to 
me that I had devoted my life to openly fighting against 
people being made to be in servitude but had seen this 
primarily as a racism issue. I hadn’t acknowledged how 
it affected women in relationship to men. 

How could I not understand this? What happened to 
me here? I started remembering all the ways that the 
women I knew had been in servitude to me. There is a 
pull here to be defensive and want to think of all the ways 
I have tried to do right in this regard. However, I can see 
that I have not considered eliminating sexism and male 
domination to be as important as eliminating racism, 
and thus how confused I have been about liberation for 
all humans.

CONNECTING WITH MEN  
OF THE GLOBAL MAJORITY 

I appreciated the chance to connect with the men of 
the global majority. I had a mini-session with one man 
about my realization that sexism killed my mother. As 
an East Asian woman, my mother was raised to forgo 
herself in order to care for other people. She raised five 
children, had seven or eight pregnancies, waited on my 
father, tended to her four boys, took in sick relatives, and 
worked a job. She ran a homeless-shelter program for 
over twenty-five years for homeless elderly men. She 
helped run a support program for teen girls trying to have 
their babies. She also did many other things. She was 
always exhausted. She eventually died of amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis (ALS). She gave herself away. I finally got 
a clean shot at7 my grief and despair about her death, 
after seven years. I also got a clearer picture of the rage 
my sister feels when she is around our family. 

I recently spoke at length to my brother about my re-
evaluations about sexism and male domination patterns 
in our family, and the oppression of Asian women. We 
discussed the injustices that had been perpetuated. He 
also shared how angry his wife is about it. We began 
shifting something in our own family. Instead of colluding 
with and trivializing sexism, we tried to have an honest 
conversation about what had actually happened in 
our family. Something must have changed: Since the 
workshop my sister has brought up male domination in 
every conversation with me. I’m just listening (it’s still 
hard), trying to understand her experience. 

SEXISM AND MALE DOMINATION,  
AND BEING GAY

As a Gay man, I also discharged at the workshop about 
how, early on, I rejected mainstream heterosexual male 
identity. I had been dominated a lot by the older males 

5 “Runs” means operates.
6 Barbara Love is the International Liberation Reference Person for African-
Heritage People.

ALMA BEACH, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA • © BRIAN TOWNSEND 7 “Got a clean shot at” means had an unobstructed path to discharging.
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continued  . . .

of my family and was sexually abused by an older white 
male. I have a clear memory of deciding that I would 
not be like these males. After years of discharge, it has 
become clearer to me how deciding not to be like them 
was a big part of my struggle to find an identity as an 
adult male. It certainly figures into my decision to take 
on8 a Gay identity. 

It was at the workshop that I really understood that I 
had attempted to escape sexism and male domination. 
And I realized that despite my early decision, I had in no 
way escaped being an oppressor. I understood that with 
my internalized oppression from being a Gay man (and 
my early sexual hurts), I was not only set up to dominate 
women but also to still be dominated by men sexually 
(given my sexual compulsions). 

Then I really started to understand how ending sexism 
and male domination were completely interwoven with 
my re-emergence and liberation. The “trivialization 
of sexism” that is part of how men have been hurt 
and confused had not allowed me to see this clearly 
before.

FOCUSING ON BEING AN OPPRESSOR 
I also figured out something about my own power. I 

had a chance to decide that, regardless of restimulations 
about being oppressed by racism, I would not identify 
as an oppressed person at the workshop. I decided that 
I would not be distracted from my decision to work on 
being an oppressor, that I could actually choose how to 
respond. I have been trained to not notice my oppressor 
patterns, and this is what I wanted the opportunity to 
figure out. 

I’ve noticed that when we are challenged to look at 
our oppressor material, what comes up is feeling angry 
about how we were oppressed. Many of us men feel very 
victimized and angry at times. I was furious a couple of 
times at the workshop. I tried my best to keep the upset in 
sessions. As an Asian raised in the United States, keeping 
it in a session initially brought up huge feelings of having 
been targeted by racism and then silenced and made to 
feel invisible. However, I held on to my personal policy 
to remain identified as the oppressor for the duration of 
the workshop. 

As the weekend progressed, it became clear to me 
how angry we men are about the disrespect that was 
aimed at us as children. It often came from our female 
caretakers. The intersection of hurts from my mother, and 
being dominated by the males in my family, is a good 
place for me to work. As I work there, it becomes clearer 

that men are often confused that women are oppressing 
them in the present. Sexism gives men full permission to 
blame and target women with this confusion, while also 
enforcing patterns of “trivializing” the effects of sexism 
and male domination on women. 

I listened to women in a topic group on reproduction. 
It was horrifying to me. It was the first time I had actually 
heard uncensored stories of what women have endured 
regarding abortion. They talked about the terror, the 
fear, the reality of dying from procedures, the grief over 
their aborted children, and the stigma and isolation 
they experienced. I kept wondering, how is it that I’m a 
health-care provider who treats women and thinks about 
their reproductive health and I have not understood 
this? I have generally felt that I was a conscious and 
understanding person. Since the workshop I have been 
thinking about how I have not been aware of it, after 
nearly five decades on the planet. 

A TURNING POINT IN MEN’S LIBERATION WORK
On Saturday evening the men met separately with Tim. 

For me, it was a sea change—a turning point—in men’s 
liberation work. It looked like this group of men finally 
saw a path forward for men’s liberation. And it happened 
because we were trying to figure out how to truly own 
the oppressor work on sexism. I had not foreseen this, 
yet it seems so clear in hindsight that the change couldn’t 
have happened without this added challenge. 

Tim talked, and we gave feedback about, what we 
wanted to see happen. He discussed the possibility 
of a man working on sexism and male domination in 
front of the whole workshop. Tim said that it was still 
impossible for anyone to do that and not try to gain the 
favor of the women—to be a “good guy.” He also said 
that at the same time it was important for us to try to do 

8 “Take on” means assume.

JAPAN • YUKO HIBINO
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I applaud your ambition to write fiction with 
good content. Certainly art for the people must 
have good content, but of course it must also be 
art—that is, skill must be involved. This means 
some hard work before one can write a good 
novel or even a good short story. It takes both 
the content and the artistic skill to turn out* 
something good.

Harvey Jackins
From a letter written in 1976

Art: Content and Skill

* “Turn out” means produce.

. . . continued 

the work just for ourselves. He asked us to do a mini-
session on trying to put ourselves at the center of ending 
sexism and male domination, including noticing how 
they had ruined our lives and not given us full access 
to being human. 

It seemed like something shifted in the group. Perhaps 
it was the right circumstance of having this group 
together with the women so focused on their liberation, 
having Diane and Tim leading us, and having a group 
of men who had worked on these issues. My sense was 
that something shifted. 

Tim also spoke about the need for every man to back9 
any man who would courageously step up and show 
himself and work openly on this topic. He said that the 
man would not be left alone feeling isolated from and 
abandoned by any other man in the room. That we would 
solidly stand with him, no matter what he said or decided 
to work on. Nobody would back away from him. That 
he would be able to look out and see all of us there with 
him. This principled statement affected us deeply and 
offered a clear way forward. It gave me a sense that we 
would do the right thing no matter what, as difficult as 
it might feel. It was a chance to get it right. 

And we would go forward together. No great 
proclamation was made. Something just shifted. It was 
a baby step, but deeply important. For me, something 
different felt possible that hadn’t felt possible before. 

Thank you to Diane and all of the women for holding 
out these realities for so long. You have been deeply 

10 Azadeh Khalili is the Area Reference Person for the Brooklyn Gardens, 
New York City, New York, USA, RC Community.
11 A Region is a subdivision of the International RC Community, usually 
consisting of several Areas (local RC Communities).
12 Contradiction to distress

9 “Back” means support.

generous. I’m going to try and run with this, now that I 
have a glimpse of what it is and how hard the oppression 
has been on everyone, including me. Thank you to 
Tim and all of my brothers for all of your support and 
understanding and help along the way here. 

AFTER THE WORKSHOP
I just led a Regional workshop for people of the global 

majority. Having recently attended the Women’s and 
Men’s Workshop, I had a whole different thought process 
about my own workshop. I consulted with Azadeh 
Khalili,10 and we discussed the work she and others have 
been pushing forward in my Region11 on ending sexism 
and male domination. I felt awkward and uninformed. 
It occurred to me that the creation of a new Area in 
Harlem to be run by black women, and the fact that half 
of the leadership of the people of the global majority 
in our Region is female, requires that sexism and male 
domination be addressed as a central liberation issue in 
the people-of-the-global-majority work. It would be a 
contradiction12 for a man targeted by racism to propose 
this and to follow the lead of the women here. 

There is much to learn and figure out still, but let’s 
get started, right? 

“Masayoshi” 
USA

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA • AMANDA MARTINEZ
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Dear Tim and Diane,1

It is hard to believe that the Pre-
World Conference was six months 
ago. With a few months of lots 
of discharge, and direction from 
great Co-Counseling leaders, I am 
actually going to not only write 
this, but send it! It is rather long, 
because I want to tell you what I am 
doing and also a little about me.

First of all, thank you for not 
discouraging me when I asked 
about a reference person for “people 
targeted for destruction.” I have 
used many sessions to work on 
what I was after2 there. 

I have discharged a lot on frozen 
needs3 to be acknowledged and 
included. I have discharged a 
lot about saving people. I have 
discharged about where it is easy 
for me to get overwhelmed and give 
up. I have discharged about early 
disappointments and loss. I have 
discharged about internalized class 
expectations and “mental health” 
oppression. The process has been 
enlightening and has given me the 
courage to continue discharging 
every little piece.

As I have shared my experience of 
teaching Co-Counseling to people 
marked for destruction, leaders 
I respect and ask to reference me 
have all indicated that I need to 
connect with you and let you know 
what I am thinking and doing. 
My initial reactions and need for 
discharge are why it has taken so 
long to write. 

People Targeted for Destruction

People have accused me of being 
anti-authority and isolated and 
lots of other stuff. These are the 
“thoughts” that have come up for 
me: “I just want to do the work.” 
“No one is interested in what I am 
doing, as they are busy doing what 
they have to do.” “Someone will tell 
me I’m doing it wrong and stop me. 
And then what will I do?” After a 
lot of discharge, I decided to take 
the direction that you want to know 
me, and that it is important to you 
to know what I am thinking and 
doing. And that I can trust you to 
think well about me. 

OUR CONSTITUENCY
Standing up for and welcoming 

those of us who have difficult lives 
that are made more difficult by 
the systems that are designed to 
“help” us is important to me. Our 
constituency benefits so much from 
just basic RC theory. Re-evaluation 
Counseling is life saving and life 
affirming for us in a way that is 
different from other constituencies. 
Hearing the realities in RC theory 

often literally saves our lives, and 
we recognize this immediately. 

I am confused still about whether 
it makes sense to “name” our 
constituency, as it is so diverse. 
I understand that we are talking 
about the impact of var ious 
oppressions. 

I am in this constituency. I 
have struggled with addictions, 
suicide, homelessness, abusive 
relationships, single parenting, 
single grandparenting. I have been 
in the foster-care system, the legal 
system, the court system, the school 
system. My children have been shot, 
imprisoned, and beaten, and have 
beaten others. In the face of all this, 
it is difficult to sustain stability. I 
know firsthand the callousness and 
indifference toward people who are 
unable to sustain themselves in the 
way society dictates. 

As Co-Counselors, we are careful 
about whom we offer RC to, and I 
understand the logic: it is important 
for people to be able to give as well 

MATT WEATHERFORD

1 Tim Jackins and Diane Shisk
2 “What I was after” means what I wanted.
3 “Frozen need” is a term used in RC for a 
hurt that results when a rational need is not 
met in childhood. The hurt compels a person 
to keep trying to fill the need in the present, 
but the frozen need cannot be filled; it can 
only be discharged.

continued . . .
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as receive attention. But we in this 
constituency learn how to do that 
as well as anyone else. It can take a 
while for us to be good Community 
members, but not because we 
aren’t able to function well. It’s 
because “experienced” Community 
members haven’t done their own 
work on being able to stay present 
with us, and being willing to offer 
us a session should we begin to 
share something that is “clienting.” 
Some of us are still trying to figure 
out how to respond to “How are 
you?” without “clienting”! Our 
constituency can benefit greatly 
from the skills (such as being able to 
thoughtfully remind people about 
how to function in Community 
settings) and experience of aware 
Co-Counselors. I think I am one 
of those Co-Counselors, and I am 
pleased with the results of my 
work.

A WIDE-WORLD CLASS 
I am currently teaching RC 

theory and practice at Mile High 
Council on Addictions and Mental 
Health. My daughter Frances is my 
support person, and Christie Miller 
Gosch, our Area4 Reference Person, 
initially attended our classes.

I was asked to teach “Life 
Skills.” I tried to do what fit their 
curriculum, but the women had 
no attention for that. Instead, it 
made sense to just listen to them 
and teach them how to listen to me 
and each other. The group of eight 
to fifteen women developed nicely 
into a weekly group that has met 
for the past year. Initially the staff 
was confused and worried that the 
women would have “meltdowns” 
and the therapists would have to 
“put them back together.” 

Fra nces  a nd I  d id  a n  RC 
introductory lecture for the director 
and the therapists. We said that 

what the women were learning 
and practicing prepared them to 
be present in and use their therapy 
sessions better. The director and 
therapists reported that they were 
in fact seeing this big change, and 
that they were pleased about it. 
After that the two therapists sat 
in on our classes. Initially, when 
it came time for mini-sessions 
they would suddenly have to “do 
something,” but now they are  more 
comfortable. (The big barrier for 
them is that they must maintain 
their role as “supervisor” over the 
women they serve.) Now they see 
that we know what we are doing, 
and they have turned their classes 
over to us.5 

As the women complete their 
program at Mile High Council, they 
will be able to be in a regular RC class. 
I’ve decided to make the transition 
with a women’s support group in 
my home. We are doing everything 
we do in a regular fundamentals 
class— “news and goods,” theory, 
and splitting time6—but with a lot 
more flexibility for talk, questions, 
up-and-outs,7 and laughter. We try 
to work in light ways and use a lot of 
humor so we don’t get sunk. I keep 

a lot of attention on what we have 
done well and what we are proud of. 
It is inspiring to see the changes in 
our ability to advocate for ourselves, 
and build support around ourselves 
where we thought there was none. 
I will be inviting five to eight of 
the women to participate in a more 
structured RC fundamentals class.

SOME THOUGHTS  
FROM THE CLASS

The following is some thinking 
from the class participants about 
what they are up against and how 
RC has been valuable: 

• People have given up on us. 
Just hearing that we are good and 
that there has never been anything 
wrong with us has often literally 
saved our lives.

• We are required to pick 
ourselves up with no support, or 
with rigid support that does not 
reflect our individual needs. RC 
theory and practice affirm for us 
that we are not failures, that we are 
not alone, and that we can think 
about our needs and show up8 and 
advocate for ourselves.

• The basics needed for living 
are withheld or limited, creating 
a vulnerability sure to cause more 
pain. RC theory and practice help 

4 An Area is a local RC Community.

5 “Turned their classes over to us” means given 
us their classes to teach.
6 “Splitting time” means taking turns receiv-
ing the attention of the group.
7 “Up-and-outs” are playful ways to bring 
people’s attention to the present. 

8 “Show up” means be visible.

. . . continued

KATIE KAUFFMAN
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us make long-range plans even as 
we struggle with the requirements 
of daily living. We understand that 
we are up against restimulation and 
that we actually have power today. 

• People around us have little 
attention for the things we need 
to talk about. RC theory and 
practice provide information and 
opportunity to bare our souls, feel 
hopeful about our importance, and 
practice listening to others and 
teaching them to listen to us. We 
love to practice!

• We are treated as though 
our failures are personal and do 
not warrant compassion; we are 
intertwined with our failures. In 
RC we get a chance to reconnect 
with our humanity. As we listen to 
others, we get to see and be seen 
in a way that is almost nonexistent 
otherwise. 

• We are forced to agree with 
others that we are failures and that 
we need someone to treat us like 
children so that we can be brought 
into line. We are not respected. 
Through being listened to, we are 
able to tell9 that we have actually 
been triumphant in our ability to 
live. We may have to look like we 
are conforming, and we can be 
grateful for any support available, 
but we know that there is a much 
bigger picture and that will keep 
us from “losing our minds.” We 
are treated with respect in our RC 
relationships. 

• We are told not to cry, or feel 
anger, or look at how we got here, 
since it’s assumed that has nothing 
to do with the condition of our 
lives. In our sessions, we get to cry 
and grieve for all our losses—of 
time, people, opportunities, and 
parts of ourselves.

• The sheer volume of oppressions 
and systems to deal with creates 
immense barriers to healing and 
stability. A session offers a respite, 
brings a balance of attention,10 and 
helps us discharge some terror.

Here is their thinking about this 
constituency’s strengths, as far as 
becoming good Co-Counselors and 
Community leaders:

• We connect instantly with RC 
information. It is what we have 
always hoped for.

• We are good listeners. We have 
been listening, and searching for 
humans through their distress, for 
a long time.

• We are empathetic. We know 
how it feels to be blamed.

• We want to be the best we can, 
to and for our children, against all 
odds.

• We are friendly and loving 
people, and we know how to back11 
others.

MY OWN STORY
I have used RC theory and 

practice to battle any and all of the 
things that would cause me to give 
up, and I continue to do so. 

My initial teaching of RC was 
an attempt to reach parents. My 
classes were tough, because we 
didn’t have childcare. The allies 
usually got overwhelmed and 
abandoned us. They could tell I 
wasn’t thinking well about how 
to make things work, and they 
probably didn’t know how to 
either. It was a great experience. 
Many women and men got to cry 
about getting hit and hitting. Lots 
of people learned about taking 

turns listening. Many of them still 
practice today with each other, and 
some are still in RC. 

Because I worked in corporate 
environments, I also began teaching 
RC to more middle- and owning-
class people. I know about being 
careful about going public with RC, 
but it never made sense to me not 
to tell people about it. I did it well, 
and brought a few people into the 
Community. Meanwhile, my own 
family was using me as a one-way 
counselor. I made the decision to 
focus on my family.

All four of my children have 
participated in a fundamentals class 
I led. All four have participated 
in family work.12 My three sons 
have attended men’s workshops. 
Two of my sons attend a monthly 
young men’s support group. My son 
Chris recently attended a Native 
workshop, which moved so much 
for him. My sons still struggle to get 
session time, but when they need it 
and it seems I am their only source, 
I make sure we share time. They 
are great counselors. My daughter 
Frances is extensively involved in 
using RC to move her life and the 
lives of her children forward. She 
and I continue to back each other’s 
leadership. My grandchildren have 
also done family work, and some of 
them have attended support groups 
and fundamentals classes. My 
granddaughter Veronica attended 
her first Native workshop last year. 
I am getting more and more help 
and support from my family as they 
recognize that I am serious about 
healing being the natural way for us 
to stay healthy and that discharge is 
our tool and RC is our community. 

9 “Tell” means perceive, see.
10 “A balance of attention” means enough 
of our attention to good reality that we can 
discharge.
11 “Back” means support.

continued . . .

12 “Family work” is the application of Re-evalu-
ation Counseling to the particular situations of 
young people, and families with young chil-
dren. It entails young people and adults (both 
parents and allies) interacting in ways that al-
low young people to show and be themselves 
and to not be dominated by the adults.

KK
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In my own life, I have learned 
to use what I know about myself 
and others for building good 
relationships that support me 
through hard times. I have cleaned 
up and built and maintained great 
relationships with my previous 
partners, and they are great allies 
to me and my children. (One is in 
RC and attends a weekly class.) 
That never could have happened 
without my RC experience. I have 
cleaned up my relationships with 
my sisters and brothers, and we no 
longer run13 our restimulation about 
childhood issues at each other. My 
next step is to do a workshop for my 
family at our next family reunion, 
or possibly before. I want to bring 
us closer together. I want to help 
break down how we sometimes get 
callous and indifferent toward our 
children or their partners, because 
of our own fears for them. 

I like to dance, and do crossword 
and any other kind of puzzle. I 
practice handwriting analysis, 
walk, and read a lot. I’m trying to 
learn to play, not just pretend, when 
I am with children. I am working 
on my health issues and defining 
next steps for myself.

WHAT I DO IN RC
Along with the above, this is 

what I do in the RC Community: 

Most importantly, I get a long 
session or at least several mini-
sessions every day. I have a diverse 
group of Co-Counselors and 
reference people who think about 
me well. I try not to think of RC 
as something to do but rather 
what I need to live well. I am in a 
weekly class (which I struggle with 
only because of work and family 
responsibilities and which I do 
my best to attend). I lead a people-
targeted-by-racism group once a 

month. I lead a fundamentals class 
once a week with eight women (not 
the Mile High Council group). It is 
diverse in terms of class, ethnicity, 
religion, and life experiences—
and most of the participants can 
pay something for classes! We 
love each other very much. I am 
connected with my Regional14 
Reference Person; we do phone 
time15 every Monday and then take 
time to think about our leadership. 
I am connected with my Area 
Reference Person and Alternate 
Area Reference Person and Co-
Counsel with them regularly. I 
attend a Native leaders’ monthly 
group. I do my best to attend several 
other Community activities.

WHAT’S HARD FOR ME
These are some of the things that 

are hard for me:

I have difficulty writing, because 
as soon as I write something, or 
even say something, my thoughts 
seem to change. Or there are so 
many elements or ways to think 
about things that something is true 
and not true at the same time. I am 
discharging on this.

I can’t believe anyone is interested 
in what I am doing. I don’t trust 
that people will look at my whole 
situation. I feel they will only judge 
me on my struggles.

I still play a large role in the physi-
cal, emotional, and financial well-
being of my children, grandchil-
dren, and great grandchildren—not 
because they aren’t doing well, but 
because the resource required to 
both parent and work just isn’t there 
for all of us yet and we have to help 
each other. 

I don’t like having to counsel 
everyone in order to make space 
for myself.

I am having difficulty leading my 
people-targeted-by-racism support 
group. My Regional Reference 
Person is supporting me in this 
area. 

I took a break (possibly a complete 
break) from doing consulting work 
for companies. I did this so I could 
discharge my frozen need to belong 
and the restimulation that caused 
me to take on16 responsibilities that 
didn’t make sense. 

I am in the process of redefining 
my work. I clean houses for a 
living. It is hard work, but it has a 
beginning and an end. It allows me 
time to look for projects I want to 
work on. It gives me time to spend 
with the children in my life. I still 
hope to use my experience working 
in a capitalist system for something 
good. 

I often feel bad about not having 
classes that can put money into 
the RC Community. I feel grateful 
but guilty when I get to go to RC 
workshops and can’t pay. I try to pay 
when I can. I am discharging about 
money, and that it is possible to do 
good work and sustain myself. 

It hurts to be sixty-two and just 
finding myself. 

A l l  of  t he s e  t h i ngs  I  a m 
discharging about, and obviously 
I am hopeful!

With love and appreciation,

Veronica LaCrue
Denver, Colorado, USA

. . . continued

13 “Run” means act out.

14 A Region is a subdivision of the RC Commu-
nity, usually consisting of several Areas.
15 “Phone time” means Co-Counseling 
sessions on the phone.

16 “Take on” means undertake.

LK
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Elders’ oppression is systemic in our cultures. It’s true 
that in some cultures elders are respected. However, the 
oppression is still there; it just shows itself differently.

In RC, anyone who is fifty years of age or older is 
considered an elder. It’s an arbitrary de�nition, based on 
when the external and internalized oppression of elders 
usually becomes obvious. When some of my friends turned 
��y, I noticed that they were suddenly worried about at 
least two things: “ge�ing old,” and their waning short-term 
memories. �ey were suddenly “an elder,” because the 
oppression had caught up with* them.

But elders’ oppression affects everyone. It is to everyone’s 
bene�t that we discharge about it. As young people, we 
watch loved ones—people who probably have limited 
access to discharge—age. As we approach each decade, we 
are reminded that we are ge�ing older, and that old is not 
good. How many of you who are thirty to ��y years of age 
dreaded that birthday that landed on the decade (thirty, 
forty, ��y)? �e feelings can be insidious, and unless they’re 
discharged, they affect our relationships with elders and 
begin making us afraid of growing old ourselves. I challenge 
those of you who are under ��y to begin working on your 
feelings about aging.

TAKING CARE OF OUR BODIES, AT EVERY AGE

Without discharge, the aches and pains accumulate and 
our bodies deteriorate. However, it is never too late to take 
care of our bodies and begin discharging our distresses 
about them. 

If you are not yet an elder, you can begin taking care of your 
body and discharging your distresses about it now. Don’t 

Elders’ Liberation Is for Everyone
wait until those aches and pains and other physical hurts 
accumulate. Work on them now. It will help you become an 
ally to elders, while taking care of your own future.

�ose of us who are over ��y have usually accumulated 
more physical hurts and more fears of growing old. Many of 
us start slowing down and stop making our lives any bigger. 
We o�en feel that the aches and pains are inevitable and let 
them de�ne us. But they are not inevitable. Just as our bodies 
can heal when we are younger, they can heal as we get older. 
It just takes a bit more time. As with our other distresses, we 
need to work hard on our physical hurts in Co-Counseling 
sessions, and take a positive direction outside of sessions. 

At times we may need outside intervention to hasten the 
healing. Or we may need to accommodate a limitation for 
a while, and that’s okay—the goal is not necessarily to heal 
immediately. 

I challenge all of us to take our bodies seriously and 
to work on whatever is in our way of feeling good about 
them. �e physical hurts, aches, and pains do not de�ne us. 
�ey are simply there to remind us to keep working on the 
distresses and to keep thinking about what will optimize our 
physical well-being—including �guring out when we need 
assistance from the medical establishment.

I like relating this to our work on the environment. If we 
can’t take care of ourselves, we can’t heal the planet. I think 
we can do both!

Pam Geyer
International Liberation  

Reference Person for Elders
Bellaire, Texas, USA

* Caught up with means overtaken.

PLYMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS, USA • ALAN EPSTEIN

AB
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In my role of International Liberation Reference Person for Working-Class People, I am often asked to come 
and do working-class liberation workshops. Where there are not enough working-class people, I have been doing 
workshops for people of all classes called “Discharging on Class Oppression and the Current Economic Crisis.” I 
used to call these workshops “Working-Class Liberation for Everyone,” but that confused people too much. Since 
the 2007–2008 global economic crash, no one seems to be confused about my current title. 

At one of these recent workshops, I wanted to find a way to work in the whole group on oppressor material1 and 
create space for raised-poor and working-class people, and people targeted by racism and genocide, without making 
the other people feel guilty or defensive. I had noticed in the past that counseling white people on fear was a good 
approach to helping them discharge in mixed groups on recordings2 tied to racism, without putting attention on 
the racist content that many people would have no attention for. At this workshop I decided to counsel people of 
many constituencies on the question, “Where was the violence in your life?” Everyone seemed to have an answer. 

First I talked about violence, or fear of violence, being at the root of every oppression—the oppression of young 
people (which we all have been or are currently), racism, sexism, anti-Jewish oppression, genocide, Gay oppression, 
class oppression, national oppression, language oppression, “mental health” oppression, and so on. I then did a series 
of ten-minute sessions in front of the group with people of different constituencies, including Southern U.S. people, 
working-class and middle-class people, women, GLBTQ3 people, African-heritage people, Asian-heritage people, men, 
Jewish and Israeli people, and people targeted by political violence. Some incidents people worked on went back to their 
oppression as young people. We did mini-sessions after every person’s turn, as I did not want people to go numb. People 
were surprised that people of all backgrounds had an incident or incidents to work on in answer to the question.

I think it was an excellent way for people to work on oppressor and oppressed material without getting lost 
in guilt or putting direct attention on the various oppressions that of course would be running4 between people 
in the room. 

What we are really looking for is each other’s 
humanness, and that is a lot easier to access once 
the fear has been discharged. Looking at this 
common experience of having been threatened 
by violence seems to be one way to experience 
the humanness. 

Working this way made it clear that the real 
purpose of oppression is to terrify us all into 
silence and inaction, and that violence plays a 
key role, for all people, in doing that. 

Dan Nickerson
Freeport, Maine, USA

Reprinted from the e-mail discussion  
list for RC Community members

“Where Was the Violence in Your Life?”

1 “Material” means distress.
2 Distress recordings
3 Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer
4 “Running” means operating.

All subscriptions to Present Time begin 
with the next issue published. We can’t send 
back issues as part of a new subscription, 
because we rely on bulk mailings to save 
money and it costs more to send a single 
copy.

You can order back issues as regular 
literature items (see pages 103 and 111). 

ANNE BARTON
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The following is a talk given by Xabi Odriozola, 
the International Commonality Reference Person 
for Languages and Interpreting, at a topic table 
for native English speakers at a September 2012 
workshop in Poland.

Hello, and welcome everybody to this table. It is 
important that you are here so that we can do this 
piece of RC work together: going from language 
oppression to language liberation. Thank you very 
much for coming.

This is a group that makes me feel pride. 
Native English speakers have made important 
contributions to the world. For instance, global 
communication and mutual understanding have 
risen a lot since we’ve had the English language 
in almost every corner of the world. It was almost 
unthinkable in the last century that two people 
would understand each other so quickly. English 
has facilitated a big percentage of people getting 
to know what is happening on the other side of the 
world at almost every minute. What looked like 
insuperable language barriers have fallen down. 

On the other hand, you must know that every 
time you open your mouth and talk in English, 
non-native English speakers will react in mainly 
two ways:

• They will admire you, will want to be like 
you, will wish to be a native English speaker, and 
will try to imitate you—because they have been 
conditioned to feel less than you.

• Or they will act like a 
snail. (As soon as a snail 
feels something touch its 
antenna, it goes quickly into 
its shell and does not want to 
know anything else about the 
outside.) As they hear English 
coming from your mouth, they 
will withdraw inside, and then 
perhaps criticize, attack, or 
otherwise try to hurt you. 

In either case, it is not 
thinking. It is conditioning 
and restimulation and not 
useful at all.

I think you need to live being aware of language 
oppression. Most people in our societies carry 
deep hurts and humiliations that have left strong 
prejudices and feelings about certain languages 
and those who speak them. 

(Four-minutes-each-way mini-session)

From my point of view, the biggest contribution 
the English language has made to this world in 
the last period is RC. Re-evaluation Counseling 
was created and grew in a native-English-speaking 
working-class mind. Thanks to RC, hundreds of 
thousands of people are saving their lives and 
helping other thousands to live better, to have a 
perspective that humans have rarely been able 
to elaborate before. So, English is a nice, correct, 
useful language. You should be proud of that, 
everywhere you are on this planet, always.

At the same time, you who are native English 
speakers have been badly hurt into feeling that you 
are superior to the speakers of other languages. This 
has created on you a thick layer of isolation and 
confusion about yourself and the rest of humanity 
that follows you every place you go. Most of the 
time you are not aware of it, because of how badly 
and persistently you have been conditioned and 
damaged. 

PRIDE, NOT ARROGANCE
We who have not undergone that kind of 

conditioning can see you suffer. Every time you 
continued . . .

MATT WEATHERFORD

AM

Language Liberation for Native English Speakers
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oppress someone, you suffer along with that 
person. And we do not want you to suffer, or to 
have a limited life. 

We need you proud of yourself and at the same 
time not arrogant. That’s the balance you need to 
achieve. In the same way that you have taught us 
a lot of things, we can teach you something that 
will help you have a much better life. When you 
have a better life, our lives get better—and that’s 
nice. 

I will give you some ideas for how you can act 
proud in a non-arrogant way and “be in the second 
row” but not be passive or completely quiet. 

First, let’s have a second mini-session about what 
I said. (Mini-session)

As you know, our Guidelines1 require us to agree 
on only one point: that we will work together to 
free our minds from distress recordings and do 
that in a peer relationship. So, the interesting job 
for you native English speakers is to figure out the 
answer to this question:

How can I be in an equal, peer relationship 
with someone who, as soon as she or he hears my 
voice, will feel inferior and become my unthinking 
follower and admirer or want to hurt me?

If you can find that 
safe place, that place of 
pride but not arrogance, 
you will know what to 
do. It’s a safe place for 
everyone in the world. It’s 
a place that all of us non-
native English speakers 
are waiting for. We want 
to meet you in that place. 
There is a lot of work to 
do—from your side, and 
from our side—but that is 
the best thing we can do 
now. We were born to go 
to that place, that neutral 
place, in which you try a 
little to come to me and I 
try to come to you. 

Let’s have another mini-session before going on. 
(Mini-session)

Are you fine? Is this very hard for you? If it’s 
hard, I am sorry. But you are brave—I know you 
know you are.

Native English speaker: It’s hard, but it’s similar 
to the work I have done on class: being proud but 
not arrogant.

Yes, it is not easy. In fact, I have never known 
any liberation work that was easy. Coming from a 
Christian background, I could think of it as having 
heaven and hell together. That’s what liberation 
and life often can be like. Sometimes I am in 
heaven—which could be something similar to a 
non-distressed environment—and suddenly I find 
myself in hell—which could be the maximum 
expression of all kinds of distresses being acted 
out at the same time and in the same place. When 
I am in heaven, I feel happy, and I am afraid of 
going to hell. But I know that if I go to hell, it is 
as bad as it can get, there is nothing worse, and 
it will end sometime. And then I will go back to 
heaven again. I have learned to like being in hell 
sometimes, because, thanks to discharge, hell is not 
an unbearable thing or something “forever,” and 
I always have the opportunity to learn something 
from it, to grow up, and to become smarter and 
stronger than before. 

THE NEUTRAL PLACE
Okay, I would like to say a few things about how 

you can get to that neutral place in which every 
relationship can work well.

Some of you are there already. I can see you. 
Some of you are not. All of you want to be there. 
Going to that neutral place is like everything you 
do in RC: before acting, you think. You have that 
capacity. 

You can think about the person you are going 
to meet—in the hall, in the bathroom, in the 
class—three seconds before meeting. Your mind 
can be working on, thinking about, that upcoming 
meeting, that person. You only need to discipline 
your mind.

In three seconds, you can mentally scan that 
person: “Oh! She’s not a native English speaker. So 
which language is hers? Who is she? Where does 
she come from? Can she speak English?”

. . . continued

BILL HORNE

1 The Guidelines for the Re-
evaluation Counseling Commu-
nities—the policies for the RC 
Communities
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This simple effort (you trying to think about her) 
is going to change everything between you and her. 
The attitude of thinking 
about someone who 
may not speak your 
language is going to 
change your unaware 
perspective. Something 
will change in you—in 
your facial expression, 
your posture, your tone 
of voice, your gestures—
and the person may 
feel, “This time you are 
trying to reach me, you are trying to see me, and 
it pushes me to feel like I want to meet you and 
not just be your enemy.”

If you do not stop yourself and take three 
seconds to think about the person you are about 
to meet, if your language arrives before you do, 
if your arrogance arrives before your mind and 
your love, that person will be like the snail whose 
antenna has been touched and will go inside her 
shell. 

BEING SECOND, YES,  
BUT NOT PASSIVE OR QUIET

There are a lot of ways you can think about non-
native English speakers. One is very simple and a 
big challenge: let them speak the first word. 

You need to be active in the relationship, but not 
by being first. You can be active by being second 
and thinking about what is going 
on2 between the two of you. Being 
secondarily active is the best way to 
learn from the person in order not to 
step on him. 

You can also learn one word of that 
person’s language and try to speak 
it. If you do, some closed doors will 
open and the relationship will go 
in directions that you didn’t expect 
and that will be liberating for you 
and for him. 

If you want to try this last idea, 
please remember not to become 
a client while you are trying the 
person’s language; that may be 
oppressive. 

Last two-minutes-each to discharge and think 
about this. (Mini-session)

THE OPPRESSORS´ 
NOISE

Another thing you can 
do is check your noise. 
People in the oppressor 
role are afraid of the 
people they oppress. 
O p p r e s s o r s  h a t e 
oppress ing  people ; 
it goes against their 
humanness. So if they 
are going to oppress 

someone, they make a lot of noise so that they 
cannot hear or see how the oppressed person is 
suffering.

For me, as an Indigenous person, the volume of 
your English is like the volume of a little bomb or 
a shot. It’s not a peaceful volume. It’s like a noise 
from someone who is afraid to have equal human 
contact and prefers to avoid it, someone who 
prefers that we be separate and not united, because 
he does not know how to establish the relationship. 
It sometimes sounds like the enemy´s sound—not 
because you are the enemy, but because the noise 
is saying, “I do not dare to be with you. I do not 
dare to stand up in front of you so that you can see 
all my ugly stuff. I prefer to ignore you. It would be 
easier if you disappeared right now.” Other times it 

ISRAEL • RANDI FREUNDLICH

continued . . .

2 “Going on” means happening.

How can I be in an equal, peer 
relationship with someone who, as 
soon as she or he hears my voice, 
will feel inferior and become my 
unthinking follower and admirer or 
want to hurt me?
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sounds like, “You are less than I, and I don’t want 
you in my way.” 

Your high volume pushes people away from 
the neutral-equal space, from the way to be with 
you. You can think about your volume. It’s a nice 
thing: how you laugh, how you clap. But your joy 
and happiness are heard more than some other 
people’s. 

We are here at this table today, hearing all this, 
so we are doing very well.

FEAR OF MISTAKES
Something that can freeze you and keep you 

from playing an active secondary role is how 
afraid you (we) are of making mistakes. Making 
a mistake can feel terrible. But if you realize you 
have messed up with someone because of your 
language attitude, that is a victory, then we are 
winning. That is the first step. Congratulations! 

The second step—as you know, and as Harvey3 
would say—is to go to the person, apologize, and 
clean up the mess. 

You may feel stupid because of your mistake 
and because you are trying to apologize, but 
do not discharge with the person while you are 

apologizing. Just apologize, and then go to 
someone else from your constituency and 
discharge. 

Then try to make contact again with the 
same person, or with another person who is 
not from your group. Try the same thing you 
were trying to do. Do not give up. Not giving 
up is more important than doing it well.

How to apologize? Try to apologize in the 
person’s language. You can learn the words 
for “excuse me” or ask someone who speaks 
that language to teach you how to say, “I 
made a mistake with you, and I will try not 
to do it again.” You can read it to the person 
you are apologizing to and afterward offer 
to listen for a couple of minutes about what 
you just said. There are many opportunities 
to make the snail come out of its shell, which 
is one of the most beautiful things you can 
experience.

DIFFERENCES AMONG YOU TOO
You also need to take into account the 

many differences among native English 
speakers and how native English speakers 
oppress each other. For instance, owning-
class people oppress middle- and working-
class people, men oppress women. In the 

United States, rural people 
speak differently than city 
people and will often be 
oppressed by them. It depends 
which country you come from; 
which part of the country you 
belong to (south, west, north, 
east, countryside, seaside, city, 
town); your class background, 
age, sex, race—you will have 
more of this, or less of that—
but you will always have 
some kind of domination and 
competition to work on. The 
oppressive system is always 
using some kind of difference 
to get you to oppress each 
other and avoid unity. It is 
something you need to check. 
The more united you are, the 
less you oppress.

. . . continued

3 Harvey Jackins

ELLIE PUTNAM
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Innovation requires a good idea, initiative, and a few friends.

$2.00 (U.S.), plus postage  
and handling 

Working Together  
to End Racism

A pamphlet introducing  
RC from the perspective  

of ending racism

FREEING YOURSELF AS YOU  
END THE OPPRESSION

You need to learn about your own culture and 
the other cultures around you, including those 
that were there before yours. This will give you 
keys to your liberation. Be proud of your culture 
as it is today—and at the same time improve it 
forward, always. 

You don’t have to give up your intelligence; you 
only have to give up acting on your patterns, and 
that is something you really want to do.

It’s a big opportunity to free yourself. Every place 
you go in life is soaked in language oppression and 
saturated with other oppressions. Any piece you 
choose is a good piece to work on. From my point 
of view, your being here and having the courage to 
listen to me and work on what I propose is a hero´s 
work. I see you as heroes at this workshop. From 

now on, the pace of this workshop, its rhythm, 
will be completely different—thanks to each and 
every one of you. 

It is hopeful to think that you may understand 
these ideas and be the messengers of them to your 
people. So, from the bottom of my heart, thank you 
very much for listening. Eskerrik asko.4 

Remember that all the languages are just fine, 
completely right, and the fruit of thousands and 
thousands of years of human intelligent thinking.

Language is not the problem. The problem is 
our behavior around language. Language is the 
solution.

Xabi Odriozola
Donostia-Gipuzkoa, Basque Country

4 “Eskerrik asko” means “thank you” in Basque.

Ordering information  
on page 110

MONNIE PAASHUIS

Herbert A. Shepard
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The women’s workshop went well. 
We played West Indian childhood 
schoolyard games, swam, walked, 
sang, listened to music, heard the 
waves crash on the beach, and 
were surrounded by bay, mango, 
citrus, and countless other trees. 
We Co-Counseled, had classes 
and demonstrations, got close, and 
remembered our goodness. The 
balance of attention1 was good and 
kept us from getting “stuck in the 
mud” as we discharged the hurt, 
isolation, hopelessness, grief, and 
everything else we’ve experienced 
as a result of racism and sexism.

There were twelve of us, all of 
the global majority. That was big 
and important. We had safety and 
a common cultural understanding 
that allowed us to go directly 
to the distresses that separate 
us and occlude our memory of 
our goodness. We could go there 
without explanations, inhibitions, 
or misinterpretations. 

As the leader of the workshop, 
I wanted the group to be right in 
there with me. I wanted my plan 
and vision to be clear. I mapped 
out a plan on the whiteboard and 
connected it to these important 
fundamental ideas:

• RC is a one-point program.2

• We are connected. We get 
to notice that society does not 

Caribbean Women

encourage women to be close. It 
encourages us to make sure our 
marriage and work relationships 
go well, but there is no emphasis 
on making our relationship with 
our mother go well. 

• We get to remember to fight for 
ourselves. We are worth fighting for. 
Most of our ancestors, even some of 
the white ones, were brought here 
as slaves or indentured servants 
to make the sugar plantations 
profitable. We easily forget that we 
are completely human and that our 
female bodies, our relationships, 
and our lives are ours and for us and 
can therefore be shaped by us.

• We get to give up feeling bad 
about ourselves. 

• Our persons and environmental 
resources were appropriated and 
used to generate wealth. Loss of 
lives was regarded as collateral 
damage. We got to cry about 
the ongoing genocide and the 
continued abuse of our labour 
and resources by multinational 
organizations. These hurts are now 
internalized. We can notice that we 
get to think about ourselves, and we 
have each other and RC to keep us 
clear about that.

AFRICAN-HERITAGE 
WOMEN

It can be hard to look at the 
hurt and separat ion between 
East Indian-heritage people and 
African-heritage people, which 
was institutionalized to sustain 
colonialism. We tend to pass it all 

1 “Balance of attention” means amount of attention 
we had on benign reality.
2 The one-point program of the RC Communities, 
as stated in the Guidelines for the Re-evaluation 
Counseling Communities, is “through RC to seek 
recovery of one’s occluded intelligence and to assist 
others to do the same.” 

3 “Pass it all off” means disregard it.
4 “Made it” means succeeded.

Another world is 
not only possible, 
she is on her way. 
On a quiet day, I can 
hear her breathing.

Arundhati Roy

off3 and say, “We are Caribbean 
people,” so we don’t have to look 
at it. I decided that we would 
look at it, and we split into two 
groups: African-heritage women 
and Asian-heritage women. I led 
the African-heritage group. It was 
the most precious moment of the 
workshop for me. I looked at my 
sisters’ faces and noticed that we 
have made it.4 We are alive and 
well, big and beautiful, and we get 
to continue flourishing. 

We also feel like we have to fix 
things, often without help. It can be 
hard to remember that we get to be 
completely cared for. We can think 
about ourselves while thinking 
about our communities. We get to 
remember that our men are our 
allies and that we can expect them 
to help. 

Chantal Esdelle
Tunapuna, Trinidad and Tobago

Reprinted from the RC e-mail  
discussion list for leaders  

of African-heritage people
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Based on the thinking of our teachers’ and leaders’ group, 
our Community’s one-day leadership and Community-
building workshop last October focused on eliminating 
racism by having white Co-Counselors discharge in front 
of the group all day. People of the global majority had Co-
Counseling sessions with each other. 

I led the workshop, and twenty-eight people attended—
roughly half people of the global majority and half white 
people. We met on the day that Hurricane Sandy hit New 
York City. What follows are a few people’s comments on 
the workshop. 

Caryn Davis
Area Reference Person for  
the East and West Villages,  

New York, USA, RC Community
Staten Island, New York, USA

The work that white folks got to do in front of the 
group, and the lunch meeting with Ashkenazi Jews, 
people of the global majority, and white Gentiles, were 
“game-changers”1 for us all. No one gets left behind. 
Our liberation is intertwined.

Being a secondary counselor in A—’s session was 
powerful for me, partly because A— worked some 
on our relationship, but also because I understood 
something new about one of the less obvious hurts 
of racism: how people of the global majority have to 
believe misinformation about white folks in order to 
make sense of racism. To be a counselor for A—, as 
she bravely, honestly, and clearly laid out hurts related 
to racism, I had to fight against everything I’d had to 
tell myself about white people. I can’t express how 
hopeful it was—hopeful in the face of all the upset, 
despair, and mistrust that racism restimulates. 

Tokumbo Bodunde 
Brooklyn, New York, USA

Racism confuses us into thinking that some struggles 
are smaller than others. If white people want to end 
racism, they may end up thinking that as white people 
their struggles don’t matter as much as those of people 

“Our Liberation Is Intertwined”

of the global majority. You completely undermined 
that. What a powerful move against any notions of 
insignificance—and ultimately, racism. People of the 
global majority and white people must move their stuff2 
together. Ultimately, racism is no more interesting than 
any undischarged chronic material.3 It’s simply distress 
we must move to have the connections and the world 
that we want.

Michelle Thompson 
New York City, New York, USA 

I left hopeful that we can set things up so that white 
folks can work openly, and hopeful about how at this 
point we are truly led by people of the global majority 
and what that means and opens up for everyone. 

Caryn, you were brilliant at being an ally to everyone 
all at once, and being both truthful and loving when 
counseling the white people on racism.

Tonight I talked with our fundamentals class about the 
importance of connection and discharge in being able to 
continue thinking in restimulating times, like the ones we 
are living in. Many people had figured out how to stay 
connected and keep thinking during the days after the 
hurricane. And what a difference the workshop made for 
me in how I went into the storm and its aftermath.

Karim Lopez 
Brooklyn, New York, USA 

1 A “game-changer” is a newly introduced element that changes a situation 
in a significant way.

2 “Stuff” means distress.
3 “Material” means distress.

continued . . .
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I loved the risks you took, Caryn. Showing so much of 
yourself filled the room with hope. 

Your focus on basic but super-important counseling tenets 
came at a critical point for me. These days I’m trying to 
find the courage to work openly and honestly on what feels 
like really ugly, mean recordings.4 It’s easy to forget that 
virtually all of what comes out of our mouths as clients is 
early distress. It’s important to remember to separate the 
present from the past. 

Since your talk, I’ve been thinking a bunch about white 
identity. I’ve remembered something I read in my graduate 
studies about how white people were sold a false idea of 
privilege in exchange for abandoning their connection to 
people and their heritage. I can see how it could be hard for 
them to locate themselves in the world when they had to 
leave so much behind, or deem it insignificant.

Cesar Rodarte 
New York City, New York, USA

 

What we did together on eliminating racism and anti-
Jewish oppression, and building community, was based on 
the connection and commitment of the leaders’ group to 
each other and to the Area5 as whole. 

Caryn, your taking time6 in front of the group at the 
beginning reminded us that we can be at the center of our 
own re-emergence in a bold, honest, connected way. Also, 
your reminding us that what we are working on is early 
distress, and that part of the responsibility for keeping track 
of that lies with the counselor, helped us to maximize the 
effectiveness of our sessions throughout the day.

Finally, I loved the work on eliminating racism. I was able 
to get a clearer sense of how I was hurt and felt crushed 
by racism early on. I can see how every bit of untangling 
the effects of racism goes a long way—in my thinking, my 
relationships, my leading, everything.

Chris Parkman 
New York City, New York, USA

5 An Area is a local RC Community.
6 “Taking time” means taking time to discharge with people’s 
attention.

. . . continued 

I am staring at my computer screen, 
not knowing how to organize my 
thoughts after all the events that have 
happened in the Boston (Massachusetts, 
USA) area over the past five days.1 With 
the younger brother now in custody, 
people are saying that the “web is 
celebrating,”2 that all are relieved, that 
now there is justice. I do feel relieved 
that our city is no longer on lockdown,3 
that people feel safe and can go out and 
be together again. I do feel grateful that 
I was not any closer to the bombings 
than I was and that no one I knew was 
among the victims. However, I am not 
celebrating, and in many ways I don’t 
feel relieved.

What I feel is a deep sadness—a 
sadness that once again men have 
decided to act out on others the anger 
and hurt they are feeling inside. I am 
sad that Dzhokhar and Tamerlan4 were 
so hurt and confused as men that they 
did this. I am sad that the media and 
many others have turned them into 
monsters or anomalies. I am sad that 
we have another example of how the 
training and immense isolation of boys 
causes the men they become to hurt 
others. 

The conversation in the media 
will not be focused on the fact that 
these were men who did this. I don’t 
see anyone in the mainstream media 
asking, “What is it about being male, 
about male oppression, that leads men 
to have hurtful, violent, destructive 
thoughts and then act them out again 
and again?” 

The vast majority of the time it is 
men who decide to take the life of 
another. Men commit ninety percent 
of the murders in the United States. 
Ninety-two percent of suicide bombers 
across the globe are men. Something in 
our training as men makes us feel that 
it’s okay to act out our anger and hurt 
at others. Feeling that we have the right 
to take another person’s life comes 
from our training to be in control and 
to believe that we know best and are 
smarter and better than women and 
other men.

4 The two brothers who carried out the 
bombing

1 The author is referring to the April 2013 bombings 
at the Boston marathon that killed three people and 
injured two hundred and sixty-four. The bombings 
were carried out by two brothers, one of whom 
was killed and the other critically wounded in a 
gunfight with police. 
2 “The web is celebrating” means people are 
celebrating on the Internet.
3 “On lockdown” means having to stay off the 
streets.

4 Distress recordings

AB KK

Violence, and the Oppression of Men 
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Attacks like the one in Boston 
occur in some countries on a daily 
basis. (This one, because it was in the 
United States, is getting much more 
international attention.) Regardless of 
where they occur and how much media 
attention they get, all of these attacks 
are not okay. They all cause immense 
pain and hurt. All of them should be 
noted and grieved.

It is true that most boys and men 
would not carry out an attack like the 
Boston bombing. However, I, and most 
men, have violent thoughts all the time. 
Given the oppressive institutions all 
men are exposed to since they are 
one day old (the military, movies, video 
games, the sex industries, schools, 
sports, and so on), it is impossible for 
us not to feel violent and believe that 
it’s okay to hurt others. Unfortunately, 

some men are so hurt, angry, isolated, 
and lost, and have no way to discharge 
it, that they act out the distress we all 
carry within us. 

A male friend and I are organizing a 
candlelight vigil for tonight. At some 
point I plan on asking the people who 
come to turn to the person next to 
them and take turns sharing thoughts 
and feelings about the bombings. 

My wife told me she is now seeing 
on Facebook some sympathy for 
Dzhokhar, the younger brother—a sign 
of compassion and caring. 

We can stay close as men, and 
close to the women in our lives, and 
discharge on the hard things in our 
society that events like this bring to 
light. I know I will keep working on how 
scary all this is—how much racism, 
imperialism, and violence I am hearing. 
I will stay close to those dear to me, 
so they will know my internal struggles 
and I will know theirs.

Ken Sazama
Boston, Massachusetts, USA

Below is a letter to fathers from Chuck Esser, the 
International Commonality Reference Person for Family 
Work. At the end of the letter are a few questions for fathers 
from Chuck and Marya Axner, the International Liberation 
Reference Person for Parents. Dads, we would love to hear 
from you. 

In the past month, many mothers have written to the RC 
e-mail discussion lists about the oppression of mothers and 
its centrality in the oppression of women. It is inspiring to 
see mothers speaking out in so many different ways and 
putting the work they do as mothers in the center of the 
liberation of women, and all of us.

Fathers have been much less organized in looking 
at parents’ oppression and its connections to men’s 
oppression, sexism, and male domination. Can we begin 
to share our experiences and thinking as fathers?

Becoming a father was fantastic for me. Having a person 
who accepted all I could give and wanted me so openly 
contradicted and gave me a chance to challenge all the 
recordings1 of being alone and expendable that men’s 
oppression had heaped on me. 

I also noticed how recordings about sexism and being 
a man were affecting me, and how sexism and male 

domination were affecting my family. I felt that it was my 
duty to be the provider. I felt like the work I did to make 
money was more important than the work my partner was 
doing as a mother. I felt like I needed to know what to do, 
and like I knew nothing. I felt like I was becoming second 
in my partner’s affections when I had been first before. I 
felt valued for what I did, not for who I was. I often felt like 
I was doing more than my share of the work of parenting 
when my partner was actually doing more. I felt pulled to 
try to fix things and make my partner happy, rather than 
having attention to really listen to how sexism and male 
domination were affecting her and having confidence she 
would figure out what needed to happen. 

Having RC, and people like Patty Wipfler2 and Tim 
Jackins encouraging us parents to remember our 
importance by having more sessions than we felt were 
possible, were life savers.

Before becoming a parent, I had been lucky to have a lot 
of contact with young people. Being a pre-school teacher 
and having a large extended family had pushed me to 
discharge on young people’s oppression. Because of that, I 
could welcome our children fully, not hold back on loving 

1 Distress recordings

continued . . .

2 Patty Wipfler is a former International Liberation Reference Person for 
Parents.

An Invitation to Fathers 
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them, and communicate with them as amazing individual 
people rather than as generic babies. Still, I was shocked 
by how much less attention I had than what I wanted, and 
by the amount of work to be done. Even after setting up 
relatively good support for our family, my partner and I 
had more work than the two of us could do and remain 
as connected and thinking as we wanted to be. Because 
we understood that this was not our failing but the result 
of a system that did not value the work of parenting and 
that functioned to isolate us from each other, we decided 
not to blame each other for at least the first ten years of 
our parenting together.

It was great to have a partner who shared the same RC 
assumptions about our goodness and our ability to keep 
perspective on the intensified hurdles parenting presented. 

We were often able to stay close, appreciate each other, 
and fight the effects of oppression as allies. I look forward 
to fathers and mothers working closely together.

Suggested questions for fathers:

What’s been great about being a dad, and how has it 
contradicted men’s oppression?

What about men’s oppression makes it difficult to be 
a dad?

Chuck Esser
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

Marya Axner
Somerville, Massachusetts, USA 

Reprinted from the RC e-mail  
discussion list for leaders of parents

. . . continued 

• Introduction
• Liberation Overview
• African-Heritage Liberation
• Artists’ Liberation
• Catholic Liberation
• Chinese-Heritage Liberation
• Chicano/a Liberation
• College and University Faculty
• Liberation of People with Disabilities
• Educational Change
• Elders’ Liberation
• Care of the Environment
• Family Work
• Frisian Liberation

• Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Queer,  
Transgender Liberation

• Japanese-Heritage Liberation
• Jewish Liberation
• Korean Liberation
• Language Liberation
• Lawyers’ Liberation
• Men’s Liberation
• “Mental Health” Liberation
• “Mental Health” Workers’ Liberation
• Middle-Class Liberation
• Musicians’ Liberation
• Native/Indigenous Liberation
• Owning-Class Liberation
• Pacific Islander and Pilipino/a-  

Heritage People’s Liberation

Part II of the Fundamentals Teaching Guide is being printed and will be available August 1.  

Part I (published in 2007) is an outline of how a fundamentals class might be taught. It includes thoughts 
about organizing a class and doing an introductory talk about RC, and outlines for classes on twenty-seven 
topics (newly updated to include a class on care of the environment).

Part II, Fundamentals Teaching Guide—Liberation, consists of outlines for teaching basic liberation theory. 
These outlines were written by our liberation leaders and will be excellent resources for teaching about libera-
tion theory to members of both the oppressed and the oppressor groups. Included in the Liberation Guide are 
the following chapters:  

Both publications are for RC teachers and those preparing to teach, but they are available to everyone. 

Part II: $15.00 (U.S.), plus postage and handling 
Part I: $25.00 (U.S.), plus postage and handling

Ordering information on page 110

• Parents’ Liberation
• Protestant Liberation
• Puerto Rican Liberation
• Regional and National Liberation
• Raised-Poor Liberation
• Southern Liberation
• Trade Union Activists’ Liberation
• Eliminating White Racism
• Wide World Change
• Women’s Liberation
• Working-Class Liberation
• Young Adult Liberation
• Allies to Young People
• Young People’s Liberation

New!

Part II, Fundamentals Teaching Guide—Liberation
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Appreciating Present Time

I was thrilled to see specific directions in this issue of PRESENT 
TIME for things like using the Index to PRESENT TIME that’s on 
the RC web site. 

Susan Seibel
 Oxford, Massachusetts, USA

Having just reread Phyllis Bronstein’s article “Teaching 
on a College Campus” in the January 2013 PRESENT 
TIME, I was moved to search for her contact details so that 
I could e-mail her to show my appreciation of this special 
article. I was quite distressed to see that she had died on 29 
December.

The April issue of PRESENT TIME is splendid! Really 
wonderful! And we are enjoying, and already using, many 
hints from the articles. I would like to distribute the Japanese 
version of Jinno Aiko’s article, “�e Launch of the Fukushima 
Project” to my RC Community here in Kyushu. Also, I would 
like to translate into Japanese, and similarly distribute, the 
awesome “Statement from Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Co-Counselors.” Thanks again for the excellent 
issue.

 Leah Matsui
Kumamoto, Japan

I believe it is now thirty years of PRESENT TIME (maybe 
a bit more), and thanks to the solid work of many RCers 
all over the world, the information continues to astound, 
uplift, often bring discharge, and sometimes point out the 
brilliance of my own thinking, when I see articles that 
state things that I have written in my journal.

Thank you for keeping the information current, wide 
in its inclusion, deep in its sharing of many personal 
matters, and loving in its tone but firm in its challenge 
to be our best.

Lynne Steinberg
 St. Louis Park, Minnesota, USA

PRESENT TIME is a joy to read. Only improved by all 
of our inviting photos.

Steve Banbury
 Albany, New York, USA

The current issue of PRESENT TIME just arrived. It is 
fabulous (as usual).

Louisa Flander 
Kew, Victoria, Australia
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What an amazing legacy she has given us all—her calm 
reaction to intellectually challenging situations; her human 
understanding and patience; her determination, careful 
thinking, and expression.

Thank you Phyllis, and thank you PRESENT TIME. 

Anson Allen 
 Carmarthenshire, Wales
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United to End Racism

How to Contact Us On-Line
• The International RC Community: ircc@rc.org

• United to End Racism: uer@rc.org

• Rational Island Publishers (orders, and billing 
questions): litsales@rc.org (or order on our 
web site at www.rationalisland.com)

• Re-evaluation Counseling Community Re-
sources  
(Intensives and office matters only): 
rcoffice@rc.org

• Automatic response e-mail about RC: info@rc.
org

The RC Web Site
There is a web site for Re-evaluation Counseling at 

<http://www.rc.org/>. At this site you will have easy 
access to a large amount of information about Re-evalu-
ation Counseling, including:

• RC theory (basic theory, including an intro-
duction to RC, The Art of Listening, and the RC  
postulates)

• An introductory talk (in audio) by Harvey Jackins 
(1986)

• RC practice (how to start RC, what to do in a 
session, counseling techniques, how to lead support 
groups)

• Policies, forms, and the Guidelines for the Re-evalua-
tion Counseling Communities, 2009 edition

• Articles by RC leaders and Community  
members (quotes and selected articles from Present Time 
and other RC journals)

• Translations of articles into many languages 
• New materials on language liberation
• Resources for workshop organizers
• Rational Island Publishers (contact information 

and literature ordering)
• Ordering RC publications on the web: <www. 

rationalisland.com>
• An on-line fundamentals of Co-Counseling class
• Outlines for teaching fundamentals classes, in 

English and Spanish
• An ever-growing collection of back issues of Present 

Time (currently 1974-1995)
• An index to all issues of Present Time
• “Today’s Thought”—a short daily thought from a 

Re-evaluation Counseling perspective
• International Reference Person Perspectives

An on-line fundamentals of Co-
Counseling class is available for people 
who are interested in learning more 
about RC. 

Active participation in the class is  
reserved for those who do not have fun-
damentals classes in their geographical 
region. Learning Re-evaluation Coun-
seling via e-mail is much more difficult 
than learning it in a regular class and 
requires a higher level of commitment 
to the learning process and to regular 
Co-Counseling sessions.

If you are already participating in a 
regular RC class, or are an RC teacher, 
you may still have access to the articles 
used in the on-line class by enrolling in 
the class as an inactive member. Please 
note, however, that all of the materials 
used are already published and available 
in printed issues of Present Time and oth-
er Rational Island Publishers publica-
tions. The on-line class organizes these  
materials, making them more easily 
accessible.

Please see the RC web site at <http://
www.rc.org/class/fundamentals/> for 
more information about how to sign 
up for either active or inactive mem-
bership in the on-line fundamentals 

United to End Racism (UER), an 
ongoing program of the Re-evaluation 
Counseling Communities, is on the web 
at <http://www.rc.org/uer>. The e-mail 
address for UER is <uer@rc.org>.

United to End Racism is working with 
other groups involved in eliminating rac-
ism, and sharing with them the theory and 
practice of Re-evaluation Counseling.

On-Line  
Fundamentals Class
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continued . . .   

Electronic Mailing Lists
The RC Community maintains a number of electronic mailing lists for particular categories of RCers. These 

lists are for active members of the RC Community, and most of them are for active leaders only. (If English is 
your first language, part of being an active member of the Community is subscribing to Present Time.) If you 
would like to subscribe to a list, first e-mail the person in charge of the list, then forward that person’s approval, 
your request, your contact information (phone number, mailing address, city, state, postal code, country), 
and whether or not you have a subscription to Present Time, directly to the International Reference Person at 
<ircc@rc.org>. Read the information below for the various lists and whom you need to contact for approval 
to subscribe to them. 

RC Community Members: <rc@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact any Area, Regional, or Liberation Reference 
Person.

RC Community Members Involved in Eliminating 
Racism: <uer@mail.rc.org>.  Contact any Area, 
Regional, or Liberation Reference Person. (This list is 
for trading information on the theory and practice of 
using RC in the fight to eliminate racism, both inside 
and outside of the RC Community.)

Regional Reference Persons: <rrp@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact the International Reference Person at 
<ircc@rc.org>.

Area Reference Persons: <arp@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact the International Reference Person at 
<ircc@rc.org>.

International Liberation and Commonality Reference 
Persons: <ilrp@mail.rc.org>. Contact the Interna-
tional Reference Person at <ircc@rc.org>.

RC Teachers: <teachers@mail.rc.org>. Contact the 
International Reference Person at <ircc@rc.org>.

Editors of RC or non-RC publications:  
<editors@mail.rc.org>. Contact the International 
Reference Person at <ircc@rc.org>.

Translators of RC Literature:  
<translators@mail.rc.org>. Contact Truus Jansen, 
Rational Island Publishers Translation Coordinator, 
at <ircc@rc.org>.

Activists for the Liberation of “People Targeted  
for Destruction by Society Because of the  
Patterns Imposed Upon Them”:  
<access@mail.rc.org>. Contact the International 
Reference Person at <ircc@rc.org>.

Leaders of African-Heritage People:  
<black@mail.rc.org>. Contact Barbara Love,  
International Liberation Reference Person for Afri-
can-Heritage People, at <bjlove413@gmail.com>.

Leaders of Artists: <artists@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact John Fehringer, International Liberation 
Reference Person for Visual Artists, at  
<rc@fehringer.com>.

Leaders of Asians: <asian@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Francie Chew, International Liberation 
Reference Person for Chinese-Heritage People, at 
<franciechew@gmail.com>.

Leaders in the Care of the Environment: 
<environment@mail.rc.org>. Contact Wytske Visser, 
International Commonality Reference Person for the 
Care of the Environment, at <wytskevisser.coe@ 
gmail.com>.

Leaders of Catholics: <catholic@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Joanne Bray, International Liberation  
Reference Person for Catholics, at  
<jmbray@aol.com>.

Leaders of College and University Faculty: 
<colleagues@mail.rc.org>. Contact Pam Roby,  
International Liberation Reference Person for  
College and University Faculty, at  
<roby@ucsc.edu>.

Leaders on Disability, Chronic Illness, and Health:  
<health-disability@mail.rc.org>. Contact Marsha 
Saxton at <marsax@wid.org>.

Leaders of Educational Change:  
<education@mail.rc.org>. Contact Marilyn Robb, 
International Commonality Reference Person for  
Educational Change, at <joyfulplace@yahoo.com>.
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Leaders of Elders: <elders@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Pam Geyer, International Reference Person 
for Elders, at <pgeyer@medcetera.com>.

Leaders of Family Work: <family-work@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Chuck Esser, International Common-
ality Reference Person for Family Work, at 
<ckesser1@gmail.com>.

Leaders of Irish-Heritage People: <irish@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Sheila Fairon at <fairon@fastmail.fm>.

Leaders of Jews: <jewish@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Cherie Brown, International Liberation  
Reference Person for Jews, at <ncbiinc@aol.com>.

Leaders of Latinos/as and Chicanos/as:  
<latino@mail.rc.org>. Contact Lorenzo Garcia, 
International Liberation Reference Person for  
Chicanos/as, at <lgcrc@aol.com>.

Leaders of Men: <men@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact the International Reference Person at 
<ircc@rc.org>.

Leaders of “Mental Health” Liberation:  
<mental-health@mail.rc.org>. Contact Janet Foner, 
International Liberation Reference Person for  
“Mental Health” Liberation, at  
<jbfoner@verizon.net>.

Leaders of Middle-Class People:  
<middle-class@mail.rc.org>. Contact Seán Ruth,  
International Liberation Reference Person for 
Middle-Class People, at <seangruth@gmail.com>.

Leaders of Native Americans: <natives@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Marcie Rendon, International Liberation 
Reference Person for Native Americans, at 
<mrendon703@aol.com>.

Leaders of Owning-Class People:  
<owning-class@mail.rc.org>. Contact Jo Saunders, 
International Liberation Reference Person for  
Owning-Class People, at  
<jo.saunders@btinternet.com>.

Leaders of Parents: <parents@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Marya Axner, International Liberation  
Reference Person for Parents, at  
<maryaaxner@gmail.com>.

Leaders of Raised-Poor People:  
<raised-poor@mail.rc.org>. Contact Gwen Brown, 
International Liberation Reference Person for  
Raised-Poor People, at <gbbrown@udel.edu>.

Leaders of Trade Unionists: <unions@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Joanie Parker, International Liberation  
Reference Person for Trade Unionists, at 
<jep7ok@aol.com>.

Leaders of Wide World Change: <wwc@mail.rc.org>.   
Contact Julian Weissglass, International  
Commonality Reference Person for Wide World 
Change, at <weissglass@education.ucsb.edu>.

Leaders of Women: <women@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Diane Balser, International Liberation  
Reference Person for Women, at 
<dibalser@comcast.net>.

Leaders of Working-Class People:  
<working-class@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Dan Nickerson, International Liberation 
Reference Person for Working-Class People, at 
<dnickerson122@comcast.net>.

Leaders of Young Adults: <young-adults@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Emily Bloch, International Liberation  
Reference Person for Young Adults, at  
<bloch.emily@gmail.com>.

Leaders of Young People: <young@mail.rc.org>.  
Contact Mari Piggott, International Liberation  
Reference Person for Young People, at  
<marikathleenp@yahoo.ca>.

. . . continued   
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TRADES OR OCCUPATIONS
ADULT EDUCATION TEACHERS: SUSAN SCHACHER 

P.O. BOX 19309, OAKLAND, CA 94619 USA  
Tel. +1-510-482-0973  e-mail: susan4@jps.net

ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE TEACHERS: ELIZABETH HUEBNER 
327 SOUTH ST., WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226 USA  
Tel. +1-860-456-1529  e-mail: huebner.ccat@gmail.com

CLERGYPERSONS: BRIAN SMEATON 
BEARNA GHAOITHE,  DRUMCAVNEY, TRENTAGH,  
LETTERKENNY,  COUNTY DONEGAL, IRELAND  
Tel. +353-74-91 37917  e-mail: smeatonbrian@gmail.com

CONSTRUCTION WORKERS: ELIZABETH SKIDMORE 
50 ATHERTON ST., ROXBURY, MA 02119 USA   
Tel. +1-617-522-4332  e-mail: eskidmore2@aol.com

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS: DAN CORLEY 
31 WESTMORE ST., PROVIDENCE, RI 02910  USA  
Tel. +1-401-467-9709  e-mail: dcorley@communityprep.org

ELECTED OFFICIALS, CURRENT AND FORMER:  
RUTH ATKIN  
Tel. +1-510-653-6003, +1-510-915-0167  e-mail: ratkin1@aol.com

ENGINEERS: CYNTHIA FOWLER 
Tel. +1-215-983-8030  e-mail: cynthia39@aol.com

FUNDRAISERS FOR COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS:  
ROEWEN WISHART 
P.O. BOX 437, LAKEMBA, NSW 2195 AUSTRALIA   
Tel. +61-2 9740 3508 e-mail: romad@ihug.com.au

MACHINISTS, TOOLMAKERS, AND MOLDMAKERS:  
BETSY BEACH 
31 WESTMORE ST., PROVIDENCE, RI 02910 USA  
Tel. +1-401-467-9709  e-mail: betsybeach@verizon.net

MANAGERS, ADMINISTRATORS, AND EXECUTIVES:  
MIKE MARKOVITS 
198 EAST MIDDLE PATENT RD., GREENWICH, CT 06831 USA  
Tel. +1-203-536-5413  e-mail: mjmrkvts@aol.com

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS: JAN FROEHLICH 
9 PHILLIPS RD., FALMOUTH, ME 04105 USA   
Tel. +1-207-781-5793  e-mail: jfroehlich1@me.com

PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS: JEFFREY HINKLEY 
604 TABB LAKES DR., YORKTOWN, VA 23693 USA  
Tel. +1-757-867-7909  e-mail: polymers1@aol.com

PHYSICIANS: STEVE BROMER 
73 DEL MONTE ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94112  USA 
Tel. +1-415-309-8912  e-mail: sbromer@mac.com

BACKGROUNDS AND AVOCATIONS
ADOPTEES: KATALINA MCGLONE 

P.O. BOX 235166, HONOLULU, HI 96823-3502 USA  
Tel. +1-808-739-9885  e-mail: katalina@lava.net

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: WENDE WOOD 
3600 MAGNOLIA BLVD. W., SEATTLE, WA 98199  USA  
Tel. +1-206-783-7253  e-mail: wende.wood@comcast.net

ALLERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTANTS SURVIVORS: 
LAWRENCE AUBURN PLUMLEE 
5717 BEECH AVE., BETHESDA, MD 20817-2563 USA  
Tel. +1-301-897-9614  e-mail: laplumlee@pol.net

ARAB-HERITAGE PEOPLE: BETSY NAJJAR 
916 19TH ST. NW, ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87104 USA   
Tel. +1-505-242-4646  e-mail: betsynajjar@gmail.com

ASIAN-HERITAGE PEOPLE IN AUSTRALIA:  
RIE SHIRAISHI 
198 NELSON ST., ANNANDALE, NSW 2038 AUSTRALIA  
Tel. +61-2-9692-9628  e-mail: deanrie@ozemail.com.au

BLACK “MENTAL HEALTH” LIBERATION ACTIVISTS 
 IN ENGLAND:  JENNY MARTIN   
144 CLARENCE RD., HANDSWORTH, BIRMINGHAM,  
B21 0EE ENGLAND   
Tel. +44 121 240 0998  e-mail: families52@hotmail.com

INFORMATION COORDINATORS
FOR  RCers  IN PARTICULAR  TRADES  OR  OCCUPATIONS

OR  SHARING  PARTICULAR  INTERESTS  OR  BACKGROUNDS

Many large categories of RCers have an International Liberation Reference Person (ILRP) or an International 
Commonality Reference Person (ICRP). These ILRPs and ICRPs are listed in Present Time. Below is a listing of 
“Information Coordinators” of other particular groups of Co-Counselors. The “Information Coordinator” is an RCer 
who has agreed to keep an up-to-date list of RCers in her or his category, occasionally circulate an informal newsletter 
(compiled and distributed via e-mail—one copy to Present Time always, please), and help plan any special workshops, 
policy statements, or classes. The informal newsletter is circulated only to the people who make a written contribution 
to it.

If you belong in one of these categories that has an “Information Coordinator” already, please write to her or to him, 
giving your full name, address, e-mail address, and phone number and sharing yourself and your ideas.

If you would like to be an “Information Coordinator,” please write to me and tell me why (and include your full 
name, address, e-mail address, and phone number). Feel free to suggest new categories. If you have someone else to 
suggest, I would like to hear that also.

Tim Jackins

continued . . .
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INFORMATION COORDINATORS

BLACK “MENTAL HEALTH” LIBERATION ACTIVISTS  
IN THE USA: SHIRLEY F.B. CARTER 
C/O MIA CARTER, 2210 DELCREST DR., AUSTIN, TX 78704 USA 
Tel. +1-508-373-2801   e-mail: sparow02@aol.com

BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED PEOPLE: DAN SIMPSON 
36 ELBERON AVE., APT. 2, LANSDOWNE, PA 19050-2814 USA   
Tel. +1-610-622-3212, +1-267-767-3689 (cell)   
e-mail: dansimpson@comcast.net

BUILDERS OF RURAL/SMALL-TOWN RC: MARGO HITTLEMAN  
506 SCOFIELD RD., GROTON, NY 13073 USA   
Tel. +1-607-533-7501  e-mail: mjh17@cornell.edu

CAJUNS: ELAINE CLEMENT 
P.O. BOX 2601, LAFAYETTE, LA 70502 USA  
Tel. +1-337-257-1592  e-mail: cadienne@gmail.com

CORNISH LIBERATION: CLIVE MARTIN  
4 ARUNDEL CRESCENT, NORTH ROAD WEST, PLYMOUTH, 
DEVON PL1 5DY  ENGLAND  
Tel. +44-1752-261398  e-mail: gurumayi.om@virgin.net

DEAF AND HEARING-IMPAIRED PEOPLE IN ENGLAND: 
CHRISTINE O’MAHONY 
1A RUSSELL ROAD, ENFIELD, LONDON EN1 4TJ  ENGLAND  
Tel. +44 208 292 3507, +44 7787 342 139 (cell)  
e-mail: christine.omahony@btinternet.com

D.E.S. DAUGHTERS, SONS, MOTHERS, AND ALLIES:  
ISABEL AUERBACH 
7336 CIRCLE DRIVE, ROHNERT PARK, CA 94928 USA  
Tel. +1-415-386-6994  e-mail: yunhyunh@yahoo.com

DIVORCED PEOPLE: MARILYN ROBB  
4 PARADISE BLVD., PARADISE WEST, TACARIGUA,  
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO 
Tel. +1-868-221-8890  e-mail: joyfulplace@yahoo.com

ESPERANTO SPEAKERS: GEORGE PARTLOW 
P.O. BOX 240557, DOUGLAS, AK 99824-0557  USA  
Tel. +1-907-364-3309, +1-928-581-8146 
 e-mail: pricerbumanto@hotmail.com

GENTILE ALLIES OF JEWS: DORANN VAN HEESWIJK 
58 BRIARWOOD ROAD, LONDON SW4 9PX ENGLAND  
Tel. +44-207-622-6493  e-mail: dorannvh@easynet.co.uk

GERMAN-HERITAGE PEOPLE: UTA ALLERS 
1768 LANIER PLACE NW, WASHINGTON, DC 20009 USA   
Tel. +1-202-906-0957  e-mail: uta.allers@gmail.com

HEALTH AND WELL BEING: PAM GEYER 
4515 MERRIE LANE, BELLAIRE, TX 77401-3725 USA  
Tel. +1-713-666-7300  e-mail: pgeyer@medcetera.com

HIV+/AIDS ACTIVISTS: “HENRY CHURCH”  
C/O RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING COMMUNITY RESOURCES, 
719 SECOND AVE. NORTH, SEATTLE, WA 98109 USA  
e-mail: 1henry2church@gmail.com

HUSBANDS: LARRY COHEN 
175 WINTHROP RD., BROOKLINE, MA 02445 USA  
Tel. +1-617-566-7629  e-mail: larjack1@rcn.com

INTERSECTION OF SCIENCE AND RC: ALLAN HANSEN 
P.O. BOX 2423, CYPRESS, CA 90630 USA   
Tel. +1-714-875-8870  e-mail: hansen@rc.org

IRISH-HERITAGE US’ERS: RITA DAVERN  
138 CAMBRIDGE ST., ST. PAUL, MN 55105 USA  
 Tel. +1-651-698-8498  e-mail: ritadavern@yahoo.com

ITALIAN-HERITAGE PEOPLE: NUCCIA ZANESI FOULKES  
4 HARLEY CT., HARLEY PLACE, BRISTOL BS8 3JU ENGLAND  
 Tel. +44-117-9466712  e-mail: nzanesi@gmail.com

JEWS IN AUSTRALIA: LYNDALL KATZ 
23A/12 MILFORD ST., RANDWICK, SYDNEY, NSW 2031  
AUSTRALIA   
Tel. +61-2-9326 6406 (h), +61-2-9281 7144 ext. 209 (w),  
+61-410-531 243 (mobile)  e-mail: lyndallk@gmail.com

JEWS WITH DISABILITIES: LAURIE SUMMERS 
9409 BILTMORE DRIVE, SILVER SPRING, MD 20901 USA   
Tel. +1-301-495-4420  e-mail: lsummers@aaas.org

MAORI: HEMAIMA CARKEEK WIREMU 
72 KIRK STREET, OTAKI, 5512 AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALAND   
Tel. +64-6-364-8212, +64-21 023 81166  e-mail: hemaimaw@hotmail.com

“MENTAL HEALTH” OPPRESSION SURVIVORS IN AUSTRALIA: 
CATHY PICONE  
8 MURRAY STREET, HOVE, SA 5048 AUSTRALIA 
Tel. +61-8-8296-4357  e-mail: cpicone@westnet.com.au

MIDDLE-CLASS JEWS: AMY LEOS-URBEL  
62 VERNON ST., NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060 USA  
Tel. +1-413-584-2515  e-mail: aleos-urbel@comcast.net

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS, PEOPLE WITH:  
KEITH GLASSMAN  
COSTA MESA, CA  USA  
Tel. +1-714-444-2618  e-mail: kgrc2012@gmail.com

ORPHANAGE SURVIVORS: LEAH BLACKBURN  
1531 SE 76TH AVE., PORTLAND, OR 97215 USA   
Tel. +1-503-320-9563  e-mail: lvblack@comcast.net

OWNING-CLASS JEWS: LEAH TULIN  
199 SAVIN HILL AVE., BASEMENT APT., DORCHESTER,  
MA 02125  USA   
Tel. +1-617-285-5662  e-mail: tulinleah@aol.com

PEOPLE COUNSELING ON MALE CIRCUMCISION:  
RAMI BEN-MOSHE  
37 HERZEL ST., KFAR-SAVA 44444, ISRAEL   
Tel. +972-9-7651-343  e-mail: ram_benm@netvision.net.il

PEOPLE THINKING ABOUT UNITED STATES IDENTITY:  
NANCY WYGANT 
815 S. ST. BERNARD ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA 19143 USA   
 Tel. +1-267-325-0260  e-mail: nwygant@gmail.com

PEOPLE WHO HAVE PARENTS OF DIFFERENT RACES:  
ANDREANA CLAY 
4132 PENNIMAN AVE., OAKLAND, CA 94619 USA   
Tel. +1-510-268-4705  e-mail: andreanaclay@gmail.com

PEOPLE WHOSE PARENTS HAVE DIED: ESTHER GEIL  
1408 HARMONY LANE, ANNAPOLIS, MD 21409 USA   
Tel. +1-410-757-2444  e-mail: esthergeil@gmail.com

POLIO SURVIVORS: SANDRA MCDONALD 
8528 BOWDOIN WAY, EDMONDS, WA 98026 USA  
Tel. +1-425-772-2417  e-mail: mcdonaldmcgregor@hotmail.com

RABBIS: FRANK FISCHER 
750 WEAVER DAIRY RD., #2214, CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514 USA   
Tel. +1-919-918-3407  e-mail: rabfisch@gmail.com

RAISED IN RC: LISA TRIPP 
1101 NORTH M STREET, LAKE WORTH, FL 33460 USA   
e-mail: lisatripp1@gmail.com

RAISED RURAL RCERS: BETH BANNISTER 
P.O. BOX 94, ITHACA, NY 14851 USA   
Tel. +1-607-227-9532  e-mail: beth.bannister@yahoo.com

RC AREA FINANCE PEOPLE: BRUCE CLEZY 
13/141 ELM ST., NORTHCOTE, VICTORIA 3070  AUSTRALIA  
Tel. +61-3-9486-8282  e-mail: bclezy@gmail.com

RC LITERATURE ENTHUSIASTS: NICOLE LEIFER 
BAR KOCHBA 6, APT. 2, JERUSALEM, ISRAEL 
 Tel. +972-25820252  e-mail: nicoleleifer@gmail.com

. . . continued   
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INFORMATION COORDINATORS 

RCERS LIVING OUTSIDE THEIR ORIGINAL CULTURES:  
MAURA FALLON 
24 ROY ST., APT. 192, SEATTLE, WA 98109-4018 USA    
e-mail: maurafallon@falloninternational.net

SOUTH AMERICANS LIVING IN THE U.S.: MONICA PALACIO  
4907 7TH ST. NW, WASHINGTON, DC 20011 USA   
Tel. +1-202-422-2191  e-mail: latinadc17@gmail.com

SOUTHERN US’ERS: ELLEN DEACON 
127 E. MERMAID LANE, #3,  PHILADELPHIA, PA 19118 USA  
Tel. +1-215-247-0670  e-mail: ellen.deacon@gmail.com

STUTTER, PEOPLE WHO: ANNE MAVOR 
 4657 NE KILLINGSWORTH ST., #36, PORTLAND,  OR 97218 USA  
Tel. +1-503-367-6136  e-mail: mavorina@gmail.com

TURKISH-HERITAGE PEOPLE: SAIME GOKSU TIMMS  
4 THE CLIFF, BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN2 5RE ENGLAND  
Tel. +44-127-368-5629  e-mail: saimegoksu@gmail.com

TWINS: PAULA ELLINGTON 
1301 S. WEST AVE., FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72701  USA 
Tel. +1-479-444-7047  e-mail: paulaell@cox.net

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISTS: AMY STRANO  
4310 48TH AVE., APT. 2F, WOODSIDE, NY 11377 USA   
Tel. +1-718-349-2329  e-mail: amystrano@gmail.com

VETERANS: JIM DRISCOLL  
NATIONAL INSTITUE FOR PEER SUPPORT (NIPS) 
1301 M ST NW, WASHINGTON, DC 20005  USA 
 Tel. +1-520-250-0509  e-mail: jimdriscoll@nipspeersupport.org

WHITE DESCENDANTS OF SLAVE-OWNERS:  
SUSAN HUTCHISON 
5914 17TH AVE. SW, SEATTLE, WA 98106 USA   
Tel. +1-206-768-1974  e-mail: sfhutch@earthlink.net

WHITE PEOPLE WORKING TO ELIMINATE RACISM:  
JENNIFER WEXLER 
32 TACOMA ST., HYDE PARK, MA 02136 USA   
Tel. +1-617-361-8711  e-mail: jenwexler@aol.com

INFORMATION COORDINATORS FOR PARENTS
ADOPTIVE PARENTS: SUSAN HUTCHISON 

5914 17TH AVE. SW, SEATTLE,  WA 98106 USA   
Tel. +1-206-768-1974  e-mail: sfhutch@earthlink.net

GAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL PARENTS: “LAURA SECORD” 
C/O RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING COMMUNITY RESOURCES, 
719 SECOND AVE. NORTH, SEATTLE, WA 98109  USA   
e-mail: laurasecord2@yahoo.ca

GRANDPARENTS: EILEEN MONAHAN 
206 RIDGE RD., CAPE MAY, NJ 08204  USA   
Tel. +1-215-704-7122  e-mail: emonahan206@comcast.net

HOMESCHOOLING PARENTS: KEITH CHARLTON 
2 WISTOW RD.,  NEWTON HARCOURT,  
LEICESTER LE8 9FT, ENGLAND   
Tel. +44-116-259-2118  e-mail: keithwcharlton@googlemail.com

JEWISH PARENTS: RUTH HARTMAN 
18850 CULL CANYON RD., CASTRO VALLEY, CA 94552 USA  
Tel. +1-510-582-3379  e-mail: ruth@wordcrft.com

PARENTS OF CHILDREN LABELLED AS AUTISTIC:  
ANNEKE GROOT 
MEKKELHOLTSWEG 38, 7523 DE ENSCHEDE,  
THE NETHERLANDS  Tel. +31-53-434-0912 e-mail: anneke@amao.nl  

PARENTS OF TWINS AND MULTIPLE BIRTHS: ANNE LLOYD 
86 ALMA TERRACE, FISHERGATE, YORK YO10 4DJ ENGLAND 
Tel. +44-1904-466581  e-mail: anneyorkrc@yahoo.co.uk

STEPPARENTS: NANCY FAULSTICH 
544 SWEETWOOD WAY, WATSONVILLE, CA 95076 USA   
Tel. +1-831-763-0125  email: nancyf367@gmail.com

INDIA •  MAURA FALLON
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BOOKS

RATIONAL ISLAND PUBLISHERS
P.O. BOX 2081, MAIN OFFICE STATION, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98111, USA

TELEPHONE: +1-206-284-0311     FAX: +1-206-284-8429     E-MAIL: <litsales@rc.org>     WEB SITE: <www.rationalisland.com> 
(ORDER FORM ON PAGE 110)

BOOKS •  BOOKS •  BOOKS •  BOOKS •  BOOKS

THE HUMAN SIDE OF HUMAN BEINGS
The Theory of Re-evaluation Counseling

By Harvey Jackins An introduction to a com-
pletely new theory of human 
behavior. 

Paper: $4  

(ISBN 1-885357-07-9)  

Hardcover: $6  

(ISBN 1-885357-53-2)

AN UNBOUNDED FUTURE By Harvey Jackins The ideas and developments in 
counseling, 1995-1999. 

Paper: $13  

(ISBN 978-1-584-29-150-3) 

THE KIND, FRIENDLY UNIVERSE By Harvey Jackins Counseling theory, 1992-
1995. 

Paper: $13  

(ISBN 0-885357-10-9)  

Hardcover: $16  

(ISBN 0-885357-09-5)

A BETTER WORLD By Harvey Jackins Advances in counseling theory 
and practice, 1989-1992. 

Paper: $13  

(ISBN 0-913937-64-9)  

Hardcover: $16  

(ISBN 0-913937-63-0)

START OVER EVERY MORNING By Harvey Jackins Advances in counseling theory 
and practice, 1987-1989. 

Paper: $13  
(ISBN 0-913937-35-5)  
Hardcover: $16  
(ISBN 0-913937-36-3)

THE LONGER VIEW By Harvey Jackins Advances in counseling theory 
and practice, 1985-1987. 

Paper: $13  

(ISBN 0-913937-18-5)  

Hardcover: $16  

(ISBN 0-913937-17-7)

THE REST OF OUR LIVES By Harvey Jackins Advances in counseling theory 
and practice, 1983-1985. 

Paper: $13  

(ISBN 0-913937-06-1)  

Hardcover: $16  

(ISBN 0-913937-05-3)

THE RECLAIMING OF POWER By Harvey Jackins Theoretical and organizational 
advances from 1981 to 1983. 

Paper: $13  

(ISBN 0-911214-87-9) 

THE BENIGN REALITY By Harvey Jackins Important breakthroughs in hu-
man perception of the Universe 
and the empowerment of the 
individual against oppression, 
discouragement, and power-
lessness.

Paper: $16 

(ISBN 978-1-58429-

163-3) 

THE UPWARD TREND By Harvey Jackins Collected writings on Re-evalua-
tion Counseling, 1973-1977.

Paper: $10  

(ISBN 0-911214-63-1) 

Hardcover: $13  

(ISBN 0-91121463-1)

THE HUMAN SITUATION By Harvey Jackins A collection of writings on Re-
evaluation Counseling. Revised 
edition, containing updated 
chapters: The Postulates, Mul-
tiplied Awareness, and Allow 
Ourselves Time to Grow. 

Paper: $7  

(ISBN 0-913937-47-9) 

Hardcover: $9  

(ISBN 1-58429-106-0)
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“QUOTES” By Harvey Jackins Memorable, pungent, pithy 
comments. 

Paper: $6  

(ISBN 0-913937-75-4)

THE LIST By Harvey Jackins Revised Edition. “Everything 
I know about Re-evaluation 
Counseling (and the world) 
until now.” 

Hardcover only: $50 

(ISBN 1-885357-48-6) 

(no quantity discount)

FUNDAMENTALS OF

CO-COUNSELING MANUAL

By Harvey Jackins For beginning classes in  
Re-evaluation Counseling. 

Paper: $8  

(ISBN 1-58429-073-0)

A NEW KIND OF COMMUNICATOR By Harvey Jackins 
and others

Sixth revision. A Re-evaluation 
Counseling teacher’s manual. 

Paper: $5  

(ISBN 978-1-58429-

160-2)

ROUGH NOTES FROM  
CALVINWOOD I

By Harvey Jackins 
and others

Transcript of the first Re- 
evaluation Counseling Class-
room Teachers’ Workshop. 
Second revised edition.

Paper: $7  

(ISBN 0-913937-71-1)

ROUGH NOTES FROM  
BUCK CREEK I

By Harvey Jackins 
and others

Transcript of the first Re-
e va l u a t i o n  C o u n s e l i n g  
Workshop.

Paper: $15  

(ISBN 0-911214-52-6)

ROUGH NOTES FROM

LIBERATION I & II
By Harvey Jackins 
and others

Transcript of a workshop for 
Co-Counselors interested in 
liberation movements.

Paper: $10  

(ISBN 0-911214-42-9) 

Hardcover: $15  

(ISBN 0-911214-46-1)

MY NOTEBOOK  
AS A COUNSELOR

AND 

MY NOTEBOOK  
AS A CLIENT

Pre - f ab r i ca ted  pa i r s  o f  
notebooks with standard out-
lines for filling in individual 
material.

Large/letter size  

(8 1/2 x 11 inches):  

$10 per pair  

(ISBN 0-913937-39-8) 

Small/pocket size  

(4 1/4 x 5 1/2 inches):  

$10 per pair  

(ISBN 0-913937-40-1)

ZEST IS BEST By Harvey Jackins Poems. Hardcover: $7  

(ISBN 0-911214-06-2)

THE MEANINGFUL HOLIDAY By Harvey Jackins Poems. Hardcover: $5  

(ISBN 0-911214-05-4)

FUNDAMENTALS TEACHING GUIDE AND 
CLASS OUTLINE—PART I

Outlines and suggested readings 
for twenty-seven fundamentals 
classes.

Paper: $25

(ISBN 978-1-58429-

140-4)

FUNDAMENTALS TEACHING GUIDE AND 
CLASS OUTLINE (LIBERATION)—PART II

How to teach the liberation                                                                                      
theory of forty-one different 
constituencies.

Paper: $15

(ISBN 978-1-58429-

167-1)

20% off price for 10 to 19 copies; 40% off for 20 or more copies (of one title)

All prices are in U.S. dollars. We accept checks in most local currencies, and Visa or Mastercard.
Postage and handling costs to be added.

LK
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LITERATURE IN OTHER LANGUAGES

LITERATURE IN LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH
(If none is noted, Harvey Jackins is the author.)

如何咨询早期性记忆 
(Counseling on Early Sexual Memories) 
by Joan Karp

Paper: $3  ISBN 978-1-58429-154-1

男性的解放(节选本) 
(The Liberation of Men, Abridged Editon) 
by John Irwin, Harvey Jackins, 
and Charlie Kreiner

Paper: $3  ISBN 978-1-58429-159-6

HRVATSKI JEZIK (CROATIAN)                                                   

The Human Side of Human Beings
Paper: $4  ISBN 0-913937-56-8

Fundamentals Manual
Paper: $6  ISBN 0-913937-57-6

CESTINA (CZECH)                                      
An Introduction to Co-Counseling
by Dan Nickerson

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-064-1

DANSK (DANISH)                                                       
Det Menneskelige I Mennesker
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 0-911214-64-X

Handbog Genvurderingsvejledning
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 0-911214-55-0

Hvordan man kommer i gang med  
“Genvurderings Vejledning”  
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-089-7

NEDERLANDS (DUTCH)                           
Het Menselijke Aan De Mens
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 0-911214-65-8

Handleiding Voor De Beginselen 
Van Het Co-Counselen, Voor Begin-
nersklassen in Re-evaluation Counseling
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 0-911214-31-3

De Situatie Van De Mens
(The Human Situation)

Paper: $7  ISBN 0-911214-88-7

Nola eman umeei emozio-egoera hobea 
(How to Give Children an Emotional Head 
Start)  by Marjon Riekerk

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-58429-129-X

Zelan hasi Berrebaluaketa Prozesuan
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 978-1-58429-153-4

        (CHINESE)                                                     
人类人性的一面——再评价咨询理论 
(附:相互咨询基础)  
(The Human Side of Human Beings and the 
Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $5  ISBN 0-911214-84-4

再评价咨询的基本假设 
(The Postulates of 
Re-evaluation Counseling)

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-913937-27-4

再评价咨询的显著特征 
(The Distinctive Characteristics of 
Re-evaluation Counseling)

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-913937-31-2

再评价咨询的由来
(How “Re-evaluation Counseling” Began)

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-885357-42-7

怎样开始做相互咨询 
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-042-0

倾听孩子 
(Listening to Children)  
by Patty Wipfler

Paper: $7  ISBN 7-301-03872-0

家庭咨询工作指南 
(Family Work)
by Patty Wipfler and others

Paper: $4  ISBN 1-58429-093-5

夫妻之间相互倾听 
(Co-Counseling For Married Couples)

Paper: $2  ISBN 978-1-58429-131-2

倾听的艺术 
(The Art of Listening)

Paper: $2  ISBN 978-1-58429-155-8

再评价咨询的核心概念与见解的新发展 
(The Key Concepts and Insights  
of Re-Evaluation Counseling To Date)

Paper: $2  ISBN 978-1-58429-132-9

 

The important job of translating RC literature is done by volunteers. Truus Jansen is the Rational Island Publishers  
Translation Coordinator. If you are interested in volunteering your translation skills, contact Truus, c/o Re-evaluation 

Counseling Community Resources, 719 2nd Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, USA. Tel. +1-206-284-0311, 
e-mail: <ircc@rc.org>.

The Translation Coordinators for each language are listed on the RC web site at <http://www.rc.org> and on page 99 
of this Present Time.

ACHOLI / LUO                                           
Cako Kit Me Leyo Lok
(An Introduction to Co-Counseling)
by Dan Nickerson

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-062-5

Kit Me Cako Le-he Ki Lok
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-063-3

AFRIKAANS                                                  
Hoe om “Her-evaluerings  
Berading” te begin  (How to Begin  
“Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-094-3

AMHARIC                                                    

The Human Side of Human Beings
 Paper: $4  ISBN 1-885357-43-5

             (ARABIC)                                                         
Shuruk No. 1
(contains Fundamentals Manual,
The Human Side of Human Beings, 
The Art of Listening, and  How to Give Chil-
dren an Emotional Head Start)

Paper: $3  ISBN 0-913937-83-5

How to Give Children an Emotional
Head Start by Marjon Riekerk

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-913937-67-3

The Postulates of Re-evaluation Counseling
Paper: $2  ISBN 0-913937-21-5

The Human Side of Human Beings
Paper: $4  ISBN 0-913937-77-0

How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”
Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-050-1

Who’s in Charge?
Paper: $2  ISBN 158429-102-8

EUSKARA (BASQUE)                                  
Nire koadernoa partaide naizenerako
Nire koadernoa entzule naizenerako
(Client/Counselor Notebooks)

Paper: $10/pair ISBN 1-58429-125-7

العربية

中文
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SUOMEA (FINNISH)                                                       
Parikeskustelun Perusteet
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 0-913937-68-1

Ihmisen Tila (The Human Situation)

Paper: $4  ISBN 91-88804-054

Miten Aloittaa "Uudelleenarvottava 
Pari-kestustelu"  
(How to Begin  “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-1-58429-088-9

Nuorten tukeminen ja ymmärtäminen
(Understanding and Supporting Young People) 
by Jenny Sazama

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-978-1-58429-143-5

Ihmisen inhimillinen puoli
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 978-1-58429-142-8

FRANÇAIS (FRENCH)                                 
Le Côté humain des Etres humains
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 0-911214-41-0
Hardcover: $6 ISBN 1-911214-56-9

Manuel Elémentaire de
Réévaluation par le Coconseil
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 1-58429-095-1

Le Courant Ascendant
(The Upward Trend)

Paper: $10  ISBN 0-911214-78-X

Le Processus d'Apprentissage
(The Nature of the Learning Process)

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-885357-45-1

Comment donner aux Enfants un bon 
départ affectif (How to Give Children
an Emotional Head Start)
par Marjon Riekerk

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-913937-33-9

Comment débuter “la Ré-évaluation Par la 
Co-écoute”  
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-045-5

Ce Qui ne va pas Dans le Système de la 
“Santé Mentale” et Comment y remédier  
(What’s Wrong with the “Mental Health” 
System and What Can Be Done About It)

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-58429-049-8

A l’écoute des enfants 
(Listening Effectively to Children) 
par Patty Wipfler

Paper: $7  ISBN 1-58429-126-5

Travailler ensemble pour éliminer le  
racisme (Working Together to End Racism) 
 par Tim Jackins et des autres 

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-58429-101-X

Ordre et beauté: de leur utilité
(The Uses of Beauty and Order)

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-58429-120-6

Une introduction à la Co-écoute
(An Introduction to Co-Counseling)
par Dan Nickerson 

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-137-0

La nécessité de fixer des objectifs à long 
terme (The Necessity of Long Range Goals) 

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-58429-121-4

Humain au masculin (The Human Male) 
par Harvey Jackins et des autres

Paper: $3  ISBN 978-58429-141-1

La Compétition—une activité inhumaine 
(Competition—An Inhuman Activity)
par Perry Saidman

Paper: $2  ISBN 978-1-58429-144-2

La Co-écoute pour les couples mariés 
(Co-Counseling for Married Couples) 

Paper: $2  ISBN 978-1-58429-152-7

DEUTSCH (GERMAN)                                                       
Die Menschliche Seite der Menschen
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 1-58429-098-6

Handbuch für elementares Counseling
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 0-911214-39-9

Die Situation des Menschen
(The Human Situation)

Paper: $7  ISBN 0-911214-75-5

Kindern wirkungsvoll zuhören
(Listening Effectively to Children)
von Patty Wipfler

Paper: $7  ISBN 978-1-58429-138-1

Wie man mit Neuauswertungs- 
counseling beginnt
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 978-1-58429-145-9

ΕΛΛΗΝΙΚΑ (GREEK)                                 

Η ανθρώπινη πλευρά των ανθρώπων 
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 0-913937-13-4

Βασικές αρχές της Συμπαράστασης για 
Αναθεώρηση 
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 0-911214-71-2

Αξιώματα της Συμπαράστασης για 
Αναθεώρηση 
(The Postulates of Re-evaluation Counseling)

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-911214-99-2

Πώς θα βοηθήσεις τα παιδιά να ξεκινήσουν τη 
ζωή τους γεμάτα καλά συναισθήματα 
(How to Give Children an Emotional  
Head Start) 
by Marjon Riekerk

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-887357-47-8 

Εισαγωγή στη Συμπαράσταση για 
Αναθεώρηση  
(An Introduction to Co-Counseling)
by Dan Nickerson

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-885357-39-7

De Goeden en de Groten in de Kunst
(The Good and the Great in Art)

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-913937-94-0

Een Rationele Theorie Over Seksualiteit
(A Rational Theory of Sexuality)

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-913937-95-9

Wat er mis is met de 'geestelijke  
gezondheidszorg' en wat er aan gedaan 
kan worden  
(What’s Wrong with the “Mental Health” 
System and What Can Be Done About It) 

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-885357-59-1

Mijn aantekeningen als client 
Mijn aantekeningen als counselor 
(Client/Counselor Notebooks)

Paper: $10/pair  ISBN 1-885357-39-7

Zo begin je met  
“Herwaarderingscounselen”  
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-059-5

De Man (The Human Male) 
by Harvey Jackins and others

Paper: $3  ISBN: 1-58429-090-0

Counselen over vroege sexuale  
herinneringen (Counseling on Early Sexual 
Memories) by Joan Karp

Paper: $2  ISBN: 1-58429-103-6

Samenwerken om Racisme te Beëindigen 
(Working Together to End Racism)  
by Tim Jackins and others

Paper: $2  ISBN: 1-58429-105-2

ESPERANTO                                                
La Homa Flanko de Homoj
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 0-911214-32-1

FARSI                                                            

The Human Side of Human Beings
Paper: $4  ISBN 0-913937-92-4

Fundamentals Manual
Paper: $6  ISBN 1-885357-18-4

How “Re-evaluation Counseling” Began
Paper: $2  ISBN 1-885357-49-4

How Parents Can Counsel Their Children
by Tim Jackins

Paper: $4  ISBN 1-58429-025-0

An Introduction to Co-Counseling
by Dan Nickerson

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-885357-41-9

FILIPINO                                                       

     Kung Papaano Mabibigyan Ang Mga Bata     
     Ng Kalusugang Emosyonal  
     (How to Give Children an Emotional Head 
     Start) by Marjon Riekerk

         Paper: $1  ISBN 1-885357-73-7
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Πώς ν’ αρχίσεις "Συμπαράσταση για 
Αναθεώρηση" 
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-046-3

Το κλάμα 
(Crying)  
by Patty Wipfler

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-58429-107-9

Πώς να δώσουμε ένα χέρι βοήθειας στο 
θυμωμένο παιδί 
(Reaching For Your Angry Child) 
by Patty Wipfler

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-58429-109-5

Πώς γιατρεύουμε τους φόβους των παιδιών 
(Healing Children’s Fears) 
by Patty Wipfler

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-58429-108-7

Πώς βάζουμε όρια με τα παιδιά 
(Setting Limits with Children) 
by Patty Wipfler

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-58429-110-9

Ξεχωριστή ώρα 
(Special Time) 
by Patty Wipfler

Paper: $3  ISBN 158429-135-4

                                                      (HEBREW) עברית
הפן האנושי בבני האדם
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 1-58429-113-3

Fundamentals Manual
Paper: $6  ISBN 0-911214-70-4

מה לא תקין במערכת ”בריאות הנפש“
                     ומה ניתן לעשות בקשר לכך                
(What’s Wrong with the “Mental Health” 
System and What Can Be Done About It)

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-58429-028-5

כיצד לתחיל ”יעוץ להערכה מחדש“
(How to Begin ”Re-evaluation Counseling“)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-077-3

כיצד להעניק לילדים בסיס רגשי איתן
(How to Give Children an Emotional Head 
Start) by Marjon Riekerk

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-885357-40-0

אמנות ההקשבה.
(The Art of Listening)

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-58429-076-5

טיוטת מדיניות לשחרור גברים.
(The Human Male)
by Harvey Jackins and others

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-58429-051-X

רעיונות מרכזיים ותובנות של יעוץ להערכה
מחדש נכונים להיום. חלק א’                       
(The Key Concepts and Insights  
of Re-evaluation Counseling To Date Part 1)

Paper: $3  ISBN 978-1-58429-158-9

MAGYAR (HUNGARIAN)                         
Az emberi lények emberi oldala 
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 1-885357-22-2

Bevezetés a kölcsönös támogatásba 
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 0-913937-87-8

A férfiak felszabadítása  
(The Liberation of Men) by John Irwin,  
Harvey Jackins, and Charlie Kreiner

Paper: $3  ISBN 0-913937-85-1

Bevezetés a kölcsönös támogatásba 
(An Introduction to Co-Counseling) 
by Dan Nickerson

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-885357-60-5

Hogyan támogathatják a szülők 
gyermekeiket  (How Parents Can Counsel 
Their Children) by Tim Jackins

Paper: $4  ISBN 1-885357-61-3

The Postulates of Re-evaluation 
Counseling

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-911214-93-3

Hogyan kezdjünk támogatni  
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-885357-62-1

BAHASA INDONESIA (INDONESIAN)                                            

Fundamentals Manual
Paper: $6  ISBN 0-913937-29-0

ITALIANO (ITALIAN)                                                    
Il Lato Umano Degli Esseri Umani
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 0-911214-73-9

Manuale Elementare
di Rivalutazione Attraverso
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 0-911214-74-7

Sixteen chapters from
The Human Situation

Paper: $1per chapter, 
      available as pamphlets

Il Piacere Della “Leadership”
(The Enjoyment of Leadership)

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-885357-21-4

Como Dare ai Bambini un Punto di 
Partenza Vantaggioso a Livello Emotivo 
(How to Give Children an Emotional Head 
Start) di Marjon Riekerk

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-885357-25-7 

Lo Sfogo dei Primi Ricordi Sessuali
(Counseling on Early Sexual Memories)  
di Joan Karp

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-885357-00-1

Cosa c'é di Sbagliato nel Sistema
di “Igiene Mentale”
(What’s Wrong with the “Mental Health” 
System and What Can Be Done About It)

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-885357-20-6

Come Avviare le “Rivalutazione attraverso 
il Co-ascolto”  
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-081-1

日本語 (JAPANESE)                                                     

人間性回復へのアプローチ 
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 0-913937-78-9

コウ・カウンセリング初級マニュアル 
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 1-58429-096-X

再評価カウンセリングのはじまり 
(How “Re-evaluation Counseling” Began)

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-885357-33-8

アジア人の解放 
(The Liberation of Asians)
by Cheng Imm Tan

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-885357-36-2

若い人をサポートし、共に生きる 
(Understanding and Supporting 
Young People)
by Jenny Sazama

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-58429-066-8

「メンタルヘルス」システムの誤りとは
何か 私たちにできること 
(What’s Wrong with the “Mental Health” 
System and What Can Be Done About It)

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-58429-047-1

貧困の中を生きてきた私達 
(We Who Were Raised Poor: Ending  
the Oppression of Classism)  
by Gwen Brown

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-58429-061-7

コウ・カウンセリングの始め方(再評価カ
ウンセリング) 
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-081-1

再評価カウンセリングの会 コウ・カウン
セリングへの招待 
(A Welcome to RC, and An Introduction 
to Co-Counseling)  
by Dan Nickerson

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-056-0

性に関する初めの記憶をカウンセリング
する 
(Counseling on Early Sexual Memories) 
by Joan Karp

Paper: $3  ISBN: 1-58429-079-X

男性の解放 
(The Liberation of Men) 
by John Irwin, Harvey Jackins, 
and Charlie Kreiner

Paper: $2  ISBN: 1-58429-054-4

人間がおかれている状況 第2巻 
(The Human Situation, Vol. 2)

Paper: $7  ISBN: 0-913937-47-9

男性解放の草案 人間である男性 
(The Human Male) 
by Harvey Jackins and others

Paper: $2  ISBN: 1-58429-115-X

. . . continued
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性についての理性的な考え方 
(A Rational Theory of Sexuality)

Paper: $2  ISBN: 1-58429-133-8

再評価カウンセリング・コミュニティの
ためのガイドライン 2009 年版 
(Guidelines for the Re-evaluation Counseling 
Communities, 2009)

Paper: $3  ISBN: 978-158429-156-5

KANNADA                                                   

Fundamentals Manual
Paper: $6  ISBN 0-911214-79-8

KISWAHILI                                                  

Mwongozo wa Misingi 
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 0-913937-79-7

Jinsi ya Kuanza “Tathmini ya Ushauri”
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-080-3

LIETUVIŲ KALBA (LITHUANIAN)                                               

Pagrindų vadovėlis (Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 1-885357-16-8

MALAYALAM                                              

The Human Side of Human Beings
Paper: $4  ISBN 1-58429-068-4

         (MARATHI)                                       

The Human Side of Human Beings
Paper: $4  ISBN 1-885357-44-3

NORSK (NORWEGIAN)                                             
En Teori Om Menneskelighet
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 0-911214-80-1

Hvordan vi kan gi barn et følelsesmessig 
forsprang  (How to Give Children an Emo-
tional Head Start) by Marjon Riekerk

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-885357-58-3

Lederskap Er En Fornoyelse
(The Enjoyment of Leadership)

Paper: $3  ISBN 0-913937-65-7

Hvordan starte med "Parsamtale"
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 978-1-58429-146-6

POLSKI (POLISH)                                                      

W Pełni Ludzkich Możliwości 
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 1-885357-34-6

Specyficzne Cechy Wzajemnego  
Pomagania 
(The Distinctive Characteristics
of Re-evaluation Counseling)

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-885357-15-X

PORTUGUÊS (PORTUGUESE)                                           
O Lado Humano Dos Seres Humanos
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 0-911214-66-6

LIMBA ROMÂNĂ (ROMANIAN)                                                 
Latura Umana A Oamenilor
(The Human Side of Human Beings) 
 (rough draft)

Paper: $4  ISBN 0-913937-49-5

The Human Situation
Paper: $7  ISBN 58429-069-2

An Introduction to Co-Counseling
by Dan Nickerson

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-58429-039-0

Eliberarea Baba†ilor 
(The Liberation of Men) 
by John Irwin, Harvey Jackins, 
and Charlie Kreiner

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-58429-040-4

A New Kind of Communicator
Paper: $4  ISBN 1-58429-055-2

The List 
Hardcover: $50     ISBN 973-36-0335-X

pусский язык (RUSSIAN)                                                     

The Human Side of Human Beings
Paper: $4  ISBN 0-913937-50-9

The Enjoyment of Leadership
Paper: $3  ISBN 0-913937-66-5

Fundamentals Manual
Paper: $6  ISBN 1-58429-057-9

The Postulates of
Re-evaluation Counseling

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-911214-95-X

How to Give Children an Emotional Head 
Start by Marjon Riekerk

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-885357-37-0

SAMI                                                           
How to Give Children an Emotional Head 
Start by Marjon Riekerk

Paper: $2  ISBN 82-91816-27-1

SHONA                                                       

Musimboti we kuzvisunungura  
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 0-913937-91-6

SLOVENSKÝ (SLOVAK)                                                       

Ľudské v človeku
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 1-58429-117-6

ESPAÑOL (SPANISH)                                             
El lado humano de los seres humanos
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 1-885357-08-7

Manual elemental del escucha para clases 
elementales del Proceso de Reevaluación 
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 0-911214-83-6

La situación humana
(The Human Situation)

Paper: $7  ISBN 0-911214-29-1

Cómo empezar el “Proceso de
Reevaluación”  
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-885357-50-8

El arte de escuchar
(The Art of Listening)

Paper: $2  ISBN 158429-136-2

Cómo dar a los niños y las niñas 
una ventaja emocional
(How to Give Children an Emotional Head 
Start) por Marjon Riekerk

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-913937-37-1

Cómo pueden madres y padres ser
escuchas de sus hijos e hijas
(How Parents Can Counsel Their  
Children) por Tim Jackins

Paper: $4  ISBN 0-913937-74-6

Primer taller latinoamericano:
Preguntas y demostraciones
(Transcript of the first Latin American workshop) 

Paper: $5  ISBN 0-913937-70-3

Acomodando la discapacidad
(Accommodating Disability)
por Marsha Saxton

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-913937-72-X

Qué está mal en el sistema de “salud men-
tal” y qué puede hacerse acerca de ello
(What’s Wrong with the “Mental Health” System 
and What Can Be Done About It)

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-885357-01-X

El gozo del liderazgo
(The Enjoyment of Leadership)

Paper: $3  ISBN 0-913937-97-5

Pensando logicamente sobre una
sociedad futura  (Logical Thinking
About a Future Society)

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-885357-12-5

Competición—Una actividad inhumana 
(Competition—An Inhuman Activity)
por Perry Saidman

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-885357-13-3

Introducción a Co-Escucha
(An Introduction to Co-Counseling)
por Dan Nickerson

Paper: $1  ISBN 1-885357-17-6

Trabajando sobre las memorias sexuales 
tempranas (Counseling on Early Sexual Memo-
ries) por Joan Karp

Paper: $3  ISBN 1-885357-63-X
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Renunciemos a falsas expectativas y 
“desilusiones“ (Give Up False Expectations 
and Disappointment)

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-58429-044-7

La impotencia es un fraude  
(Powerlessness is a Fraud)

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-58429-048-X

El uso de las “afirmaciones sutiles (de la 
realidad)” 
(The Intensive Use of “Understatements”)

Paper: $2  ISBN 1-58429-060-9

Cómo escuchar eficazmente a niñas y 
niños  (Listening Effectively to Children)  
por Patty Wipfler

Paper: $7  ISBN 1-58429-074-9

Trabajar juntos y juntas para eliminar el 
racismo (Working Together to End Racism)  
por Tim Jackins y otras personas

Paper: $2 ISBN 1-58429-123-0

La Lista  
(The List)  

Hardback: $25   
ISBN 978-1-58429-148-0

El Varón (The Human Male)  
por Harvey Jackins y otras personas

Paper: $3 ISBN 978-1-58429-123-7 

SVENSKA (SWEDISH)                                                     
Det Mänskliga hos Människan
(The Human Side of Human Beings)

Paper: $4  ISBN 91-7810-654-0

Handbok I Omvärderande Parsamtal
(Fundamentals Manual)

Paper: $6  ISBN 91-88804-09-7

Människans Situation
(The Human Situation)

Paper: $7  ISBN 91-88804-0-4

Den uppåtsträvande tendensen
(The Upward Trend)

Paper: $10  ISBN 91-971405-0-3

Hur Man Ger Barn Ett
Känslomässigt Förspräng
(How to Give Children an Emotional Head 
Start) by Marjon Riekerk

Paper: $2  ISBN 0-913937-33-9

Hur Föräldrar Kan Parsamtala Sina Barn
(How Parents Can Counsel Their  
Children) by Tim Jackins

Paper: $4  ISBN 91-971405-62

En introduktion till 
omvärderande parsamtal 
(An Introduction to Co-Counseling)
by Dan Nickerson

Paper: $1  ISBN 91-88804-00-3

Införlivad rasism
(Internalized Racism) by Suzanne Lipsky

Paper: $2  ISBN 91-88804-01-1

Att parsamtala kring tidiga 
sexuella minnen (Counseling on Early 
Sexual Memories) by Joan Karp

Paper: $3  ISBN 91-88804-02X

Hur man börjar parsamtala  
(How to Begin “Re-evaluation Counseling”)

Paper: $1  ISBN 91-88804-11-9

          (TAMIL)                                                           

The Human Side of Human Beings
Paper: $4  ISBN 0-913937-30-4

Fundamentals Manual
Paper: $6  ISBN 0-913937-16-9

TELUGU                                                       

Fundamentals Manual
Paper: $6  ISBN 1-58429-070-6

20% off price for 10 to 19 copies; 40% off for 20 or more copies (of one title)

தமிழ

. . . continued

NEW ZEALAND • LANCE CABLK
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The following people have agreed to be Translation Coordinators for the translation of RC literature into their languages. 

Translation Coordinators

Finnish:
Kaisli Syrjänen
+358-400-711206
kaisli@hotmail.com
French:
Régis Courtin
15 Bis Rue de la Butte, 
Villiers St. Frederic 78640, 
France
+33-155198386 
regis.courtin@obspm.fr
Fries:
Adalgard Willemsma
De Kline 1,
9044 NT Bitgum, Fryslan,
The Netherlands
+31-58-2163474
adalgard.willemsma@ 
     gmail.com
Galician:
Isabel Flores
Abelendo 130, Moaña 36954,  
Pontevedra, Galicia, Spain
+34-986-313996
isapiscis@galicia.com

Acholi/Luo:
Abitimo Odongkara
P.O. Box 820, Unifat School, 
Gulu 122, Uganda
+256-772-580-687 (cell) 
abitimorebeccaodongkara@ 
     yahoo.com
Amharic:
Mesfin Taye Woldegiorgis
Box 17041,  
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
+251-91 099 2565
metabb25004@yahoo.com
Basque:
Juan Gabriel Urriategi
Kalegoi 13-1, Antzuola  
Gipuzkoa 20577, 
Basque Country 
(between France & Spain)
+34-943-766020
j.g.urrio@gmail.com
Chinese:
Chen Pingjun
Room 311, Building Jia 31, 
Shaoyaoju, Beijing 100029, 
P.R. China
+86-10-84648277
chenpj@hotmail.com
Danish:
Susanne Langer
Statholdervej 2 1th, 
DK 2400 København, 
Denmark
+45-24647311
susanne@susannelanger.dk
Dutch:
Johan Van Zwet
Narcisstraat 3, 8013 XS 
Zwolle, The Netherlands
+31-38-422-2423
johan.vanzwet@gmail.com
Farsi:
Vida Mozafarieh
Ave. Valisar Ave.,  
Ave. Fereshteh (Shahid  
Fayazd), Chenaran Ave.,  
Kamran Sharghi Ave., #1,  
Apt. 1, Tehran 19648-14445, 
Iran
+98-21-22604145,  
+98-22616791
vida5978@yahoo.com
Filipino:
Melanie Catalan Jimenez
Philippines
+63-2-533-3677,
+63-919-510-11-27 (cell) 
melanie010700@gmail.com

TRANSLATION COORDINATORS

Kiswahili:
Wanjiku Mukuria Kironyo
P.O. Box 45603,  
Nairobi - 00100 GPO, Kenya
+254-72 4 787 115 (mobile), 
+254-72-24-66-971
rc@sedsmmc.org
Lithuanian:
Taraseviciute Zana 
Tolminkiemio 5-26,  
2003 Vilnius, Lithuania
+370-45-39-76-69-70
zatara24@hotmail.com
Norwegian:
Anne Helgedagsrud 
Nordåshøgda 64,  
NO-5235 Raadal, Norway
+47-55-13-28-60
helgedagsrud@gmail.com
Polish:
Yvonne Odrowaz-Pieniazek 
Pupki 39,  
11-042 Jonkowo, Poland
+48 502 594 833, 
+48 89 512 93 56
yvoodr@gmail.com
Romanian:
Ileana Vajda
Str. Intrarea Surduc Nr.1, 
Sc.B, Et. 3, Ap. 12,  
Timisoara 1900, Romania
+40-56-130604

Russian:
Skvortsova Anna
Kovensky Per. 29-19, 
191 014 St. Petersburg, 
Russian Federation 
+7-812-2737698
a-skvortsova@yandex.ru
Swedish:
Fredrik Eklöf
N.P. Skölds väg 77,  
238 41 Oxie, Sweden
+46-40-600 4343
parsamtal@fredrikeklof.se
Rational Island Publishers 
Translation Coordinator:
Truus Jansen
c/o Re-evaluation Counseling 
Community Resources,
719 2nd Ave. North, 
Seattle, WA 98109, USA
+1-206-284-0311
ircc@rc.org

German:
Matthias Wentzlaff-Eggebert
Riedweg 37, D 55130 Mainz,  
Germany
+49 6131 86456,
+49 160 9017 1477
m.wentzlaffeggebert@ 
     gmail.com
Greek:
Vivi Katou
Germanou Karavaggeli, 10, 
Athens, Greece
+30-210-64-54-326
vivikatou@yahoo.gr
Hungarian:
Molnár Gabriella 
PF 453/354,  
H-1537 Budapest, Hungary
caring10@hu.inter.net
Italian:
Nuccia Zanesi Foulkes
4 Harley Court, Harley Place, 
Bristol BS8 3JU, England
+44-117-9466712
nzanesi@gmail.com

Japanese:
Emma Parker
Collective House
Oizumigakuen 203, 
Oizumigakuencho 8-6-3, 
Nerima-ku, Tokyo 178-0061, 
Japan
+81-3-3924-1535
emma-p@hkg.odn.ne.jp

MATT WEATHERFORD
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ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIANS  
HEALING THE HURTS OF RACISM

by Kerrie Tim. A description of how Aboriginal people 
have used RC in eliminating racism and recovering from 
internalized racism.

ACCOMMODATING DISABILITY
by Marsha Saxton. An essay on meeting the challenges of 
including disabled people in the RC Communities.

ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD
by Margery Larrabee. An account of an experience  
with RC.

THE ART OF LISTENING
by Harvey Jackins. A succinct review 
of the interactions involved in paying 
attention.

CO-COUNSELING  
FOR MARRIED COUPLES
by Harvey Jackins. A guide to self-
help for marriage problems.

THE COMMUNICATION  
OF IMPORTANT IDEAS
by Harvey Jackins. An essay on  
interpersonal communication.

COMPETITION—AN INHUMAN ACTIVITY
by Perry Saidman. From a talk on competition.

THE COMPLETE APPRECIATION OF ONESELF
by Harvey Jackins. An essay on an important piece of  
RC theory.

COUNSELING ON EARLY SEXUAL MEMORIES
by Joan Karp. 2nd ed. A thorough description of  
techniques being used to  discharge distresses  
connected in any way at all to sex. Price: $3.00 

CREATING A JUST WORLD:  
LEADERSHIP FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

by Pamela Roby. A revised version of the Presidential  
Address given to the Society for the Study of Social  
Problems. Price: $3.00

THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS  
OF RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING

by Harvey Jackins. What differentiates Re-evaluation 
Counseling from  humanistic psychologies.

THE ENJOYMENT OF LEADERSHIP
by Harvey Jackins. Price: $3.00

FAMILY WORK
by P. Wipfler, D. Shisk, T. Jackins, L. Kenny, C. Esser,  
L. Garcia, E. Brown,  W. Cooper, and J. Yoder. Many  
articles on building RC family work. Price: $4.00

THE FLEXIBLE HUMAN IN THE RIGID SOCIETY
by Harvey Jackins. An essay on the rational relationship  
of the individual to society.

FOREVER AND EVER
by Harvey Jackins and others. The exploration of the  
possibility of physical immortality.

THE GOOD AND THE GREAT IN ART
by Harvey Jackins. Distress, attitudes, and transcendence 
in art.

GUIDELINES FOR THE RE-EVALUATION  
COUNSELING COMMUNITIES

2009 edition. Price: $3.00

HOW PARENTS CAN COUNSEL THEIR CHILDREN
by Tim Jackins. Price: $4.00

HOW “RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING” BEGAN
by Harvey Jackins. The story of how RC started.

HOW TO BEGIN “RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING”
A convenient pocket-size booklet with simple instructions. 
Price: $1.00

HOW TO GIVE CHILDREN AN EMOTIONAL HEAD START
by Marjon Riekerk.

THE HUMAN MALE: A MEN’S  
LIBERATION DRAFT POLICY
by Harvey Jackins and others. An 
overview of the nine institutions 
that oppress men and a program for 
liberation. Price: $3.00

INTERNALIZED RACISM
by Suzanne Lipsky. An essay on the 
internalization of racist oppression.

AN INTRODUCTION  
TO CO-COUNSELING
by Dan Nickerson. Price: $1.00

IRISH LIBERATION POLICY
by Ann Brennan, Trish Glynn, Breda Kelly, Pascal McCulla, 
Keith McVeigh, Seán Ruth, Shalini Sinha, Brian Smeaton, 
and Mick Stuart.

IS DEATH NECESSARY?
by Harvey Jackins. Conjectures on the possibility of  
physical immortality.

LETTER TO A RESPECTED PSYCHIATRIST
by Harvey Jackins.

THE LIBERATION OF ASIANS: THINKING ABOUT ASIAN  
OPPRESSION AND LIBERATION FOR PEOPLE OF  
ASIAN HERITAGE LIVING OUTSIDE OF ASIA

by Cheng Imm Tan. Price: $3.00

THE LIBERATION OF MEN
by John Irwin, Harvey Jackins, and Charlie Kreiner.  
“The Liberation of Males,” “It’s Time for Men to Organize,” 
and “Giving Up Sexism.” Price: $3.00

PAMPHLETS
ALL PRICES ARE $2.00 (U.S.) EXCEPT WHERE INDICATED OTHERWISE. 20% OFF PRICE FOR 10 TO 19 COPIES;  

40% OFF FOR 20 OR MORE COPIES (OF ONE TITLE). POSTAGE AND HANDLING COSTS WILL BE ADDED. ORDER FORM ON PAGE 110.
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LISTENING EFFECTIVELY  
TO CHILDREN
by Patty Wipfler. Essays on special 
time; playlistening; tantrums and 
indignation; children’s crying, fears, 
and anger. Price: $7.00

THE LOGIC OF BEING  
COMPLETELY LOGICAL
by Harvey Jackins. An essay on  
being rational.

LOGICAL THINKING  
ABOUT A FUTURE SOCIETY
by Harvey Jackins. Proposals for 

rational attitudes and actions during the collapse of the 
current society. Price: $3.00

MY UNITY WITH ALL WOMEN
by Anne Toensmeier. An essay on being female.  
Price: $0.25

THE NATURE OF THE LEARNING PROCESS
by Harvey Jackins. A guide to the solution of learning  
difficulties.

THE NECESSITY OF LONG RANGE GOALS
by Harvey Jackins. The role of farsighted goals in the 
achievement of  immediate ones.

PERMIT THEIR FLOURISHING
by the staff of the Palo Alto Pre-School. First year of the 
pre-school. Price: $3.00

THE POSTULATES OF RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING
by Harvey Jackins. The axiomatic foundations of Re-evalu-
ation Counseling theory.

A RATIONAL THEORY OF SEXUALITY
by Harvey Jackins. Common sense and good thinking in a 
turbulent area of human cultures.

RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING: A “CULTURALLY  
COMPETENT” MODEL FOR SOCIAL LIBERATION

by Eduardo Aguilar. A Chicano looks at Re-evaluation 
Counseling.

UNDERSTANDING AND  
SUPPORTING YOUNG PEOPLE
by Jenny Sazama. How adults can be 
allies to young people.

UNITED TO END RACISM AND  
THE UNITED NATIONS  WORLD  
CONFERENCE AGAINST RACISM:  
DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA,  
AUGUST 2001
Includes a description of United to 
End Racism’s (UER’s) work at the 
United  Nations World Conference 

Against Racism, color photos, a list of the UER workshops, 
a sample of UER flyers, and graphics of three UER posters. 
Price: $3.00 

THE USES OF BEAUTY AND ORDER
by Harvey Jackins. The importance of upgrading an 
individual’s environment.

WE WHO WERE RAISED POOR:  
ENDING THE OPPRESSION OF CLASSISM

by Gwen Brown. An essay on the strengths and difficulties 
of being raised poor and how to fight classism.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE “MENTAL HEALTH” SYSTEM 
AND WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT

A Draft Policy prepared for the Re-evaluation Counseling 
Communities. Price: $3.00

WHERE DID GOD COME FROM?
by Harvey Jackins. A seminal  
essay on rationality and religion.

WHO’S IN CHARGE?
by Harvey Jackins. An essay on 
responsibility.

WHY LEAD IN RC
by Gwen Brown. A personal  
account of the benefits of leading 
in RC.

WORKING TOGETHER TO END 
RACISM: HEALING FROM THE 
DAMAGE CAUSED BY RACISM

by Tim Jackins and others. A pam-
phlet written for the United Nations World Conference 
Against Racism about what we in RC have learned from 
our work to end racism.

HELM CRAG, ENGLAND • SANDRA CARTER
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journals  •  journals  •  journals  •  journals  •  journals

BLACK RE-EMERGENCE for people 
interested in black liberation. (Aly-
sia Tate is the editor. Send articles 
and letters to Sondra McCurry, 
22230 Euclid Ave., #511, Euclid, 
Ohio 44117, USA, or e-mail to 
<smccurry@ameritech.net>.) Issue 
No. 1 available, $1.00 each; Issues 
No. 2, 3, and 4 available, $2.00 
each; Issues No. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 
11 available, $3.00 each.

THE CARING PARENT for people interested in parenting. 
(Send articles and letters to Pamela Haines, 919 S. Farragut 
St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19143, USA, or e-mail to 
<pamelahaines1@gmail.com>.) Issues No. 1 and 2 avail-
able, $2.00 each; Issues No. 3, 4, 5, and 6 available, $3.00 
each.

CATHOLIC JOURNAL  for  everyone interes t -
ed in Catholic liberation. (Send articles and let-
ters to Marian Fredal, 1410 Drake St., Madison, 
Wisconsin 53711, USA, or e-mail to <mhfredal@ 
gmail.com>.) In preparation.

CLASSROOM, a journal of the theory and prac-
tice of learning and educational change. (Send ar-
ticles and letters to Kimkya Nailah, 4-74 48th Ave., 
Apt. 15M, Long Island City, New York 11109, USA, or  
e-mail to <hellothisisewe@webtv.net>.) Issues No. 1 and 
2 available, $1.00 each; Issues No. 3, 4, and 5 available, 
$2.00 each; Issues No. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 available, $3.00 
each.

COLLEAGUE for communication among college and uni-
versity faculty and other interested people. (Send articles 
and letters to Pam Roby, 203 Palo Verde Terrace, Santa 
Cruz, California 95060, USA, or e-mail to <roby@ucsc.
edu>.) Issues No. 1 and 2 available, $1.00 each; Issue 
No. 3 available, $2.00 each; Issues No. 4 and 5 available, 
$3.00 each.

COMING HOME for communication among owning-class 
people and their allies. (Send articles and letters to Sally 
Oesterling, 9700 Cottrell Terrace, Silver Spring, Maryland 
20903, USA, or e-mail to <sallyoes@verizon.net>.) Issue 
No. 1 available, $3.00 each.

COMPLETE ELEGANCE for communication among 
disabled people and their allies. (Send articles and let-
ters to Dan Simpson, 36 Elberon Ave., #2, Lansdowne, 
Pennsylvania 19050, USA, or e-mail to <dansimpson@ 

comcast.net>.) Issues No. 1, 2, and 3 available, $.10 each; 
Issues No. 4 and 5 available, $.50 each; Issues No. 6, 7, 8, 
and 9 available, $2.00 each.

CREATIVITY, a journal about all kinds of art and artists 
and Re-evaluation Counseling. (Send articles and letters to 
Anne Davenport, 5485 Freeland Ave., Freeland, Washing-
ton 98249, USA, or e-mail to <annedav@freeland.net>.) 
Issue No. 1 available, $2.00 each; Issue No. 2 available, 
$3.00 each.

HERITAGE for exchange of information on RC in Native cul-
tures. (Send articles and letters to Alison Ehara-Brown, 1436 
South 59th St., Richmond, California 94804, USA, or e-mail 
to <alison.eharabrown@gmail.com>.) Issue No. 2 available, 
$2.00 each; Issues No. 3 and 4 available, $3.00 each.

MEN for communication among men and their allies.  
(Send articles and letters to John Irwin, 1908 Kynwyd  
Road, Wilmington, Delaware 19810, USA, or e-mail to 
<johnirwin@comcast.net>.) Issue No. 1 available, $2.00 
each; Issue No. 2 available, $3.00 each; Issue No. 3 avail-
able, $2.00 each; Issue No. 4 available, $3.00 each.

OLDER AND BOLDER for communication among older 
people and their allies. (Send articles and letters to Dreama 

Frisk, 2442 North Utah Street, Arling-
ton, Virginia 22207, USA, or e-mail 
to <dreamawf@gmail.com>.) (Former 
titles: Growing Older and The Elders 
Speak.) Issues No. 1 and 2 available, 
$1.00 each; Issues No. 3 and 4 avail-
able, $2.00 each; Issues No. 5 and 6 
available, $3.00 each.

OUR ASIAN INHERITANCE for ex-
change of information on RC in the 

Asian and Asian-American cultures. (Send articles and let-
ters to Our Asian Inheritance, c/o Re-evaluation Counseling 
Community Resources, 719 2nd Ave. N., Seattle, Washington 
98109, USA, or e-mail to <publications@rc.org>. Editor for 
Chinese heritage: Jim Lin, 8239 Paseo Del Ocaso, La Jolla, 
California 92037, USA, or e-mail to <jimlin@math.ucsd.edu>. 
Editor for Japanese heritage: Dan Kwong, 1629 18th St., #10, 
Santa Monica, California 90404, USA, or e-mail to <dkbb12@ 
aol.com>.) (Former title: Asian-American Re-evalua-
tion.) Issue No. 1 available, $.10 each; Issues No. 2 and 3  
available, $1.00 each; Issues No. 4 and 5 available, $2.00 
each; Issues No. 6 and 7 available, $3.00 each.

OUR TRUE SELVES for communication among 
middle-class people and their allies. (Send articles 

Older issues contain important information not found in newer ones. We encourage you to read all issues.
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continued . . .

THE RC TEACHER for people interested in the theory and 
practice of teaching Re-evaluation Counseling. (Send arti-
cles and letters to Diane Shisk, c/o Re-evaluation Counseling 
Community Resources, 719 2nd Ave. N., Seattle, Washing-
ton 98109, USA, or e-mail to <publications@rc.org>.) Issues 
No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 available, $1.00 each;  
Issues No. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24 (Index), 25, 26, and 27 available, $2.00 each; Issues 
No. 28 and 29 available, $3.00 each; Issue No. 30 avail-
able, $4.00 each.

RECOVERY AND RE-EMERGENCE for “mental health” 
system survivors and others interested in “mental health” 
issues. (Send articles to Anne Piche, 354A Union St., 
Peterborough, New Hampshire 03458, USA, or e-mail to 
<annepiche@gmail.com>.) Issues No. 1, 2, and 3 available, 
$2.00 each; Issues No. 4, 5, and 6 available, $3.00 each.

RUAH HADASHAH for everyone interested in Jewish 
liberation. (Send articles and letters to Marya Axner, 29 
Conwell St., Somerville, Massachusetts 02143, USA, or 
e-mail to <maryaaxner@gmail.com>.) Issues No. 1 and 2 
available, $1.00 each; Issues No. 3 and 4 available, $2.00 
each; Issues No. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 available, $3.00 each; 
Issue No. 11 available, $4.00 each.

SEEDS AND CRYSTALS for poets and poetry lovers. (Send 
poems, articles, and letters to Seeds and Crystals, c/o Re-
evaluation Counseling Community Resources, 719 2nd 
Ave. N., Seattle, Washington 98109, USA, or e-mail to 
<publications@rc.org>.) Issues No. 1 and 2 available, $1.00 
each; Issues No. 3 and 4 available, $2.00 each.

SIDE BY SIDE for communication among people  
interested in Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual liberation. (Former title: 
Proud Allies.) Send articles and letters to “Miss Jane Marple,” 
c/o Re-evaluation Counseling Community Resources, 719 
2nd Ave. N., Seattle, Washington 98109, USA, or e-mail to 
<publications@rc.org>.) Issue No. 1 available, $2.00 each; 
Issues No. 2 and 3 available, $3.00 each.

S I S T E R S  f o r  communica t ion  among  Co- 
Counselors who are interested in women’s liberation.  
(Send articles and letters to Barbara Harwood,  
13A Bridge Ave., Hammersmith, London W6 9JA, England, or 
e-mail to <barbaraharwood1944@gmail.com>.) Issues  
No. 1, 2, and 3 available, $1.00 each; Issue No. 4 avail-
able, $2.00 each; Issues No. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 
available, $3.00 each.

SONGS ON OUR WAY OUT, original  songs 
with RC content. (Send songs and recordings 
to Betty Becker,  2306 Keystone Ct. ,  Boulder, 
Colorado 80304, USA, or e-mail to <betty.becker@ 
colorado.edu>.) Issue No. 1 available, $1.00 each; Issue 
No. 2 available, $2.00 each.

and letters to Caroline New, 10 Bathurst Parade,  
Merchants Landing, Redcliffe, Bristol BS1 6UB, Eng-
land, or e-mail to <carolinethenew@googlemail. 
com>.) Issues No. 1 and 2 available, $3.00 each.

PEACE for peace and disarmament activists. (Send articles 
and letters to Peace, c/o Re-evaluation Counseling Com-
munity Resources, 719 2nd Ave. N., Seattle, Washington 
98109, USA, or e-mail to <publications@rc.org>.) Issue 
No. 1 available, $3.00 each.

PENSAMIENTOS for exchange of information and ideas 
among people of Chicano/a ancestry. (Send articles and let-
ters to Micaela Morse, 5215 Belvedere St., Oakland, Califor-
nia 94601, USA, or e-mail to <micaelamorse@mindspring.
com>.) Issues No. 1, 2, and 3 available, $1.00 each; Issues 
No. 4 and 5 available, $3.00 each.

PRESENT TIME for everybody; all about Re-evaluation 
Counseling. (Send articles and letters to Lisa Kauffman, c/o 
Re-evaluation Counseling Community Resources, 719 2nd 
Ave. N., Seattle, Washington 98109, USA, or <publications@ 
rc.org>.) Issued quarterly, January, April, July, and October. 
Yearly subscriptions are available. See page 110. Issues No. 
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 
26, 27, 28, 29, and 30 available, $1.00 each; Issues No. 
31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 
and 61 available, $2.00 each; Issues No. 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 
67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 
82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 
97, 98, and 99 available, $2.50 each; Issues No. 100, 101, 
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 
124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 
135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 
146, 147, 148, and 149 available, $3.50 each; Issues No. 
150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 
161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 
and 172 available, $4.00 each.

It is possible to order all back issues of Present Time for 
only $125, more than 120 issues from October 1970 to 
the present.

PRESENT TIME INDEX Vol. 1, 1977-1986, $3.00; INDEX 
TO PRESENT TIME Vol. 2, January 1977-July 1992 (inclu-
sive), $6.00. (A complete index may also be found on the 
RC web site at <www.rc.org>.)

RAISED-POOR JOURNAL for communication among 
raised-poor people and their allies. (Send articles and 
letters to Raised Poor Journal, c/o Re-evaluation Coun-
seling Community Resources, 719 2nd Ave. N., Seattle, 
Washington 98109, USA, or e-mail to <publications@ 
rc.org>.) In preparation.
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20% off price for 10 to 19 copies; 40% off for 20 or more copies (of one issue)
Order form on page 110 

SUSTAINING ALL LIFE for people interested in care of the 
environment. (Send articles and letters to Beth Cruise, 389 
Atkins Ave., Victoria, British Columbia V9B 3A1, Canada, 
or e-mail to <rc.bethcruise@gmail.com>.) Issue No. 1 
available, $4.00 each.

WELL-BEING for exchange of information and ideas 
about health. (Send articles and letters to Pam Geyer, 4515 
Merrie Lane, Bellaire, Texas 77401, USA, or e-mail to 
<pgeyer@medcetera.com>.) Issue No. 1 available, $.10 
each; Issues No. 2 and 3 available, $1.00 each; Issues No. 
4, 5, and 6 available, $3.00 each.

WIDE WORLD CHANGING for people interested in  
social change. (Send articles and letters to Keith  
Osajima, 426 Alvarado St., Redlands, California 92373, USA,  
or e-mail to <keithosajima@gmail.com>.) Issues No. 1, 2, 
and 3 available, $2.00 each.

WORKING FOR A LIVING for everyone interested in 
working-class issues. (Send articles and letters to Working 
for a Living, c/o Re-evaluation Counseling Community 
Resources, 719 2nd Ave. N., Seattle, Washington 98109, 
USA, or e-mail to <publications@rc.org>.) Issues No. 1 and 
2 available, $1.00 each; Issues No. 3, 4, and 5 available, 
$2.00 each; Issues No. 6, 7, and 8 available, $3.00 each.

YOUNG AND POWERFUL for young people and 
young adults and everyone interested in young people 
and young adults. (Former title: Upcoming.) (Send ar-
ticles and letters from and about young people and 
young adults to Young and Powerful, c/o Re-evalu-
ation Counseling Community Resources, 719 2nd 
Ave. N., Seattle, Washington 98109, USA, or e-mail to 
<publications@rc.org>). Upcoming Issues No. 1 and 2 
available, $1.00 each; Young and Powerful Issues No. 1, 
2, 3, and 4 available, $2.00 each; Issues No. 5, 6, and 7 
available, $3.00 each.

AUDIO CASSETTES
$10 EACH. ORDER BY NUMBER, FOR EXAMPLE, AUD 1.

• An Introduction to Re-evaluation Counseling 
—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 1

• Loneliness and Learning in San Luis Obispo 
—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 2

• Social Change 
—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 3

• Affection, Love, and Sex at the University of Maine 
—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 4

• The Importance of Policy and Theory 
—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 5 (Side A)

  A Tentative Policy on Anti-Semitism 
—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 5 (Side B)

• The Oppressive Society 
—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 6

• How RC Started—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 7 (Side A)
  Radio Interview at Arlington, Virginia/ Discussion  

with Dr. Morris Parloff & Staff at the National Institute 
of Mental Health—Harvey Jackins   AUD 7 (Side B)

• The Basic Skills of Being a Counselor 
—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 8 (Side A)

  The Inevitable Stages in the Development of  
Co-Counseling—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 8 (Side B)

• The Spectrum of Techniques 
—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 9

• Leadership (from a Reference Persons’ Workshop) 
—a talk by Harvey Jackins   AUD 10

• Being Effective Allies to the Very Young 
—a talk by Tim Jackins   AUD 11

• A Description of RC Work with Young People  
and Their Families—a talk by Tim Jackins   AUD 12

• Eliminating White Racism—a talk by Tim Jackins   AUD 13  
       (Side A) 
    Men’s Liberation—a talk by Tim Jackins   AUD 13 (Side B)

• Talks by Harvey Jackins from the 1999 Worldwide 
Conference   AUD 14

• The Role of White People in Ending Racism 
—a talk by Tim Jackins   AUD 15

Almost all RC literature in English (published before 2006) is available on audio cassette for the same price as the printed 
versions (or, on request, free) to persons with vision difficulties (blind, unsighted, etc.) and at ten dollars per cassette to sighted 
persons. Present Time, beginning with the January 2005 issue, and the most recent issues of other journals, are available in   
digital text versions rather than audio versions.

Order form on page 110 

JOURNALS AND AUDIO CASSETTES
. . . continued
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RC TEACHER UPDATE CDS
$25 PER ANNUAL SET OF FOUR; $10 PER INDIVIDUAL CD (AND FOR DVD 236). ORDER BY NUMBER, FOR EXAMPLE, RCTU 1.

CDS

2004 • Perspectives on Ourselves  
and Our Communities 
   A talk by Tim Jackins  

RCTU 1 (CD 1)

2005 set • Together For Larger Lives
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 2 (CD 2)

 • Ourselves and Our Societies
A talk by Tim Jackins
RCTU 3 (CD 3)  

 • A Human Perspective
A talk by Tim Jackins
RCTU 4 (CD 4)   

 • Three Steps Forward
A talk by Tim Jackins 
RCTU 5 (CD 5)

2006 set • Oppression and Sex
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 6 (CD 6)

 • The Uses and Limitations of Reassurance
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 7 (CD 7)

 • Participating in the RC  
                          World Conference 2005

A talk by Tim Jackins  
RCTU 8 (CD 8)   

 • Moving Forward Together: 
                          RC Pre-World Conferences 2005

Talks by Tim Jackins     
RCTU 9 (CD 9) 

2007 set • White People Continuing to 
Move Against Racism

A talk by Tim Jackins
RCTU 10 (CD 10)   

 • Overcoming Early Distress
A talk by Tim Jackins  
RCTU 11 (CD 11)

 • Perspective and Decision
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 12 (CD 12)

 • RC Leaders, on Class Issues   
Talks by Tim Jackins and the four 
International Liberation Reference Persons
who lead class-based constituencies   
RCTU 13 (DVD 236)

2008 set • A Recent Introduction to RC
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 14 (CD 13)
(specify regular speed or 25% slower)

 • The Early Years of RC
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 15 (CD 14)

 • Fighting for Ourselves
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 16 (CD 15)

 • Overcoming Early Defeats
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 17 (CD 16)

2009 set • An Effective Way to Work Early
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 18 (CD 17)

 • Understanding Our Present Abilities 
and Challenging Past Confusions

A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 19 (CD 18)

 • Deciding to Challenge the Effects 
of Early Distress

A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 20 (CD 19)

 • Some Basics of RC Family Work
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 21 (CD 20)

2010 set • From the 2009 World Conference
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 22 (CD 21)

 • Deciding to Challenge Our Earliest Hurts
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 23 (CD 22)

 • Some Thoughts About Men
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 24 (CD 23)

 • Engaging Our Minds
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 25 (CD 24)

continued . . .
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For all ordering information, see page 110.

CD #1001
Affection, Love, and Sex

A talk by Harvey Jackins at the University of Maine (1977)
$10.00

CD #1002
The Liberation of the Middle Class

A talk by Seán Ruth, the International Liberation  
Reference Person for Middle-Class People (2011)

$10.00

ADDITIONAL CDS

CD #1003
Challenging the Limits of Internalized Racism
A talk by Barbara Love, the International Liberation  

Reference Person for African-Heritage People (2010)
$10.00

CD #1004 
(a 3-CD set in both French and English) 

(Un jeu de 3 CD à la fois en français et en anglais) 

Talks from the 2011 Ottawa Workshop
by Tim Jackins 

Communications à l'atelier Ottawa 2011
par Tim Jackins

$25.00

If you are a certified RC teacher, the four CDs per year are available on a subscription basis, one calendar year 
at a time for up to three years (but mailed out quarterly as they are released), for $25 per year.  

(Washington, USA, residents pay $27.50 per year.)
 

Web special: The 12-CD set for 2006, 2007, and 2008, and the 12-CD set for 2009, 2010, and 2011,  
are each available for $40 per set—if you order them on the RC web site <http://www.rc.org>.

CDS

2011 set • Standing Against the Effects of Distress
A talk by Tim Jackins  
RCTU 26 (CD 25)

 • A Crucial Accomplishment in Ending 
Racism—a Talk to White People

By Tim Jackins  
RCTU 27 (CD 26)

 • Further Steps in Family Work
A talk by Tim Jackins  
RCTU 28 (CD 27)

 • Finishing an Unfinished Battle
A talk by Tim Jackins  
RCTU 29 (CD 28)

2012 set • Close Relationships and RC
A talk by Tim Jackins  
RCTU 30 (CD 30)

 • Affection
A talk by Tim Jackins  
RCTU 31 (CD 31)

 • Three Topics from Open Questions
Talks by Tim Jackins  
RCTU 32 (CD 32)

 • Sex and Relationships
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 33 (CD 33)

2013 • Changing Your Mind
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 34 (CD 34)

 • Where We Are
A talk by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 35 (CD 35)

 • Building RC
Talks by Tim Jackins   
RCTU 36 (CD 36)

. . . continued

KATHY TAYLOR
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KK
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VIDEOCASSETTES AND DVDS

BLACK & WHITE VIDEOCASSETTES & DVDS

DISCHARGING THE PATTERNS 
OF WHITE RACISM 
(1 hour, 20 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Four demonstrations on discharging white racism.

DVD 1
VHS 1

RECLAIMING OUR POWER 
(1 hour, 20 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
An early lecture and demonstrations on reclaiming 
one’s power.

DVD 2
VHS 2

CHALLENGING THE CHRONIC PATTERN 
(1 hour, 26 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Lectures and demonstrations on discharging chronic 
patterns. (Excellent content, though visual and sound 
quality are uneven.)

DVD 3
VHS 3

COUNSELING ON CLASSIST OPPRESSION 
(37 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Two demonstrations on the patterns of classist oppres-
sion (both the oppressed and oppressor roles). 

DVD 4
VHS 4

A YOUNG PERSON’S CHALLENGE TO YOUNG  
PEOPLE’S OPPRESSION 
(32 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
In a demonstration, a young person rejects, discharges 
on, and re-evaluates young people’s oppression. 

DVD 5
VHS 5

COUNSELING ON SEXIST OPPRESSION 
(1 hour, 27 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
A brief lecture and five demonstrations on sexist  
oppression—four with women, one with a man.

DVD 6
VHS 6

COUNSELING ON THE PATTERNS OF  
ANTI-SEMITISM (ANTI-JEWISH OPPRESSION) 
(2 hours) with Harvey Jackins
The theory for understanding and combating anti-
Jewish oppression. Four demonstrations—two with 
Jews, two with non-Jews (one an Arab).

DVD 8
VHS 8

A RATIONAL POLICY ON SEXUALITY 
(45 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
A lecture on sexuality—an important step forward.

DVD 9
VHS 9

THE ORIGINS OF CLASSIST OPPRESSION 
AND THE REMEDY 
(1 hour, 25 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
A lecture on the origins of and methods for dealing 
with classist oppression.

DVD 
10

VHS 
10

COUNSELING ON THE PATTERNS  
OF HOMOSEXUAL OPPRESSION 
(25 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Demonstrations with a person oppressed for being 
homosexual, and on homophobia.

DVD 
11

VHS 
11

COUNSELING ON PHYSICAL HURTS 
(50 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
The theory and practice of counseling on physical 
hurts.

DVD 
12

VHS 
12

THE OPPRESSION OF PHYSICALLY  
DIFFERENT PEOPLE  
(42 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
A person oppressed for being disabled discharges 
internalized oppression.

DVD 
13

VHS 
13

RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING VIDEOCASSETTES AND DVDS
JEWISH LIBERATION 
(1 hour, 12 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Demonstrations on the beginnings of liberation from 
anti-Jewish oppression and on a firm commitment by a 
Gentile ally. Anti-Jewish oppression in world affairs.

DVD 
14

VHS 
14

COLOR VIDEOCASSETTES & DVDS

TAKING CHARGE No. 1 
(1 hour, 30 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Key issues facing the RC Communities in the 1980s. 
Also, counseling with attention outside distress, and 
on ageism.

DVD 
101
VHS 
101

TAKING CHARGE No. 2 
(1 hour, 30 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
The structure of the RC Communities. How we relate 
to each other in RC. Demonstrations on fear of nuclear 
holocaust and on using the women’s commitment.

DVD 
102
VHS 
102

TAKING CHARGE No. 3 
(1 hour, 30 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Three frontier areas: ending the pattern of paying atten-
tion to distress, counseling with attention away from 
distress, and the Wygelian leaders’ group.

DVD 
103
VHS 
103

TAKING CHARGE No. 4 
(1 hour, 44 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Building one’s own Community. The frontier counsel-
ing of leaders. An activists‘ commitment.

DVD 
104
VHS 
104

TAKING CHARGE No. 5  
(1 hour, 15 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
A talk on addictions. Also, two demonstrations: A black 
woman counsels on “white” and attention away from 
distress; and someone promises to see that everything 
works well. Questions and answers about recovering 
from anesthesia and surgery.

DVD 
105
VHS 
105

A JEWISH COMMITMENT AGAINST ISOLATION 
(45 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
A universal commitment for Jews, and two demonstra-
tions—a good example of how theory and practice 
continually evolve in RC.

DVD 
201
VHS 
201

NO LIMITS FOR WOMEN 
(2 hours) with Harvey Jackins
Demonstrations with three women that illustrate ad-
vanced work toward re-emergence. 

DVD 
202
VHS 
202

COUNSELING WITH THE USE OF COMMITMENTS 
(2 hours) with Harvey Jackins
Commitments, and their use for working-class people, 
Chicanos/as, men, women, parents, and United  
Statesers.

DVD 
203
VHS 
203

THE HUMAN SIDE OF HUMAN BEINGS: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO RC 
(1 hour, 15 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
An introduction to the theory and practice of RC.

DVD 
204
VHS 
204

THE WORLD OF WOMEN: THE NAIROBI WOMEN’S 
CONFERENCE (1 hour, 20 minutes) 
Diane Balser, Barbara Love, and others, on their tak-
ing RC to the United Nations Women’s Conference in 
Nairobi, Kenya.

DVD 
205
VHS 
205

 continued . . .
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. . . continued

BREAKING FREE FROM RACISM 
(1 hour, 40 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Methods for white people to discharge racism and 
reclaim their full humanity.

DVD 
217
VHS 
217

PEOPLE OF COLOR AND BLACK PEOPLE: 
TWO PANELS (1 hour, 24 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Twenty-one Co-Counselors targeted by racism answer 
questions and discharge. Black RCers answer ques-
tions about being black and about being black in Re-
evaluation Counseling.

DVD 
218
VHS 
218

PROTECTING LEADERS AND HANDLING ATTACKS 
(1 hours, 20 minutes) with Tim Jackins
Why leaders get attacked and what to do about it. How 
to discharge our fears of handling such attacks.

DVD 
219
VHS 
219

ADVANCED RE-EMERGENCE 
AND FRONTIER COUNSELING 
(1 hour, 55 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Planning for steady re-emergence. How to keep think-
ing while counseling on chronic patterns, and how to 
use the frontier commitments.

DVD 
220
VHS 
220

MEN AGAINST SEXISM 
(1 hour, 35 minutes)
Charlie Kreiner counsels a man and several women on 
sexism. 

DVD 
221
VHS 
221

BATTLING INTERNALIZED SEXISM 
(1 hour, 20 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
 A woman discharges on internalized sexism.

DVD 
222
VHS 
222

FOUNDATIONS OF FAMILY WORK 
(1 hour) with Tim Jackins and Chuck Esser
Talks on showing caring, common distresses that come 
up in family work, and moving things forward for chil-
dren and their families.

DVD 
223
VHS 
223

AN INTRODUCTION TO RE-EVALUATION 
COUNSELING AND FAMILY WORK 
(1 hour, 10 minutes) with Tim Jackins
An introduction to Co-Counseling with a focus on 
young children and how they heal from hurts. A de-
scription of RC family work. Questions and answers.

DVD 
224
VHS 
224

COUNSELING WITH ATTENTION 
AWAY FROM DISTRESS (2 hours) with Harvey Jackins
The importance of counseling with attention away 
from distress. The Exchange of Roles, “Why Do You 
Love Me, Counselor?” the Understatement.

DVD 
225
VHS 
225

ELIMINATING WHITE RACISM NOW 
(1 hour, 10 minutes) with Tim Jackins
A talk on the central importance of eliminating white 
racism, and a demonstration with an African-heritage 
woman, on racism.

DVD 
226
VHS 
226

HOW A RATIONAL ORGANIZATION CAN GROW 
AND FUNCTION: THE RC WORLD CONFERENCE IN 
MONTREAL (1 hour, 15 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
The worldwide RC Community deciding organiza-
tional and financial policy. 

DVD 
206
VHS 
206

SOUND FUNDAMENTALS AND 
ADVANCED PROGRESS IN RC THEORY 
(45 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Advanced concepts in RC spring directly from the 
clarification of the fundamental concepts.

DVD 
207
VHS 
207

DECISIVE COUNSELING
(40 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
What are the central elements of being excellent, deci-
sive counselors? A report and three demonstrations.

DVD 
208
VHS 
208

THE WYGELIAN LEADERS’ GROUP 
(40 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
A demonstration of the simple and effective function-
ing of the Wygelian type of leaders’ organization.

DVD 
209
VHS 
209

WHY WOMEN MUST EMPHASIZE  
WOMEN’S ISSUES 
(1 hour, 50 minutes) with Diane Balser
A demonstration of the necessary prioritizing of 
women’s issues and women reclaiming their power.

DVD 
210
VHS 
210

WOMEN’S REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS 
(1 hour, 5 minutes) with Diane Balser
Women’s reproductive rights. A talk, demonstrations, 
and questions-and-answers.

DVD 
211
VHS 
211

HOW PARENTS CAN COUNSEL THEIR CHILDREN 
(1 hour, 50 minutes) with Tim Jackins
Questions and answers at a gather-in for parents and 
allies of parents.

DVD 
212
VHS 
212

MEN’S LIVES: PANEL #1 
(1 hour, 54 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Five men share what it’s been like growing up male, 
from infancy to the present, in U.S. society.

DVD 
213
VHS 
213

NO ANCESTORS, NO DESCENDANTS 
(53 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
A short talk and several demonstrations. (The notion 
that we “descend” from each other can be dispensed 
with.) 

DVD 
214
VHS 
214

FRONTIER COMMITMENTS 
(2 hours) with Harvey Jackins
Advanced theory, and six demonstrations, on the “fron-
tier” commitments.

DVD 
215
VHS 
215

COUNSELING THE VERY YOUNG 
(1 hour, 14 minutes) with Tim Jackins and others
Tim Jackins on counseling the very young. Patty  
Wipfler, Lenore Kenny, and Tim respond to questions.

DVD 
216
VHS 
216

KK
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“PAIRED COMMITMENTS” 
(1 hour, 37 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
Forming “paired commitments” (in which two people 
make a lifelong commitment to each other and take 
responsibility for each other’s re-emergence).

DVD 
227
VHS 
227

“THE UNDERSTATEMENT” 
(55 minutes) with Harvey Jackins
A talk on Understatements and three demonstrations 
illustrating the use of them.

DVD 
228
VHS 
228

UNDERSTATEMENTS (AND MORE), 
IN SPANISH AND ENGLISH 
(2 hours) with Harvey Jackins
Several demonstrations using Understatements.

DVD 
229
VHS 
229

THE ENDING OF RACISM (1 hour, 33 minutes)
Video interviews with twenty Co-Counselors repre-
senting African-heritage, Asian-heritage, Chicano/a, 
Indigenous, Latino/a, Mizrachi, Palestinian, and 
mixed-heritage people, showing the effects of racism 
on their lives and the effectiveness of RC in ending rac-
ism. A project of United to End Racism. 

DVD 
230
VHS 
230

THE ROLE OF WHITE PEOPLE IN ENDING RACISM 
(1 hour) with Tim Jackins
A talk at a United to End Racism workshop at the NGO 
Forum of the United Nations World Conference Against 
Racism, in Durban, South Africa, August 2001.

DVD 
231
VHS 
231

UNITED TO END RACISM 
(1 hour, 24 minutes)
Undertakings and experiences of United to End Rac-
ism at the United Nations World Conference Against 
Racism, in Durban, South Africa, August 2001.

DVD 
232
VHS 
232

REACHING NEW PEOPLE WITH 
OUR WORK TO END RACISM (1 hour, 51 minutes)
Ten- to fifteen-minute segments from ten of the United 
to End Racism workshops at the United Nations World 
Conference Against Racism, in Durban, South Africa, 
August 2001.

DVD 
233
VHS 
233

WORKING FOR MEN’S LIBERATION 
(1 hour, 48 minutes) with Tim Jackins
Men’s panels, two demonstrations, and several talks on 
applying RC theory to men’s liberation.

 DVD 
234
VHS 
234

VIEWS OF RC 2005: TALKS FROM THE 
PRE-WORLD AND WORLD CONFERENCES 
(4 hours) with Tim Jackins 
Two-DVD set of talks, for $30.

DVD 
235
VHS 
235

RC LEADERS, ON CLASS ISSUES
(19 minutes) Talks by Tim Jackins and the four Interna-
tional Liberation Reference Persons who lead class-based 
constituencies.

DVD 
236

(RCTU 
13)

SPECIAL PACKAGE: 
A FOUNDATION OF HARVEY JACKINS
A set of six DVDs of Harvey’s talks and demonstrations: 
DVD numbers 2, 8, 9, 204, 225, and 228 (see descriptions 
under those numbers). $100

DVD 
set 1

A VIDEO INTRODUCTION 
TO THE WORK OF HARVEY JACKINS
Eight excerpts from the large collection of videos of 
Harvey doing lectures and demonstrations, spanning the 
decades of RC.

DVD 
237

MOVING TOWARD LIBERATION
Reports from the International Liberation Reference 
People and International Commonality Reference People 
in San Jose, California, USA, in September 2011. $15

DVD
238

All videocassettes are available in NTSC, PAL, or SECAM (L) format. Cost for videocassettes and DVDs  
is $20.00 (U.S.) each, unless otherwise indicated, plus postage and handling. 

Checks, Visa, or MasterCard accepted. 
(See order form on the following page.)

WELLFLEET, MASSACHUSETTS, USA • ALAN EPSTEIN
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VIDEOCASSETTES AND DVDSORDERING INFORMATION

Name:                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Address:                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                         

Telephone:                                                                            E-mail:                                                                                        

Postage and handling charges will be added to your order. Washington State residents will be charged sales tax. 
20% off price for 10 to 19 copies; 40% off for 20 or more copies (of one title or issue of written literature)

Pick one payment option:    
❏  Visa           ❏  Mastercard         ❏  Please bill me 

Order Form

Credit card #:                                                                                                                                                                                
Expiration date:                                                                                                                                                                                  
Cardholder’s signature:                                                                                                                                                                   
Cardholder’s address:                                                                                                                                                                     
(as it appears on credit card statement, if different from above)

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

TITLE ISSUE # QUANTITY

Ordering Information
You can order from Rational Island Publishers in any of the following ways: 

1) Send the filled-out form (below) to Rational  
Island Publishers, P.O. Box 2081, Main Office 
Station, Seattle, Washington 98111, USA.

2)  Fax the form to +1-206-284-8429.

3)  Phone in your order to +1-206-284-0311.

4)  E-mail your order to <litsales@rc.org>.

5)  Order on the RC web site <www.rationalisland.com>. 
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Present Time Subscription
   Washington State      USA  Other Countries 
   (sales tax included)

 ❏ 1 year      $17.50   $16.00  $24.00 
 ❏ 2 years     $35.00   $32.00  $48.00 
 ❏ 5 years      $92.00   $84.00  $124.00

Name:                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Complete mailing address, including postal code:                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Telephone number:                                                     E-mail address:                                                                                                    

❏ Check/Money order enclosed
❏ Charge my credit card:     ❏ Visa      ❏ Mastercard       Expiration Date:                       

Credit Card #:                                                                                                                                                                                            

Cardholder’s name:                                                                                                                                                                                   

Cardholder’s signature:                                                                                                                                                                             

Cardholder’s complete address, including postal code (as it appears on credit card statement): 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Rational Island Publishers is offering one-year, two-year, and five-year subscriptions to Present Time.  
Present Time is published quarterly in January, April, July, and October. All subscriptions and renewals will begin 
with the next issue. Current and back issues may be ordered separately. (See pages 103 and 110.)

Make check or money order payable to Rational Island Publishers,
P.O. Box 2081, Main Office Station, Seattle, Washington 98111, USA.

You can also order with Visa/Mastercard information on the web at <www.rationalisland.com>.

20% off price for 10 to 19 subscriptions; 40% off for 20 or more subscriptions (when delivered to the same address)

PRESENT TIME SUBSCRIPTIONS
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   Washington State      USA  Other Countries 
   (sales tax included)

 ❏ 1 year      $17.50   $16.00  $24.00 
 ❏ 2 years      $35.00   $32.00  $48.00 
 ❏ 5 years      $92.00   $84.00  $124.00

Name:                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Complete mailing address, including postal code:                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Telephone number:                                                     E-mail address:                                                                                                    

❏ Check/Money order enclosed
❏ Charge my credit card:     ❏ Visa      ❏ Mastercard       Expiration Date:                       

Credit Card #:                                                                                                                                                                                            

Cardholder’s name:                                                                                                                                                                                   

Cardholder’s signature:                                                                                                                                                                             

Cardholder’s complete address, including postal code (as it appears on credit card statement): 
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Southwark & Lewisham 
South (London)

GALE BURNS
12 BENSON RD.
FOREST HILL
LONDON SE23 3RJ
Tel. +44-208-291-4108
e-mail: josgale@ 

jgdburns.org.uk

Bristol
CAROLINE NEW
10 BATHURST PARADE
MERCHANTS LANDING
REDCLIFFE
BRISTOL BS1 6UB
Tel. +44-117-9256740
e-mail: carolinethenew@ 

googlemail.com

South Devon
HEATHER NICHOLSON
3 CHAPEL LANE
TOTNES
DEVON TQ9 5AF
Tel. +44-1803 863717
e-mail: m.heather.nicholson@ 

gmail.com

Kent
(Acting ARP)
AGATHA COFFEY
14 AVONDALE ROAD
ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA
E. SUSSEX TN38 0SA
Tel. +44-1424-428-641
e-mail: agathacoffey@ 

yahoo.com

West Sussex
HENRIETTA CATHERINE
24 RUTLAND RD.
HOVE, E. SUSSEX BN3 5FF
Tel. +44-1273-724-463
e-mail: hencatherine@ 

btopenworld.com

East Sussex
SHEILA SWORD
90 BARNETT RD.
BRIGHTON 
EAST SUSSEX BN1 7GH
Tel. +44-1273-386997
e-mail: swordshine717@ 

yahoo.com

Wessex
PAMELA JEFFERIES
31 REDHOAVE RD.
CANFORD HEATH
POOLE
DORSET BH17 9DT
Tel. +44-1202-601395
e-mail: pamela.jefferies@ 

googlemail.com

ENGLAND
Northumbria
RALPH DOMINIC  

PETTINGILL
119 NUNS MOOR ROAD
FENHAM
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 

NE4 9BA
Tel. +44-191-241-5649
e-mail: ralphpettingill@ 

gmail.com

North Yorkshire
ANNE LLOYD
86 ALMA TERRACE
FISHERGATE
YORK YO10 4DJ
Tel. +44-1904-466581
e-mail: anneyorkrc@ 

yahoo.co.uk

Merseyside
LINDA BOYNE
14 RUTHERFORD RD.
MOSSLEY HILL
LIVERPOOL
MERSEYSIDE L18 0HJ
Tel. +44 151 722 2937
e-mail: linda_boyne@ 

hotmail.com
For more information contact:
David Cornick
Tel. +44-151-728-9926

Aire Valley
JULIE LONGDON
24 COTE LANE
ALLERTON
BRADFORD BD15 8LA
Tel. +44 1274 48 1067
e-mail: julielongdon@ 

yahoo.co.uk

Leeds
RUTH STEINBERG
75 GLEDHOW WOOD ROAD
LEEDS
YORKSHIRE LS8 4DG
Tel. +44-113-268-9994
e-mail: ruth.steinberg@ 

virgin.net

Manchester & Neighbours
SUE COOPER
27 MELLOR RD.
NEW MILLS
HIGH PEAK SK22 4DP
Tel. +44 1663 746621
e-mail: suecoopernewmills@ 

hotmail.com

Nottingham
ANICA GAVRILOVIC
48A PARK STREET
BEESTON
NOTTINGHAM NG9 1DH
Tel. +44-115-922-4389
e-mail: anica.gavrilovic@ 

ntlworld.com

Vancouver
ELAINE SHEARER
202 - 2222 PRINCE EDWARD
VANCOUVER, BC  V5T 4M6
Tel. +1-604-708-9488
e-mail: aomi@telus.net

Victoria
BETH CRUISE
389 ATKINS AVE.
VICTORIA, BC V9B 3A1
Tel. +1-250-727-9163
e-mail: rc.bethcruise@ 

gmail.com

Okanagan/Shuswap
PHYLLIS BEARDSLEY
3908 24TH AVENUE
VERNON, BC V1T 1M2
Tel. +1-250-558-9990
e-mail: rcphyllis@gmail.com

ONTARIO
Toronto
PHILIP REES
2 BANK ST.
TORONTO, ON M6G 2Y7
Tel. +1-416-910-7584
e-mail: phil@rees-sloman.net

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
DARLENE DANIELS
226 GARFIELD ST. S.
WINNIPEG, MB R3G 2L9
Tel. +1-204-783-7723
e-mail: ddaniels76@ 

hotmail.com

CHINA
Beijing
MA LIHONG
NO. 902 LIYUANLI
CHAOYANG DISTRICT
BEIJING 100025
Tel. +8610-65569819
e-mail: rcmalihong@163.com

DENMARK
Copenhagen
TRINE MARIBO 

CARSTENSEN
NØRRE ALLE 23, 2.TV.
DK-2200 KØBENHAVN N
Tel. +45 35 35 79 86
e-mail: trinemc@msn.com

REFERENCE PERSONS FOR ORGANIZED AREAS

How to Find RC in a Particular Geographical Location
If you are looking for information about Re-evaluation Counseling in a particular geographical location, we suggest that you first look 

in the section “Reference Persons for Organized Areas” to see if there is an Area Reference Person for that location. If there isn’t, check to 
see if there is an RC teacher, by looking under the section “Authorized Teachers of Re-evaluation Counseling Outside of Organized Areas.” 
If there is no Area Reference Person and no teacher, check the following section, “Re-evaluation Counseling Contacts,” to learn whether 
there is someone (who is not an RC teacher) who has expressed an interest in meeting others who might join with him or her in getting 
Co-Counseling started. If there are none of the above, you can contact Re-evaluation Counseling Community Resources at 719 Second 
Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, USA, Tel. +1-206-284-0311, e-mail: <ircc@rc.org>, for information on how to get RC started.

ARGENTINA
Buenos Aires
FLORINDA INES GRAMAJO
MADERO 1772
SAN FERNANDO
BUENOS AIRES 1646
Tel. +54-11-4746-3190
e-mail: gramajofi@gmail.com

Termas de Rio Hondo
AMALIA ISABEL AVILA
SAN MARTIN 108
4220 TERMAS DE RIO 

HONDO
SANTIAGO DEL ESTERO
Tel. +54-3858-421176
e-mail: marta playus@ 

hotmail.com

Rosario-Paraná-Victoria
NORMA PESOA
CALLE KIEN DE SOSULAS 

NO. 2565
(ENTRE LOS YAROS Y LOS 

MINUANES)
3100 PARANA, ER
Tel. +54-343-4373595
e-mail: pesoanorma@ 

yahoo.com.ar

AUSTRALIA
NEW SOUTH WALES
Sydney Inner West & East
(Acting ARP)
JONATHAN SHAW
34 LLEWELLYN ST.
MARRICKVILLE, NSW 2204
Tel. +61-2-9557-1690
e-mail: jsrc@shawryan.id.au

Northern Suburbs Sydney
LYNDA WIGHTMAN
14 CRESSY ROAD
RYDE, NSW 2112
Tel. +61-2-9802-2230
e-mail: lyndawightman@ 

optusnet.com.au

AUSTRALIAN  
CAPITAL 
TERRITORY

Canberra
INGRID MCKENZIE
24 EARLE ST.
LYNEHAM, ACT 2602
Tel. +61-2-6249-6684
e-mail: ingrid@ 

newlives.com.au

VICTORIA
Melbourne
LOUISA FLANDER
6/10 WALMER STREET
KEW, VIC 3101
Tel. +61-3 9853 0383
e-mail: louisa@netspace.net.au

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Western Adelaide  

(Shekinah)
SHEILA EIME
19 DRUMMOND AVE.
FINDON, SA 5023
Tel. +61-8-8268-1374
e-mail: chroland@ 

bigpond.com

Adelaide & Victor Harbor
CATHY PICONE
8 MURRAY ST.
HOVE, SA 5048
Tel. +61-8-8296-4357
e-mail: cpicone@ 

westnet.com.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Perth Coastal
BARBARA FREEMAN
5 LYNN ST.
HILTON
PERTH, WA 6163
Tel. +61-8-9337-8818
e-mail: barbfree53@gmail.com

Perth Eastern
DEE PARRY
17 DUDLEY ST.
MIDLAND
PERTH, WA 6056
Tel. +61-8-9274-3129
e-mail: dparrycsmith@ 

optusnet.com.au

BASQUE 
   COUNTRY 
(between France & Spain)
Basque Country II
JOSEBA INAKI MATA HOZ
LASKURAIN BASERRIA
LIZARRAGA AUZOA 12-1-B
20577 ANTZUOLA
GIPUZKOA
EUSKAL HERRIA
Tel. +34 943 766567
e-mail: i-mata-hoz@ 

euskaltel.net

CANADA
BRITISH COLUMBIA
North Shore/Bowen Island
MARY KLAUSEN
1113 LONDON ST.
NEW WESTMINSTER,  

BC V3M 3B9
Tel. +1-604-255-9884
e-mail: mary.klausen@ 

gmail.com

Leicester
CEE MARTIN
6 THE NOOK
GREAT GLEN
LEICESTER  LE8 9GQ
Tel. +44-116-259-3563
e-mail: ceemartin1@aol.com

Bucks
ANDREW EDWARDS
THE LAURELS
TWITCHELL RD.
GT. MISSENDEN
BUCKS HP16 0BQ
Tel. +44-1494 864610
e-mail: aedwards234@ 

btinternet.com

Oxford City
ROMILLY GREGORY
2 MERE ROAD
WOLVERCOTE
OXFORD OX2 8AN
Tel. +44-1865-510037
e-mail: romilly.gregory@ 

btopenworld.com

Islington to Barnet  
(London)

OLIVIA VINCENTI
49, HALLIWICK RD.
LONDON N10 1AA
Tel. +44-20-8-442 0410
e-mail: olivia.vincenti@ 

tiscali.co.uk

Camden & Holloway 
(London)

TRICIA CLARKE
79B YERBURY RD.
LONDON N19 4RW
Tel. +44 78 0390 9058
e-mail: tricia.clarke@ 

btopenworld.com

East End of London
CHRISTINE SHEPPARD
106 BLURTON RD.
LONDON E5 0NH
Tel. +44-20-8985-1480
e-mail: christinemsheppard@ 

gmail.com

Northwest London
ELIZABETH MARTINDALE
7 ASHMORE RD.
LONDON W9 3DR
Tel. +44-20-8960-5393
e-mail: elizabeth.martindale@ 

virgin.net

West London
BARBARA HARWOOD
13A BRIDGE AVE.
HAMMERSMITH
LONDON W6 9JA
Tel. +44-20-8-741-1214
e-mail: barbaraharwood1944@ 

gmail.com
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RUSSIAN  
FEDERFATION

Ufa
YAMIDÁNOVA VENERA 
STR AURORA 13/2 - 95
450092 UFA
BASHCORTOSTAN
Tel. +7-9874886177
e-mail: ven_yamid@mail.ru

St. Petersburg I
LIDIA SKOVRONSKAYA
GAVANSKAYA  UL. 46-3
 ST. PETERSBURG
RUSSIA 199406
Tel. +7-812-351-5781
e-mail: li-skovronskaya@ 

yandex.ru 

St. Petersburg III
ANNA SKVORTSOVA 
KOVENSKY PER. 29-19
191 014 ST. PETERSBURG
Tel. +7-812-2737698
e-mail: a-skvortsova@ 

yandex.ru

Cherepovets
ALEXANDER VIKULOV
PERVOMAJSKAJA ST., 22-44
CHEREPOVETS 162605
Tel. +7-8202-24-80-86
e-mail: vikulov_1@rambler.ru

SWAZILAND
Swaziland
BAFANA MATSEBULA
P.O. BOX 4409
MBABANE H100
Tel. +268-7-602-5295
e-mail: mngani7@gmail.com

SWEDEN
Göteborg Väst
LOTTA KRONLID
BLAVALSGATAN 6C
414 75 GOTEBORG
Tel. +46-31 778 0949
e-mail: lottakronlid@yahoo.se

Gothenburg Central
TINA TENGBERG
NORDOSTPASSAGEN 48
GOTEBORG
Tel. +46-737148640
e-mail: christina.tengberg@ 

gmail.com

Skåne
FREDRIK EKLÖF
N.P. SKOLDS VAG 77 
238 41 OXIE
Tel. +46-40-600 4343
e-mail: parsamtal@ 

fredrikeklof.se

Stockholm North
AMANDA RONNE
UPPLANDSGATAN 90
113 44 STOCKHOLM
Tel. +46-70-962-46-41 (mobile)
e-mail: amanda.ronne@ 

comhem.se

Stockholm Sydväst (South-
west)

JENNY JOSEFSON
TIDELIUSGATAN 17 NB
118 69 STOCKHOLM
Tel. +46 8 18 61 47
e-mail: jenny.josefson@ 

gmail.com

NIGERIA
Lagos
CHIOMA OKONKWO
4, DAVE ANAZODO ST.
AJAO ESTATE
ISOLO, LAGOS 234-1
Tel. +234-8023-108-536
e-mail: chioks4@yahoo.com

North Central Lagos
ONII NWANGWU- 

STEVENSON
OPTIONS AND EQUITY 

CHAMBERS
14, SHOFIDIYA CLOSE
OFF ILESANMI ST.
MASHA-SURULERE, LAGOS
Tel. +234-805-600 9068
e-mail: oniinwangwu@ 

yahoo.com

Port Harcourt
CHRIS AKUBUIRO
MULTIMESH BROADCAST-

ING CO. LTD
34 OLD ABA ROAD
PORT HARCOURT, RIVERS
Tel. +234-7066988252
e-mail: Chris1akubuiro@ 

gmail.com

Agor-Okota Lagos
OMODELE IBITOYE EJEH
#3 FEMI AJIDE STREET
OFF CEMENT BUS STOP
AGOR-OKOTA 
LAGOS
Tel. +234-8020750826
e-mail: talk2modele@ 

yahoo.com

Onitsha
JOY OGECHUKWU  

IKEBAKU
P.O. BOX 842 OBOSI
IDEMILI NORTH LGA
ANAMBRA STATE
Tel. +234-8033703421
e-mail: joyikebaku@ 

yahoo.com

University Awka
ANAYO NKEMNEBE
NNAMDI ARZIKIWE 

UNIVERSITY
PMB 5025
AWKA
ANAMBRA STATE
Tel. +234-8036675771
e-mail: nkemnebe@yahoo.com

Awka
TOCHUKWU UDOJI
ANAMBRA NEWSPAPERS 

PRINTING CORP.
P.M.B. 5096
AWKA
ANAMBRA STATE
Tel. +234-8033517577
e-mail: tochy_udoji@ 

yahoo.com

PALESTINE
Palestinian Territories
NOHA HIJAB
P.O. BOX 1083
KFAR MAKER IL 25105
Tel. +97-24-99-64-319
e-mail: wow963@bezeqint.net 

POLAND
Warsaw
PYZIA MAGDALENA 

SZENIAWSKA
TUCHOLSKA 39/4
01-618 WARSAW
Tel. +48 501-792-448
e-mail: pyziasz@o2.pl

Parsamtal Stockholm  
Sydöstra (Southeast)

JOSEFIN HASSELBERG
SKARPNÄCKS ALLÉ 11C
SE-128 33 SKARPNÄCK
Tel. +46 -707-25-91-70
e-mail: superdolphin@ 

hotmail.com

Järna
ULLA LINDGREN 
OVERJÄRNA,  

STJÄRNVALLA
SE-153 95 JÄRNA
Tel. +46-8-55175614
e-mail: ullali.o.s@gmail.com

Gotland
ANNIKA FEHLING
STRANDGATAN 22C
SE-621 56 VISBY
Tel. +46-498-284649
e-mail: annika@ 

annikafehling.com

Dalarna
KRISTIAN LUND
MICKELSGATTU 11,
SJUGARE 
SE-793 90 LEKSAND
Tel. +46-247 10483
e-mail: klnd@spray.se

TRINIDAD & 
TOBAGO

(WEST INDIES)
Trinidad & Tobago
NETSANET AMARE
2A ROBERTS ST.
PORT OF SPAIN
WOODBROOK
Tel. +1-868-695-7816,  

+1-868-628-9345
e-mail: n_amare@hotmail.com

UGANDA
North Uganda
ABITIMO ODONGKARA
UNIFAT SCHOOL
P.O. BOX 820
GULU 122
Tel. +256-772-580-687 (cell)
e-mail: abitimorebecca 

odongkara@yahoo.com

Kampala
APOLLO SSEMWOGERERE
P.O. BOX 25782
KAMPALA
Tel. +256-753-421-092
e-mail: vubix@yahoo.com

UNITED  
KINGDOM

See England, Scotland, and 
Wales

UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA 

ALASKA
Anchorage
PATTI SAUNDERS
3733 HENDERSON LOOP
ANCHORAGE, AK 99507
Tel. +1-907-278-2802
e-mail: psaunders@ 

arc-anchorage.org

ETHIOPIA
Addis Ababa
MESFIN TAYE  

WOLDEGIORGIS
BOX 17041
ADDIS ABABA
Tel. +251-91 099 2565
e-mail: metabb25004@ 

yahoo.com

FINLAND
Finland
KAISLI SYRJÄNEN
Tel. +358-400-711206
e-mail: kaisli@hotmail.com

GHANA
Accra
URBAIN BAMANA
P.O. BOX GP 166
ACCRA
Tel. +233-244-381-060
e-mail: urbainbamana@ 

yahoo.com

GREECE
Athens
MARGIE DOYLE-
      PAPADOPOULOU
ORFEOS, 18
153 51 KANTZA
Tel. +30-210-665-8985
e-mail: margiedp@otenet.gr

INDIA
Mumbai
HOMI BILIMORIA
C 18/19 GODREJ QRTRS.
VIKHROLI-W
MUMBAI 400 079
Tel. +91-22-2517-2581
e-mail: hominbilimoria@ 

gmail.com

Pune
SUJATA RAJARSHI
PLOT 6A
SHIVSHAKTI HSG. SOC.
KOTHRUD
PUNE
MAHARASHTRA 411038
Tel. +91-20-65224887
e-mail: sujata_rajarshi@ 

hotmail.com

IRELAND
Dublin
CAROLINE CONROY
38 KINGSTON GROVE
BALLINTEER
DUBLIN 16
Tel. +353-86-8117553
e-mail: caroline@ 

witnesstraining.ie

Donegal
KATHLEEN SWEENEY
ROCKVILLE DRUMKEEN
BALLYBOFEY
LIFFORD, CO. DONEGAL
Tel. +353-749134044
e-mail: kathleenleavy@ 

hotmail.com

ISRAEL
Jerusalem III
SARA RANI KALLAI
P.O. BOX 169
NEVEH ILAN 90850
Tel. +972-2671-9675
e-mail: greenberg.kallai@ 

gmail.com

Jerusalem IV
NAOMI RAZ
38 SHMARYAHU LEVIN
JERUSALEM IL-96664
Tel. +972-2-643-9696
e-mail: naomi@ 

razei-habriut.com

Ha Sharon
NAOMI BARELI
BEN GURION 59/3
HOD HASHOARON 45200
Tel. +972-9-742-7073
e-mail: barelie@zahav.net.il

Misgav-Maalot
MONIQUE KESOS
BSOR 8 STREET
KFAR VERADIM IL-25147
Tel. +972-4-9973942
e-mail: monique.kesos@ 

gmail.com

Tel Aviv
ISHAI SHLAIN
65 MAZZE ST.
TEL AVIV IL-65789
Tel. +972-3-516-7389, 

+972-54-8165354
e-mail: ishai.shlain@ 

gmail.com

JAPAN
Tohoku
HIROSHI (HIROPY)  SATO
290 KAMIHOUZAWA
YAMAGATA-SHI
YAMAGATA-KEN 990-0017
Tel. +81-50-2012-7534
e-mail: hiro_peacefull@ 

yahoo.co.jp

Kitakanto  
(North Side Tokyo)

(Acting ARP)
WAKO ONO
#513, 2-7, NISHI 25, KITA 1 JO
CHUO-KU
SAPPORO-CITY
HOKKAIDO 064-0821
Tel. +81-11-615-3699
e-mail: wako 569@yahoo.co.jp

South Side Tokyo
JUNKO (ULALA) SAKAIYA
13-102, 4-17-1 FUJIMIDAI
KUNITACHI-CITY
TOKYO 186-0003
Tel. +81-42-573-8363

Kanagawa & Machida
JUNKO HASHIMOTO
#304 5-5-24, SUGE
TAMA-KU
KAWASAKI-CITY
KANAGAWA 214-0001
Tel. +81-44-945-8108
e-mail: shuji010@ 

mc.ejnet.ne.jp

Hokkaido
KAZUKO MATSUHASHI
1-2-3-2-805, HOSHIOKI
TEINE-KU
SAPPORO-CITY
HOKKAIDO 006-0851
Tel. +81-11-695-2477
e-mail: kazuko1524@ 

yahoo.co.jp

Kyushu
YUKKO MIYAZAKI
1046-7 RIKITAKE
OGORI-SHI
FUKUOKA 838-0116
Tel. +81-942-75-0483
e-mail: yukkotakaaki@ 

yahoo.co.jp

Kansai
YOKO  (HIRO) HOSHIBA
#333, 1-9-1, KOSAKA
HIGASHI-OSAKA-SHI 

577-0801
Tel. +81-80-8343-6402, 

+81-6-6781-5158
e-mail: hirohoba@ 

docomo.co.jp

KENYA
Nairobi
JANET WAMBUI KABUE
P.O. BOX 932
THIKA 01000
Tel. +254-722-842-095
e-mail: janet2ke@yahoo.com

MEXICO
Mexico City
ILIRIA HERNANDEZ  

UNZUETA
10A CDA J.C. OROZCO, #22, 

MZ1 L17
COL. VALLE DE SAN 

LORENZO DEL.  
IZTAPALAPA

D.F. 09970
Tel. +52-55-5850-6092
e-mail: i_unzueta@ 

hotmail.com

THE  
NETHERLANDS

Utrecht
FRANK VAN DEN HEUVEL
LANDAUERDRIFT 58
3436 XH NIEUWEGEIN
Tel. +31-30-602-2441
e-mail: frank@heuveltop.nl

Groningen
MARIJKE WILMANS
KRUITGRACHT 5
9711 VL GRONINGEN
Tel. +31-50-3122338
e-mail: marijkewilmans@ 

hetnet.nl

Fryslan
HANNIE SCHUURMAN
SWICHUMERDYK 25
9088 AP WIRDUM
FRYSLAN
Tel. +31-58-2552659
e-mail: hannie.schuurman@ 

gmail.com

Amsterdam
GITKA HAMBURGER
WS NEELTJE
AMSTEL 51/D
1018 EJ AMSTERDAM
Tel. +31-20-6261003
e-mail: neeltje_ams@ 

hotmail.com

Arnhem-Nijmegen
CEES JANSEN
NIEUWE MOLLENHUT-

SEWEG 113
6533 HD NIJMEGEN
Tel. +31-24-3505405
e-mail: bjoetics@planet.nl

Zuid-Nederland
ERNA RAIJMAKERS
PLOEGVELD 11
VUGHT
NOORD BRABANT 5261GD
Tel. +31 6 525 60 600,  

+31 411 78 50 38
e-mail: ernaraijmakers@ 

msn.com
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North Cambridge
JOEL NOGIC
94 CLIFTON ST., #2
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02140
Tel. +1-617-547-6463
e-mail: jnogic@comcast.net

Central Somerville
CHRISTOPHER AUSTILL
112 BELMONT ST.
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
Tel. +1-617-625-8081
e-mail: caustill@pobox.com
For more information contact:
Marya Axner
Tel. +1-617-776-7411
e-mail: maryaaxner@ 

gmail.com

Somerville
MARSHA HUNTER
2 THERIAULT COURT
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02140
Tel. +1-617-661-9252
e-mail: m-hunter@ 

comcast.net

Mystic River
GLADYS MAGED
32 PEARL ST.
SOMERVILLE, MA 02145
Tel. +1-617-628-3986
e-mail: gladysmag@aol.com

North Boston
RANDI FREUNDLICH
77 HANCOCK ST.
SOMERVILLE, MA 02144
Tel. +1-617-628-4208
e-mail: randifreundlich@ 

gmail.com

Muddy River
ANNE GREENWALD
6 GIBBS ST.
BROOKLINE, MA 02446
Tel. +1-617-277-6068
e-mail: agreenwald814@ 

gmail.com

Newton & Environs
BARBARA DECK
47 ATHELSTANE ROAD
NEWTON, MA 02459
Tel. +1-617-312-6515
e-mail: badeck1@gmail.com

MINNESOTA
Between Two Rivers
DOROTHEA HROSSOWYC
8620 WALL STREET RD.
NORTHFIELD, MN 55057
Tel. +1-507-645-6962
e-mail: hrossowyc@gmail.com

St. Paul
JUDY TILSEN
3 KENNARD COURT
ST. PAUL, MN 55106
Tel. +1-651-776-3130
e-mail: judymtilsen@ 

gmail.com

Minneapolis Git-chi Zi-bi
SHARON HILBERER
2422 CLINTON AVE. S., #18
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
Tel. +1-612-874-1170
e-mail: sharonerer@gmail.com

Twin Cities Southwest
JENEANE BUTRUM
6710 PARK AVE. S.
RICHFIELD, MN 55423
Tel. +1-612-866-9471
e-mail: jebutrum@gmail.com

Inland Valleys
SARA SCHOONMAKER
426 ALVARADO ST.
REDLANDS, CA 92373
Tel. +1-909-793-0213
e-mail: sara_schoonmaker@ 

redlands.edu
For more information contact:
Keith Osajima
Tel. +1-909-793-0213
e-mail: keithosajima@ 

gmail.com

Central & West Los Angeles
MYRNA FRIEDMAN
415 S. LAS PALMAS AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90020
Tel. +1-323-938-9783
e-mail: mfried2510@ca.rr.com

Eastside (Los Angeles)
VICTOR NICASSIO
C/O HORACE WILLIAMS
175 S. MADISON AVE., #9
PASADENA, CA 91101
Tel. +1-323-254-0309
e-mail: vnicassio55@ 

gmail.com

San Fernando Valley
LUCY SOLOMON
6710 BOBBY BOYAR AVE.
WEST HILLS, CA  91307
Tel. +1-818-340-8539
e-mail: lucysolo@ 

rocketmail.com

San Diego
INGE TAYLOR
1235 1/2 HOLLISTER ST., #A
SAN DIEGO, CA 92154
Tel. +1-619-575-4206
e-mail: ingemidwife@ 

yahoo.com

COLORADO
Boulder
ANNA SCHOETTLE
1868 DEL ROSA CT.
BOULDER, CO 80304
Tel. +1-303-444-5348
e-mail: annabeing@att.net

Denver
CHRISTIE MILLER GOSCH
2529 WABASH ST.
DENVER, CO 80238
Tel. +1-303-320-0348
e-mail: christiemgosch@ 

yahoo.com

CONNECTICUT
New Haven
HANNAH LARKIN-WELLS
50 GREAT HILL ROAD
GUILFORD, CT 06437
Tel. +1-203-457-0654
e-mail: larkin-wells@juno.com

Lower Eastern
ROBERTA PARO
246A YANTIC ST.
NORWICH, CT 06360
Tel. +1-860-889-2948
e-mail: raparo@snet.net

Quinebaug Valley
GERRY PECHIE
P.O. BOX 153
EASTFORD, CT 06242
Tel. +1-860-974-1043
e-mail: leedspechie@ 

charter.net

Hartford
MARCIA MCGEE
14 CAMBRIDGE DR.
GLASTONBURY, CT 06033
Tel. +1-860-633-7537
e-mail: m.mcgee1@cox.net

DELAWARE
Wilmington  I
ELLIE BROWN
2402 WILLARD ST.
WILMINGTON, DE 19806
Tel. +1-302-983-2902 (cell)
e-mail: ebrown@wcupa.edu

Wilmington II
LINDA WHITEHEAD
2604 BAYNARD BLVD.
WILMINGTON, DE 19802
Tel. +1-302-652-2704
e-mail: lindaw302@ 

verizon.net

Wilmington III
ELLEN MASON
221 AVON RD.
NARBERTH, PA 19072
Tel. +1-610-668-4025
e-mail: efmason786@ 

yahoo.com

Concord
MIKE REICHERT
2311 W. 16TH ST.
WILMINGTON, DE 19806
Tel. +1-302-764-4661
e-mail: michreich@ 

comcast.net

GEORGIA
Atlanta
CORNELIA CHO
4642 CREPE MYRTLE CIR. SE
MARIETTA, GA 30067
Tel. +1-770-933-9523
e-mail: opt2hope@yahoo.com
For more information contact:
Sam Landes
Tel. +1-678-777-5863
e-mail: samland2@ 

earthlink.net

ILLINOIS
Chicago & Suburbs #1
KAREN BEZ
2827 W. BERWYN, #1E
CHICAGO, IL 60625
Tel. +1-773-680-9731
e-mail: karenhbez@gmail.com

Chicago & Suburbs #2
JIM OLESON
932 W. AINSLIE, #1W
CHICAGO, IL 60640
Tel. +1-773-878-8782
e-mail: jimoleson@aol.com

MAINE
Freeport/Brunswick
JERRY ANN YODER
550 EAST ELM ST.
YARMOUTH, ME 04096
Tel. +1-207-846-5194
e-mail: jerryyoder@mac.com

Portland
KATE WEBB
236 SHERWOOD ST.
PORTLAND, ME 04103
Tel. +1-207-774-3403
e-mail: katew62@hotmail.com

Waldo & Beyond
CHRISTINE YENTES
127 STOVEPIPE ALLEY
MONROE, ME 04951
Tel. +1-207-525-7740
e-mail: cyentes@gmail.com

MARYLAND
Silver Spring-Bethesda- 

Takoma Park
SALLY OESTERLING
9700 COTTRELL TERR.
SILVER SPRING, MD 20903
Tel. +1-301-434-3237
e-mail: sallyoes@verizon.net

MASSACHUSETTS
Amherst
LYDIA VERNON-JONES
17 GAYLORD ST.
AMHERST, MA 01002
Tel. +1-413-256-8885
e-mail: lvernonjones@ 

gmail.com

Northampton Industrial & 
Franklin County

BETSY FEICK
32 HICKORY DRIVE
FLORENCE, MA 01062
Tel. +1-413-584-1090
e-mail: bf@betsyfeick.com

Springfield/Holyoke
RUTH JACOBSON-HARDY
21 GARFIELD ST.
FLORENCE, MA 01062
Tel. +1-413-584-5898
e-mail: ruth.jacobsonhardy@ 

verizon.net

Northampton-East
JONATHAN KOHRMAN
P.O. BOX 68
WHATELY, MA 01093
Tel. +1-413-665-9689
e-mail: jonathankohrman@ 

yahoo.com

Northampton-West
MICHAEL JACOBSON-

HARDY
21 GARFIELD ST.
FLORENCE, MA 01062
Tel. +1-413-584-5898
e-mail: michael.jacobsonhardy 

@verizon.net

Worcester
SUSAN SEIBEL
185 SUTTON AVE.
OXFORD, MA 01540
Tel. +1-508-987-8933
e-mail: susansei@verizon.net

Jamaica Plain/Boston
BETSY ABRAMS
172 HYDE PARK AVE.
JAMAICA PLAIN, MA 02130
Tel. +1-617-515-4364
e-mail: betsyabrams@ 

hotmail.com

Boston
JENENE COOK
126 KING ST.
DORCHESTER, MA 02122
Tel. +1-617-686-4230
e-mail: jenenecook@ 

gmail.com

South End
JENNY SAZAMA
25 BOYLSTON ST.
JAMAICA PLAIN, MA 02130
Tel. +1-617-308-5384
e-mail: jenny.yob@gmail.com

Cambridgeport
SARAH SPADEMAN
218 CHESTNUT ST.
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
Tel. +1-617-354-3799
e-mail: spademan@ 

animugs.net

ARIZONA
Phoenix
JUNE-YVONNE MARTINEZ 

COLERIDGE
10030 N. 7TH PL.
PHOENIX, AZ 85020
Tel. +1-602-861-8008
e-mail: jycoleridge@ 

gmail.com

ARKANSAS
Fayetteville
DOROTHY MARCY
3061 N. ELIZABETH AVE.
FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72703
Tel. +1-479-601-1321
e-mail: dmarcy1@gmail.com

CALIFORNIA
Mendocino-Redwood Coast
WADE GRAY
28400 SIMPSON LANE
FORT BRAGG, CA 95437
Tel. +1-707-964-4684
e-mail: wahday@mcn.org

Sonoma County
EDDIE HASAN
16170 PALO ALTO DRIVE
UNIT B
GUERNEVILLE, CA 95446
Tel. +1-707-703-3304
e-mail: eddiehasan@ 

hotmail.com
For more information contact:
Laurel Green
Tel. +1-707-318-8914
e-mail: wondergreen44@ 

gmail.com

Marin County
JANET HUGHES
P.O. BOX 805
FOREST KNOLLS, CA 94933
Tel. +1-415-488-9113
e-mail: janethughrc@ 

gmail.com

Northeast Berkeley
BOB GOMEZ
1740 WALNUT ST., #18
BERKELEY, CA 94709
Tel. +1-510-644-0354
e-mail: zorro@sbcglobal.net

West Berkeley
GAIL MANDELLA
1543 ADDISON ST.
BERKELEY, CA 94703
Tel. +1-510-843-0139
e-mail: gmandella@ 

comcast.net
For more information contact:
Paula Buel
Tel. +1-510-843-3427
e-mail: pbuel@mills.edu

East Bay North
PAUL KIYOSHI EHARA
1436 S. 59TH ST.
RICHMOND, CA 94804
Tel. +1-510-932-4095
e-mail: paul.ehara@gmail.com
For more information contact:
Rachel McMullin
Tel. +1-510-375-1122
e-mail: ramcmullin@ 

gmail.com

East Oakland/South County
SURRY BUNNELL
4330 REINHARDT DR.
OAKLAND, CA 94619
Tel. +1-510-531-3619
e-mail: surryb@pacbell.net
For more information contact:
Steve Morse
Tel. +1-510-482-0859
e-mail: steve_morse@mac.com

Sacramento Valley & 
Foothills

GAYLE CRIBB
330 HOLLY CT.
DIXON, CA 95620
Tel. +1-707-678-2601
e-mail: gcribb@cal.net

San Francisco 1 
BRIAN FOX
1467 FLORIDA ST.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
Tel. +1-415-370-6266
e-mail: bfoxae@gmail.com

San Francisco 2 
CHRISTINE SELIG
876 TREAT AVE., #3
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
Tel. +1-415-648-2018
e-mail: cseligrc@gmail.com

Mid-Peninsula
(Acting ARP)
CAROLYN KAMEYA
738 PERSHING AVE.
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
Tel. +1-408-275-1709
e-mail: carolynkameya@ 

gmail.com
For more information contact:
Judy Serebrin
Tel. +1-650-364-1659
e-mail: serebrin@sbcglobal.net

Peninsula South
SHARON VEACH
231 EASY ST., #10
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94043
Tel. +1-650-968-4354
e-mail: srveach.rc@gmail.com

San Jose
KATHY MCHALE
1733 MENDENHALL DR.
SAN JOSE, CA  95130
Tel. +1-408-891-9812
e-mail: kathymchale@ 

earthlink.net

Santa Cruz
MICHAEL LEVY
225 PROSPECT HTS.
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95065
Tel. +1-831-427-9916
e-mail: levysantacruz@ 

gmail.com
For more information contact:
Roland Saher
Tel. +1-831-295-6106
e-mail: rolandsaher@ 

gmail.com

Santa Barbara
JEAN ALEXANDER
4644 VISTA BUENA RD.
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93110
Tel. +1-805-403-6599
e-mail: jean@alexandersb.com

Long Beach
(Acting ARP)
ALLAN HANSEN
P.O. BOX 2423
CYPRESS, CA 90630
Tel. +1-714-875-8870
e-mail: hansen@rc.org

Inland Orange County
SUVAN GEER
12441 MYSTIC LANE
SANTA ANA, CA 92705-1435
Tel. +1-714-532-5519
e-mail: suvangeer@ 

sbcglobal.net
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MISSOURI
St. Louis
RUSSELL VANECEK
1513 WILLIAM LANE
SWANSEA, IL 62226
Tel. +1-618-234-2171
e-mail: russellvanecek@ 

yahoo.com

MONTANA
Missoula
JOE KIPPHUT
420 WOODFORD
MISSOULA, MT 59801
Tel. +1-406-721-1564
e-mail: joekipphut@gmail.com

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Monadnock
JEANIE LINDQUIST
P.O. BOX 331
ASHBY, MA 01431
Tel. +1-978-386-5591
e-mail: jeaniequilts@ 

gmail.com

NEW JERSEY
North Central New Jersey
PAT HEATH
48 HAWTHORNE PL.
SUMMIT, NJ 07901
Tel. +1-908-273-2073
e-mail: pdheath@verizon.net

Flemington/Princeton
PAT HENNESSY
113 OLD YORK RD.
RINGOES, NJ 08551
Tel. +1-908-806-7147
e-mail: path42@ 

embarqmail.com

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque I
CONCHA ACOSTA
1721 HOOPER SW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87105
Tel. +1-505-379-4913
e-mail: cacosta2924@msn.com

Albuquerque II
BETSY NAJJAR
916 19TH ST. NW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87104
Tel. +1-505-242-4646
e-mail: betsynajjar@ 

gmail.com

Santa Fe
SPARKY (ROSEMARIE) 

GRIEGO
P.O. BOX 754
SANTA FE, NM 87504
Tel. +1-505-577-5325
e-mail: sgriego@ 

rocketmail.com

NEW YORK
Albany
DOROTHY TRISTMAN
78 KAKELY ST.
ALBANY, NY 12208
Tel. +1-518-462-6005
e-mail: dorothy.tristman@ 

gmail.com

Syracuse
PHILIP ROSE
4128 MUTTON HILL RD.
CAZENOVIA, NY 13035
Tel. +1-315-395-7399
e-mail: prosemeister@ 

gmail.com

North Eugene &  
Outlying Areas

CAMERON HUBBE
1120 W. 17TH AVE.
EUGENE, OR 97402
Tel. +1-541-342-1691
e-mail: human@ 

nu-world.com
 
South Eugene/Springfield
LOIS YOSHISHIGE
225 E. 34TH PL.
EUGENE, OR 97405
Tel. +1-541-343-7795
e-mail: lkyoshishige@ 

comcast.net

PENNSYLVANIA
Spruce
(Acting ARP)
MARCY MORGAN
4712 WINDSOR AVE.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19143
Tel. +1-215-724-1571
e-mail: marcymorgan48@ 

gmail.com

Philadelphia Northwest
(Germantown, Mount Airy, 

Main Line, &  
Montgomery County)

BILLY YALOWITZ
603 S. 48TH ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19143
Tel. +1-215-432-6366
e-mail: byalowitz@gmail.com

Wissahickon
(Germantown, Mount Airy, 

Main Line)
HAO-LI TAI LOH
423 BROOKWAY RD.
MERION STATION, PA 19066
Tel. +1-610-667-4561
e-mail: tai_loh@msn.com

Schuylkill I
PAMELA HAINES
919 SOUTH FARRAGUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19143
Tel. +1-215-349-9428
e-mail: pamelahaines1@ 

gmail.com

Broad St.
ERIC BRAXTON
1006 S. 49TH ST., APT. 2
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19143
Tel. +1-215-727-2726
e-mail: ebrax12@gmail.com

RHODE ISLAND
Rhode Island
BETSY BEACH
31 WESTMORE ST.
PROVIDENCE, RI 02910
Tel. +1-401-467-9709
e-mail: betsybeach@ 

verizon.net

TEXAS
Dallas Sherman
JUDITH HAUBRICH 

WHEELOCK
1748 CROWBERRY DR.
DALLAS, TX 75228
Tel. +1-214-320-1914
e-mail: braxuss@sbcglobal.net

Brooklyn South &  
Long Island

KATHY MARTINO
1485 E. 16TH ST., #2F
BROOKLYN, NY 11230
Tel. +1-718-627-6071
e-mail: katheem@aol.com

Brooklyn Prospect, NYC
DANETT  BEAN
493 QUINCY ST., #1
BROOKLYN, NY 11221
Tel. +1-718-399-9878
e-mail: danettbeanrc@ 

gmail.com

Brooklyn Gardens, NYC
AZADEH KHALILI
162 8TH AVE., APT. 3L
BROOKLYN, NY 11215
Tel. +1-917-645-2538
e-mail: azikhalili@gmail.com

Brooklyn Bedford- 
Stuyvesant, NYC

FELA BARCLIFT
287 HANCOCK ST.
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
Tel. +1-718-623-3288
e-mail: felaba@aol.com

NORTH CAROLINA
Chapel Hill
PAT FISCHER
750 WEAVER DAIRY ROAD, 

#2214
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514
Tel. +1-919-918-3407
e-mail: pzfisch@gmail.com

Raleigh
BEVERLY A. BRANAMAN
7030 EASTRIDGE DR.
APEX, NC 27539
Tel. +1-919-773-8330
e-mail: bbrcnc@nc.rr.com

OHIO
Athens
(Acting ARP)
JOHN SCHMIEDING
276 HIGHLAND AVE.
ATHENS, OH 45701
Tel. +1-740-592-5983
e-mail: john_45701@ 

yahoo.com

OREGON
Portland North
JUDI SOLOWAY
3276 NE SKIDMORE
PORTLAND, OR 97211
e-mail: jchazanow@ 

yahoo.com
For more information contact:
Eldon Potter
Tel. +1-503-284-5139
e-mail: eldon@ 

bryanpotterdesign.com

Portland South
JEANETTE ARMENTANO
3511 SE 63RD AVE.
PORTLAND, OR 97206
Tel. +1-503-238-6695
e-mail: jeanette_armentano@ 

beaverton.k12.or.us
For more information contact:
Anne Mavor
Tel. +1-503-367-6136
e-mail: mavorina@gmail.com

North, Central, & East 
Austin

SELWYN POLIT
5512 COVENTRY LANE
AUSTIN, TX 78723
Tel. +1-512-696-0410
e-mail: selwynpolit@ 

gmail.com

South Austin
BEVERLY BAJEMA
1703 ALTA VISTA AVE.
AUSTIN, TX 78704
Tel. +1-512-442-1676
e-mail: bev@bajema.me

West Houston
BOB ROMERO
9910 EMNORA LANE
HOUSTON, TX 77080
Tel. +1-713-995-8392
e-mail: bobromero@ 

gmail.com

East Houston
SAM GUTIERRES
1519 MARYLAND ST.
HOUSTON, TX 77006
Tel. +1-713-524-2642
e-mail: samg36@hotmail.com

VIRGINIA
Northern Virginia
DREAMA FRISK
2442 N. UTAH ST.
ARLINGTON, VA 22207
Tel. +1-703-524-1459
e-mail: dreamawf@gmail.com

Charlottesville
KAREN BYRD
199 ARARAT HILL
AFTON, VA 22920
Tel. +1-434-361-1359
e-mail: kbyrdva@gmail.com
 
Richmond
GINNY PYE
3815 SEMINARY AVE.
RICHMOND, VA 23227
Tel. +1-804-262-3080
e-mail: vpye@ 

mindspring.com

WASHINGTON
Bellingham
ALBERT FIELDS
2606 H ST.
BELLINGHAM, WA 98225
Tel. +1-360-734-9056
e-mail: albertfields@mac.com

North Seattle/Northwest 
King County

SANDRA MCDONALD
8528 BOWDOIN WAY
EDMONDS, WA 98026
Tel. +1-425-772-2417
e-mail: mcdonaldmcgregor@ 

hotmail.com

Meridian (Seattle)
DEBBIE BELL
4470 WHITMAN AVE. N.
SEATTLE, WA 98103
Tel. +1-206-632-9442
e-mail: deborahbell@ 

comcast.net

Madison (Seattle)
STEVE THOMPSON
767 32ND AVE.
SEATTLE, WA 98122
Tel. +1-206-799-7288
e-mail: stevedt@comcast.net

Rochester
JIM BERGER
1541 MONROE AVE.
ROCHESTER, NY 14618
Tel. +1-585-244-2415
e-mail: mij49@juno.com

Ithaca
MARGO HITTLEMAN
506 SCOFIELD RD.
GROTON, NY 13073
Tel. +1-607-533-7501
e-mail: mjh17@cornell.edu

Broadway RC, NYC
GREGG WAGNER
43-25 47TH ST., #C6
SUNNYSIDE, NY 11104-1722
Tel. +1-718-786-8982
e-mail: greggwag@ 

earthlink.net

East River, NYC
EMILY FEINSTEIN
2 EAST 2ND ST.
BROOKLYN, NY 11218
Tel. +1-718-625-6696
e-mail: emfein@verizon.net

East & West Villages, NYC
CARYN DAVIS
161 W. BUCHANAN ST.
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10301
Tel. +1-646-369-5294
e-mail: carynterri@msn.com

Hudson River, NYC
ROSE FICHTENHOLTZ
35-45 78TH ST., #32
JACKSON HEIGHTS,  

NY 11372
Tel. +1-917-523-9567
e-mail: rtficht@gmail.com

Sunnyside, NYC
DEBORAH RUBIEN
43-25 47TH ST., #C6
SUNNYSIDE, NY 11104
Tel. +1-718-786-8982
e-mail: deborah923@ 

earthlink.net

New York City East, NYC
WENDY GANZ
200 E. 90TH ST., APT. #11E
NEW YORK, NY 10128
Tel. +1-212-860-5679
e-mail: wjganz@aol.com

New York City West, NYC
MILLIE WALDMAN
171 W. 79TH ST., APT. #62
NEW YORK, NY 10024
Te. +1-212-799-1435
e-mail: millieaw@aol.com

Harlem Triboro, NYC
MIKE ISHII
43-13 47TH ST., APT. E36
SUNNYSIDE, NY 11104
Tel. +1-646-729-7722
e-mail: mikeishii@gmail.com

Brooklyn Bowery, NYC
TAMARA DAMON
191 22ND ST.
BROOKLYN, NY 11232
Tel. +1-718-349-1836
e-mail: tkdamon@gmail.com

Flatbush Brooklyn, NYC
KATHY MCCULLAGH
365 16TH ST.
BROOKLYN, NY 11215
Tel. +1-718-499-2820
e-mail: rckathymc@gmail.com

Duwamish (West Seattle)
SUSAN HUTCHISON
5914 17TH AVE. SW
SEATTLE, WA 98106
Tel. +1-206-768-1974
e-mail: sfhutch@earthlink.net

Rainier (Seattle)
(Acting ARP)
DVORA SLAVIN
7932 17TH AVE. SW
SEATTLE, WA 98106
Tel. +1-206-399-8944
e-mail: dvoraslavin@ 

gmail.com 

Olympia
JAN YOSHIWARA
2615 ASPINWALL RD. NW
OLYMPIA, WA 98502
Tel. +1-360-951-5852
e-mail: jyoshiwara@ 

yahoo.com

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Washington, D.C.
JEVERA TEMSKY
6600 LUZON AVE., APT. 300
WASHINGTON, DC 20012
e-mail: jrtemsky@verizon.net

WISCONSIN
West Madison 
MARIAN FREDAL
1410 DRAKE ST.
MADISON, WI 53711
Tel. +1-608-256-0065
e-mail: mhfredal@gmail.com

East Madison 
HOLLY JORGENSON
2205 COMMONWEALTH 

AVE.
MADISON, WI 53726
Tel. +1-608-233-5699
e-mail: hollydjorgenson@ 

gmail.com

Milwaukee
MARTHA BARRY
2559 S. BURRELL ST.
MILWAUKEE, WI 53207
Tel. +1-414-350-4761
e-mail: barrymle@aol.com

WALES
De Cymru/Cardiff
PAT GREGORY
52 LOWER CATHEDRAL RD.
RIVERSIDE
CARDIFF CF11 6LT
Tel. +44-2920 226990
e-mail: patj.gregory@ 

gmail.com
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TOGO • MARION OUPHOUET

For Chicanos/as:
LORENZO GARCIA
1112 MACIEL NW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87104
USA
Tel. +1-505-831-4757, 

+1-505-362-6385 (cell)
e-mail: lgcrc@aol.com

For Chinese-Heritage 
People:

FRANCIE CHEW
5 CAMPBELL PARK
SOMERVILLE,  

MA 02144-2719
USA
Tel. +1-617-628-4998 (h), 

+1-617-293-4058
Fax +1-617-627-3805
e-mail: franciechew@ 

gmail.com

For College & University 
Faculty:

PAM ROBY
203 PALO VERDE TERRACE
SANTA CRUZ, CA  95060
USA
Tel. +1-831-427-2218, 

+1-831-459-2587
e-mail: roby@ucsc.edu

For Elders:
PAM GEYER
4515 MERRIE LANE
BELLAIRE, TX 77401
USA
Tel. +1-713-666-7300
e-mail: pgeyer@ 

medcetera.com

For Japanese-Heritage 
People:

JAN YOSHIWARA
2615 ASPINWALL RD. NW
OLYMPIA, WA 98502
USA
Tel. +1-360-866-7145, 

+1-360-951-5852
e-mail: jyoshiwara@ 

yahoo.com

International  
Reference Persons

International Reference 
Person:

TIM JACKINS
C/O RE-EVALUATION 

COUNSELING COMMU-
NITY RESOURCES

719 SECOND AVE. NORTH
SEATTLE, WA  98109 
USA
Tel. +1-206-284-0311
Fax +1-206-284-8429
e-mail: ircc@rc.org

Alternate International 
Reference Person:

DIANE SHISK
C/O RE-EVALUATION 

COUNSELING COMMU-
NITY RESOURCES

719 SECOND AVE. NORTH
SEATTLE, WA  98109 
USA
Tel. +1-206-284-0311
Fax +1-206-284-8429
e-mail: ircc@rc.org

International
Liberation

Reference Persons

For African-Heritage 
People:

BARBARA LOVE
23 ARBOR WAY
AMHERST, MA  01002
USA
Tel. & Fax +1-413-253-3814
e-mail: bjlove413@gmail.com

For Allies to Young People:
JENNY SAZAMA
25 BOYLSTON ST.
JAMAICA PLAIN, MA 02130
USA
Tel. +1-617-308-5384
e-mail: jenny.yob@gmail.com

For Catholics:
JOANNE BRAY
198 E. MIDDLE PATENT RD.
GREENWICH, CT 06831
USA
Tel. +1-203-273-3058
e-mail: jmbray@aol.com

For Jews:
CHERIE BROWN
9220 WOODLAND DR.
SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
USA
Tel. +1-202-785-9400
e-mail: ncbiinc@aol.com

For Lawyers:
MARSHA HUNTER
2 THERIAULT COURT
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02140
USA
Tel. +1-617-661-9252
e-mail: m-hunter@comcast.net

For Lesbians  & Gay Men:
“JEANNE D’ARC”
C/O RE-EVALUATION 

COUNSELING COMMU-
NITY RESOURCES

719 SECOND AVE. NORTH
SEATTLE, WA  98109 
USA

Asst. Liberation Reference 
Person for Gay Men:

“DAVID NIJINSKY”
C/O RE-EVALUATION 

COUNSELING COMMU-
NITY RESOURCES

719 SECOND AVE. NORTH
SEATTLE, WA  98109 
USA
e-mail: dnijinsky@aol.com

For “Mental Health”  
Liberation:

JANET FONER
920 BRANDT AVE.
NEW CUMBERLAND,  

PA 17070
USA
Tel. +1-717-774-6465
e-mail: jbfoner@verizon.net

For “Mental Health” 
Workers:

JEAN HAMILTON
591 STANFORD AVE.
PALO ALTO, CA 94306
USA
Tel. +1-650-493-6668, 

+1-650-387-3837
e-mail: rcjean1@gmail.com

For Middle-Class People:
SEÁN RUTH
41 COOLNEVAUN
STILLORGAN
COUNTY DUBLIN
IRELAND
Tel. +353-1-2833975
e-mail: seangruth@gmail.com

For Musicians:
HEATHER HAY
2270 LAKEWOOD DR.
VANCOUVER, BC V5N 4T7
CANADA
Tel. +1-604-876-7148
e-mail: hhay3@telus.net

For Native Americans:
MARCIE RENDON
4241 27TH AVE. S.
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55406
USA
Tel. +1-612-722-9579
e-mail: mrendon703@aol.com

For Owning-Class People: 
JO SAUNDERS
11 PERINS CLOSE
ALRESFORD
HANTS SO24 9QL
ENGLAND
Tel. +44-1962-733496
e-mail: jo.saunders@ 

btinternet.com

For Pacific Islander & 
Pilipino/a-Heritage 
People:

TERESA ENRICO
C/O RE-EVALUATION 

COUNSELING COMMU-
NITY RESOURCES

719 SECOND AVE. NORTH
SEATTLE, WA  98109 
USA
Tel. +1-503-735-5419
e-mail: teresaenrico@ 

gmail.com

For Parents:
MARYA AXNER
29 CONWELL ST.
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143 
USA
Tel. +1-617-776-7411
e-mail: maryaaxner@ 

gmail.com

For People with Disabilities:
MARSHA SAXTON
1773 WALNUT ST.
EL CERRITO, CA 94530
USA
Tel. +1-510-234-2656, 

+1-510-225-6349 (w)
e-mail: marsax@wid.org

For Puerto Rican-Heritage 
People:

MARIA JUDITH COLON
556 CALLE MIRAMAR, 

APT. 3-A
SAN JUAN
PUERTO RICO 00907
Tel. +1-646-319-9403 
e-mail: majuco4150@msn.com

For Raised-Poor People:
GWEN BROWN
2506 WILLARD ST.
WILMINGTON, DE 19806
USA
Tel. +1-302-656-2630
e-mail: gbbrown@udel.edu

For Trade Unionists:
JOANIE PARKER
40 HALL ST., #3
JAMAICA PLAIN, MA 02130
USA
Tel. +1-617-522-4086
e-mail: jep7ok@aol.com

For Visual Artists:
JOHN FEHRINGER
8439 30TH AVE. SW
SEATTLE, WA 98126
USA
Tel. +1-206-932-8886
e-mail: rc@fehringer.com

For Women:
DIANE BALSER
6 BEAUFORT ROAD, #4
JAMAICA PLAIN, MA  02130
USA
Tel. +1-617-390-5660
e-mail: dibalser@comcast.net

For Working-Class People:
DAN NICKERSON
122 HUNTER RD.
FREEPORT, ME 04032
USA
Tel. +1-207-865-3869
e-mail: dnickerson122@ 

comcast.net

For Young Adults 
(ages 21-30):

EMILY BLOCH
6 GIBBS STREET
BROOKLINE, MA 02446
USA
Tel. +1-617-763-8085 (cell)
e-mail: bloch.emily@ 

gmail.com

For Young People 
(under 21):

MARI PIGGOTT
2270 LAKEWOOD DRIVE
VANCOUVER, BC V5N 4T7
CANADA
Tel. +1-604-876-7148, 

+1-778-227-4104 (cell)
e-mail: marikathleenp@ 

yahoo.ca

International
Commonality

Reference Persons

For the Care of the 
Environment:

WYTSKE VISSER
SIEBE SCHOOSTRASTRJITTE 

48
8923 GH LJOUWERT
FRYSLAN
THE NETHERLANDS
Tel. +31-58-267 2084
Fax +31 84 732 0102
e-mail: wytskevisser.coe@ 

gmail.com

For Educational Change 
(Classroom Teachers):

MARILYN ROBB
4 PARADISE BOULEVARD,
PARADISE WEST
TACARIGUA
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
WEST INDIES
Tel. +1-868-221-8890
e-mail: joyfulplace@ 

yahoo.com

For Family Work:
CHUCK ESSER
919 S. FARRAGUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19143
USA
Tel. +1-215-349-9428
e-mail: ckesser1@gmail.com

For Languages &  
Interpreting:

XABIER ODRIOZOLA 
EZEIZA 

ERRONDO IBILBIDEA 
       -1- 3. EZK
20010 DONOSTIA- 
GIPUZKOA 
BASQUE COUNTRY
Tel. +34-630-828554
e-mail: nuxila@hotmail.com

For Wide World Change:
JULIAN WEISSGLASS
4420 MEADOWLARK LANE
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
USA
Tel. +1-805-637-8895
e-mail: weissglass@ 

education.ucsb.edu

The 
Re-evaluation 

Foundation

President:
MIKE MARKOVITS
198 E. MIDDLE PATENT RD.
GREENWICH, CT 06831
USA
Tel. +1-203-536-5413
e-mail: mjmrkvts@aol.com

Send contributions to:
THE RE-EVALUATION 

FOUNDATION
P.O. BOX 9292
QUEEN ANNE STATION
SEATTLE, WA 98109
USA
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AUTHORIZED TEACHERS OF RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING  
OUTSIDE OF ORGANIZED AREAS

CHINA
See Hong Kong and Taiwan 

under separate listings
CHEN XIANGYI 
DEPT. OF PSYCHOLOGY
NANSHAN PEOPLE’S 

HOSPITAL
TAOYNAN ROAD
NANSHAN
SHENZHEN 518052
Tel. +86-755-660407
e-mail: x.y.chen@tom.com

LI GUODONG
ROOM 614, XIANKE MECH. 

& ELEC. BLDG.
BAGUA SILU,
 FUTIAN DISTRICT
SHENZHEN 518000
Tel. +86-755-13652302896
e-mail: 61076038@qq.com

HA YINGMIN
ROOM 2508, SOUTH TOWER 

OF GUANGZHOU 
WORLD TRADE NO. 
371-375

HUANSHI DONGLU
YUEXIU DISTRICT
GUANGZHOU
GUANGDONG 510095
Tel. +86-20-13660042174
e-mail: ha3721@gmail.com

WANG AILI
2J 3A 5F CLIFFORD ESTATES
PANYU
GUANGZHOU
GUANGDONG 511495
Tel. +86-13527017427
e-mail: aili_w98@hotmail.com

FAN ZHANG
ROOM A2202, 
HUANG TING JU
CAI’TIAN ANLU
FUTIAN DISTRICT
SHENZHEN
GUANGDONG 518000
Tel. +8610-755-8358-6844
e-mail: fannyzhang2202@ 

yahoo.com.cn

YANG SIZHUO
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

DEPARTMENT
QIAN NAN NORMAL COL-

LEGE
DU YUN
GUIZHOU 558000
Tel. +86-3985779337
e-mail: joanna1979@163.com

LIYA DONG
16C5F, 3 JIE
KAND-YI-JU, QIFU XINCUN, 

PANYU DISTRICT
GUANGZHOU 510000
Tel. +86-13928853317
e-mail: liya.banks@gmail.com

COLOMBIA
DALBA NATALIA LINARES
CALLE 57 NO. 16A-20 

 APTO 201
BOGOTA
Tel. +57-316 232 5181
e-mail: dalbanatalialinares@ 

gmail.com

ARGENTINA
ANTONIO GONZALEZ
LEIVA 5768
ROSARIO CP 2000

MARCIA SEGOVIA
RODRIGUEZ PENA S/N
SOLARI
CORRIENTES 3467

ALICIA FIGUEROA
MAR DEL PLATA 1437
TERMAS DE RIO HONDO
SANTIAGO DEL ESTERO 

4220
Tel. +54-3858-423724

ELSA LEONIDA MONZON
RODRIGUEZ PENA 1054
CAPITAL FEDERAL 1020
Tel. +54-15-5217604

PAULA BOILINI
LYNCH 664
SAN ISIDRO, BS AS 1642
Tel. +54-4723-5663
e-mail: paulaboilini@ 

hotmail.com

MARIA GUADALUPE  
FLEITAS MOLINI

LYNCH 665
SAN ISIDRO, BS AS 1642
Tel. +54-47465350
e-mail: guadafleitas@ 

gmail.com

SILVINA SPAGNUOLO
GABRIEL MIRO 3170
CASTELAR, BS AS 1712
Te;/ +54-11-4692-2733
e-mail: silvispag@hotmail.com

MIRTA MENA
NOCOCHEA 969
SAN MIGUEL DE 

TUCUMAN
TUCUMAN 4000
Tel. +54-381-421-1683
e-mail: mirtaciamena@ 

gmail.com

AUSTRALIA
QUEENSLAND
MARGARET PESTORIUS
298 FEARNLEY ST.
MANUNDA
CAIRNS, QLD 4870
Tel. +61-7-4052-1563
e-mail: margaret@ 

cairnspeacebypeace.org

BETH SHORTER & 
STUART DOWNS

10 PHILLIPS ST.
MACHANS BEACH
CAIRNS, QLD 4878
Tel. +61-7-4055-0301
e-mail: beth@fnq.net.au, 

stu.downs@fnq.net.au

KAREN LAVIN
5 BOSTOCK ST.
NEWTOWN, QLD 4305
Tel. +61-7-3282-7193
e-mail: dancinglemur@ 

live.com.au

NEW SOUTH WALES
LAZULI KUBENK
1659 DUNOON ROAD
DUNOON, NSW 2480
Tel. +61-2-6689-5936, 

+61 421-317-034
e-mail: lazuli.kubenk@ 

yahoo.com.au

JENNY SPINKS
20B MILLOWINE LANE
BEGA, NSW 2550
Tel. +61-2-6492-5901
e-mail: jennyspinks@ 

southernphone.com.au

LAUREL WADDELL
P.O. BOX 70
BEGA, NSW 2550
Tel. +61-3-62233716
e-mail: waddelllaurel@ 

hotmail.com

JENNI DALL
12/68 CAWLEY ST.
BELLAMBI, NSW 2518
Tel. +61-407-897-378
e-mail: jd.rc@live.com.au

TASMANIA
JODIE EPPER
168 WATERWORKS ROAD
DYNNYRNE
HOBART, TAS 7004
Tel. +61 03 6223 4745
e-mail: jodie.epper@ 

taslandcare.org.au

PAMELA MEARS
3 ROCKLANDS COURT
KINGSTON, TAS 7050
Tel. +61-427-348-766
e-mail: pamela.mears@ 

gmail.com

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
LORRAINE TOONE
10 ZINFANDEL ST.
MARGARET RIVER, WA 6285
Tel. +61-8-97572934
e-mail: lorrainetoone@ 

bigpond.com

TREVOR WHITTON & 
ANITA LINNETT

3 NORTH ROAD, MIRA MAR
ALBANY, WA 6330
Tel. +61-8-9842 1262
e-mail: twhitton@aapt.net.com

NORTHERN 
TERRITORY

BARBARA MOLANUS
15 MALLAM CRES.
ALICE SPRINGS, NT 0870
Tel. +61-439827160
e-mail: barbstar.m@gmail.com

KATHY BANNISTER
12 MILLS STREET
MILLNER, NT 0810
Tel. +61-408-895-621
e-mail: kathy.bannister@ 

bigpond.com 

BASQUE 
   COUNTRY 
(between France & Spain)
JUAN MANUEL FEITO 

GUERRERO
SAN FRANTZISKO 29-3.A
BILBAO
BIZKAIA 48003
Tel. +34-94-416-8190
e-mail: jtriku@hotmail.com

BENIN REPUBLIC,  
WEST AFRICA

ALAIN SAKITI
05BP9123 
COTONOU
Tel. +229-9623-2162
e-mail: freshsak@yahoo.fr

ERIC AMOUSSOU-GUENOU
02 BP539
COTONOU
Tel. +229-9420-8255,  

+229-9747 5843
e-mail: guenoueric2@yahoo.fr

ANGELO AMOUSSOU-
GUENOU

07 BP 139
COTONOU
Tel. +229-93577813,  

+229-6454 2284
e-mail: angelofranz@ 

yahoo.fr

BOTSWANA
TSITSI SHAMBARE
P.O. BOX 121
FRANCISTOWN
Tel. +267-7531-3860,  

+267-727-48938 (cell)
e-mail: tsitsi_shambare@ 

gmail.com

CANADA
ALBERTA
AMBER FORNELLI
3532 8TH AVE. SW
CALGARY, AB T3C 0E9
Tel. +1-403-999-2899
e-mail: afornelli@ 

alumni.sfu.ca

BRITISH COLUMBIA
ROBEAR LE BARON
VALLEY - 18
HORNBY ISLAND, 

BC V0R 1Z0
Tel. +1-250-335-2570
e-mail: rlebaron41@gmail.com

ELIZABETH SHEFRIN
2455 ISLANDVIEW DRIVE
GABRIOLA ISLAND,  

BC V0R 1X7
Tel. +1-250-247-7476
e-mail: simaelizabeth@ 

gmail.com

SUSAN KAMMERZELL
BOX 733
NELSON, BC V1L 5RY
Tel. +1-250-355-2900
e-mail: susyk@hotmail.com

SAMANTHA SANDERSON
110 FARM COURT
SALT SPRING ISLAND,  

BC V8K 1H7
Tel. +1-250-537-9296
e-mail: swsanderson@shaw.ca

BILL HORNE & 
CLAIRE KUJUNDZIC

2338 BOWMAN CRESCENT
BOX 41
WELLS, BC V0K 2R0
Tel. +1-250-994-2332
e-mail: bill@claireart.ca

KERRI WALL
P.O. BOX 2112
FERNIE, BC V0B 1M0
Tel. +1-250-423-6986
e-mail: kerriwall@ 

hotmail.com

NEW BRUNSWICK
MARY ANN COLEMAN
167 CREEK RD.
WATERFORD, NB E4E 4L7
Tel. +1-506-433-5232
e-mail: maryann@ 

elements.nb.ca

ONTARIO
MARY SUSAN YANKOVICH
307-455 LISGAR ST.
OTTAWA, ON K1R 5G9
Tel. +1-613-230-4175
e-mail: msy@sentex.net

JEAN HANSON
22 BOYCE AVE.
OTTAWA, ON K2B 6H9
Tel. +1-613-820-6377
e-mail: jeanh@magma.ca

QUÉBEC
JEAN BELANGER
5863 RUE JEANNE MANCE
MONTRÉAL, QC H2V 4K9
Tel. +1-514-271-8271
e-mail: jn.belanger@ 

videotron.ca

CHILE
ELLEN TAIT
CAMINO EL TREILE 4975
LO BARNECHEA
RM 7700004
Tel. +56-2-954-0833
e-mail: ellentait@hotmail.com

EMMA EDITH MORALES 
ZAPATA

QUILACOYA 0348
VILLA CORDILLERA
PUENTE ALTO
SANTIAGO
Tel. +56-2-265-3962
e-mail: e.edithm@hotmail.com

CECILIA VIDAL 
GONZALEZ

PASAJE BERLIN 0974
VILLA STA. MATILDE 

ORIENTE
PUENTE ALTO
SANTIAGO
Tel. +56-29808362
e-mail: ceysabel2008@ 

gmail.com

CARMEN ESTELA  
RODRIGUEZ

SEMINARIO NO. 25
PROVIDENCIA
Tel. +56-2-2232964,  

+56-9-8469-3924
e-mail: carmenrodriguez 

sanchez@gmail.com

HEATHER LUNA
IDAGONAL 159B #14A-40
INTERIOR 5, APTO 101
BOGOTA
Tel. +57 301 790 9222
e-mail: benignheather@ 

gmail.com

LUDING OCASIONEZ DE 
JAIMES

CARRERA 38 A, NO. 44-08
APTO 103
BUCARAMANGA
Tel. +57-6271-560
e-mail: ludingocazionez@ 

gmail.com

BETSY KATHERINE  
TOBOADA CARO

CALLE 99 NO. 18-136 
FONTANA

BUCARAMANGA-
SANTANDER

Tel. +57 6940648
e-mail: betsykathe@ 

hotmail.com

CONGO,  
DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC OF

JEROME NDINGA REASSI
B.P. 1182
BRAZZAVILLE
Tel. +242-822-594,  

+242-514-998

SYLVIE LUKANGA
NO. 23, AVE. KAMASAKA 

COIN COL MUZIMBA
Q. BAUDOUIN LIDO-GOLF 

PRESIDENTIEL
LUBUMBASHI
KATANGA
Tel. +243-992873605

COREA
SANGWOO KWON
R701-102 DONE, 
SHINDONGA HIPALACE
YANGPYEONG-DONG
YOUNGDEUNGPO-GU
SEOUL 150-102
Tel. +82-10-7306-4746
e-mail: sangwkwon@ 

yahoo.com

CORNWALL
RUTH WILSON
KENWYN, HIGHER ROAD
PENSILVA
LISKEARD PL14 5NH
Tel. +44-1579-363684
e-mail: ruth@ruthwilson1.

orangehome.co.uk

CURACAO
JASMINE MADURO
TRAI SERU 56A
TRAI SERU
CURACAO
Tel. +599-9-6642719
e-mail: jasmine.maduro@ 

gmail.com
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GREECE
DIMITRA KATAKI
FILIPPOU 28
XANTHI, THRACE 67100
Tel. +30-25410 21900
e-mail: katakidim@gmail.com

KATERINA STAVROPOU-
LOU-VLACHOU

VIRONOS 8
671 00 XANTHI
Tel. +30-25410-77308

LOUKIA PIKI
AGROTIRI 
29100 ZAKYNTHOS
Tel. +30-26950-24562
e-mail: fosdlm@otenet.gr

HONDURAS
ALICIA
e-mail: alyfunes30@gmail.com

HUNGARY
MOLNAR GABRIELLA
PF 453/354
H-1537 BUDAPEST
e-mail: caring10@hu.inter.net

INDIA
SR. BENEDICTA
PRESENTATION CONVENT
THENI
TAMILNADU 626531
Tel. +91-4546-253907, 
+91 944 360 7921

S.J. SHASHIKALA
K 81/4, 3 MAIN ROAD
9 CROSS, L N PURAM
BANGALORE 560021
Tel. +91-9902584557
e-mail: sjshashikala@ 

gmail.com

J.B.V. LAKSHMI
245-II SAKET KAPRA
HYDERABAD 5000 62
Tel. +91-40-27017040
e-mail: jvsubrahmanyam@ 

yahoo.co.in

VANDANA DEVGAONKAR
H. NO. 2-2-1137/3/21
OPP. NEW RAMALAYAM
NEW NALLAKUNTA
HYDERABAD 500062
Tel. +91-40-27562681
e-mail: vandanad1@ 

yahoo.co.in

SUMITA ROY
43/2/1, GURUPADA, HALL-

DER ROAD
KOLKATA
WEST BENGAL 700 026
Tel. +33-245-58043
e-mail: sumita444@gmail.com

KAJAL SEN
18/47 BALL YGUNGE 

PLACE EAST
KOLCATA
WEST BENGAL 700019
Tel. +33 246 06646
e-mail: sen76kajal@gmail.com

NICKY XANDORA
69 TADMARTON RD.
BLOXHAM
OXON OX15 4HW
Tel. +44 1295 722639

SHANNON COGGINS
KINGSHILL EAST  

PENNARD
SHEPTON MALLET
SOMERSET BA4 6TR
Tel. +44-1749-860767
e-mail: shannon@ 

seizetheday.org

JAINE RAINE
18 TOR VIEW AVE.
GLASTONBURY
SOMERSET BA6 8AF
Tel. +44-1458 834787
e-mail: jaine@ 

jaineraine.wanadoo.co.uk

BRUCE GARRARD
63 CHILKWELL STREET
GLASTONBURY
SOMERSET BA6 8DD
Tel.. +44-1458-830778
e-mail: bruce@ 

glastonbury.co.uk

NICOLA VINCENT
7 BRIGHTSTOWE ROAD
BURNHAM-ON-SEA
SOMERSET TA8 2HW
Tel. +44-1278-782274
e-mail: nk.vincent@ 

btinternet.com

BERNADETTE  
CHELVANAYAGAM

24 HERBERT RD.
EXETER
DEVON EX1 2UH
Tel. +44-1392-669603
e-mail: bernadette@ 

zebra.coop

CLIVE MARTIN
4 ARUNDEL CRESCENT
NORTH ROAD WEST
PLYMOUTH
DEVON PL1 5DY
Tel. +44-1752-261398
e-mail: gurumayi.om@ 

virgin.net

JOSIE THOMAS-SAMWAYS
69 SEYMOUR AVE.
ST. JUDES
PLYMOUTH
DEVON PL4 8RD
Tel. +44-1752-661228
e-mail: josiesamways@ 

hotmail.com

JOHN STUART
2 STRATHCAR; DOWN RD.
TAVISTOCK
DEVON PL19 9AG
Tel. +44-1822-618960
e-mail: rcjohnstuart@ 

gmail.com

AL HEAD
27, WESTBRIDGE  

COTTAGES
TAVISTOCK
DEVON PL19 8QD
Tel. +44-1822-616083
e-mail: seaalbatross@ 

btinternet.com

MAUREEN RUTTER
75 WESTWARD RD.
CAINSCROSS
STROUD
GLOUCESTERSHIRE  

GL6 8DP
Tel. +44-1453-759365
e-mail: rutter.mo@ 

googlemail.com

BESS HERBERT
18 MACKIE ROAD
TULSE HILL
LONDON SW2 2EB
Tel. +44-208-6712820
e-mail: bess_herbert@ 

yahoo.com

ANNA MOORHOUSE
62 SYLVAN ROAD
LONDON SE19 2RZ
Tel. +44-171-208-771-1160
e-mail: anna.moorhouse123@ 

btinternet.com

DORANN VAN HEESWIJK
58 BRIARWOOD ROAD
LONDON SW4 9PX
Tel. +44-207-622-6493
e-mail: dorannvh@ 

easynet.co.uk

PAM CARNEGIE
9 CHEPSTOW CLOSE
LYTTON GROVE, PUTNEY
LONDON SW15 2HG
Tel. +44-208-789-4667

ANNA VAN HEESWIJK
12 DAISY DORMER CT.
TRINITY GARDENS
LONDON SW9 8DW
Tel. +44-7732-075-835
e-mail: annavanheeswijk@ 

hotmail.com

ALI BOURNE
127B RAILTON ROAD
LONDON SE24 0LT
Tel. +44 20 7733 7253
e-mail: alibourne@ 

hotmail.com

MARY THOMPSON
68 BERESFORD ROAD
LONDON N8 0AJ
Tel. +44-20-83407552
e-mail: marythompson68@ 

googlemail.com

CATHERINE GOLDSTEIN
185 LORDSHIP ROAD
LONDON N16 5HF
Tel. +44-208-809-3010
e-mail: catherinegoldstein@ 

hotmail.com

TERRY DAY
38 UPPER  

WALTHAMSTOW RD.
WALTHAMSTOW
LONDON E17 3QQ
Tel. +44-20-8520-5337
e-mail: terryday1@talktalk.net

KARL LAM
PARSONAGE FARM
128 LOW RD.
BURWELL
CAMBRIDGE CB25 OEJ
Tel. +44-1638-604101
e-mail: karl@ 

parsonage1.plus.com

STELLA DARKE
CHAPEL HOUSE, HIGH ST.
SOUTH NEWINGTON
BANBURY
OXON OX15 4JN
Tel. +44 1295 720096
e-mail: darkestella@ 

googlemail.com

CLAIRE PARAVISINI
103 AVENUE VALROSE
06100 NICE
Tel. +33-4-93-98-29-60

GERMANY
EVE ABRAHAM
WASSERBURGER STR. 13
85614 KIRCHSEEON BEI 

MÜNCHEN
Tel. +49-8091-518258
e-mail: evejesko@yahoo.de

JULIA SIEBERT
NEUBURGSHOF 18A
KREFELD
NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN 

D-47807
Tel. +49-2151-395946
e-mail: julia.siebert@ 

ymail.com

JULIANE CIESLAK
CAPUTHER HEUWEG 47
POTSDAM 14478
Tel. +49-331-27328040
e-mail: julianecieslak@gmx.de

LAURA MATTHAUS
PATTENKOFERSTRASSE 49
10247 BERLIN
Tel. +49-30-22438470
e-mail: laura.matthaeus@ 

gmx.net

CARSTEN FILOR
ADMIRALSTRASSE 17
10999 BERLIN
Tel. +49-30-61659091
e-mail: c.filor@ 

schoenberlin.de

CORDULA HERCHET- 
HOFRICHTER

BURGHARDTSMHLE 2
73491 NEULER
Tel. +49-6221-860159

GHANA
GODWIN AZALETEY
BOX 59
66 ARTILLERY REGIMENT
HO
Tel. +233 242 030 044
e-mail: azaletey66@yahoo.com

RAFIATU LAWAL
C/O MR. MAHAMA LAWAL
P.O. BOX 14
TAMALE
Tel. +233 543 325 509
e-mail: rafiaibnlawal@ 

gmail.com

GMABI A. PHILIP
GHANA DEVELOPING 

COMMUNITIES ASSN.
P.O. BOX 2211
TAMALE
Tel. +233-243711960
e-mail: alaikaphilip@ 

gmail.com

REGINALD KPAKPO  
ACQUAYE & ISAAC 
KWESI NOONI

C/O PATIENCE NARKU
MINISTRY OF FOOD & 

AGRICULTURE
F&A M37
ACCRESS
KUMASI
Tel. +233-24-495-4075 (Isaac), 

+233-244-818-805 (Regi-
nald)

e-mail: isaac_kwesi@ 
hotmail.com,  
reginald_k84@yahoo.com

EL SALVADOR
EMILIA DEL CARMEN 

ALVARADO
CALLE EL PROGRESO,  

PAJ EL CABO
COMUNIDAD LAS FLORES 

MEJICANOS
SAN SALVADOR

MARÍA LORENA CUÉLLAR 
BARANDIARÁN

CALLE LOMAS DE MIRA-
MONTE Y AVE. BERNAL.

COND. RES. PARAISO DE 
MIRAMONTE. CASA #28

SAN SALVADOR
Tel. +503-22 60 65 68 (h),  

+503-7761-0123 (cell)
e-mail: marialorenacuellar@ 

hotmail.com

ALMA YANIRA MURCIA
RESEDENCIAL SAN 

RAMON
MEJICANOS
SAN SALVADOR
Tel. +503-73 76 6124
e-mail: almayanira@ 

gmail.com

ENGLAND
JEAN TURNER
MORTON HOUSE
MOOR RD.
STAINDROP
DARLINGTON DL2 3LQ
Tel. +44 1833 660172
e-mail: kandjturner@ 

hotmail.com

JUDY MAUND
27 MORTLAKE AVE.
WORCESTER WR5 1QD
Tel. +44 1905 356281
e-mail: judy@ 

funhairstuff.plus.com

FIONA FRANK
6 FORGEBANK WALK
HALTON
LANCASTER LA2 6FD
Tel. +44-7778-737681
e-mail: fionafrank@gmail.com

ALISON NORRIS
170 ABBEYFIELD ROAD
PITSMOOR
SHEFFIELD S4 7AY
Tel. +44-114-2435732
e-mail: alison@ 

cleanbuild.co.uk

NETTA CARTWRIGHT
11, BRUNSWICK TERR.
STAFFORD
STAFFSHIRE ST16 1BB
Tel. +44-1785-613585

TYRA TILL
NEW YORK FARM
ELKSTONES, ONECOTE
LEEK
STAFFORDSHIRE ST13 7RZ
Tel. +44-1538-300-401
e-mail: tyra.till@virgin.net

ALAN SPRUNG
31 ST. OSBURG’S RD.
COVENTRY CV2 4EG
Tel. +44-24-7644-1554
e-mail: alansprung@ 

care4free.net

MARK HINTON
2A STONEY STANTON RD.
COVENTRY CV1 4FL
Tel. +44-2476272616
e-mail: mark.hinton@ 

gmail.com

JO SAUNDERS
11 PERINS CLOSE
ALRESFORD
HANTS SO24 9QL
Tel. +44-1962-733496
e-mail: jo.saunders@ 

btinternet.com

FRANCE
CATHERINE ALBERTINI
840 CHEMIN DE LA 

BRAGUE
06740 CHATEAUNEUF
Tel. +33-4-97-01-03-12
e-mail: catherine.1@ 

libertysurf.fr

DELPHINE BARBEROT
7, RUE DE LA FONTAINE 

CARREE
70160 PURGEROT
Tel. +33 3 84 91 77 71
e-mail: delnew@gmail.com

BRIGITTE GUIMBAL
474 CHEMIN DE FONT 

CUBERTE
6560 VALBONNE
Tel. +33 4 93 12 93 49
e-mail: bguimbal@free.fr

MARINE ESTIVAL
4711 QUARTIER SAINT JUST
84810 AUBIGNAN
Tel. +33-4-90-35-56-73

FARID SI MOUSSA
4 RUE DE LA DISTILLERIE
LOIRE-ATLANTIQUE (44)
NANTES 44000
Tel. +33-2-40-89-57-07
e-mail: farid_sim@ 

hotmail.com

FRÉDÉRIQUE  
BRAGUIER

9 ALLÉE BUFFON
64000 PAU
Tel. +33 5 59 62 26 48
e-mail: frederique.braguier@ 

kiwi-fibre.fr

FRANCESCA COURTIN & 
DANA POWERS

15 BIS RUE DE LA BUTTE
78640 VILLIERS-ST. FRED.
Tel. +33-1-34-898125 (Dana), 

+44 6 65 35 34 28 (Fran-
cesca)

e-mail: francesca.courtin@ 
wanadoo.fr,  
danapowers26@ 
hotmail.com

JOS SJOLLEMA
16 RUE D’ENFER
63340 NONETTE
Tel. +33-4-7389-0495
e-mail: j.sjollema@wanadoo.fr

CECILE FLOURY- 
BUCHALIN

30 AVE. DES TOURELLES
37340 SAVIGNE-SUR- 

LATHAN
Tel. +33-4-72-87-07-81
e-mail: flourybuchalin@ 

gmail.com

FLORE SI MOUSSA-LOUIS
8 RUE VILLEBOIS MAREUIL
44000 NANTES
Tel. +33-2-40-89-58-73
e-mail: florelouis@yahoo.fr

HELENE FARNELLI
112 AVENUE SAINTE  

MARGUERITE
“LES MYOSOTIS”
06200 NICE
Tel. +33-60993690
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MONIQUE FAASE
IJMUIDENSTRAAT 29
1324 PW ALMERE
Tel. +31-36-5302756
e-mail: mfaase@kpnmail.nl

ANNEKE GROOT
MEKKELHOLTSWEG 38
7523 DE ENSCHEDE
Tel. +31 53 434 0912
e-mail: anneke@amao.nl

TANJA KIENHUIS
TORMENTIL 102
7577 CS OLDENZAAL
Tel. +31 541 511990
e-mail: eric_tanja@yahoo.com

MONNIE PAASHUIS
DEILHORST 68
7009 LH DOETINCHEM
Tel. +31 314 344453
e-mail: monniepaashuis@ 

gmail.com

NEW ZEALAND
ALI KENNEDY
170 NILE ST.
NELSON
Tel. +64-3-5488-467
e-mail: ali.kennedy@xtra.co.nz

AMI KENNEDY
170 NILE ST. EAST
MAITAI
NELSON 7010
Tel. +64-386-1025
e-mail: growingfood@ 

yahoo.com

FRANCA MORANI
31 WAITAPU ROAD
TAKAKA
GOLDEN BAY 7110 
Tel. +64-3-525-6202
e-mail: francamorani@ 

hotmail.it

GIULIANA MORANI
5 FEARY CRESCENT
TAKAKA 
GOLDEN BAY 7110
Tel. +64-3-525-8389
e-mail: giulimorani@ 

hotmail.com

SABINA WICK
69 ROTOTAI ROAD
TAKAKA 7110
Tel. +64-3-5258642

DIANE SHANNON
36 CARRICK ST.
MAIREHAU
CHRISTCHURCH 8013
Tel. +64-3-385-8765
e-mail: diane.shannon@ 

cdhd.health.nz

LOREN EASTERBROOK & 
NIKKI BERRY

11 PANDORA ST.
NORTH BEACH
CHRISTCHURCH 
CANTERBURY 8083
Tel. +64-3-981-9729 (Loren), 

+64-3-981-8729 (Nikki)
e-mail: scoz@sing.co.nz  

(Loren), nikki@sing.co.nz

ELISA ISTAC IHUITL PEREZ 
MARTINEZ

42 IGNACIO M. ALTAMI-
RANO 49 BIS

CENTRO HISTORICO
SANTIAGO DE QUERETARE 

QRO 76000
Tel. +52-4499-74-53-39
e-mail: incorporaluyulala@ 

gmail.com

THE  
NETHERLANDS

ROEL BOSCH
A/B MS PANTA RHEI
PRINS HENDRIKKADE  

T.O. 140-144
3071 KM ROTTERDAM
Tel. +31 10 425 58 48
e-mail: roelbosch@ 

ms-panta-rhei.nl

JOHAN VAN ZWET
NARCISSTRAAT 3
8013 XS ZWOLLE
Tel. +31-38-422-2423
e-mail: johan.vanzwet@ 

gmail.com

WENDY WESSELINK- 
TEN THIJE

PRINS MAURITSSTRAAT 37
8019 XS ZWOLLE
Tel. +31-38-4525393
e-mail: wendy.wesselink@ 

zonnet.nl

JOANNE CHEUNG SAN
APENNIJNEN 13
3524 DK UTRECHT
Tel. +31-30-261-4886
e-mail: joanne.cheung.san@ 

gmail.com

JENNIFER VAN DOORN
BARNSTEENLAAN 63
3523 BC UTRECHT
Tel. +31 6 46095003
e-mail: jennn__@hotmail.com

LEONIE MELENHORST
ARNOLDUS ROTTERDAM-

STRAAT 26
3553 TE UTRECHT
Tel. +31 302931189
e-mail: leonie.melenhorst@ 

gmail.com

NICOLET GROOT
RUYSDAELLAAN 41
HUIS TER HEIDE (UT) 

3712 AP
Tel. +31-30-2210977
e-mail: strafwerk@ 

vodafonevast.nl

ROSEMARIE MELENHORST-
MULDERS

RIETGORS 82
3755 GE EEMNES
Tel. +31-35-5387098
e-mail: rosemarie.

melenhorst@planet.nl

MARIA J.G. NIEUWENHUIS
VOORSCHOTERWEG 24
2235 SH VALKENBURG
Tel. +31-71-5157016
e-mail: marianieuwenhuis@ 

yahoo.com

ARIE VAN RIJSSEL
JOHAN WAGENAAR STR. 

20D
3816 PE AMERSFOORT
Tel. +31-33-4619229

IRAN
VIDA MOZAFARIEH
AVE. VALISAR,
AVE. FERESHTEH (SHAHID 

FAYAZD), 
AVE. CHENARAN
AVE. KAMRAN SHARGHI 

#1, APT. 1
TEHRAN 19648-14445
Tel. +98-21-22604145
e-mail: vida5978@yahoo.com

IRELAND
MAURICE HEARN
12 HAYDENS PARK DR.
LUCAN
CO. DUBLIN
Tel. +353-87-6784764

BRIAN SMEATON
BEARNA GHAOITHE
DRUMCAVNEY, TRENTAGH
LETTERKENNY
COUNTY DONEGAL
Tel. +353-74-91-37917
e0mail: smeatongbrian@ 

gmail.com

NORTHERN  
IRELAND

SHEILA FAIRON
5 COASTGUARD  

COTTAGES
CAUSEWAY VIEW LANE
PORTRUSH
CO. ANTRIM BT56 8BA
Tel. +44-28-7082-3193
e-mail: fairon@fastmail.fm

LINDA O’DONOVAN
71 GROVEHILL GARDENS
BANGOR
CO. DOWN BT20 4NS
Tel. +44-28-9047-8655
e-mail: linda.odonovan@ 

btinternet.com

ISRAEL
MICHAL NOY
4A YOCHEVED ST.
HAIFA 34674
Tel. +972-77 55 01 523
e-mail: noy.rc.il@gmail.com

VARDA GINOSSAR-ZAKAY
P.O. BOX 83
GIVAT ELAH 36570
Tel. +972-4-651-5719
e-mail: vardagz@gmail.com

ORNA SHUMAN
P.O. BOX 121
BEIT SHEARIM 36578
Tel. +972-4-9531528
e-mail: ornashuman1@ 

gmail.com

TAMI SHAMIR
POB 339
SHEFAYIM IL-60990
Tel. +972-9-9584447
e-mail: tamisb@ 

netvision.net.il

ITALY
JUNE MACKAY
VIA CINQUE MARTIRI 68
CAREZZANO
ALESSANDRIA 15051
Tel. +390-131-839-381

JAPAN
MICHIKO IWAKI (JO)
26-22, MORIOKATENGO-

NISHI
HIGASHIURA-CHO
AICHI-KEN 470-2101
Tel. +81-562-84-8470
e-mail: ilovejo3700@ 

yahoo.co.jp

REIKO SHIMIZU
7-17-20 BUNKYO
FUKUI-CITY 910-0017
Tel. +81-776-25-6053
e-mail: kuro0153@ 

softbank.ne.jp

TOMOMI SUZUKI
2-4-27, YAMAUCHI
OKINAWA-CITY
OKINAWA
Tel. +81-70-5480-0189
e-mail: tomomyjpo@ 

yahoo.co.jp

AKARI TAKEICHI
723-11 NYUGAWA
SAIJO, EHIME 799-1341
Tel. +81-080-3928-4900
e-mail: akanotake@ 

yahoo.co.jp

KENYA
ADELAIDE CHEMUTAI 

KARIUKI
P.O. BOX 2129
THIKA CODE 01000
Tel. +254-722782878
e-mail: achemkakariu@ 

yahoo.com

ANNAH MUMBUA  
KAMUGYISHA

P.O. BOX 7
MASII 254
Tel. +254-44-63032

JOSEPH MBALU
P.O. BOX 497
MACHAKOS 90100
Tel. +254-720-845365
e-mail: joembalu@yahoo.com

REV. MICHAEL WAMBUA 
MUTALA

P.O. BOX 1870
MACHAKOS
Tel. +254-733-238843

KOREA
See Corea 

MEXICO
CONCEPCIÓN MÁRTÍNEZ 

GASCA
COL. URSTA 2000
QUERETARO 76130
Tel. +52-49-74 09 89

JUDITH BAUTISTA PEREZ
LOS REYES MAGOS C.27
MZ. 2 FRACC. SANTA CRUZ 

AMILPAS
MINICIPIO SANTA CRUZ 

AMILPAS
OAXACA 71226
Tel. +52-951-503-2812
e-mail: judithb57@ 

yahoo.com.mx

KARI HUNTER
22 ASHMOLE ST.
WOOLSTON
CHRISTCHURCH 8023
Tel. +64-3-389-1925
e-mail: karihunter@ 

paradise.net.nz

HEMAIMA CARKEEK 
WIREMU

72 KIRK ST.
OTAKI 5512
Tel. +64-6-364-8212,  

+64-21 023 81166 (mobile)
e-mail: hemaimaw@ 

hotmail.com

CARLA JEHLE
16 WHAKARITE ROAD
OSTEND
WAIHEKE ISLAND
AUCKLAND 1081
Tel. +64-9-372-9298
e-mail: carla.jehle@gmail.com

RUTH HERD
2/40 TAWHIRI ROAD
ONE TREE HILL
AUCKLAND 1006
Tel. +64-9-634-7700
e-mail: ruth_herd@clear.net.nz

LANCE CABLK
24 RUTLAND ROAD
DEVONPORT
AUCKLAND 0624
Tel. +64-9-446-6546
e-mail: lcablk101010@ 

gmail.com

YUHO ASAKA, UMI ASAKA,  
& SUN CHINNYU

7 SOUTH HIGHWAY
WHITIANGA
COROMANDEL 3510
Tel. +64-7-866-0552  

(Yuho & Umi))
e-mail: yuhoumi@gmail.com 

(Yuho), lemonlime_love_
0509@yahoo.co.jp (Umi), 
rcer-co-chinnyu@ 
hotmail.co.jp (Sun)

NICARAGUA
IVANIA LOVO LOPEZ
COL. 4 DE MAYO NO. 24
TICUANTEPE
MANAGUA
Tel. +505-2279-9951
e-mail: ivalovo60@gmail.com

GUSNARA DEL CARMEN 
BUSTOS

QUINTA GUSNARA, DE LA 
IGLESIA LA CRUZ

500 METROS OESTE, 170 
MTS SURE

SAN MARCOS 88640035
e-mail: gusnarab1@gmail.com

NIGERIA
FRANCIS UBANI-UKOMA
F.C.S. UBANI-UKOMA & CO.
1ST FLOOR BACK
NO. 230 EHI ROAD
ABA
Tel. +234-80-55383811
e-mail: francsmiles@ 

yahoo.com

MATTHEW ARONIMO
NO. 2 OHAFIA ST.
 UMUAHIA
ABIA 234
Tel. +234-7038272100
e-mail: mattewgreat@ 

yahoo.com

PAMELA EZINWA UKAKU
PLOT 26B ZNA
HOUSING ESTATE EHIMIRI
UMUAHIA
ABIA-STATE
Tel. +234-8033063814
e-mail: pamukaku@ 

yahoo.com

KINGSLEY CHINEDU 
IBEKWE 

22 MARCUS GARVEY ST.
ENUGU
Tel. +234-803-781-9293
e-mail: kcibekwe@ 

hotmail.com

MARSHALL IFEANYI 
CHINAKA

5, NWODO STREET, GRA
ENUGU
ENUGU STATE
Tel. +234-80343-59625
e-mail: ifeanyimarshallc@ 

yahoo.com

PRINCESS CHINWE  
AGWUNA

P.O. BOX 217
ENUGWA-UKWU
Tel. +234-8-0656 97285
e-mail: chininwe@gmail.com

JOHN KAZACHIANG 
GARBA

10, PIPELINE RD., KAMAZO
(OPP. MANCOOL REC. 

CENTRE)
KADUNA
Tel. +234-81642-05595
e-mail: johnkazachiang@ 

gmail.com

NORWAY
BRITA HELLEBORG
DAMFARET 4
N-3943 PORSGRUNN
Tel. +47-35-51-31-50
e-mail: hhelleborg@online.no

STEIN HELLEBORG
ERLANDS VEI 14
0669 OSLO
Tel. +47-91153073
e-mail: steinh_5@hotmail.com

ANNE HELGEDAGSRUD
NORDÅSHØGDA 64
NO-5235 RAADAL
Tel. +47-55-13-28-60
e-mail: helgedagsrud@ 

gmail.com

PERU
MARISOL & NANCY  

CALLANAUPA MESCCO
URB. CHINCHERO K-1
SANTA ANA
CUSCO
Tel. +51-084-777294
e-mail: marisol_cm_@ 

hotmail.com (Marisol)

POLAND
YVONNE ODROWAZ- 

PIENIAZEK
PUPKI 39
11-042 JONKOWO
Tel. +48-502-594-833,  

+48-89-512-93-56
e-mail: yvoodr@gmail.com
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SUSAN KLEIN
36 MURASAKI ST.
IRVINE, CA 92617
Tel. +1-949-854-8757
e-mail: sbklein@uci.edu

KEITH DANNER
23 VIRGIL COURT
IRVINE, CA 92617
Tel. +1-949-509-0211
e-mail: danner63@gmail.com

KEITH GLASSMAN & 
SARAH TOZER

COSTA MESA, CA 92626
Tel. +1-714-444-2618
e-mail: sptozer@yahoo.com, 

kgrc2012@gmail.com

GLADYS DAVIS
4009 CALLE SONORA, #3-D
LAGUNA WOODS, CA 92637
Tel. +1-949-597-1059

DEANNA MESSINGER
4001 SAND HILL ROAD
WOODSIDE, CA 94062
Tel. +1-650-851-3792
e-mail: dmessinger@ 

pausd.org

MARSHA SAXTON
1773 WALNUT ST.
EL CERRITO, CA 94530
Tel. +1-510-234-2656
e-mail: marsax@wid.org

AYANA MORSE
5215 BELVEDERE ST.
OAKLAND, CA 94601
Tel. +1-510-333-3743
e-mail: a.morse@ 

mindspring.com

EMILY GALPERN
1430 PARKER STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94702
Tel. +1-510-529-6345
e-mail: emilygalpern@ 

gmail.com

MARILYN GOLDEN
1629 WARD ST.
BERKELEY, CA 94703
Tel. +1-510-549-9339
e-mail: mgolden@dredf.org

EMILY SIEGEL
1793 STROMBERG AVE.
ARCATA, CA 95521
Tel. +1-707-822-7978
e-mail: emily@ 

humboldt1.com

COLORADO
JULIE FOX-RUBIN
P.O. BOX 83
BASALT, CO 81621
Tel. +1-970-927-9667
e-mail: julie@foxrubin.com

CONNECTICUT
JOANNE BRAY & 

MIKE MARKOVITS
198 E. MIDDLE PATENT RD.
GREENWICH, CT 06831
Tel. +1-203-273-3058 (Joanne), 

+1-203-536-5413 (Mike)
e-mail: jmbray@aol.com, 

mjmrkvts@aol.com

TREY VAN NORSTRAND
21 LEONARD ST., APT. 3
STAMFORD, CT 06906
Tel. +1-203-325-0940
e-mail: chiahog@yahoo.com

FLORIDA
HENRY HALL
207 OFFICE PLACE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
Tel. +1-850-656-2207
e-mail: henryhall6@gmail.com

DEBO POWERS
9890 LEAPING DEER LANE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32309
Tel. +1-406-407-0787
e-mail: debopowers@ 

gmail.com

NEIL JONES
9909 HWY CR 30-A
PORT ST. JOE, FL 32456
Tel. +1-850-899-0552
e-mail: njones@gtcom.net

DOMINIQUE GIAMPAOLO
1215 NE 20TH AVE.
GAINESVILLE, FL 32609
Tel. +1-352-378-8467
e-mail: beprised@yahoo.com

LAURIE REISMAN
2815 NE 17TH TERRACE
GAINESVILLE, FL 32609
Tel. +1-352-246-8873
e-mail: llrnolimits@ 

hotmail.com

ELENA MURATORI
203 CHARLEMAGNE BLVD.
KEY LARGO, FL 33037-3233
Tel. +1-305-453-1835
e-mail: seamaid55@ 

yahoo.com

IRA HOROWITZ
465 NE 55TH TERRACE
MIAMI, FL 33137
Tel. +1-305-757-8838
e-mail: ira04@comcast.net

LISA TRIPP
1101 NORTH M STREET
LAKE WORTH, FL 33460
e-mail: lisatripp1@gmail.com

MELBA BAEZ-OFFICER
3530 ISLAND CLUB DR., #7
NORTHPORT, FL 34288
Tel. +1-941-258-5419
e-mail: baezmo@hotmail.com

GEORGIA
AUDREY DAVENPORT
487 BANKS ST.
CORNELIA, GA 30531
Tel. +1-404-271-2468
e-mail: a.daven50@gmail.com

SHAROKIN BETGEVARGIZ
1501 E. 52ND ST.
SAVANNAH, GA 31404
e-mail: sharokinb@yahoo.com

HAWAII
LOUISE GOOD
215 AIOKOA ST.
KAILUA, HI 96734
Tel. +1-808-381-2939
e-mail: hanellingood@ 

aim.com

XIAN LAI
221 ALA WAI BLVD.,  

APT. 1002
HONOLULU, HI 96815
Tel. +1-808-391-9426
e-mail: xian.lai@gmail.com

ALASKA
SARAH TRAINOR
P.O. BOX 84067
FAIRBANKS, AK 99708
Tel. +1-907-978-2237
e-mail: sarah.fleisher@ 

gmail.com

PAULINE HARVEY
P.O. BOX 1035
KOTZEBUE, AK 99752
Tel. +1-907-412-0727 (cell)
e-mail: siqupsiraq@otz.net

LEONA SANTIAGO
2122 LAWSON CREEK RD.
DOUGLAS, AK 99824
Tel. +1-907-957-4258
e-mail: leonas@awareak.org

GEORGE PARTLOW
P.O. BOX 240557
DOUGLAS, AK 99824-0557
Tel. +1-907-364-3309
e-mail: pricerbumanto@ 

hotmail.com

CHRISTINE MARIE
204 OBSERVATORY ST.
SITKA, AK 99835
Tel. 1-425-329-1252,  

+1-206-963-5836
e-mail: camarie222@ 

gmail.com

MERLE NANCY HAWKINS
331 DEERMOUNT ST., 

UPPER UNIT 
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901
Tel. +1-907-225-2538
e-mail: mmhawkins@ 

msn.com

ARIZONA
LAVONNE LINDALL
P.O. BOX 7063
CAVE CREEK, AZ 85327
Tel. +1-480-595-1113
e-mail: flaxgulch@aol.com

CATHERINE LAND  
EVILSIZOR

5532 E. TOWNER ST.
TUCSON, AZ 85712-2226
Tel. +1-520-327-8990
e-mail: azcland@gmail.com

EMILY HEED
6625 E. CALLE LA PAZ,  

UNIT A
TUCSON, AZ 85715
Tel. +1-520-886-7825
e-mail: moksha1@cox.net

BRENDA CASEY
2817 MALVERN ST.
TUCSON, AZ 85716
Tel. +1-520-968-7356
e-mail: brencasey@yahoo.com

GENE GALAZAN
1600 RESERVOIR RD.
PRESCOTT, AZ 86302
Tel. +1-928-443-9100
e-mail: ggalazan@msn.com

CALIFORNIA
DAN KWONG
1629 18TH ST., #10
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
Tel. +1-310-453-4544
e-mail: dkbb12@aol.com

PAM MCCRAE
1301 PACIFIC ST.
SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
Tel. +1-310-804-1168
e-mail: pamcooksnow@ 

yahoo.com

RONALD HALBRIGHT
ALTE LANDSTR. 89
CH-8800 THALWIL
ZURICH
Tel. +41-44-7204695
e-mail: ron.halbright@ncbi.ch

TAIWAN
YIH-SHEUE LIN
NO. 212-1 JHI SYUE  

VILLAGE
SHOU-FENG
HUA-LIEN 97447
Tel. +886-3-866-1065,  

+886-934-288-728 (cell)
e-mail: ysl@mail.ndhu.edu.tw

LI YIN LIU HUNG
NO. 9, LN. 5, JIEREN ST.
HUALIEN CITY
HUALIEN COUNTY 97060
Tel. +886-3-857-4915
e-mail: yo939156053@ 

gmail.com 

TANZANIA
JOAN KOISIANGA KIVUYO
OSOTWA NGO
P.O. BOX 14883
ARUSHA 255
Tel. +255-75-409-3616 (cell)
e-mail: osotwa@yahoo.com

THAILAND
PERMSUK AMP-

ORNCHARAT
100/335 N. 7 SUKSAN 7
KONCHANAPISCK RD.
BANGKAE, BOKK
Tel. +66-87-688-9692
e-mail: permsuk.a@gmail.com

TED MAYER
100/318 BO FAI VILLAGE
HUA HIN
PRAJUAP KHIRI KHAN 

77110
Tel. +66-86-599-4802
e-mail: morethanmeetsthei@ 

gmail.com

TOGO,  
WEST AFRICA

MISSIGBE HOKAMETO 
P.O. BOX 3260
LOME
Tel. +228-9002-3446,  

+228-9915-7585
e-mail: sigbepierre@yahoo.fr

UNITED 
KINGDOM

See Channel Islands,  
Cornwall, England,  
Scotland, and Wales

UNITED STATES  
OF AMERICA

(Within States by Zip Code)
ALABAMA
JANET WALLACE
1453 MILNER CRES. S.
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
Tel. +1-205-602-3586
e-mail: jraines@dopm.uab.edu

KALAI MUGILAN
1820 WOODMERE LOOP
MONTGOMERY, AL 36117
Tel. +1-205-243-7747
e-mail: kalai@uab.edu

SOUTH AFRICA, 
REPUBLIC OF

NTOMBE KHAYA  
WAUCHOPE

P.O. BOX 52
MOROKA
JOHANNESBURG 1860
Tel. +277-61976841
e-mail: mbezi_mbo@ 

yahoo.com

(INNOCENT) MPHO  
MOTLOUTSI

710B ZONE 8 MEADOW-
LANDS

MOGOKOJANE STREET
JOHANNESBURG
GAUTENG 1852 

MARGARET GREEN
7 BUCKINGHAM RD.
PLUMSTEAD
CAPE TOWN 7800
Tel. +27-21-761-3027
e-mail: mgreen@mweb.co.za

ZAAHIDA HARTLEY
21 SHARON COURT
CAPE TOWN
WESTERN CAPE 7925
Tel. +27-21-448-1871

SPAIN
MARI CARMEN GARCIA 

FERNANDEZ
CALZADA LATERAL DEL 

NORTE 17
BAJO IZQDA
LAS PALMAS DE GRAN 

CANARIA 35014
Tel. +34-62-854-8586
e-mail: rimacar@gmail.com

CONCHITA CONTRERAS 
INIESTA

RONDA DE SEGOVIA, 42
ESCALERA MADRID
MADRID 28005
Tel. +34-1-91-3655135
e-mail: cciniesta@yahoo.es

OSCAR ARGUMOSA SAINZ
URB. BAUTIZAN 3 BAJO,  

B (PENAGOS)
SANTANDER
CANTABRIA 39627
Tel. +34-942-554338
e-mail: espiritudelagua@ 

yahoo.com

ANDREA AJA MARURI
C/CALZADA 12
BEZANA
CANTABRIA 39100
Tel. +34-605-875597
e-mail: milpanesypeces@ 

hotmail.com

SWITZERLAND
RENATE MUELLER
VOGESENSTRASSE 109
CH-4056 BASEL
Tel. +41 61 361 99 73
e-mail: renate_mueller@ 

hispeed.ch

GWEN POLLACK & 
BERNHARD RUFFINER

SONNENRAIN 2
CH-4800 ZOFINGEN
Tel. +41 62-751-2652 (Beni), 

+41-62-752-3511 (Gwen)
e-mail: gwen_pollack@ 

yahoo.de, beni_ruffiner@ 
yahoo.de

PUERTO RICO
MARIA JUDITH COLON
556 CALLE MIRAMAR, 

APT. 3-A
SAN JUAN 00907
Tel. +1-646-319-9403
e-mail: majuco4150@msn.com

YARA ALMA-BONILLA
8 COND JARD SAN  

IGNACIO B
APT. 111-B
SAN JUAN, PR 00927
Tel. +1-787-431-5795
e-mail: yaraisady@yahoo.com

LEYKAMARIE ALMA- 
BONILLA

URB. VILLA NEVAREZ
#1099 CALLE 1
SAN JUAN, PR 00927
Tel. +1-787-758-7747
e-mail: leykalma@yahoo.com

ROMANIA
LAZAR IULIA  

MAGDALENA
STR. BARBU LAUTARU
BL. 47, SC.B, ET. 3, AP. 13
ARAD, 310078
Tel. +40-357-402283
e-mail: iuliaml@yahoo.com

RWANDA
ALICE KABAGANWA
KIGALI
Tel. +250--788-644-973
e-mail: kabagitifu@yahoo.fr

JOHN D’AMOUR  
USENGIMANA

P.O. BOX 2280
KIGALI
Tel. +250-788-353035
e-mail: udamax2000@yahoo.fr

SCOTLAND
FIONNTAN HURLEY
30C MONKTONHALL TER.
MUSSELBURGH EH21 6ER
Tel. +44-7931-355-348
e-mail: jf1hurley@aol.com

MIKE SPRING
11/2 WARDLAW ST.
EDINBURGH EH11 1TL
Tel. +44 131 337 4990
e-mail: mikespring@ 

hotmail.com

MARGARET GAULT
FORDALE COTTAGE
RATHEN
FRASERBURGH
ABERDEENSHIRE AB43 8UL
Tel. +44-134-653-2487
e-mail: margaret.gault@ 

virgin.net

BARBARA K. SCHMIDT
AUCHAMORE HOUSE
11, WELLINGTON ST.
DUNOON
ARGYLL PA23 7LB
Tel. +44 1369-704-707
e-mail: barbarakschmidt@ 

btinternet.com
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEBORAH ROBINSON
30 N. THETFORD RD.
LYME, NH 03768-3101
Tel. +1-603-795-2825
e-mail: northtodebo@ 

yahoo.com

NEW JERSEY
ODELIA SHARGIAN
52 CHRISTIE ST.
TENAFLY, NJ 07670
Tel. +1-201-560-7872
e-mail: oshargian@gmail.com

RICKIE KASHDAN
21 CLARENCE AVE.
LONG BRANCH, NJ 07740
Tel. +1-732-222-1685
e-mail: kashdan@comcast.net

MATTHEW FRIERSON
253-1 ESHELON RD.
VOORHEES, NJ 08043
Tel. +1-856-520-1318
e-mail: mfry85@gmail.com

NEW MEXICO
BETH ENSON
P.O. BOX 503
ARROYO SECO, NM 87514
Tel. +1-575-776-3238
e-mail: wildmushroomsoup@ 

gmail.com

NEW YORK
MICHAEL COURTNEY
12 ANN ST.
SAUGERTIES, NY 12477
Tel. +1-845-417-8659
e-mail: hikinmike@gmail.com

SHELLEY BRYNN FRIED-
MAN

P.O. BOX 352
WEST HURLEY, NY 12491
Tel. +1-207-460-4191
e-mail: shelley.friedmann@ 

gmail.com

JOHN BUCKLEY
438 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
BUFFALO, NY 14213
Tel. +1-716-886-0544
e-mail: love2healnow@ 

gmail.com

MARK KILMARTIN
P.O. BOX 526
BEAVER DAMS, NY 14812
Tel. +1-607-962-5582
e-mail: mkilmartin@ 

earthlink.net

ERIC LESSINGER
7011 SEARSBURG RD.
TRUMANSBURG, NY 14886
Tel. +1-607-387-5527
e-mail: eric_less@yahoo.com

NORTH CAROLINA
SUSAN LINDSAY
1108 PORTLAND ST.
GREENSBORO, NC 27403
Tel. +1-336-272-4690
e-mail: sclindsay22@ 

gmail.com

GEORGE DIMOCK
1208 W. CORNWALLIS DR.
GREENSBORO, NC 27408
Tel. +1-336-210-8122
e-mail: g_dimock@uncg.edu

LESLIE KAUSCH
1309 LAKEWOOD DR.
GREENSBORO, NC 27410
Tel. +1-336-852-4063
e-mail: singonki@earthlink.net

IDAHO
PETTRA POLLACK
5133 CHEYENNE AVE.
BOISE, ID 83709
Tel. +1-208-362-5587
e-mail: pettra.pollack@ 

gmail.com

ILLINOIS
EDNA VIRUELL-FUENTES
2019 BOUDREAU DR.
URBANA, IL 61801
Tel. +1-313-550-8022
e-mail: eviruell@illinois. edu

KATE INSOLIA
311 W. ELM
URBANA, IL 61801
Tel. +1-773-216-8650
e-mail: kjinsolia@gmail.com

INDIANA
PATRICIA TURNER
314 E. WILLIAMS ST.
FORT WAYNE, IN 46803
Tel. +1-260-744-7511
e-mail: medina_46803@ 

yahoo.com

IOWA
LOIS JOY SMIDT & 

MATT MICHAEL
58236 280TH ST.
AMES, IA 50010
Tel. +1-515-383-4806, 

+1-515-451-8199 (cell)
e-mail: beyondwelfare@ 

midiowa.net

LOUISIANA
AMA ROGAN
2212 VALENCE ST.
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
Tel. +1-504-650-1295
e-mail: arogan@tulane.edu

JACKSON KNOWLES
4200 DAUPHINE ST.
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70117
Tel. +1-504-473-1886
e-mail: knowles01@gmail.com

JULIE LAUSÉ
216 N. SOLOMON ST.
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
Tel. +1-504-202-2011
e-mail: julie.lause@gmail.com

TANYA JONES
5227 WICKFIELD DR.
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70122
Tel. +1-917-686-3022
e-mail: reelsoul@hotmail.com

ELAINE CLÉMENT
P.O. BOX 2601
LAFAYETTE, LA 70502
Tel. +1-337-257-1592
e-mail: cadienne@gmail.com

MAINE 
CYNTHIA PHINNEY
126 CAMPGROUND RD.
LIVERMORE FALLS,  

ME 04254
Tel. +1-207-491-9928
e-mail: cynth@gwi.net
 
MICHAEL NEWSOM
48 HILL ST.
SOUTH PARIS, ME 04281
Tel. +1-207-890-8228
e-mail: benign.reality@ 

gmail.com

JOAN KARP
153 RIVER ST.
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
Tel. +1-617-864-2857
e-mail: j-karp@comcast.net

KINARA YANG
143 ATLANTIC ST., #3
QUINCY, MA 02171
Tel. +1-978-758-0930
e-mail: kina.yang@gmail.com

HANNAH ORDEN
47 CHURCHILL ST.
MILTON, MA 02186
Tel. +1-617-696-0197
e-mail: jhorden@verizon.net

AMY RICHARDSON 
LARKIN

31 COMMON WAY
EAST FALMOUTH, MA 02536
Tel. +1-508-563-6934
e-mail: amylarkin@gmail.com

MICHELLE GERHARD 
JASNY

6 YELLOW BRICK RD.
VINEYARD HAVEN,  

MA 02568
Tel. +1-508-693-7823
e-mail: mvyvet@aol.com

MICHIGAN
CATHERINE FISCHER
503 LITTLE LAKE DR.
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
Tel. +1-734-395-5244
e-mail: catherinedfischer@ 

gmail.com

M’LIS BARTLETT
6350 JOY ROAD
DEXTER, MI 48130-9701
Tel. +1-734-474-2723
e-mail: mlis@umich.edu

PAM OATIS & JOHN KIELY
17817 DAVIS RD.
DUNDEE, MI 48131
Tel. +1-734-279-1800
e-mail: pam.oatis@gmail.com, 

jkiely@vmc.org

CINDY TOBIAS
1550 HUBBARD
DETROIT, MI 48209
Te. +1-313-842-1245
e-mail: wowcst120@ 

gmail.com

CHRISTINA KELLY
510 ORCHARD ST.
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
Tel. +1-517-574-5543
e-mail: clkelly@umich.edu

MINNESOTA
CLAUDIA MURPHY
1216 15TH ST. S.
MOORHEAD, MN 56560
Tel. +1-518-466-6905
e-mail: cmm214@aol.com

NEVADA
JO ANNE GARRETT
BOX 130
BAKER, NV 89311
Tel. +1-775-234-7205
e-mail: joagarrett@ 

wirelessbeehive.com

POLLY PEACOCK
1420 MT. ROSE ST.
RENO, NV 89509
Tel. +1-775-329-0128

DALE EVARTS
2205 PERSHING ST.
DURHAM, NC 27705
Tel. +1-919-286-7390
e-mail: dmevarts@aol.com

ANNE CLAIRE  
BROUGHTON

2018 WILSON ST.
DURHAM, NC 27705-3224
Tel. +1-919-286-9391
e-mail: acbroughton37@ 

yahoo.com

JEANNETTE HICKMAN-
KINGSLEY

6933 LANCER DRIVE
CHARLOTTE, NC 28226
Tel. +1-704-726-0300
e-mail: revjeannette@ 

hotmail.com

ELIZABETH MACDONALD
26 BLACKWELL POINT 

LOOP ROAD
ORIENTAL, NC 28571
Tel. +1-252-249-3520
e-mail: elizm65@gmail.com

KATHRYN LISS
11 VON RUCK  CT.
ASHEVILLE, NC 28801
Tel. +1-443-904-3002
e-mail: kliss@igc.org

BOB BALLARD
15 RIDGE AVE.
ASHEVILLE, NC 28803
Tel. +1-828-277-7851
e-mail: bob@sharedplanet.net

SARAH THACH
144 CHATHAM RD.
ASHEVILLE, NC 28804
Tel. +1-828-236-1996
e-mail: sarah.thach@ 

dhhs.nc.gov

AUBRA LOVE
4 AVON RD.
ASHEVILLE, NC 28805
Tel. +1-404-788-4683
e-mail: aubral@aol.com

JOAN MACKENZIE
30 AUBURNDALE DR.
ASHEVILLE, NC 28806
Tel. +1-828-665-9472
e-mail: joanmack@ 

bellsouth.net

JONATHAN DUDLEY
10 WINTHROP RD. APT. A
ASHEVILLE, NC 28806
Tel. +1-704-608-2204
e-mail: jonedoright@ 

yahoo.com

NORTH DAKOTA
CRYSTAL ROY
1811 22ND AVE. S., APT. 106
GRAND FORKS, ND 58201
Tel. +1-701-746-1029
e-mail: crystalroy@ 

gra.midco.net

OHIO
HEATHER DEAN
3523 MAIZE RD.
COLUMBUS, OH 43224
Tel. +1-614-572-6344
e-mail: copalaa2003@ 

yahoo.com

MARY BASSETT
P.O. BOX 313
PLEASANT POINT
PERRY, ME 04667
Tel. +1-207-853-4825
e-mail: beemary1@ 

hotmail.com

BONNIE TOMASH
P.O. BOX 2074
SKOWHEGAN, ME 04976
Tel. +1-207-474-0903
e-mail: btomash@msad54.org

MARYLAND
MARY VIGGIANI
109 CEDARMERE ROAD
OWINGS MILLS, MD 21117
Tel. +1-410-356-4069
e-mail: mgvig@hotmail.com

DAVID JERNIGAN
2444 N. CALVERT ST.
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
Tel. +1-202-302-2342
e-mail: djernigan@aol.com

JOY KROEGER-MAPPES
82 FROST AVE.
FROSTBURG, MD 21532
Tel. +1-301-689-3745
e-mail: jkroeger@ 

frostburg.edu

MASSACHUSETTS
WILL TURNER
15 SHETLAND DR.
PITTSFIELD, MA 01201
Tel. +1-413-443-8684
e-mail: willturnlicsw@aol.com

SUE WALKER
37 HOLBROOK ST.
N. ADAMS, MA 01247
Tel. +1-413-663-7396
e-mail: greenwalker@ 

verizon.net

BOBBIE GOLDMAN
7 WOODLAND RD.
WILMINGTON, MA 01887
Tel. +1-978-661-9009
e-mail: bg@comcast.net

LOIS MARKHAM
6 OCEANSIDE DR.
BEVERLY, MA 01915
Tel. +1-978-922-2662
e-mail: lamarkham@ 

comcast.net

CAROL CATALANO
595 HIGHLAND ST.
SOUTH HAMILTON,  

MA 01982
Tel. +1-978-468-4963
e-mail: ccat@catalanoinc.com

CHENG IMM TAN
1 NASSAU ST., #1809
BOSTON, MA 02111
Tel. +1-617-635-2980
e-mail: cit2288@yahoo.com

LIORA BEER
29 MELLEN ST.
DORCHESTER, MA 02124
Tel. +1-617-265-3289

JENNIFER WEXLER
32 TACOMA ST.
HYDE PARK, MA 02136
Tel. +1-617-361-8711
e-mail: jenwexler@aol.com

BECKY SHUSTER
15 ELM ST.
HYDE PARK, MA 02136
Tel. +1-617-276-3165
e-mail: beckyshuster@ 

comcast.net

JOE SPARKS
29101 HUFFORD RD., #204
PERRYSBURG, OH 43551
Tel. +1-419-874-2911
e-mail: joe.sparks@toast.net

ESTIL CANTERBURY
4111 SHAMLEY GREEN DR.
TOLEDO, OH 43623
Tel. +1-419-842-1023
e-mail: ecanter@toast.net

NICHOLAS LOH
OCMR 1696
135 WEST LORAIN ST.
OBERLIN, OH 44074
Tel. +1-484-995-0653
e-mail: nicholasloh9@ 

gmail.com

JOAN DANES
2189 WEST BLVD.
CLEVELAND, 0H 44102-3642
Tel. +1-216-961-9444
e-mail: kjdanes@ 

nowonline.net

SONDRA D. MCCURRY
22230 EUCLID AVE., #511
EUCLID, OH 44117
Tel. +1-216-531-8530
e-mail: smccurry@ 

ameritech.net

JOHN EDGERTON
850 CLIFFSIDE DR.
AKRON, OH  44313
Tel. +1-330-873-1845, 

+1-330-972-7054
e-mail: jwe@uakron.edu

SARALYNNE THORESEN
1432 PULLAN AVE.
CINCINNATI, OH 45223
Tel. +1-513-542-6085
e-mail: olive@e-burwinkel.net

BOMANI MOYENDA
426 LIMESTONE ST.
YELLOW SPRINGS,  

OH 45387
Tel. +1-937-450-3483

OREGON
RUTH MCNEILL
834 NW 10TH ST.
CORVALLIS, OR 97330
Tel. +1-541-738-6950
e-mail: ruthmcn49@ 

yahoo.com

KEN DEVENEY
206 TERRACE
ASHLAND, OR 97520
Tel. +1-541-488-5506
e-mail: kenndev@yahoo.com

PENNSYLVANIA
DEWAINE BEARD
214 E. WALDHEIM RD.
PITTSBURGH, PA 15215
Tel. +1-412-719-9904
e-mail: dewaineb@gmail.com

NINA FELLIN
539 E. FOSTER AVE.
STATE COLLEGE, PA 16801
Tel. +1-814-234-0489, 

+1-814-237-6429
e-mail: ncf2@psu.edu
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PATRICIA HUGHES  
& STEPHEN HUGHES

4, BRYNLLYS
FRON LANE
NEWTOWN
POWYS SY16 2EN
Tel. +44-1686-625980
e-mail: steblits2010@ 

hotmail.co.uk (Stephen), 
patricia.hughes2010@ 
hotmail.co.uk (Patricia)

KERAN SIMMONDS
16 VAN TERRACE
LLANIDLOES
POWYS SY18 6NW
Tel. +44-1686-411016
e-mail: keran@hotmail.com

PIP WALLER
LLWYN ONN - 
3 WESTBOURNE TERRACE
MARKET ST.
LLANGOLLEN LL20 8PU
Tel. +44 1978 861750
e-mail: pip@cooptel.net

ZAMBIA
CLARIES PILILANI BANDA
P.O. BOX 37469
KAFUE
Tel. +260-955-564389, 

+260-977-564389
e-mail: pilijoe_6@yahoo.co.uk

PRECIOUS MONDE MWIYA
SENANGA DISTRICT 

HOSPITAL
BOX 920060
LUSAKA
Tel. +260-977-144977

MAZUBA TERRENCE
MINISTRY OF HEALTH
40598 MUFULIRA
COPPER BELT 40
Tel. +260--977-331479, 

+260-9685-87478
e-mail: terrencemazuba@ 

gmail.com

ZIMBABWE
ESNATH MANYAU
18 EVESHAM RD.
SOUTHWOLD
BULAWAYO
Tel. +263-9-460760,  

+263-772-340251
e-mail: esnathmanyau@ 

gmail.com

PETRONELLA MUZA
LOT 7 OF 9
CHICAGO
KWEKWE
Tel. +263-552-4283,  

+263-772-755-802

RUDO TRACY PHIRI
3 NEVELE COURT,
29 CERES ROAD
AVONDALE
HARARE
Tel. +263 772 855452
e-mail: rudop9@gmail.com

JOHNNY LEE CONROY
135 BELMONT AVE.
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
Tel. +1-802-254-4609
e-mail: johnny.lee.lenhart@ 

gmail.com

ANNE KOPLINKA-LOEHR
118 CHESTNUT ST., APT. 1
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
Tel. +1-802-258-7612
e-mail: anne.koplinka@ 

gmail.com

GUY WOOD &  
GAIL HAINES

7 SMALL MEADOWS LANE
PUTNEY, VT 05346
Tel. +1-802-387-5676 (Guy), 

+1-802-387-5917 (Gail)
e-mail: guynvt@gmail.com, 

gail.haines.48@gmail.com

SUSAN MUNKRES
129 CAROLINE ST.
BURLINGTON, VT 05401
Tel. +1-802-540-0736
e-mail: susan.munkres@ 

gmail.com

LISA BEDINGER
2 DEANE ST.
SOUTH BURLINGTON,  

VT 05403
Tel. +1-802-865-0211
e-mail: lisa.bedinger@ 

comcast.net

LINDA WHITCOMB
468 LAFAYETTE ST., #2
ST. JOHNSBURY, VT 05819
Tel. +1-802-748-9820
e-mail: mcelveinsoul@gwi.net

KATHY MANNS & 
MARILYN MCENERY

358 HILL ST.
DANVILLE, VT 05828
Tel. +1-802-684-3698
e-mail: kmmmcen@ 

myfairpoint.net

BARBARA DELZIO
53 COLD SPRING LANE
GLOVER, VT 05839
Tel. +1-802-525-3460
e-mail: barbdelzio@gmail.com

VIRGINIA
JAN KIRBY
541 RED BUD RD.
WINCHESTER, VA 22603
Tel. +1-540-327-4310

JEFFREY HINKLEY
604 TABB LAKES DR.
YORKTOWN, VA 23693
Tel. +1-757-867-7909, 

+1-757-864-4259
e-mail: polymersl@aol.com

LAURA NEWELL-FURNISS
1140 RUGBY RD.
LYNCHBURG, VA 24503
Tel. +1-434-665-7657
e-mail: hunt4hungry@cs.com

WASHINGTON
SIDNEY STOCK
5908 114TH PL. SE
BELLEVUE, WA 98006
Tel. +1-425-747-1986
e-mail: sidneystock@ 

comcast.net

PERRILLEE PIZZINI
12611 NE HOLLY HILLS DR.
BOTHELL, WA 98011
Tel. +1-206-228-9393
e-mail: perrilee2000@ 

yahoo.com

PETER SCHOONMAKER
10408 238TH WAY SE
ISSAQUAH, WA 98027
Tel. +1-425-392-9236,  

+1-425-204-4517
e-mail: pschoonmaker@ 

comcast.net

LINDA BAKAN
16515 162ND AVE. SE
RENTON, WA 98058
Tel. +1-425-271-1097
e-mail: lbakan@earthlink.net

BETSY J. CARROLL
4700 ANACO BEACH RD.
ANACORTES, WA 98221
Tel. +1-360-299-0818
e-mail: clubdeparente@ 

comcast.net

BARBARA MENNE 
1415 N. ANDERSON ST.
TACOMA, WA 98406
Tel. +1-253-444-1395 
e-mail: menneb@ 

harbornet.com 

JUDITH KAY
3106 N. 19TH ST.
TACOMA, WA 98406
Tel. +1-253-759-5844
e-mail: judithkay@ 

harbornet.com

MIKE GRAHAM
4824 N. LEXINGTON
TACOMA, WA 98407
Tel. +1-253-759-4544
e-mail: grafoss@ 

harbornet.com

WISCONSIN
DONNA GOODLAXSON
339 10TH ST.
PRAIRIE FARM, WI 54762
Tel. +1-715-455-1663
e-mail: 40acres@chibardun.net

KATHERINE STOUT
N 14227 290TH ST.
PRAIRIE FARM, WI 54762
Tel. +1-715-455-1569
e-mail: kstout@chibardun.net

WALES
MARIANNE JONES
18 PENLON
MENAI BRIDGE
ANGLESEY LL59 5LR
Tel. +44-1248-712962
e-mail: swynymor@ 

googlemail.com

KELLY JOHNSON
P.O. BOX 453
183 DEEPWOOD DR.
PINE GROVE MILLS,  

PA 16868
Tel. +1-814-883-7403
e-mail: kellyannabanana@ 

comcast.net

CLAIRE FOREMAN
27 E. ELMIRA ST.
MANSFIELD, PA 16933
Tel. +1-570-662-3218
e-mail: claireforeman@ 

gmail.com

KIM BANISTER
103 BUCHER HILL
BOILING SPRINGS, PA 17007
Tel. +1-717-574-5458
e-mail: kebaniot@hacc.edu

CHUCK BARONE
12 PRICKLY PEAR DRIVE 
CARLISLE, PA 17013
Tel. +1-717-776-4950
e-mail: csbarone@pa.net

JANET FONER
(Harrisburg area)
920 BRANDT AVE.
NEW CUMBERLAND,  

PA 17070
Tel. +1-717-774-6465
e-mail: jbfoner@verizon.net

KATHY TUNNEY
3527 SUSSEX LANE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114
Tel. +1-215-637-3072
e-mail: ktreds2@aol.com

KATHY MILLER
127 E. MERMAID LANE, #2
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19118
Tel. +1-215-247-8105
e-mail: kathy.miller127@ 

gmail.com

ELLEN DEACON
127 E. MERMAID LANE, #3
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19118
Tel. +1-215-247-0670
e-mail: ellen.deacon@ 

gmail.com

CLARE BRATTEN
4802 NEVADA AVE.
NASHVILLE, TN 37209
Tel. +1-615-383-5675
e-mail: clarebratten@ 

gmail.com

BETSY HOBKIRK
206 E. RED BUD DR.
KNOXVILLE, TN 37920
Tel. +1-865-609-9532
e-mail: betsyhobkirk@ 

bellsouth.net

TEXAS
LINDA XIMENES
2318 COBBLE WAY DRIVE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78231
Tel. +1-210-492-9401
e-mail: lindax1944@gmail.com

UTAH
JEANIE MUDD
P.O. BOX 1606
MOAB, UT 84532
Tel. +1-435-259-5095
e-mail: ir2ru2@gmail.com

VERMONT
BILL KEEGAN
17 CROSS ST.
P.O. BOX 33
POST MILLS, VT 05058
Tel. +1-802-333-9372
e-mail: bill.b.keegan@ 

gmail.com

DIDI PERSHOUSE
P.O. BOX 277
3843 ROUTE 113
THETFORD CENTER,  

VT 05075
Tel. +1-802-785-2503
e-mail: didi.pershouse@ 

gmail.com

A. LAUREL GREEN &  
STEVE CROFTER

2128 BROCKWAYS MILLS 
ROAD

CHESTER, VT 05143
Tel. +1-802-275-4646
e-mail: growing.mexico@ 

gmail.com (Laurel), 
 steve.crofter@gmail.com

BLAIR HYATT
2513 A STREET 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19125
Tel. +1-717-645-0155
e-mail: blair@paheadstart.org

PATIENCE RAGE
28 W. HAINES ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19144
Tel. +1-215-848-6496
e-mail: patiencerage@ 

gmail.com

ANDY SMITH
402 W. CONESTOGA ROAD
DEVON, PA 19333
Tel. +1-610-644-1504
e-mail: astherev@aol.com

ELINOR THOMFORDE
100 STONE BARN DR.  

BOX C-8
KENNETT SQUARE,  

PA 19348
Tel. +1-610-347-2406
e-mail: ebthomforde@aol.com

CAROL CURTIS
1834 FLINT HILL RD.
LANDENBERG, PA 19350
Tel. +1-610-255-0464
e-mail: hrtlake@yahoo.com

BECKY STALNAKER
1091 S. NEW ST.
WESTCHESTER, PA 19382
Tel. +1-610-431-3024
e-mail: becky@stalnaker.com

SOUTH CAROLINA
JODY USHER
1203 BLUE HERON TRAIL
ANDERSON, SC 29625
Tel. +1-404-668-0466
e-mail: jusher@emory.edu

TENNESSEE
MEGAN MACARAEG
1334 LISCHEY AVE.
NASHVILLE, TN 37207
Tel. +1-615-545-5056
e-mail: megan@ 

tnimmigrant.org

TRAVIS QUEZON
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TEACHERS OUTSIDE OF ORGANIZED AREAS

RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING CONTACTS  These are persons outside the organized Areas 
who have expressed an interest in meeting others who might join them in getting Co-Counseling started.

RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING CONTACTS

MONGOLIA
CH. SOSORMAA
NATIONAL CENTRE 

AGAINST VIOLENCE
BAGA—TOIROG-40,  

DOOR #3, 6
CHINGELTEI DISTRICT
ULAANBAATAR-46
Tel. +976-1-310991
e-mail: mongolcav@ 

magicnet.mn

NEPAL
DIJAYA SAINJU
P.O. BOX 4543
KATMANDU
Tel. +977-1-277033
e-mail: concern@mos.com.np

NORTHERN  
IRELAND

PASCAL MCCULLA
22 BARONSCOURT HTS.
CARRYDUFF
BELFAST BT8 8RS
Tel. +44-28-90813444
e-mail: paslmcculla@ 

talktalk.net

NORWAY
TORILD WARDENAER
ORDF. SCHEIES GT. 24
NO-4085 HUNDVAAG
Tel. +47 51 54 96 93
e-mail: torild.wardenaer@ 

lyse.net

PHILIPPINES
MELANIE CATALAN 

JIMENEZ
Tel. +63-2-533-3677,  

+63-919-510-11-27 (cell)
e-mail: melanie010700@ 

gmail.com

RUSSIAN  
FEDERATION

GUZEL GILMANOVA
UL. PUSHKINSKAYA 128-150
LDZEVSK 126003
UDMURTIA
Tel. +3412-52-12-18

SAUDI ARABIA, 
KINGDOM OF

GERALDINE GORMAN
BOX NO. 12081
SAUDI ARAMCO
DHARHAN 31311
e-mail: ggorman@ 

hotmail.com

SPAIN
ISABEL FLORES &  

DAVID MIDDLETON
ABELENDO 130
MOANA
PONTEVEDRA
GALICIA 36954
Tel. +34-986-313996
e-mail: isapiscis@galicia.com 

(Isabel)

SAVITRI NARAYANAN
VICE PRINCIPAL,
JOHN MARTYN SCHOOL
SALANGAON, 
BHAGWANTPUR (PO)
DEHRADUN 
UTTARAKHAND 248009
Tel. +91-9897053073
e-mail: savitrinn@gmail.com

INDONESIA
MARIA ANDREA MELO 

CRUZ
JALAN GALUH II, NO. 5
KEBAYORAN BARU
12110 JAKARTA
Tel. +34-663140853, 

+082310844605
e-mail: m_andrea_melo@ 

hotmail.es

ITALY
DIANA BISCAIOLI
VIA MATTEOTOTTI 22
01012 CAPRANICA VT
Tel. +39 7611851003
e-mail: diana.biscaioli@ 

gmail.com

ILARIA ZANESI
VIA FARNETTI 10
MILANO 20129
Tel. +39-02-204-6784
e-mail: ilazan@inwind.it

LATVIA
KRISTINE MAKA
SKOLAS IELA 4-5
BROCENI
SALDUS RAJ.
LV-3851
Tel. +371-26471-919
e-mail: kristine.maka@ 

gmail.com

MALAWI
MARTHA MUYASO
M.C.H.S.
P.B. 396
BLANTYRE 3
Tel. +265-602-925
e-mail: mchsbt@malawi.net

MALAYSIA
YEAP EIT KUENG
D-1-12D JALAN PJU 10/9B
PRIMA DAMANSARA
47830 PETALING JAYA
Tel. +60-16-3320857
e-mail: ekyeap@gmail.com

MAURITIUS
(INDIAN OCEAN)
GISÈLE LUXIMAN-VARDIN
8 NAHAPRAGASSEN AVE.
VACOAS
Tel. +230-696-4074
e-mail: rengarani@ 

yahoo.co.uk

AUSTRALIA
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
PAM RUMBLE
RMB 1016
LAPKOS RD.
DENMARK, WA 6333
Tel. +61-8-9848-2015

NORTHERN 
TERRITORY

HENRY HARPER
2 KERIN PL.
RAPID CREEK, NT 0801
Tel. +61-8-8948-2220
e-mail: brownandharper@ 

bigpond.com

MEG MOONEY
43 KILGARIFF CRESCENT
ALICE SPRINGS, NT 0870
Tel. +61-8-8952-8029
e-mail: moon@octa4.net.au

AUSTRIA
ALEXANDER SLABIHOUD
KÖLBLGASSE 34/16
A-1030 VIENNA
Tel. +43 1 798 20 95
e-mail: slabihoud@vienna.at

BAHRAIN,  
KINGDOM OF

RAMAKRISHNA IYER
DADABHAI GROUP
P.O. BOX 20531
MANAMA
Tel. +973-1729-1583 (h),  

+973-1725-5209 (w), 
+973-3947-0153 (mobile)

e-mail: uramiyer@ 
hotmail.com

BELGIUM
KRIS VAN DAELE
TERLOSTRAAT 7
B-2140 ANTWERPEN 
(BORGERHOUT)
Tel. +32-496-107391
e-mail: krisvandaele1971@ 

gmail.com

BOLIVIA
NOEMI GUERRERO DE 

GALARZA
NUNEZ DEL PRADO 0757
TARIJA
Tel. +66 42651
e-mail: fabiangalarza_2@ 

hotmail.com

NELSON VIRREIRA
C/JOSÉ ANTONIO ARCE 

1292
COCHABAMBA
Tel. +591-717-13528
e-mail: nvmbo@yahoo.com

BRAZIL
ALISA CLEMENTS
AREMBEPE (near Salvador)
BAHIA
Tel. +71-9348-3513,  

+71-3624-2154
e-mail: alisaslide@gmail.com

CANADA
BRITISH COLUMBIA
LYNNE THUNDERSTORM
BOX 58
TELEGRAPH CREEK, 

BC V0J 2W0
Mobile Radio (via White-

horse) Mee Haus YJ25652

MANITOBA
CATHY-JANE GREEN
811 14TH ST.
BRANDON, MB R7A 4V5
Tel. +1-204-727-8343
e-mail: cathyjane@yahoo.com

SASKATCHEWAN
GEOFFREY KATZ
Tel. +1-306-717-4684
e-mail: gkatz2@earthlink.net

COLOMBIA
JESUS GONZALO  

CARABALI
CARRERA 28 NO. 113-114
BARRIO LAS ORQUIDEAS
CALI
Tel. +315-742-78-67
e-mail: puertoafro@gmail.com

COSTA RICA
KEITH LEHRER
CANGREJAL
FRENTE LA PLAZA
PLAYA SAMARA
GUANACASTE
Tel. +506-301-3867
e-mail: keithkiddo@ 

yahoo.com

DENMARK
HELENA HAVBYN
SKOLELODDEN 6
EGEBJERG
DK 4500 NYKOBING  

SJAELLAND
Tel. +45-3555-1333
e-mail: helena@havbyn.dk

HELLE LAURSEN
EVERDRUPVEJ 1
4733 TAPPERNØJE
Tel. +45-364-60949
e-mail: helle.eyede@ 

skolekom.dk

QAZAZ MIRZA
AARHUS
e-mail: qazaz.m@gmail.com

KARL NESSE
BAUNEVEJ 23 G
BENDSTRUP
DK 3400 HILLERØD
Tel. +45-6165-7071
e-mail: karl.nesse@gmail.com

LEIF SINIUS NIELSEN
SKORPINGEVEJ 53
HAVNELEV
4673 RØDVIG STEVNS
Tel. +45-41-583335
e-mail: leneogleif@ 

leneogleif.dk

SOLVEIG SOLAS
TØLLØSEVEJ 24D
4340 TØLLØSE
Tel. +45-5946-4658

UFFE STEEN-NIELSEN
KRATVEJ 18
ORØ
DK 4300 HOLBAEK
Tel. +45-5946-4658

ARNE STENTOFT
KRABBESHOLMVEJ 3
GERSHOEJ
DK 4070 KIRKE HYLLINGE
Tel. +45-36-72-66-16
e-mail: arnestentoft@mail.dk

LINE SVENDSEN
LANGEDVEJ 26
NEDRE VINDINGE
4760 VORDINGBORD
Tel. +45-3810-7280

CAMILLA SANDFELD
KASTANIENS KVARTER 52
NIVA 2990
Tel. +45-452-682-6226
e-mail: sandfeld@ 

webspeed.dk

DORTE WITTRUP WINTHER
KIRKEVEJ 13
KVAERNDRUP DK-5772
Tel. +45-96450268
e-mail: dortewit@hotmail.com

ENGLAND
JEREMY THORNTON 
4 SOLEME ROAD
NORWICH
NORFOLK NR3 2LJ
Tel. +44-1603-484924
e-mail: rejemy63@ 

hotmail.com

HELEN LOWE
38 RIDAL AVE.
STOCKSBRIDGE
SHEFFIELD S36 1EZ
Tel. +44-114-2838702
e-mail: helenlowe935@ 

btinternet.com

GERMANY
MARA WOLDT
TRIFTSTRASSE 10
31863 COPPENBRUGGE
Tel. +49-5156-785252
e-mail: post@mara-woldt.de

ICELAND
DOROTHEA LARUSDOTTIR
GRETTISGATA 52
IS-101 REYKJAVIK
Tel. +354-5510334
e-mail: dorolar@yahoo.com

INDIA
K. SOUNDAR RAJAN
PACHALUR, PERUM-BARAI
KODAIKANAL TALUK
TAMILNADU 624 212
Tel. +91-4542-225202
e-mail: soundar_pmk@ 

yahoo.co.in

DIPAK BASU
TAKI STATION RD.
P.O. TAKI
DIST. NORTH 24 PGN
WEST BENGAL 743429
Tel. +91-3217-247584

SRI LANKA
K. JEEVAGATHAS
C/O N.V.D.A.G., P.O. BOX 2
CHAVAKACHCHERI

SWEDEN
CAROLYN JOHANSON
OXELGATAN 17
SE-554 58 JÖNKÖPING
Tel. +46-36-176590

THAILAND
GEOFFREY H. WHEELER
213 GROUP 5, BAN THIN
TAMBON BAN THAT
AMPHER PHEN
UDON THANI 41150
Tel. +66 81 2611715
e-mail: cvbt@loxinfo.co.th

BENGT METTINGER
79/16 SOI MAE KUA 

MOONG 2,
HUAY KAEW ROAD
T. CHANGPUAK, 
A. MUANG
CHIANG MAI 50300
Tel. +66-86-188-1280
e-mail: bamswed@ 

hotmail.com

TURKEY
BILGE SELJUK
BUKETKENT MAH. ILLER 

SITESI
676, SK. NO:12/1 CAYYOLU
CAYYOLU
ANKARA
Tel. +90-312-241-42-85
e-mail: blgsel@hotmail.com

UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA

ARKANSAS
ALMA BURT
182 HOLTHOFF ROAD
DUMAS, AR 71639
Tel. +1-870-382-6585
e-mail: almaburt@gmail.com

CALIFORNIA
NANCY WALTMAN
739 HIGH POINT DR.
VENTURA, CA 93003
Tel. +1-805-644-2233
e-mail: newworld333@ 

hotmail.com

MYCHAEL DE LA TORRE
1662 ALEXANDER ST.
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065
Tel. +1-805-526-5502

SUSAN HEDGPETH
2212 LISA LANE
PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523
Tel. +1-925-363-5779
e-mail: hedgpeth@ 

berkeley.edu

COLORADO
CAROL DEVENIR
P.O. BOX 715
LYONS, CO 80540
Tel. +1-303-823-5499
e-mail: carol9rc@gmail.com
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TENNESSEE
REGINA MORTON
MEMPHIS, TN
Tel. +1-901-604-8006
e-mail: corin2518@msn.com

TEXAS
NORI-LYNN TRUSCOTT
6164 CIRCLE OAK DR.
BULVERDE, TX 78163
Tel. +1-830-438-3193

OLGA DE LEON
P.O. BOX 7253
EAGLE PASS, TX 78853
Tel. +1-830-752-1530
e-mail: aglo_66@yahoo.com

UTAH
STEFFANI RAFF
495 S. 1100E
PLEASANT GROVE,  

UT 84062
Tel. +1-801-796-6110
e-mail: kevandsteff@ 

mstar2.net

CATHY HASKINS
1542 E. HARVARD AVE.
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84105
Tel. +1-801-662-4554 (w)
e-mail: catherine.haskins@ 

intermountainmail.org

MARYLAND
ESTHER GEIL
1408 HARMONY LANE
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21409
Tel. +1-410-757-2444
e-mail: esthergeil@gmail.com

MICHIGAN
MARY MYERS
10152 HART
HUNTINGTON WOODS,  

MI 48070
Tel. +1-248-545-9080
e-mail: marymy@aol.com

MARY CAMPBELL
2954 RESORT PIKE
PETOSKY, MI 49770
Tel. +1-231-347-1479
e-mail: mcamp@freeway.net

MONTANA
SHARON WAGNER
P.O. BOX 344
EAST GLACIER PARK, 

 MT 59434
Tel. +1-406-459-2182 (cell)
e-mail: silvas.sharon@ 

gmail.com

NEW HAMPSHIRE
LOTUS LIEN
333 BOYNTON ST.
MANCHESTER, NH 03102
Tel. +1-603-275-9988
e-mail: lotusylien@gmail.com

DAVID WOOLPERT
33 COTE HILL RD.
HENNIKER, NH 03242
Tel. +1-603-268-0087
e-mail: freewoolie@juno.com

NEW YORK
HANNAH GROSS
65 - 2 DALE AVE.
OSSINING, NY 10562
Tel. +1-914-941-2527
e-mail: hmg84@juno.com

OHIO
ANNIE GERIG
1157 W. MORELAND RD.
WOOSTER, OH 44691
Tel. +1-330-262-1466
e-mail: bstyer@sssnet.com

VELMA BARBER
1032 HAMPSHIRE ROAD
DAYTON, OH  45419
Tel. +1-937-258-8126
e-mail: vlb137@aol.com

OKLAHOMA
SUSAN MULLINS
P.O. BOX 1195
GUTHRIE, OK 73044
Tel. +1-405-821-9613
e-mail: susan.mullins@att.net

ROBERTO MENDOZA
1138 N. PHILLIP COON
OMULGEE, OK 74447
Tel. +1-918-408-9127
e-mail: quetzalhombre@ 

gmail.com

OREGON
KATHLEEN HARRINGTON
530 NW 12TH ST.
BEND, OR 97701
Tel. +1-541-815-8522
e-mail: kmharrington@ 

hotmail.com

BOB LENK
811 47TH AVE. CT.
GREELEY, CO 80634
Tel. +1-970-336-8840
e-mail: boblenk@frii.com

ANNA ROYER
407 E. 3RD ST.
SALIDA, CO 81201
Tel. +1-970-903-4174

ILLINOIS
JIM MAY
P.O. BOX 1012
WOODSTOCK, IL  60098
Tel. +1-815-648-2039
e-mail: maystory@ 

earthlink.net

SHARON BALLARD
7272 SENTINEL RD.
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
Tel. +1-815-637-4519
e-mail: sharonwynstra@ 

comcast.net

KATE POTTER
120 N. CRAMER RD.
ELMWOOD, IL 61529
Tel. +1-309-338-7876
e-mail: potter_kate@ 

hotmail.com

CHRISTINE KAMPRATH
100 OAKWOOD PARK
EAST PEORIA, IL 61611
Tel. +1-309-698-4841
e-mail: christine@ 

kamprath.net

CHARLOTTE GRIMINGER
1614 GAYLORD AVE.
PEORIA, IL 61614
Tel. +1-309-691-8117

FRED LAMB
1705 PLEASANT ST.
URBANA, IL 61801
Tel. +1-217-344-3908
e-mail: fklamb@gmail.com

INDIANA
NANCY MARIE  

ROBERTSON
320 N. BOSART AVE.
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46201
Tel. +1-317-354-9059
e-mail: nandances@ 

yahoo.com

MARY FERGUSON
57 AVALON DRIVE
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802
Tel. +1-636-346-9835
e-mail: mary.ferguson@ 

gmail.com

IOWA
CLAIRE WOFFORD
2316 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
IOWA CITY, IA 52240-2317
Tel. +1-641-233-7633
e-mail: marilyn-wofford@ 

uiowa.edu

IRVING TREADWAY
1951 DELTA AVE.
WEST BRANCH, IA 52358
Tel. +1-319-643-7623

KANSAS
MARK LARSON
11421 W. FAR LN.
WICHITA, KS 67212
Tel. +1-785-841-7446

KENTUCKY
CAROL LAMM
110 HANSON ST.
BEREA, KY  40403
Tel. +1-859-986-9256

VIRGINIA
POLLY HIESER
426 JERRY LANE NE
CHECK, VA 24072
Tel. +1-540-651-3226

WASHINGTON
KERRY JOYCE
705 PARK ST.
FRIDAY HARBOR, WA 98250
Tel. +1-206-200-0720
e-mail: kerry.joyce@gmail.com

KRISTA THIE
P.O. BOX 2046
WHITE SALMON, WA 98672
Tel. +1-509-493-2626
e-mail: krista@gorge.net

JOANN ZUGEL
2018 W. BRIDGE AVE.
SPOKANE, WA 99201
Tel. +1-509-670-5102
e-mail: joannzugel@msn.com

ROBERT GILLES
921 S. MONROE, #5
SPOKANE, WA 99204
Tel. +1-509-455-5411

HARVEY CAINE
4529 E. 43RD AVE.
SPOKANE, WA 99223
Tel. +1-509-270-1234
e-mail: spiritwalk@ 

comcast.net

WEST VIRGINIA
AMY VERNON-JONES
309 LIGHTNER AVE.
LEWISBURG, WV 24901
Tel. +1-413-575-8686
e-mail: amy.vernon.jones@ 

gmail.com

WYOMING
CHRIS ANDERSON- 

SPRECHER
4512 MOCKINGBIRD LANE
LARAMIE, WY 82070
Tel. +1-307-745-8536
e-mail: chrisas1@hotmail.com

LISA HILLMER
777 S. FIFTH ST.
LANDER, WY 82520
Tel. +1-307-332-5976
e-mail: netofgems@ 

rocketmail.com

WALES
JANET EDWARDS
GARTHERYR
LLANGEDWYN, 

VIA OSWESTRY
SHROPSHIRE S410 9LQ
Tel. +44-1691-780336
e-mail: j_edwards_eagle@ 

yahoo.co.uk

GAIL METHVEN
BARCLAYS BANK FLAT, 

THE SQUARE
BEDWAS
CAERFFILI CF83 3DX
Tel. +44 2920 888207

ZAMBIA
CHILIMBA HAMAVHWA
CHAINAMA COLLEGE OF 

HEALTH SCIENCES
P.O. BOX 33991
LUSAKA
Tel. +260-283-483,  

+260-1-283-977,  
+260-96-758-193 (cell)

DIANE SHISK
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Index to the July 2013 Present Time

Africa: Pre-World Conference reports, 35-36; the Gulu, Uganda, 
workshop, 43; workshop in Lagos, Nigeria, 45-46; adult male 
workshop in Nigeria, 46 
African-heritage people: women, in the Caribbean, 80
Aging: and elders, 73
Allies: to Asians, 59-60; women’s and men’s workshop, 61-68
Art: both content and skill, 68
Asians: ending racism toward, 58-60; being an ally to women as an 
Asian Gay man, 65-68
Capitalism: and a rational economic system, 51
Caribbean: women’s workshop, 80
Chicano/a: and deciding to be an Area Reference Person, 42 
Children: see young people
Chronic distress: moving, 6; understanding, 16
Class oppression/classism: and people targeted for destruction,  
69-72; and violence, 74
Closeness/contact/connection: next steps, 17-18; and a women’s 
and men’s workshop, 61-68; as Caribbean women, 80; and being a 
father, 83-84
Co-Counseling/counseling: on chronic distresses, 6; asking questions 
about, 7-9; goal-setting, 11-13; on humiliation, 19-20; and helping 
when someone is helpless, 21-25; on pain, 26; counseling children 
with physical play, 27-30; don’t client at people, 41; on language 
oppression, 75-79; on racism, in a mixed group, 80-81
Community (RC): and upsets in RC relationships, 4-5; really thinking 
about RC, 7-9; and helping when someone is helpless, 21-25; and 
the Guidelines, 31-34; Africa Pre-World Conference highlights, 
35-36; why we have goals and Guidelines, 37; workshop in Lagos, 
Nigeria, 45-46; in Mexico, 55-57
Death: end-of-life issues in Co-Counseling, 21-25; in favor of life, 26
Discharge/discharging: while reading RC literature, 15; on 
humiliation, 19-20; on pain, 26; and play, 27-30
Education: and young people’s oppression, 53-54
Elders: elders’ liberation is for everyone, 73
Environment (care of): and racism and genocide, 49; in Latin 
America, 50
Fathers: all about, 83-84
Fighting for ourselves: when dying, 21-25 
Gay liberation: and deciding to be an Area Reference Person, 42 
Genocide: and care of the environment, 49; work on, in Mexico,  
55-57; and Caribbean women, 80
Goals: workshop on, 11-13; and the Guidelines, 37 
Guidelines (RC): understanding them, 31-32; changes in, 33-34; why 
we have goals, 37  
Health/fitness: thoughts about, 16; discharging on pain, 26; as 
elders, 73
Humiliation: all about, 19-20
Identity: reclaiming Indigenous identity in Mexico, 55-57 
Indigenous people: reclaiming the identity, in Mexico, 55-57
Jackins, Harvey: 6, 16, 26, 34, 41, 43, 46, 49, 51, 52, 60, 68
Jackins, Tim: 3-5, 17-18, 21, 25, 31-32, 37
Language: article in Spanish, 55-56; language liberation for native 
English speakers, 75-79
Lawyers: at the Lagos, Nigeria, workshop, 45 
Leadership: deciding to be an Area Reference Person, 42; as people 
targeted for destruction, 69-72
Liberation (see Oppression/liberation)
Literature (RC): important to study it, 7-8; using in Co-Counseling 
sessions, 15; appreciating Present Time, 85
Male domination: a women’s and men’s workshop, 61-68
Men: adult male workshop in Nigeria, 46; as allies to women, 61-68; 
oppression of, and violence, 82-83; being a father, 83-84

Mexico: Discharging on genocide, reclaiming Indigenous identity, 55-57
Native people (see Indigenous people)
Nigeria: workshops and Community building in, 45-46
Oppression/liberation: and goal-setting, 11-13; and humiliation, 19-20; 
teaching about, on a college campus, 39; of men, 46; young people’s, 
and school and education, 53-54; of Mexicans, 55-57; of Asians, 58-60; 
a women’s and men’s workshop, 61-68; people targeted for destruction, 
69-72; of elders, 73; and violence, 74; and language, 75-79; of 
Caribbean women, 80; working on racism in a mixed workshop, 81-82; 
of men, and violence, 82-83; being a father, 83-84
Oppressor distresses: a women’s and men’s workshop, 61-68; choosing 
to work on, 67; working on classism and violence, 74; and language,  
75-79; white people working on racism in a mixed group, 81-82
Pain: discharging on, 26
Parents: counseling children on fear, 27-30; being a father, 83-84
Play: countering children’s fears with, 27-30
Poems/songs/rhymes: 15 
Policy (RC): no-socializing, 31-32; at the Africa Pre-World Conference, 
35-36 
Poor and raised-poor people: people targeted for destruction, 69-72
Power: definition of, 34
Present Time: appreciating, 85
Pre-World Conference: in Africa, 35-36
Racism: and care of the environment, 49; United to End Racism (UER) at 
the White Privilege Conference, 52; ending, toward Asians, 58-60; and 
people targeted for destruction, 69-72; and Caribbean women, 80; white 
people working on oppressor distresses in a mixed group, 81-82
Relationships: all about, 3-5; and connection, 17-18; women’s and 
men’s, 61-68
Schools: and young people’s oppression, 53-54
Sexism: and a women’s and men’s workshop, 61-68; and being a father, 
83-84
Spanish: article in, 55-56
Targeted for destruction (people): all about, 69-72
Teaching/communicating RC: workshop on goal-setting, 11-13; on a 
college campus, 38-41; deciding to be an Area Reference Person, 42;  
a Gulu, Uganda, workshop, 43
Theory (RC): moving chronic distresses, 6; really thinking about it, 7-9; 
goal-setting, 11-13, 37; studying, with young adults, 14; and health, 16; 
understanding chronic patterns, 16; connection, 17-18; why we have 
goals, 37; don’t client at people, 41; the choice to keep thinking, 43 
Thinking: the choice to keep thinking, 43
Uganda: workshop in, 43
United to End Racism (UER): at the white privilege conference, 52
Violence: and work on oppressor distresses, 74; and the oppression of 
men, 82-83
White people: ending racism toward Asians, 58-60; working openly on 
oppressor distresses in a mixed workshop, 81-82
Wide world changing: care of the environment, 49; flow of history is 
with us, 49; changing people’s consciousness, 50; in Latin America, 50; 
capitalism and a rational economic system, 51; a sensible economist, 52 
Women: a women’s and men’s workshop, 61-68; Caribbean women, 80
Working-class people: classism and violence, 74
Workshops/gather-ins/conferences: on goals, 11-13; in Gulu, Uganda, 
43; in Lagos, Nigeria, 45-46; adult male, in Nigeria, 46; women’s and 
men’s, 61-68; for Caribbean women, 80
Young adults: learning about RC on a college campus, 38-41
Young people: countering fears with physical play, 27-30; learning 
about RC on a college campus, 38-41; oppression of, and schools and 
education, 53-54
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Re-evaluation Counseling is a process whereby 
people of all ages and of all backgrounds can learn 
how to exchange effective help with each other in 
order to free themselves from the effects of past 
distress experiences.

Re-evaluation Counseling theory provides a 
model of what a human being can be like in the 
area of his/her interaction with other human beings 
and his/her environment. The theory assumes that 
everyone is born with tremendous intellectual po-
tential, natural zest, and lovingness, but that these 
qualities have become blocked and obscured in 
adults as the result of accumulated distress experi-
ences (fear, hurt, loss, pain, anger, embarrassment, 
etc.) which begin early in our lives.

Any young person would recover from such dis-
tress spontaneously by use of the natural process 
of emotional discharge (crying, trembling, raging, 
laughing, etc.). However, this natural process is usu-
ally interfered with by well-meaning people (“Don’t 
cry,” “Be a big boy,” etc.) who erroneously equate 
the emotional discharge (the healing of the hurt) 
with the hurt itself.

When adequate emotional discharge can take 
place, the person is freed from the rigid pattern of 
behavior and feeling left by the hurt. The basic lov-
ing, cooperative, intelligent, and zestful nature is 
then free to operate. Such a person will tend to be 
more effective in looking out for his or her own in-
terests and the interests of others, and will be more 
capable of acting successfully against injustice.

In recovering and using the natural discharge 
process, two people take turns counseling and be-
ing counseled. The one acting as the counselor lis-
tens, draws the other out, and permits, encourages, 
and assists emotional discharge. The one acting as 
client talks and discharges and re-evaluates. With 
experience and increased confidence and trust in 
each other, the process works better and better.

For more information, you can go to the web site: 
http://www.rc.org/.
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